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Here's where the action is ... Scott's S-11
speaker system ... so new, so terrific

that Scott wants you tc take home a
pair to hear for yourself' You'll thrill

to the fabulous sounds of this
all -new three-way system. The

handsome oilec walnut en-
ure looks great in any decor
ensions: 24"x14"x111/4"

Price: S149.95.
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Home, James ..
you can be one
of the fortunate few
to own Scott's limited edit on S-12 speakers ...
fill the farthest reaches of your grand ballroom
with glorious stereo. Grille frames remove, so
your decorator can insert fabrics to match your tapestries.
Dimensions: 27"x21"x16".

dos
Dim

Scott includes these S-10 speakers
as standard equipment with their

2503 luxury compact ... you can
include them with confidence in a fine
component system for your home.
Dimensions: 231/2"x113/4" x9". Price: $69.

You'll get plenty of mileage
from these compacts

... Scott's S-9 speaker
systems are the same
bantam wonders that
Scott includes with Its

best-selling 2501 and 2502
stereo compacts. They're the best thing
that ever happened to your bookshelf.

Dimensions: 14"x8 3/4"x5"". Price: $39.95.



FREE

HOME
TRIAL

Test drive a pair of new
Scott S-11 speakers today!
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You bring the wheels . . . Scott's got t" peakers! Scott's all -new S-11
speakers are absolutely unparalleled in p `nrmance. And to prove it to
you, Scott wants you to listen to a pair at leisure, in your home, with
your own equipment, at no cost or or' . est these speakers with
your favorite records, with FM stereo . et ith AM broadcasts. Com-
pare them with your present speakers . . r rdiess of cost. Once you've
enjoyed Scott's new S-11 speakers in yo .1e, you'll never again be .
satisfied with any other speaker.
Here's how Scott's free home trial offer w sit your cooperating t
Scott dealer, and pick up a pair of Sci speakers. Test them

in your own home. If, within ten rInn't find they meet
your every requirement .1 pack It won't cost you 0.

a cent . . . Scott this terrific offer during a \
limited intro& period only.

Who else but F , the . name in solid-state com-
ponents, cot J design a )eaker system so perfectly

matched to the needs L solid-state ccmponents?
Only Scott speakers have been specifically de-

signed to give optimum performance with today's
electronically advanced solid-state amplifiers and
receivers. Unlike the older vacuum tube com-

ponents, solid-state components give best per-
formance over a narrow range of speaker
impedance.
In Scott's Controlled Impedance speakers,
impedance range is deliberately controlled
by integrated engineering development of
both speakers and crossover to match the
capabilities of your solid-state equipment.
Scott Controlled Impedance speakers both
safeguard your valuable equipment and

give you the kind of sound you wanted when
you bought transistor components . . . the
kind of sound that prompted AUDIO's Larry

Zide to state, ". . . we were strongly im-
pressed by the clarity of reproduction . . .

These Scotts are as clear a musical sound as
we would want ... Frequency sweeps were un-
usually smooth over the entire range . . .

Transient response is quite sharp with little
hangover ... a stereo pair will do justice to

the finest sound source. We would like to
think that we are quite fussy about the

kind of sound we want. Certainly
these Scotts fulfill our demands
without need of qualifications."
Need more proof? Take home a

pair of Scott S-11 speakers today,
and hear for yourself the dramatic difference.

Scott . .. where innovation is a tradition

S C Co rlm

TAKE ME TO
YOUR DEALER
Take this certifi:ate to your Scott dealer for
your 10 -cloy free home trial of Scott S-11
speakers today.

Name

Address

State Zip

HERE'S ALL YOU DO:
1. Take this cettificate to your cooperating

Scott dealer.
2. Pay the dealer for a pair of Scott S-11

speakers under his normal terms.

3. Take home the S-11 speakers and try them

out.
4. If, withil ten days, you are not completely,

ecstatically delighted with the performance

of the Scott 5-11 speakers, return them

your dealer, in the
some

condition

which you received them, and get

money bock. ..................... ......
M.M. Scott. Inc.. Dept. 215.05, III Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass.. 10754 Export: Scott International, Maynard, Mass.

Another Innovation from Scott, manufacturers of superb components, compacts, kits. speakers, and consoles. © copyright 1967. H.H. Scott, In:.
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Mark of the leader ...

ATITINIM aro,
The ultimate expression of over 50 years
of Garrard leadership, this much -imitated
but unequaled automatic transcription
turntable contains many
developments invented,
perfected and
brilliantly refined by the
Garrard Laboratories,
and now considered
essential for the
finest record reproduction.

Heavy, cast 12"
anti -magnetic turn-

table is dynamically
balanced with

copper weights on
underside.

tr

Anti -static, dust -
repellent turntable
mat has safety
rings at 12", 10"
and 7" positions to
protect stylus should
automatic switch
be activated with-

, out record on
turntable.

Patented anti -
skating control,
calibrated in half
gram markings, is
adjusted with
springless, sliding
weight.

1 L.

Two interchangeable
spindles: short
spindle facilitates
manual play; long,
center -drop spindle
handles eight
records fully
automatically.

Hydraulic cueing
and pause

control elimi-
nates damage to

records or
stylus through

manual handling.

Low mass cutaway
shell compatible

with the most
advanced, lightest

tracking
cartridges.

rK

Dynamically
balanced,
counter -weight.
adjusted tone
arm of Afrormos a
wood and
aluminum for
light weight,
low resonance.

1

-11111MMiG-mow
Built-in stylus
pressure gauge,
calibrated in quarter
gram intervals,
has click -stops for
precise, audible/
visible settings.

Just two years ago, the stereo high fidelity world was Liti.caluced to the Lab 80, the first Automatic Transcription
Turntable. It was instantly acclaimed because of the significant developments it contained. These imparted pro-
fessional performance capabilities never before anticipated in automatic record playing units. Now, the Garrard
Laboratories have refined and surpassed the original model with the Lab 80 Mark II, still priced at only $99.50, less
base and cartridge. It is one of five new Garrard Automatic Turntables each of them the leader in its class.

For complimentary Comparator Guide, write Garrard, Dept. AE-5, Westbicry, N.Y. 11590.
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EDITORIALLY
SPEAKING

By William Anderson

Ir is probable that one of man's first inventions-falling somewhere be-
tween the opposable thumb and the wheel-was the market fair, that

gathering place where, yearly or oftener, buyers could meet sellers, trans-
act their business, and, of course, indulge in other orgies of togetherness.
Some sort of response to these affairs is, I suspect, built into the most
social of animals-it is into this one, at least. There is still enough of the
rube left in me that I find it difficult to ignore the siren call of any fair,
to pass up the unanalyzable pleasures of strolling through the hog barn,
the poultry pavilion, and the Hall of Industry, or to avoid second-guessing
the awards for the bloomin'est peach or the greatest pumpkin. But I also
suspect that the fair-at least in its present form-is an invention that is
beginning to outlive its usefulness in the modern world: the marketing
chores that were its principal reason for being have been efficiently taken
over by billboards, newspapers, magazines, radio, and TV. As a connois-
seur, I can testify that fairs nowadays show us little that we haven't already
seen somewhere else before, and this may explain why our latest king-size
extravaganza had to be dubbed, inevitably, the New York World's Failure.

Are fairs, then, going to join the many other outgrown customs in the
middens of social history? Not, I think, if the upcoming Expo 67 in Mon-
treal is any measure. This fair, a "first -category" exposition (which is to say
that it is a real world's fair), is co -sponsored by the governments of
Canada, the Province of Quebec, and the City of Montreal, who will this
year celebrate, together with over seventy other nations, the one hundredth
anniversary of the birth of the Canadian Confederation. Advance publicity
has persuaded me that this will be the first of the fairs of the future, one
at which crass commerce will take a back seat to the arts. The turbines, ball
bearings, and tractors will be there too, but the spotlight will clearly be on
a list of cultural attractions no fair anywhere has ever matched. Consider
the music alone: from April 28 to October 27 Expo 67 will present The
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra; Vienna State Opera, Vienna Philhar-
monic; Twentieth Century Ballet (Belgium) ; Bath Festival Ensemble,
Royal Ballet; Montreal Symphony Orchestra, Toronto Symphony Orches-
tra, Canadian Opera Company; Czech Philharmonic, Czech Chamber
Group; French Radio National Orchestra, Paris Opera Ballet; Hamburg
State Opera, Munich Bach Choir; La Scala Opera; Amsterdam Con-
certgebouw; Stockholm Royal Opera; Orchestre de la Suisee Romande,
Zurich Chamber Orchestra; New York City Ballet, New York Philhar-
monic; the Bolshoi Opera-and much, much more. Where on earth has
there ever been such a gathering of performing talent before? What
nation has ever thrown a party in as grand a style to celebrate its birthday?
What more could you ask of a real world's fair that has taken as its theme
"Man and His World" ?

Another measure of the serious cultural planning behind Canada's na-
tionwide celebration is contained in a recent announcement of an unusual
recording project: RCA Victor of Canada, in conjunction with the Cana-
dian Broadcasting Company, is issuing a centennial edition series (it will
be available in the U. S.) of seventeen records covering the work of
thirty-two Canadian composers, most of them living, in every aspect of
classical music. Centennial or no centennial, it is an impressive and
beautifully executed effort that larger, richer countries might emulate.
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The First All -Label, No -Obligation
Discount Record Service

to Offer All These Advantages
BIG DISCOUNTS!

Always at least 33 ...in

some cases
up to 15°01

PAY AFTER
YOU PLAY!

Charge all your purchases an exclusive RecordsUnlimited feature,

Plus a unique extra bonus...
SELECT ANY RECORD OF YOUR CHOICE - FREE

if you join now and agree to pay the modest lifetime enrollment fee

UNLIMITED
SELECTION!

Any record on any label

available in the U.S.!

NO MINIMUM
PURCHASE
REQUIRED!

Order
want...when

you want theml

ow... a record -buying service thatN
has all the advantages you've been

looking for - Records Unlimited! It
gives you big discounts on all records,
all labels - with no minimum purchase
required. And you can buy on credit
with at-home shopping convenience!
\Vhat's more, you get your first record
free for joining right now!

No other service, club or method of
buying records offers all this without
obligation of any kind!

No obligations - No limitations
If you buy records regularly - 5, 7 or

12 a year - you probably like to make
your selections from a variety of labels.
And you don't want the commitment to
buy a specified number of records.
What you do want are the most gen-
erous discounts that can be offered...
and the convenience of charging your
purchases.

You get all these advantages only
with Records Unlimited!

Discounts up to 75%
As a member, you have no obligation

to buy any records. But every record
you do buy will have a discount of at
least 33 1/2% off the manufacturers' sug-
gested list price ( see the chart).

You can choose any 12" long-playing
record of any label available in the
United States. In some cases we are
able to offer discounts up to 75%! And
remember, Records Unlimited is the
only all -label service that lets you
charge your records!

Free Monthly Magazine
You will learn about these special

savings regularly through your free
monthly copy of the Records Unlimited
Magazine, which Nvill carry listings of
new releases and best-selling hit rec-
ords. You can take advantage of the
super discounts, or order any record
you want at our regular low discount

BIG DISCOUNTS ON ALL LABELS

See for Yourself!
Manufacturers' Suggested RECORDS

List Prices* UNLIMITED
$1.79 to $1.98. $1.19

2.49 1.56
2.79 to 2.98. 1.84
3.79 to 3.98 2.38
4.79 to 4.98. 2.98
5.79 to 5.98 3.68
6.79 to 6.98 4.32

Special -Price Records Each Month!
Leading Labels $1.19  $1.52  $1.92

(Originally sold for up to $4.79*)
In some areas, records may be purchawd at below
manufacturers' suggested list prices.

prices (plus a small mailing and han-
dling charge). All records, of course,
are brand-new and guaranteed to be
in perfect playing condition.

First Record Free

Your first record is free, if you join
and agree to pay the modest $5.00 life-
time enrollment fee. And you can select
your free record now - stereo or mono
- from the best-selling records shown
on this page, or you can pick any other
record currently available in the U.S.

Send No Money

Just fill out and mail the coupon.
We'll send the free record of your
choice promptly. You'll also receive a
copy of the giant Records Unlimited
Catalog, listing hundreds of records
available to members at special dis-
count prices, along with a $5.00 invoice
for your lifetime enrollment.

4 -TRACK STEREO TAPES are also avail-
able at Records Unlimited discount prices!
The free Catalog contains full details.

ri,*)
etp))

records unlimited
Harmony, Indiana

r
Records Unlimited

' Box 500, Harmony, Indiana 47853
Please enroll me as a member of Records
Unlimited and send me this record - free:
Catalog No.
Title
Label
Send this record in: 0 Stereo 0 Mono
Also send me a copy of the giant Records
Unlimited Catalog and bill me just $5.00 for
lifetime enrollment. I understand that enrollment
includes no obligation to purchase any records at
any time, but I can make the purchases I wish at
Records Unlimited discount prices and charge
them to my account.
0 Check here if you're enclosing $5.00 check or

money order for lifetime enrollment. As an
extra bonus, we'll also send you a free record -
care brush and cleaning. cloth in addition to
your catalog and free record.

CHOOSE A RECORD FREE-NOW!
Take any one of these hit albums- or any other record you want!

Onnan4.
Philailelpain

Onhou6

Name

Address

City

Zip
State Code
710-2 R-6 J
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every tape recorder
owner

OUGHT TO
HAVE
HIS HEAD

EXAMINED!

If you've been using your tape recorder
regularly for a year or more-the tape
head is probably worn out. As the
oxide coating on the tape comes in
abrasive contact with the head, it grad-
ually grinds away the metal. Output
becomes erratic and high frequency
performance suffers. Crisp sounds
become mushy. Vivid tones get blurry.
Without even realizing it, you lose the
fidelity and realism your tapes and
equipment are capable of giving you.

Every tape recorder should regularly
have the Look -Touch -Listen test that
immediately tells you if it's head
replacement time. Ask Nortronics-
world's leading tape head manufac-
turer-for Bulletin 7260 that explains
this simple do-it-yourself test. If you
do need a new head, ask your dealer
for a Nortronics replacement!

7lorfronics
COMPANY, INC.

8101 Tenth Avenue North
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55427

CIRCLE NO. 45 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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LETTERS TO
G & S

Kresh's piece on Gilbert and Sulli-
van (February) was a rollicking good-hum-
ored account, and I congratulate him-"and
he himself has said it, and 'tis greatly to his
credit" that he has confessed his addiction.

DORE SCHARY
New York, N. Y.

 My uncle -in-law, a former sax and oboe
man with Fletcher Henderson who used to
play the Gilbert and Sullivan shows with the
old Federal Theatre, and, later, excerpts of
them with park bands, loved Paul Kresh's
article-and so did I.

LANGSTON HUGHES
New York, N. Y.

 My attention has been called to an article
in your February issue entitled "Confessions
of a Gilbert and Sullivan Addict" by Paul
Kresh. Like so many self-styled Gilbert and
Sullivan "fans," Mr. Kresh chooses to ignore
the existence of professional Gilbert and Sul-
livan in this country and writes "authorita-
tively" in a manner which would lead the
uninitiated to believe that only the D'Oyly
Carte Opera Company performs Gilbert and
Sullivan professionally today.

In regard to his reference to me and my
"New York troupe which was constantly dis-
solving and getting reorganized": The Amer-
ican Savoyards has been a professional com-
pany since 1952. We have never dissolved or
reorganized, and our disappearances from
the New York scene have resulted from na-
tional and international tours and appear-
ances at such "crumbling institutions" as the
4,000 -seat Carter -Barron Amphitheater in
Washington, D. C., with the National Sym-
phony Orchestra, the Harris Theatre in Chi-
cago and Coconut Grove Playhouse in
Miami, and the operation of our own sum-
mer theater for seven years in Maine.

Since we prefer playing an extensive rep-
ertoire in a long season in New York to a
short season in a Broadway theater, we still,
regretfully, use piano and organ accompani-
ment at the Jan Hus Playhouse, which cannot
accommodate a full orchestra. However, I'd
suggest that Mr. Kresh revisit the "cellar in
the lower reaches of a crumbling East Side
institution." The Jan Hus is a comfortable,
air-conditioned off-Broadway theater which
has housed many "hits."

THE EDITOR
since 1959 we have had a Gilbert and Sulli-
van Company at the City Center, where I
have directed John Alexander, Claramae
Turner, Gladys Kreise, Evelyn Sachs, Ruth
Kobart, Nancy Dussault, and many others in
Gilbert and Sullivan.

The City Center productions have been
designed by such distinguished Broadway de-
signers as Donald Oenslager and Motley and,
yes, Mr. Kresh, we use a full orchestra.

DOROTHY RAEDLER, President
The American Savoyards
New York, N. Y.

Mr. Kresh replier: "1 am profoundly re-
morseful that the subjective approach of my
article led me inadvertently to step on Miss
Raedler's toes. I was referring to the produc-
tions of the old Masque and L)re Company.
If I had it to do over again, rather than incur
the wrath of a woman whose talents I admire
as much as I do Miss Raedler's. I would
certainly make note of the fact that her Amer-
ican Savoyards went on to prosperity and
glory."

 I have just finished reading the article on
Gilbert and Sullivan in the February issue
and am writing to tell you how much 1 en-
joyed it. Indeed, I too have been at the Jan
Hus House to see the old Masque and Lyre
outfit. Yea, even have I been found at the
President Theater where the same company,
gone pro as the American Savoyards, pre-
sented their season of G & S. When the
D'Oyly Carte Company was here recently I
was on hand, and when the Lamplighters,
the resident G & S company in San Francisco,
opens soon with a new production of Princess
Ida, I know that I shall be in attendance
whether I will it or no. It was nice to have
someone explain in public print the nature
of the malady which afflicts us.

But I daresay that there will be a barrage
of letters from Savoyards to challenge Mr.
Kresh's statement that Gilbert was knighted
by Queen Victoria. In point of fact, he
wasn't knighted until 1907, seven years after
Sullivan's death and four before his own,
when Edward VII was on the throne. They
may also be dismayed at his remarks about
the introduction of electricity. He did indeed
use lights in the girls' costumes in lolanthe;
but Mr. Kresh goes on to say "and later on
the stage of the Savoy Theater, which opened

It might also interest him to know that (Continued on page8)
CIRCLE NO. 52 ON READER SERVICE CARD -Dr.
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M3del TR-700 -Solid State FM Multiplex Stereo.
Music Power: 60 Watts @ -ldB. FM Usable Sensitivity: 1.13,V  3dB (IHF).

Sterverrfideitty
now you car listen to a completely nev. sound ... Stereofidelity by Sansui ... a

tone quality that scon w II be the new ;tondo -d of excellence . . . Stereofidelity

by Sansui . . available in a choice of FM stereo and AM/ FM stereo receivers.

Sans joruz_ corrplete information and a list of franchi:ed Sorsui dealers,
.vhere you can see and hear Stereofidelity by Sansui, write

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION  34-43 56th STREE" WOODSIDE, N.Y. 11377  TEL. 446-6300
Sansui Electric Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japai Electronic Distributors (Canada) 949 Gra-wille St., Vancouver 2, B.C.



with the first production of Patience." Here
is error compounded, for the Savoy opened
after Patience had already been running for
some time, and the fact is that lolanthe didn't
open until the end of the run of Patience.

Again let me say how much I enjoyed the
piece. The style was just right for the subject
at hand, and I hope that, protest to the con-
trary, the article may lure some soul to the
source of the finest fun and frolic available
on the English-speaking stage today.

F. H. LEHMEYER
Berkeley, Calif.

Mr. Kresh replies: "Mr. Lehmeyer is
right on all counts-right as right can be. It
just shows how little you can trust the recol-
lections of a deteriorated brain after long
years of exposure to Victorian operetta. ler

astounding not so much that these errors oc-
curred, but that there weren't even more of
them."

Rectification
 YOUR REVIEW OF JOE WILLIAMS ALBUM
(MARCH) MARVELOUS. THANKS, BUT ERRO-
NEOUS IN NAMING ME ARRANGER. ARRANGE-
MENTS SHOULD BE CREDITED TO THAD
JONES, BOB BROOKMEYER, AND BOB
FRIEDMAN. COULD YOU RECTIFY?

MANNY ALBAM
Nyack, N. Y.

Our apologies to Messrs. Jones, Brook-
meyer, and Friedman, and also to Roland
Hanna and Jimmy Jones, each of whom did
one arrangement apiece for the release on
the Solid State label.

Your $5.00 is No
1-:11 Laughing Matter
11,k Ilion

111.1,n11/
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Rank Snobs

Neither is Our
 Same Day Service
From a stock of 250,000 LP's and Tapes

 Minimum 35% Discount
On every label available anywhere including
Columbia, Capitol, RCA, London, Angel-A Total of 500 odd

 No Obligation Policy
You'll receive only what you order

 Extra Features found in no other Club
Up to, 50% savings on Hi-Fi equipment
25% discount on Books of all publishers

Observe these prices - compare them with anyone's:

Albums that list for $1.98, $2.98, $3.98, $4.98, $5.98 (not on special), $1.23, $1.85, $2.39,
$2.99, $3.69 respectively. Tapes are always at least Vs off Ilst and auto cartridges are dis-
counted 20%.

SPECIALS you can save on right now! Verve Folk & Jazz-$2.75 Mono, $3.25
Stereo; Deutsche Grammophon and Archives $3.00 Mono and Stereo:
Nonesuch $1.25 Mono and Stereo and Atlantic, entire line 50% off;
COMPLETE LINE included in every Series mentioned.
Plus you get SCHWANN and HARRISON CATALOGS sent to members FREE, lists
25,000 albums and every available tape. RECORDING NEWS lists latest releases, audio
equipment, LP's and tapes on club "SPECIALS."
GIFT MEMBERSHIPS are welcomed. Lower enrollment costs In groups allow us to
lower fee to $2.50 from the second membership on. (Five in your group brings enroll-
ment cost down to only $3.00.)

IF YOU BELONG TO ANOTHER CLUB of similar features, you will find join
ing UNICLUB INC. one of the most profitable extravagances evert
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED Full refund within 30 days If we don't please you
in every way. (We will!)

L
8

uniCLUll INC.
255 WEST 42 STREET. NEW YORK,
N.Y. 10036 Dept. HS -567

0 "Tape catalog needed" 0 "Tape catalog only"

Sounds Great! Here's $5.00 - This covers my full cost for lifetime
Club privileges. Send the Free Catalogs and Club "specials." Satis.
faction is guaranteed.

Name

Address

City State Zip

0 Check 0 Money Order 0 Cash

And while you're at It, I'd like
gift memberships for the follow-
ing people at $2.50 each with
full lifetime privileges.

Name

Address

City & State

Name

Address

City & State

Name

Address

City & State
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Significant Difference
 The Hirsch -Houck equipment reviews for
March report that a recent -model automatic
turntable offers "the features and per-
formance of the $75 -class turntables for
about $25 less." The rumble, measured by
H -H Labs using the NAB method, is re-
ported as -23 db. These rumble figures are
described as comparable to most moderately
priced record changers, and I agree.

However, the AR turntable immediately
comes to mind as being in the $75 class.
Hirsch -Houck Laboratories reported the
rumble of the AR turntable, using the same
method of measurement, as -38 db. Surely
this 15-db difference is significant.

ROY ALLISON
Acoustic Research, Inc.
Cambridge, Mass.

Mr. Hirsch replies: "I regret that Roy
Allison and other readers of the test report
in question may have received the wrong im-
pression. Of course, what I was referring to
was the $75 -class automatic turntables, and
there is no question that a 15-db difference
it a significant one."

Are Records Musical?
 Critic Han, Kt Ile! 's idiosyncratic argu-
ment in the February issue about the destruc-
tive influence of the phonograph on musical
values presents a long list of unsubstantiated
allegations. Yehudi Menuhin showed them
to be untrue in various respects, and his life-
long experience as a concert and recording
artist inspires, I think, more credibility than
do Mr. Keller's efforts to give the reader "all
the facts." Besides the performer's viewpoint,
however, there are other important aspects
on which Mr. Menuhin did not elaborate,
and on these Mr. Keller should not be al-
lowed the last word. The subject is much too
important.

Since about 1925, when the phonograph
began to leave a lasting imprint on Western
musical life, the number of performing musi-
cians has grown anywhere between ten- and
thirty -fold. The number of grade- and high-
school children learning to play instruments
in some amateurish way has grown on the
same scale. Professional and amateur orches-
tras have multiplied even more spectacularly.
Since a large percentage of fully trained in-
strumentalists in the United States and some
European countries cannot earn a profession-
al living because of this over -supply, "ama-
teur" chamber music and vocal activities of
these "unemployed musicians" in homes and
at other gatherings, on a fully professional
level, have increased probably fifty- to one
hundred -fold since 1900.

If one takes a look at the production sta-
tistics of the piano and harpsichord indus-
tries, of violin makers and manufacturers
of wind instruments in the last sixty years,
all of Mr. Keller's claims about playing ac-
tivities collapse. As to present listening hab-
its, things likewise look very different from
what he tells us. Up to 1925, average young
people from the educated classes heard one
or two concerts a year, or none, and their
musical knowledge or training, with few ex-
ceptions, amounted to little more than "a
love of music." Higher -income adults in pro-
fessional and business circles heard a maxi-
mum of four to six concerts a season. A
Missa Solemnis, a Ninth Symphony, a Verdi
Requiem, a B -Minor Mass were heard once

(Continued on page 11)
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FEATURES

First, true bookshelf depth:
17" wide, 5" high, 9" deep
Side panels eliminate need for
separate cabinet
Large, readable, FM dial
Complete tape playback and
monitoring facilities
Headphone jack

For people who really listen,
we offer the first receiver with

$400 specifications that
sells for $279

ADC 606
90 watt, solid-state, FM Stereo Receiver

SPECIFICATIONS

Amplifier Section
Power:
90 watts (IHF) @ 4 ohms
80 watts (IHF) @ 8 ohms
Total Harmonic Distortion:
p rated output, .3%
3 db below rated output, .1%
IM Distortion:
@ rated output, .4%
3 db below rated output, .2%
Frequency Response:
10-60,000 Hz ±1 db
Hum and Noise:
With volume control
minimum, -78 db
Magnetic phono input, -65 db
Musical instrument input, -60 db
Auxiliary input, -75 db
Input Sensitivities:
Magnetic phono, 3 my
Musical instrument, 50 my
Tape, 100 my
Auxiliary, 100 my

Tuner Section
Usable FM Sensitivity IHF:
1.6 uv
Harmonic Distortion
(100% modulation): .5%
FM Stereo Separation:
35 db at 400 Hz
32 db at 1,000 Hz
20 db at 8,000 Hz
Signal -to -Noise Ratio
(100% modulation): 70 db
Spurious Response Rejection:
80 db
Capture Ratio:
3 db

Musical instrument input
Automatic frequency control
(switchable) for FM
Independent control for 2
sets of speakers
Each channel separately fused,
plus main power fuse
Automatic FM stereo switching
2 -year warranty

Audio Dynamics Corp.
Pickett District Rd.

New Milford, Conn.



Have you heard the
60 watt, solid-state receiver that

set the trend in low cost
quality receivers?

The remarkable, $219* ADC 600

ete.eeow11
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Like our new 606, this ADC 600 Stereo
Receiver was designed for people who listen-
listen a bit more critically and knowingly
than most. Solid-state from the concept on, it is
not in any sense a re -do of older circuitry.
Its size is a tip-off to newness: 5" high, 81/2"
deep! Inside, cool and uncrowded, are a lot
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of new developments and ideas that completely
new design lets us use without compromise.

Automatic multiplex switching and indicator
 Low distortion 0 Fast flywheel tuning C Full
tape monitoring facilities 0 Independent control
for 2 sets of speakers 0 Headset socket
o Double -fused, fully -protected circuits.

Have you heard the two top -rated ADC Speakers?
The compact 404 and the impressive 303A.
Both systems won top ratings where the ratings count
most. The 404 shatters ideas on what can
come out of a speaker only 12" high.
Rated over speakers 8 times its size.
$56.00.

The 303A won the most impressive
comparative test of the year and
praise from every expert. $95.00.

The ADC Sixty Amplifier
has the same power (60 watts at 4 and 8 ohms)
and same features as the Amplifier section of
the 600 Receiver. 31/4" high. $129.50
(Walnut cabinet
optional, extra.)

Have you heard the finest of ADC Cartridges?
The unsurpassable 10/E.
This is the first cartridge of which it can be
said, "no one will ever make a cartridge that performs
perceptibly better." Behind that claim is a solid, startling
technical achievement: reduction of "moving mass"
to one-third previous best standards ... below the
critical point of groove "yield." For the first time,
you hear the record exactly as pressed.

Audio Dynamics Corporation, Pickett District Rd., New Milford, Conn.

Slightly higher in the West



in a lifetime, if at all. Today, millions of
young people in and out of college have
heard all such major compositions and hun-
dreds of others countless times over the radio
or from their records, of which they may own
from thirty to five hundred. A recorded
work's "repeatable performance," far from
spelling the corruption of Western musical
culture, makes it possible for these multi-
tudes to really learn and study classical
works by listening again and again.

There is only one way to develop informed
musical knowledge, judgment, and sensitiv-
ity: by building up, through thousands of
listening hours, a vast memorized library for
comparison. In the Twenties, only profes-
sionals and a handful of wealthy amateurs
had this advantage from live music, but the
phonograph and the radio, since 1950 or
earlier, have given millions the same price-
less training free of charge-or close to it.
Mr. Keller seems to resent this "mass cul-
ture" which brings music via different means
to the millions.

Like Mr. Keller, I regret the ratio of listen-
ers to players, but it is a fact that the snow-
balling number of record listeners keeps pro-
ducing more and more amateur players all
over the world at a rate utterly out of pro-
portion to the number of amateurs active be-
tween 1900 and 1925. If he really believes
that the youngsters who hacked out Beetho-
ven symphonies "quatre-mains" on the up-
richt fifty years ago knew these works better
than today's non-playing phonograph listen-
ers, he is shockingly unaware of the incredi-
ble revolution of "musical education by lis-
tening" which has gone on for more than
three decades. It irks many a conservative
music teacher that so many have become
amazingly knowledgeable in the classical rep-
ertoire, yet remain "musically illiterate"
since they do not read and play music.

The assertion that concert listening is nec-
essarily more concentrated, perceptive, and
musical than record listening is absurd. Let
Mr. Keller look around him at London's
Albert Hall, Royal Festival Hall, or Wig -
more Hall-is everyone in the audience a
genius of perceptive penetration, musical
scholarship, and stylistic acuity?

The time is past when the musicologist
could look at musical culture with hyper -
aesthetic sentimentality a Ia Viennois and in
utter disregard of the social changes since

THIS MONTH'S COVER
The oil painting on this month's cov-
er, "Portrait of George Gershwin in
a Concert Hall" by David Alfaro Si-
queiros, depicts the composer on the
stage of the Metropolitan Opera
House during an imaginary concert
appearance. Siqueiros, a Mexican
muralist and easel painter whose
work, generally social -revolutionary
in content and innovative in tech-
nique, has made him one of the fore-
most living artists of North America,
did this painting while visiting New
York in 1936. In the rows of seats
nearest the stage, Siqueiros painted
likenesses of people close to Gersh-
win, among them his parents and his
brother Ira; the artist himself appears
at the far left of the canvas, at the
edge of the stage. The painting is in
the private collection of Ira Gershwin.

NEW ROBERTS 400X

OFFERS'COMPUTERIZED'

STEREO TAPE

AUTOMATION
Plus other remarkable
features including 68 -watt
solid state electronics and
22,000 cps Cross Field Head*

 22,000 cps Cross Field (*exclusive
Roberts' design which uses separate
head for bias, located so bias magietic
field will not affect the signal reccrded
on the tape, thus permitting excellent
frequency response at all tape speeds
- even down to 33/4 ips).
 Four heads  Three motors,
synchronous capstan drive  Push-
button solenoid controls  Two VU
meters  Two extended range
speakers  Three speed operation
(15 ips optional)  Electrical speed
change  FM multiplex ready
 Records sound -on -sound
 Records or plays sound -with -sound
 Theatre reverberation and echo the Pro Line

 Four digit index counter
 Adapters available for 101/2" reels ROB E RTS

Roberts 400X stereo tape recorder offers completely
"computerized" and automated retrieval and playback
of taped program material. Easy -to -operate, built-in
"computer" performs whatever basic function you re-
quire: (1) Automatic repeat play, (2) automatic select
play, or (3) automatic reverse play. Further flexibility is
provided by two types of automatic reverse play opera-
tion: (A) Pre -timed adjustable index system, or (B) pre-
cise tape foil sensor method. $799.95

Divisior of
Rheem Manufacturing
Corn pary

5922 Bowcroft St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90016

RHEEM, AN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY W WITH OVER 80 PLANTS AROUND
CIRCLE NO. S1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE WORLD

Before you send money to any
record club, join the best one

for 3 months, free!
S IM =I f 1111111111

Citadel Record Club
545 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017

Please enroll me for 3 months, without charge or I
I obligation, as a member of the Citadel Record Club.

Prove to me that it is the one club w th every single II advantage and none of the disadvantages of all the I
others. I understand that I am entitled to all mem
bership privileges, including large discounts on I
records of all labels, without any obligation to buy
anything, ever. II

I I
I Name I

IAddress I
I II City State Zip

S -57B I
ME mi um a

CITACIL RECOIRIC CLUE
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GET $100.00

WORTH OF

PRE-RECORDED

STEREO TAPES

FOR ONLY

$39.95...
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You have to buy an Ampex recorder.
But since Ampex is the unques-
tioned leader in performance, that's
hardly a penalty. The offer is good
on any Ampex recorder, from the
model 850 tape deck shown above at
$199.95, up through the new Ampex
Music Center at $599.95. Choose 10
selections from more than 75 of the
fastest selling tapes, and, in addi-
tion, get two reels of Ampex blank
tape.

Speaking of tapes, did you know
Ampex offers more than 1,600 al-
bums under 47 different labels? (For
a free tape catalog write to the ad-
dress below.)

Tape offer good in U.S.A. only.

ask anyone who knows

AMPEX
AMPEX CORPORATION, 2201 LUNT AVENUE,

ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILLINOIS 60007
CIRCLE NO. 4 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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1900 or 1925. The impact of these changes
must be recognized and interpreted. He who
dislikes the changed conditions is free to say
so, but he must do it with sounder argu-
ments and with more respect for facts, causes,
and effects.

FRITZ A. KUTTNER
New York, N. Y.

Sinatra at the Sands
 An embarrassing example of les enfants
terribler of critical journalism is your Rex
Reed, who wrote one of the coarsest pieces
of criticism I've ever seen in your magazine:
his review of "Sinatra at the Sands" (Febru-
ary). By resorting to sarcasm, tasteless per-
sonal criticism, and overbearing repetition,
he only offends the reader.

If Mr. Reed could find words with a little
more meaning than "moldy" to describe a
singing style, maybe somebody would listen
to him. As it is, the inelegant, abusive, and
shoddy nature of his vocabulary is so irritat-
ing that it is difficult to respect anything he
says.

ROBERT S. NATHAN
Amherst, Mass.

 In the mainstream, popular singers are
mimics: the females imitate Barbra Streisand,
the males imitate Frank Sinatra. There must
he a reason that Sinatra is held up as a proto-
type. It is that he has been, and is, the finest
singer of popular songs in the world. He has
not become "The Voice" for no reason at all.
He has earned this name by dedicating him-
self to the art, not the business, of music.

RICHARD ADAMS
Topeka, Kan.

 Frank Sinatra's singing has brought me
about as close to being a fan as ever get.
I've bought almost every one of his albums
sound unheard-including "The Tragedy at
the Sands."

The man has batted a far higher -than -
average average. However, in attempting to
give the record buyer a sensation of actually
being present (Wow!) and joining in all
the laughs (ho!) he has struck out.

Thanks to Rex Reed for his honest review.
Bad is bad, a fact of which even Mr. Sinatra
is aware. He did not attain his present stature
through the blind adulation of fags.

Louis J. HAUCK
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Furtwiingler
We have read the article (February) by

Henry Pleasants on "Furtwangler Recalled."
We do not know where this guy gets his
idea that Furtwangler, just because he is a
German, has a better understanding of Bee-
thoven. Furtwiingler, being a Nazi, wouldn't
have the slightest understanding of the
"brotherhood of man." All this hogwash
about Nazis helping Jewish people during
that inquisition is the usual whitewash. On
the other hand, Toscanini had an uncanny
feeling for the music and the spirit of a
great composer such as Beethoven. Let's cut
out the snow job.

CYRIL GITTLESON
Syossett, N. Y.

 I was very pleased with the fairness and
reverence with which Henry Pleasants
judged Wilhelm Furtwiingler in his review
of Daniel Gillis' recent book. It seems to
me, however, that a few errors should be

rectified and a few moot points questioned.
First of all, I don't see why Furtwangler

should be called an "enigmatic" figure-ex-
cept, perhaps, for his naive belief that he
could fight alone against the Nazi regime,
and for his singular courage in daring to
resist it from within Germany, Furthermore,
I never encountered in Germany any deroga-
tory criticism of his interpretation of the
German classics-although I admit I ceased
to read German newspapers after April
1933. The triumphal successes Furtwiingler
had in almost all countries of Europe and in
the U. S. refute the ideas pronounced in his
1924 letter to Joseph Szigeti.

There is no doubt that Beethoven was his
most beloved composer, and no conductor of
his generation or since has equaled him as
a Beethoven interpreter. But although the
great German music attracted him most, by
no means did he neglect great masters of
other countries. According to incomplete
statistics (up to 1940) in Friedrich Herz-
feld's book on Furtwangler, he conducted
ten works by Berlioz in ninety-three per-
formances, three works by Debussy in fifty-
six performances, seven works by Tchai-
kovsky in one hundred and thirty-two per-
formances, and nine works by Stravinsky in
ninety-two performances. I myself wrote
program notes for his performances of
Dvoiak's "New World" Symphony, Proko-
fiev's Chout Suite, Respighi's Antiche danze
ed arie, and Stravinsky's Firebird and Sacre.
It is certainly not true that he was "ineffective
in any but German music."

Finally, the "assumption that non -Ger-
mans can never truly respond to the most
intimate communication of German music-
or project it, either, as executive musicians"
is a highly controversial generalization. In
my youth I heard the most beautiful per-
formances of Beethoven quartets by the
Capet Quartet of Paris, and recently a won-
derful one by the Juilliard Quartet.

LUDWIG MISCH
New York, N. Y.

Furtwangler's assistance to Jewish musi-
cians during the Nazi era is a matter of
record. As for Mr. Pleasants' contention that
"German music flourishes in a German en-
vironment." it should be noted that it is
based on twenty years' experience of music
in German-speaking Central Europe.

B eethoven and the Metronome
 Martin Bookspan, writing in the Febru-
ary issue on Haydn's "Clock" Symphony,
promulgates the interesting legend concern-
ing the second movement of Beethoven's
Eighth Symphony as being inspired by the
ticking of Maelzel's metronome. The metro-
nome was invented in 1816, by which time
the Eighth Symphony had already been in
existence for at least two years.

ROBERT R. WEIRAUCH
Cincinnati, Ohio

Mr. Bookspan replies: "Apparently Mr.
Weiranch is correct. According to A. W.
Thayer, writing in Grove's, 'His [Maelzel's]
metronome was entirely different from the
Stockel-Maelzel "Chronometer," and it was
upon the latter ... that Beethoven wrote the
catch which is connected with the Allegretto
of his Symphony No. 8.' Of course, my basic
point-the fascination that composers, Bee-
thoven included, have found in mechanical
contrivances-is not affected."

HIFI/STEREO REVIEW



the price is the same $239.95
(as the former model TK-60)

only the value has increased
in the new model
KENIWOOD TK-66

JEW FM611 1119? ill 911 qg IlP tll 11,t MIN
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60 watts  AM/FM Solid State FET* Stereo Receiver

*FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR  NEW STYLING
INTERSTATION MUTING CIRCUIT

have been added to the other outstanding features, such as:

Tuner Section: 4 gang tuning condenser front-end Five IF stages with 4 limiters and wide band ratio detector Automatic FM
STEREO/MONO mode silent switching circuit with Stereo light indicator Four diodes time division multiplex decoder for 38 dB
stereo separation Illuminated pinpoint AM/FM tuning meter.
Amplifier Section: 60 watt IHF standard total music power to drive even low efficiency HiFi speakers All silicon transistor ampli-
fier provides wide 20 to 50,000 Hz frequency High Damping Factor 46 (16 ohms), 23 (8 ohms) for excellent transient response
 Very low IM distortion for exceptional clear low level to high level listening Blow-out free exclusive automatic circuit breaker
protects power transistor. (U.S. Pat.)  4 sets of output speaker terminals (2 sets of stereo speakers) and front -panel speaker selec-
tor switch (A speakers, B speakers, A +B speakers, head phones) 5 -position program source selector permits AM, FM AUTO,
PHONO, TAPE HD, AUX. 3 -position Mode switch for STEREO, REVERSE, MONO Direct tape monitor switch for tape monitor-
ing without changing cable connection Volume control with rocker switch for loudness control Dual Knobs bass and treble
controls may be used to regulate each channel, separately or simultaneously High and low filters eliminate turntable noise and
scratch noise. 5 pairs of input terminals for MAG, TAPE HD, AUX, TAPE REC, TAPE PLAY Front panel stereo phone jack

Center channel low level output for monaural amplifier and speaker Handsome simulated walnut finish cabinet -included in
price of unit  Two year guarantee.

Visit your nearest KENWOOD franchised dealer and check the added milli,
of model TK-66, or write to us direct for complete illustrated brochure.

... thy 'mond oppronyh to quoUtY KENWOOD
Loa Angeles °Noce. 3100 S groadway Pk Los Angeles, Calif. 90007
New York Office: 69.41 Calainus Avenue. Woodside, New York
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Introducing Fisher's
first all -solid-state
master control amplifier
for less than $200.
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The new Fisher TX -100.
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A few years ago, Fisher introduced the X-100
40 -watt stereo control amplifier, a tube amplifier designed to
satisfy the needs of people seeking component high fidelity at
a low price.

Shortly after its introduction, the X-100 became
the largest selling control amplifier in the world!

Now, Fisher introduces the TX -100, a stereo am-
plifier intended to fill this same need but with the added

advantages of all -transistor design.
Several of these advantages are: more

usable power (65 watts* music power); lower dis-
tortion (0.8% IM, 0.5% harmonic); and the elim-
ination of component damage caused by heat.

The TX -100 also incorporates several
other features found on more expensive Fisher

1

amplifiers, such as the Direct Tape Monitor,
four -position program selector, front -panel head-
phone jack, loudness contour switch and main/

remote speaker switch.
At its unusually modest price of $189.50 (cabinet

$24.95), we feel the new TX -100 represents a better value
than any amplifier we have ever made. .A,40h,n,

Mail this coupon for your free copy of the Fisher
Handbook, 1967 Edition. This 80 -page reference guide to hi-fi
and stereo also includes detailed information on all Fisher
components. Mail coupon to:

Fisher Radio Corp.
11-35 45th Road, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

Name

Address

City State lip
-915.

The Fisher
FISHER RADIO CORP., INC., 11.35 45TH ROAD, LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101. OVERSEAS AND CANADIAN RESIDENTS PLEASE WRITE TO FISHER RAM INTERNATIONAL, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101.
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NEW PRODUCTS
A ROUNDUP OF THE LATEST HIGH-FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

 Argos has designed a high-fidelity loud-
speaker system, the Astra, built on the same de-
sign principle as the sound columns normally
used in public-address equipment. The new
speaker has many columnar acoustical charac-
teristics, including a very wide and controlled
projection of the higher frequencies. Four sep-
arate drivers are used: two high -compliance
Jensen woofers plus a pair of direct -radiator
tweeters. Overall response is from 50 to 17,000

Hz. The cabinet has a bevelled walnut front and meas-
ures 331/4 inches high x 101/2 inches wide x 4 inches deep.
The grille cloth is of Belgian linen. Price: $49.50.

Circle 170 on reader service card

 Sherwood's Model S-8600 all -silicon transistor stereo-

FM receiver is rated at 80 watts music power at 4 ohms
and 50 watts at 8 ohms. Continuous power available is 60
watts at 4 ohms and 40 watts at 8 ohms (at 1 per cent dis-
tortion). It has an FM sensitivity of 1.8 microvolts (IHF).
The Model S-8600 features automatic noise -gated stereo
FM/mono switching; a stereo -indicator light; a zero -center
tuning meter; a front -panel stereo -headphone jack; and rock-
er switches for selection of the tape -monitor, noise -filter,
loudness -contour, and speaker -switching functions. A three -

position switch sets phono-preamplifier gain. Other speci-

fications include an IM distortion of 0.1 per cent at 10 watts
or less. The power bandwidth at 1 per cent distortion is 12
to 35,000 Hz. Sensitivity at the auxiliary input is 0.4 volt,
and at the phono input it is 1.6 millivolts. The maximum
hum and noise (below rated output) is -80 db at the high-
level inputs and -60 db at the magnetic phono input. FM
signal-to-noise ratio is 70 db, and FM distortion is less than
0.25 per cent at 100 per cent modulation. The S-8600 carries
a three-year parts and labor warranty. Chassis size is 161/4 x
12 x 41/2 inches to allow it to be placed on a standard 12 -

inch bookshelf. Price: $289.50. A walnut -grained leatherette -

covered cabinet is $9; a walnut wood cabinet is $28.
Circle 171 on reader service card

 Euphonies announces
its new Teleswitch, Mod-
el TSW-2, a two-piece
wireless, solid-state re-
mote -control system that
switches electrical devices
on and off at distances of
up to 40 feet. Uses include

remote switching of hi-fi installations, tape recorders, or any
other device that falls within the unit's current -switching
rating of 7.5 amps (850 watts).

The system consists of two parts: a hand-held battery-

operated transmitter and a 2 x 2 x 3 inch a.c.-operated re-
ceiver into which the device to be controlled is plugged.
Pressing the button on the Telewand transmitter generates
an ultrasonic signal (at approximately 40 kHz) that

switches the device plugged into the receiver unit. If desired,
more than one circuit can be controlled simultaneously and
more than one Telewand can be used in a given room of the
house; several systems can be used throughout the house.

A second model, TSW-3, called Sound -Off, serves as a TV
"commercial killer." It comes with 5 -foot wire leads that clip
to the speaker terminals of a TV set. Both systems are sup-
plied with a 9 -volt battery for the transmitter unit. Price
of both models is $22.95. Individual Teleswitch receivers are
available at $19.50, Telewands alone at $5.50.

Circle 172 on reader service card

Nimmillor
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 Scott has introduced the compact S-10
controlled -impedance speaker system, specifi-
cally designed for use with solid-state ampli-
fiers. Scott's new S-10 speaker system has an
impedance range that is carefully limited by
integrating the design of both speakers and
crossover to achieve a flat impedance curve.
The system measures 231/2 x 113/4 x 9 inches
and incorporates a 10 -inch low -frequency

speaker plus a 5 -inch high-frequency/mid-range speaker
with an adjustable balance control. Price: $69.95.

Circle 173 on reader service card

 Audio Devices has published a free twelve -page cata-
log that contains detailed information on the full line of
Audiotape tape and
accessories. Features of the five Audiotape oxide formula-
tions, each designed for specific recording applications, are
outlined in the booklet. In addition, there is a concise listing
of the bases, lengths, and reel sizes in which each type is
available. Included is a description of the company's new
Formula 11 recording tape that uses an especially thin oxide
coating on 1/2 -mil tempered Mylar to accommodate three
times as much tape on a given reel size. A reference chart
shows recording times for various tape lengths and speeds.

Circle 174 on reader service card

 Jensen has intro-
duced a new loudspeaker
system, the X-45, that oc-
cupies only one cubic foot
of space. Its oiled walnut
cabinet measures 191/2 x
101/2 x 91/4 inches. De-
signed to operate from 30

to 18,000 Hz, the X-45 has a long -travel, low -resonance
8 -inch Flexair woofer (installed in a sealed acoustic cham-
ber) which crosses over at 2,000 Hz to a compression horn
tweeter. The system has a high -frequency control that makes
it possible to adjust the overall response for optimum acous-
tic balance. Nominal input impedance is 8 ohms, and power
rating is 25 watts. Price: $63.

Circle 175 on reader service card

 Robins has published a twenty-four page pocket -sized
catalog that lists its line of tape, and tape and phono ac-
cessories. Included are several types of splicers for profes-
sional editing and repairing of audio and video recording
tapes, bulk tape erasers, head demagnetizers, splicing tape,
cueing and sensing patches, leader tapes, indexing acces-
sories, empty reels in all sizes and colors, tape -storage can-

(Continued on page 18)
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NO MASSIVE HEAT SINKS - NO HEAT!

People who live along the equa-

tor don't buy woolen gloves or
earmuffs. Why should they?
They'll never use them.

And when we built a solid-state stereo receiver
that's actually cool -running (we mean really cool, even

after hours of operation at high volume), there was no

need to design massive heat sinks into the chassis,
or to punch a single ventilation hole in the enclosure.

Let's face it. Heat sinks are put there to dissipate
damaging heat - something that still unfortunately
exists in many so-called cool -running solid-state units.

When you see big heat sinks, you're bound to find
big heat.

The inherently cool operation of Harman-Kardon
Nocturne receivers is the result of ultra -conservative

design, which doesn't require
driving the output transistors
at fever pitch. In Nocturne,

nothing's overworking, getting hot, causing degrada-
tion of performance. Why no "military -type" heat
sinks? Nocturne runs too cool to need them.

So, without finned heat sinks to demand ventilation

space, or fans mounted within the cabinet to keep air
circulating, Nocturne receivers can be installed any
which way-horizontally, vertically, sideways, even
upside-down-and they just won't overheat! With
operating temperatures always at a safe low level,
electrolytics and other components don't dry out. Per-
formance always remains as great as it was the day
you first turned on ycur new Nocturne receiver.
Harman-Kardon, Inc., Plainview, New York 11803.

harman kardon

ORIGINATOR OF THE HIGH-FIDELITY RECEIVER

Nocturne Seven Twenty 80 -watt solid-state FM stereo receiver.

MAY 1967
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NEW PRODUCTS
A ROUNDUP OF THE LATEST HIGH-FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

isters, and mailing boxes. In the record and phonograph sec-
tion are listed phono accessories and specialized audio con-
nectors, patch cords, and adaptors.

Circle 176 on reader service card

 Knight's integrated solid-state amplifier Model
KN-960 is rated at 50 watts music power, 31 watts con-
tinuous power with 8 -ohm loads. Three switch -selected
stereo inputs accommodate a tuner, a magnetic phono
cartridge, and auxiliary sources. Front -panel controls in-
clude bass, treble, balance, and volume. A speaker on -off

switch works in conjunction with a front -panel stereo -
headphone jack. Frequency response is 20 to 20,000 Hz

db, and harmonic distortion is less than 1 per cent.
Rocker switches select mono/stereo, phones, speaker opera-
tion, and power on -off. The amplifier's size is 13 x 31/3
x 10 inches. Price: $99.50.

Circle 177 on reader service card

 University's UR-4 is
a compact two-way speak-
er system that employs
an 8 -inch high -compliance
woofer in a tuned enclo-
sure, and a 21/2 -inch direct -
radiator tweeter fed by a
high-pass filter. Both the

woofer and tweeter are adjusted for optimum frequency
balance over their range of operation. The UR-4's cabinet
has an anti -resonance internal treatment that smoothes the
response in the lower and middle frequencies. Dimensions of
the oiled -walnut enclosure are 19 x 101/2 x 9 inches, and
weight of the system is 14 pounds. The system's frequency
response is 30 to 20,000 Hz, its power -handling capacity
is 30 watts, and its impedance is 8 ohms. Price: $71.25.

Circle 178 on reader service card

 Viking's new Model 423
stereo tape deck is a four -track,
two -head, three -motor unit with
transistorized preamplifiers.
Frequency responses at the
three operating speeds are: 50
to 15,000 Hz ±3 db at 71/2 ips,
50 to 10,000 Hz ±3 db at
33/4 ips, and 60 to 5,000 Hz

db at 17/8 ips. Signal-to-noise ratio is 50 db. Harmonic
distortion is less than 1.5 per cent and long-term speed
regulation is 0.5 per cent. Features include a combination
tone/playback-equalization control, two calibrated VU
meters, separate record- and playback -level controls for
each channel, a digital tape counter with pushbutton reset,
and a pause control. The Viking 423 measures 83/4 x 153/4
x 12% inches. Price: $249.95. A walnut base is $20 addi-
tional; a remote pause control is $25 additional.

Circle 182 on reader service card

 Olson's stereo -headphone
control center, Model PH -127,
permits the use of two sets of
stereo headphones with a sepa-
rate volume control for each. The
unit has a five-foot cable with a
three -circuit plug for use with

amplifiers with built-in phone jacks. The plug can be re-
moved for connection to amplifiers that do not have a phone
jack. The size of the unit in its wooden cabinet is approxi-
mately 3 x 4 x 5 inches. Price: $7.98.

Circle 183 on reader service card

 3-M has developed an improved self-adhesive flat
cable, consisting of 22 -gauge stranded wire embedded in
a vinyl plastic strip, that is suitable for music- and
sound -system speaker lines. Called Scotchflex No. 500, it
is available with a new pressure -sensitive foam adhesive
and special accessories for terminating and splicing. The
flat cable can easily be installed without nails or screws
on almost any smooth, clean surface.

The various wiring accessories, of injection -molded
plastic, also come with an adhesive backing. They in-
clude barrier -strip and "U -grip" terminals, designed so
that electrical connections to the conductors in the cable
are made simply by laying the cable in the channel of the
accessory base and pressing the top in place. Scotchflex
No. 500 flat cable is available in two- or three -conductor
widths in rolls of 100 feet. Price (of the two -conductor
roll): $6.10.

Circle 184 on reader service card

 Hartley announces a new addi-
tion to its line of Concertmaster
speaker systems. The Model V in-
corporates the 224MS, a 24 -inch
woofer with a polymer cone (similar
to the other MS speakers in the
Hartley line), a cast -aluminum
frame, a fourteen -pound magnet of
Alcomax III, and Hartley's magnetic -
suspension technique for enhanced

transient response. The mid -range and high frequencies
are handled by a newly designed 220MS speaker. The
crossover point is at 350 Hz and has a 12 db per octave
slope. The oiled walnut enclosure is acoustically treated
with the Soundsorbers used in all Hartley cabinets. Di-
mensions are 39 x 29 x 18 inches. Price: $600.

Circle 185 on reader service card

 Superex has announced a new,
lightweight high-fidelity stereo
headphone, the Model SW -1, de-
signed to be used with portable
phonographs, tape recorders, and
guitar amplifiers. The SW -1 has
full -range dynamic reproducers
built into acoustically designed

high -impact Cycolac plastic ear cups. Replaceable vinyl -
covered urethane -foam ear cushions provide a seal to the
ear. The phones operate with a 4- to 16 -ohm amplifier
impedance, and their frequency response is 40 to 15,000
Hz. Price: $19.95.

Circle 186 on reader service card
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LE MANS IS CHILD'S PLAY COMPARED TO
"FOUR CONCERTOS FOR HARPSICHORDS AND ORCHESTRA"

The Shure V-15 Type II phono cartridge
must be much more trackable than a Lotus
Ford. This seemingly silly simile has sig-
nificance, however, when one fully appre-
ciates the importance of trackability in
providing crisp, clear, distortion -free
sound from all of your recordings. The
ascents and descents, jarring side swipes,
abrupt turns of a Grand Prix course are
widely known. (Other analogies we might
have used are the slalom, the steeplechase,
the bobsled). Not yet as well known has
been the curious fact that the grooves re-
producing high level recordings of orches-
tral bells, harpsichords, glockenspiels,
drums, pianos-through which the ce r-
tridge must wend its melodic way-are
even more tortuous, more punishing.Thus,

 T.M.

the much talked about "compliance" and
"mass 'of past evaluations are now merely
parameters of design-whereas "track -
ability" is thetrue measure of performance.

For your entry into the era of high track -
ability, for an experience in listening you
will find most astonishing, ask your Shure
dealer to demonstrate the Shure V-15
Type II Super-Track'at $67.50, the Grand
Prix elite among cartridges. It maintains
contact between the stylus and record
groove at tracking forces from 3/4 to 11/2
grams, throughout and beyond the audible
spectrum at the highest velocities encoun-
tered in quality recordings. Shure Broth-
ers, Ins., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston,
Illinois 60204
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by marten

THIS NEWEST MEMBER OF THE FIRST
FAMILY OF TAPE RECORDERS BRINGS YOU
FULL PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE AND

HER' ENGINEERING AT A MODEST
COST. NOW EVERYONE CAN ENJOY
Li HER. SUPERIORITY, WITH ITS
ABILITY TO PRODUCE FLAWLESS STUDIO
QUALITY RECORDINGS.

SOLID-STATE 2 -SPEED MONAURAL AND
STEREO; AUTOMATIC END -OF -REEL SHUT-
OFF; 2 ILLUMINATED VU METERS; 4 DIGIT
INDEX COUNTER; PAUSE CONTROL; TUNER,
PHONO, AND MICROPHONE INPUTS; 7"
REEL CAPACITY; 40-18000 CPS FREQUENCY
RESPONSE. IN WALNUT ENCLOSURE. 2 AC-
CESSORY CABLES INCLUDED.

WHERE THE NEED IS FOR A COMPLETE
PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER, THE UNSUR-
PASSED

H E ROYAL STEREO 8000
IS THE FINAL ANSWER. FEATURES NOR-
MALLY FOUND ONLY IN FULL STUDIO
EQUIPMENT MAKE THE 8000 THE ONE
TRULY OUTSTANDING PORTABLE STEREO
TAPE RECORDER IN THE ENTIRE FIELD.

AND, FOR THE EQUIVALENT SOPHISTICA-
TION IN A TAPE DECK, MASTERS OF RE-
CORDING HAVE PROCLAIMED THE

H E R 9000 UNEQUALED.

FOR DETAILED INFORMATION ON THESE
FINEST OF ALL RECORDING INSTRUMENTS,

SEE YOUR UHER. DEALER, OR USE
THE COUPON TO OBTAIN LITERATURE GIV-
ING DETAILED DESCRIPTION.

SOLI V.S. IMPORTERS

marteL
ELECTRONICS

2339 SOUTH COTNER AVENUE.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90064

NEW YORK 1199 BROADWAY
CHICAGO 5445 NO LINCOLN

MARTEL ELECTRONICS, Inc. HFSR5
2339 So. Cotner Ave ,

Los Angeles, Calif., 90064.

Please send roe at once literature on the entire
Martel product I,ne.

Zip

Hi Fi Q&A LARRY

AMI -11P1

KLEIN

Simultaneous Stereo
QMy tape recorder has a tendency

to play all four tracks of a prere-
corded stereo tape simultaneously. I have
tried the same tapes on a friend's machine
and they sound fine. Can you suggest
what may be at fault?

MAX LEVINE
Brooklyn, N.Y.

AYour multiplay problem results
 from vertical misalignment of

your machine's playback head and/or
tape guides. The track positions on pre-
recorded tapes are standardized, and if
the playback -head gaps of your machine,
for one reason or another, do not conform
to the standard, then one or both tracks
of the reverse pair of stereo tracks will be
heard. You can get a clue as to whether
the tape is riding too high or too low in
respect to the head by carefully listening
to each speaker. If you hear the reverse
track on both speakers, then the tape is
too high; if you hear the reverse track on
only one speaker, the tape path across
the heads is too low.

Speakers for a Cabinet Kit
QI am putting t,)gether a hi-fi furni-

ture kit that includes two speak-
er cabinets. These are of the bass -reflex
type and have inside dimensions of
about 20 x 24 x 16 inches. What type
of loudspeakers should go in these en-
closures?

RICHARD LINSTAEDT
Indianapolis, Ind.

ASince the dkiensions figure out to
 something less than 5 cubic feet,

1 would suggest that you use a bass
speaker with a fairly low resonance, some-
where around 35 Hz. Other than that,
there's very little help I can offer you if
you do not have the facilities for testing
and adjusting the cabinet to the speak-
ers as outlined in lay article "How To
Tune a Bass Reflex Enclosure" (August,
1965 HtFI/STEnEo REVIEW). Ire have
not done any testing of individual "raw"
loudspeakers because of the problem of
housing them appropriately.

I see several paths open to you: (1)
write to the manufacturer of your cabi-
net kit and ask him what speakers he
recommends: (2) write to some of the
major manufacturers of raw loudspeak-
ers (such as Electro-Voice, Jensen, and
Utah) asking which of their models
they suggest for your cabinets: or (3)
buy a pair of unfinished bookshelf -type
speaker systems of a size that u -ill fit

directly inside your furniture enclosures
and use them.

You may have to modify the front
panel of your speaker enclosure so that
the speakers in your bookshelf cabinets
u -ill radiate through the front -panel cut-
outs in your enclosure, but otherwise
there should be no difficulty.

IHF Power
QI have noticed a number of ad-

 vertisements in yours and in other
ma,:;.tzines in which the manufacturer of
an amplifier rates it at, say, 30 watts
IHF. I know that IHF stands for Insti-
tute of High Fidelity, but what is its sig-
nificance when used with "30 watts"?

DAVID STAGER

Greenwich, Conn.

AAs the man says, "I am glad you
 asked that question." The initials

IHF used alone after a power rating are
meaningless. and such usage is one of
my pet peeves. Apparently, the person
writing the specification is under the im-
pression that IHF power is the equiva-
lent of music (or dynamic) power. This
is simply not true, because the IHF am-
plifier standard specifies how to make
all of the various types of power mea-
surements.

In the absence of any specific infor-
mation as to whether music power or the
more rigorous r.m.s. power is being
specified, I would suggest that you as-
sume that it is music power. In that case.
you'll have to deduct anywhere from 10
to 25 per cent of the power rating in
order to arrive at the equivalent rating
for an amplifier that is measured in
r.m.s. or continuous power. Note that
unless the power is also rated at a spe-
cific distortion level-for example, "30
watts IHF music power at 1.5 per cent
distortion"-it cannot be compared to
any other amplifier's rating.

Pre- and Post -Echo
QOn several, but not all, of my
. stereo records, I can faintly hear

the first few bars of music on a hand
when the phono stylus is in the space
between that hand and the preceding
hand. What causes this, and how can
I eliminate it?

MELVIN ROTHMAN
Flushing, N.Y.

AWhat you are describing is known
. technically as pre -echo, and it is

caused by the modulation in one groove
(Continued on page 24)CIRCLE NO. 40 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Kit TO -67

$ 995 00

NEW Heathkit !Thomas
"Paramount"

Transistor Theatre
Organ

Professional Horseshoe Console Plus
Color-Glo Keys ... a beautiful array of multi-
colored stop tat lets a- your fingertips for con-
venient selection of ail 19 organ voices. Plus
fan-ous Thomas Color Glo lighted keys so you
can play complete songs the firs: time you try it
. . . even if you've never played an organ before!

19 Voices. 200 Watts Peak Power, Chimes,
2 Speaker Systems, "Stereo" Sound And Full
Professional Features At Over $500 Savings!

All Genuine Thomas Factory -Made Components %ith Easy Heathkit
Assembly And "Do -It -Yourself" Economy. That's the new deluxe
Heathkit version of the Thomas "Paramount" Theatre Organ. And
yet you don't have to be an "electronics wizard" to build it, nor a
professional organist to play it. Famous "Heath Engi-nuity" reduces
assembly to simple steps that require no special skills or knowledge.
You even tune the organ with a pretuned tone generator. And
instant -play Color-Glo starts you playing complete songs on your
very first try. Combines a wide array of professional features with a
luxurious horseshoe console and cool solid-state circuitry to make it
a truly outstanding instrument you'll be proud to have in your home.
15 Manual Voices; 4 Pedal Voices ... all at the flip of a tab. For solo
work ... diapason 16', bass clarinet 16', trumpet 16', English horn 8',
oboe 8', violin 8' and tibia 16', 8', 51/2', 4'. For accompaniment ...
diapason 8', saxophone 8', French horn 8', oboe horn 8' and cello 8'.
And now, four pedal voices . . . diapason 16', major flute 8', bass
clarinet 8' and string bass 8'. And you'll soon learn voice combina-
tions to produce the sounds of a Spanish guitar, zither, bagpipes,
calliope. Plus other rhythm and voice variations for every musical
mood. Rock & roll. Classical. Show tunes. Even religious music.
Two Separate Speaker Systems . . . a built-in 2 -speed rotating Leslie
plus a main system with two 12" speakers that can handle the 200
watts peak power delivered by two separate amplifiers. You can even
create "stereo" sound, since the Leslie also acts as a second standard
channel.

Low Cost Heathkit' 'Thomas
Color-Glo Organ . . . $394.90
 All transistor circuit  10 organ voices
 13 -note bass pedals  Repeat per-
cussion  Instant -play Color-Glo  Two
37 -note keyboards  50 -watt peak
power  Vibrato  Matching preassem-
bled walnut cabinet & bench  5 -year
warranty on plug-in tone generators.
Kit GD-325B, 172 lbs . S394.90

111101.11.11

114/
Like Tc Hear It Perform?
Then scnd for organ demonstration record
TOA-67-3 (7" 331/2 rpm). Listen to the beautiful
voices, true organ tone and professional capa-
bilities of this superb instrument. For GD-325B
organ below, order record GDA-325-I. Enclose
50c for postage & handling.

110

Luxurious Hardwood Cabinet And Bench . . . handcrafted and hand -
rubbed with a lustrous walnut finish ... ready for the sub -assemblies
as you complete them. Cabinet measures 40" H x 48" W x 25" D.
Other Professional Features Include two 44 -note keyboards, 28 notes
of electronic chimes, 13 -note bass pedals, keyboard and pedal sustain,
reverb, selective repeat percussion to produce realistic xylophone,
mandolin and marimba sounds; selective attack percussion; manual
balance; timbre mellow to emphasize the warm character of orchestral
voices; variable vibrato; pedal percussion and volume; expression
pedal; stereo headset outlet and 5 -year warranty on plug-in tone
generators. Liberal credit available, too. Get all the details by sending
for your FREE Heathkit Catalog!
Kit TO -67, organ & matching bench, 250 lbs. 5995.00

Optional Band Box Percussion
Adds 10 percussion voices to the
music you play ... Bass drums, two

7 bongos, castanets, brush & crash
cymbals, claves, blocks, snare drum
and drum roll. May be added to all
other Heathkit'/Thomas organs
with TOA-67-2 drawer and slides
ei $35.
Kit TOA-67-1, 8 lbs

:::-
. $145.00

-17-,....

Au,l'..
"k:-

W311 x -x x -x x

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 40-5
Belton Harbor, Michigan 49022
O Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

Enclosec is 50c. Please send organ demonstration record no

O Enclosec is $ plus shipping.

Please send model (s)

Name

Ad dress

Citif State
Prices A specifications subject to change without notice.

Zip
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Get with AZTEC in1967
THE FAR OUT SOUND IN SPEAKER SYSTEMS

with that extra
PUNCH in Sound

MONET

The 5 -speaker 4 -way console system unequalled in performance for its price or size, a spe-
cially designed 15" woofer provides the deep rich bass response, an 8" separately encicsed
driver for the mid -range frequencies, 3-31/2 self enclosed direct radiator tweeters are used
in a column for improved high frequency dispersion with an advanced electronic crossover
network and a three position brilliance level control switch.
Frequency Response: 25 to 22,000 cycles Power Handling Capacity: 40 watts Impedance:
8 ohms Enclosure: Reinforced tube ducted base reflex design Finish: Hand Rubbed Oiled
Walnut Overall Dimensions: 251/2" wide x 361/4" high x 163/8" deep.

RENOIR III

A 3 -speaker system that can be used as a bookshelf or a
consolette floor system shown with optional sculptured walnut
base. A 12" high compliance "Linear Suspension" woofer
provides the rich clean bass response. An advanced electronic
crossover network smoothly blends in 2 - 31/2" Direct Ra-
diator Tweeters for the mid -range and treble frequencies,
with a three position switch to control the brilliance.
Frequency Response: 35 to 20,000 cycles Power Handling
Capacity: 35 watts Impe-
dance: 8 ohms Finish: Hand
Rubbed Oiled Walnut  Dimen-
sions: 24" x 16" x 9'"2".

NET PRICE 129"

0_

"For the ultimate in quality sound"

NET PRICE:
$9r.A995

AZTEC SOUND CORP. Manufacturers
2140 South Lipan Dept. SR  Denver, Colorado 80223

AZ 7

0

*
0

0 *

wall somehow modulating the wall of
the adjacent groove. Post -echo can occur
for the same reason-that is, the final
notes of a passage may modulate the
blank groove adjacent to it. I know of
nothing that can be done to minimize
this problem once it is pressed into a
record.

A somewhat similar -sounding difficul-
ty is caused by print -through in the mas-
ter tape. Here, either because the tape
has been wound too tightly, stored im-
properly, or recorded at too high a lev-
el. the magnetic signal on one layer of
tape has impinged upon and modulated
the adjacent layer, but this is much rar-
er than the disc problem. In your own
personal tapes you can minimize print -

through by avoiding high recording lev-
els and over -tight winding, particularly
with the thinner tapes.

Ham Pickup
QMy son recently began single -side-
 band amateur -radio broadcast-

ing. I don't know how well he's heard in
the rest of the world, but his voice has
been coming through the speakers of my
hi-fi system clearly. He comes through
at a constant volume irrespective of the
setting of my preamplifier volume con-
trol or input -selector switch. Do you
know of any amplifier modification or
other technique that will enable me to
solve the problem short of shutting off
my son's transmitter?

EMANUEL R. RIFF, M.D.
Maple Heights, Ohio

AThis sort of problem almost al-
 ways results from r.f. pickup by

the hi-fi system's speaker leads, which is
fed back into the input stages of the
unit, rectified and amplified. An ap-
proach that has apparently been success-
ful in a number of cases is to use shield-
ed wire for the speaker leads. The Al-
lied Radio catalog lists two -conductor
shielded intercom cable that wiN prob-
ably serve very well, assuming that the
intercom wire itself is of heavy enough
gauge not to introduce excessive resis-
tance into the speaker line. In general, if
the speaker leads you are using are fair-
ly short HO to 15 feet) and your speak-
ers are of 8 to 16 ohms impedance. then
No. 20 wire should do. For 4 -ohm
speakers, or for longer runs of wire, you
may have to go to four -conductor shield-
ed wire and use two conductors con-
nected in parallel with the other two in
order to bring the wire resistance down
sufficiently to avoid loss of amplifier
power and damping factor.

Because the number of queries we
receive each month is greater than
we can reply to individually, only
thoe querlions selected for this
column can he answered. Sorry!

CIRCLE NO. 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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World's Most Advanced Stereo Receiver...
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New Heathkit AR -15...150 Watts...AM/FM/FM...$329.95 t

"Black Magic" Panel Lighting
A touch of the power switch and presto! ... The black magic panel lights up with a slide -
rule dial for easy tuning, and instant identification of all controls.

integrated Circuits ... two are used in the
IF amplifier for hard limiting excellent tem-
perature stability, increased reliability.
Capture ratio is 1.8 db. Each IC is the size
of a tiny transistor, yet each contains 10
transistors, 7 diodes, and 11 resistors.

Crystal Filters . .. two are used in the IF
amplifier to replace the usual transformers

. Heath hi -ti exclusive. Provide near -per-
fect bandpass characteristics, (70 db selec-
tivity) yet no adjustment is ever needed!

AR -1S SPECIFICATIONS - AMPLIFIER SECTION: Dynamic Power Output Per Channel
(Music Power Rating): 8 ohm load; 75 watts. Continuous Power Output, Per Channel':
8 ohm load; 50 watts. Power Bandwidth For Constant 0.5' Total Harmonic Distortion':
6 Hz to 25 kHz. Frequency Response (1 watt level): I db, 6 to 50,000 Hz. 3 db, 4 to
70,000 Hz. Harmonic Distortion: Less than 0.5'.;, from 20 to 20,000 Hz at 50 watts output.
Less than 0.2% at 1,000 Hz with 50 watts output. Less than 0.2' at 1,000 Hz with 1 watt output.
Intermodulation Distortion (60 Hz: 6,000 Hz =4:1) Less than 0.5% with 50 watts output.
Less than 0.2% with 1 watt output. Damping Factor: 45. Input sensitivity: PHONO; 2.2
millivolts (overload 155 mv). TAPE; 200 millivolts (overload 4.5v). AUX; 200 rnillivol.s (over-
load 4.5v). Hum a Noise: Volume control at minimum position; -80 db. PHONO; (10 milli-
volt reference); -60 db. TAPE & AUX. (MO millivolt reference); -65 db. Channel Separation:
PHONO; 45 db. TAPE & AUX.; 55 db. Output impedance (each channel): 4, 8 & 16 ohms.
Tape Output Impedance: 100 ohms. Input Impedance: PHONO; 51 K ohm ("RIAA equal-
ized). AUX., TAPE & TAPE MON.; 100 K ohm. Tape Output: 0.17 volt. FM SECTION (Mono):
Sensitivity: 1.8 on'. Frequency Response: =I db, 20 to 15,000 Hz. Volume Sensitivity:
Below measurable level. Selectivity: 70 db'. Image Rejection: 90 db. IF Rejection: 90 db
minimum'. Capture Ratio: 1.5 db'. AM Suppression: 50 db'. Harmonic Distortion: 0.5%
or less'. Intermodulation Distortion: 0.5';- or less'. Hum & Noise: 65 db.. Spurious
Rejection: 100 db'. FM SECTION (Stereophonic): Channel Separation: 40 db or greater.
Fr Res p .1 db, 20 to 15,000 Hz. Harmonic Distortion: Less than 1';', at
1,000 Hz with 100% modulation. 19 L 38 kHz Suppression: 55 db or greater. SCA Suppres-
sion: 50 db. AM SECTION: Sensitivity: 12 microvolts at 1,000 kHz. Image Rejection:
60 db at 600 kHz. 40 db at 1400 kHz. IF Rejection: 70 db at 1,000 kHz. Harmonic Distortion:
Less than 1.5% at 400 Hz, 90% modulation. Hum t Noise: 45 db. Power Requirements:
105-125 or 210-250 volt 50/60 Hz AC. Dimensions: Overall, 167/8" wide x AN' high x 14:;"
deep.
Rated IMF (Institute of High Fidelity) Standards.

HEATHKIT 1967

The New ileathkit AR -I5 . . . Crowning Achievement Of The World's
Most Experienced Solid -State Audio Engineers! There's nothing like it
anywhere in the transistor stereo market place. Besides the use of space-
age integrated circuits and exclusive crystal filters in the IF section,
it boasts other "state-of-the-art" features like these:
150 Watts Dynamic Music Power . . . 75 1HF watts or 50 R MS watts
per channel . . . the highest power output of any stereo receiver. De-
livers the coolest, most natural sound you've ever heard.
All -Silicon Transistor Circuitry . . . a total of 69 transistors, 43 diodes
and 2 IC's for maximum reliability & stability.
Positive Circuit Protection ... four Zeiler diodes and two thermal circuit
breakers protect the driver and output transistors from overloads and
short circuits of any duration.
Field Effect Transistor FM Tuner cascode 2 -stage FET RF amplifiers
and an FET mixer provide high overload capability, excellent cross
modulation and image rejection.. Sensitivity 1.8 uv. Features a 4 -gang
variable for extreme selectivity under the
most adverse conditions. Completely shielded ... completely assembled
for best performance.
Two Calibrated Tuning Meters . . . a signal strength indicator tells you
when you receive the strongest signal - doubles as a VOM for check-
out during or after kit construction. A special "Center -Tune" meter
puts you on exact station frequency.
Tone -Flat Switch . . . bypasses lone control circuit for completely flat
response.
Automatic FM Squelch . . noise and AFC operated to hush between -
station noise before you hear it.
Stereo Only Switch . . . silences all mono when you wish to listen to
stereo broadcasts only. An added tuning convenience!
Super SCA Filter . . . removes SCA and noise frequencies above 57 kHz
for clean, quiet listening.
Massive Power Supply . . . for low heat and superior regulation - elec-
trostatic and magnetic shielding for lowest hum and noise.
Electronic Filter Circuit . . . provides power supply with exceptionally
low ripple and excellent regulation.
Adjustable Phase Compensator kr Station Differences , . so you can be
assured of the best stereo.
Wide Range Magnetic Phono Inputs . . . extra overload characteristics
(98 db dynamic range). All inputs adjustable from front panel. Plus
automatic switching to stereo, transformerless design, filtered outputs
and a host of other deluxe features for the discriminating audiophile.
An assembled wrap -around walnut cabinet with a vented top is avail-
able at 519.95. Liberal credit terms also available.

t Kit AR -15 (less cabinet), 28 lbs. $329.95
AE -16, assembled walnut cabinet, 7 lbs. $19.95

FREE! HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 40.5
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

1
World's Largest
Electronic Kit Catalog

Contains full descriptions and specifi-
cations of AR -15 and over 250 easy -to -
build kits . . . stereo/hi-fi, color TV,
electric guitars & amplifier, organs,

EJ Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

rj Enclosed is S plus shipping.

Please send model (s)

Name
AM -FM -shortwave radios, test, marine,
CB and ham radio. Mail coupon or write Address
Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Mich-
igan 49022. City

St
Zip

Prices & specifications subject to changeange without notice. HF-202
I
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Now! A brand new, high quality head-
phone for the lively set. Big 31/2- re-
producers deliver deep, rich bass and
pristine highs. Exciting new styling has
deluxe foam -filled vinyl earcushions.
The. Combo is designed for comfort.
fun. adaptability and concert -quality
listening anytime, anywhere ... yet It
costs so little! See it now at your hi-fi
dealer's. only $19.95

by

DIVISION OF THE TELEX CORPORATION MANUFAC
TURERS OF MAGNECORD TAPE INSTRUMENTS AND
OTHER PRODUCTS SOUND RESEARCH 3054
EXCELSIOR BLVD .,NNEAPOLIS MINN 55412

CIRCLE NO. 63 ON READER SERVICE CARD

HANS H. FANTEL

SPECIFICATIONS IX: FM SENSITIVITY

Tr -3E new ruling of the Federal Communications Commission restricting
program duplication between AM and FM stations may well result in

increased availability of mature musical fare on FM channels. In any case,
it adds timeliness to this brief review of quality factors in FM tuners.

Among FM tuner specifications, sensitivity usually gets top billing. Sensi-
tivity measures the tuner's ability to pull in weak or distant stations. It is
debatable whether very high sensitivity is really of first importance except
in fringe locations where reception is unusually difficult, but it is a safe
assumption that those tuners (or receivers) that have been engineered for
high sensitivity also excel in their other specifications such as rapture ratio,
which will be covered in a subsequent column.

Sensitivity is given in the specifications as a certain number of micro-
volts, indicating the minimum strength an incoming signal must have to
accomplish a certain amount of quieting in the tuner. Quieting refers to the
ability of an incoming signal to suppress the hissing noise normally heard
on FM tuners between stations. The lower the number of microvolts (one -
millionth of a volt, usually abbreviated tor) needed to achieve a given
amount of quieting, the more sensitive the tuner.

Several years ago, the Institute of High Fidelity (IHF) proposed uniform
standards for making sensitivity measurements. Suppose a tuner specifica-
tion reads: "Sensitivity 3p.v IHF." This means that on this particular tuner
an incoming signal of 3 millionths of a volt provides 30 db of quieting-
i.e., the distortion and noise level is 30 db below (or 3 per cent of) the
audio signal. This isn't very quiet reception, and it would take a somewhat
stronger signal to make the background noise fade into complete silence.
But as a reference standard, the IHF figure of 30 db is very useful, for it
permits direct comparison of sensitivity ratings for any tuner tested under
these conditions.

Unfortunately, many radio manufacturers outside the high-fidelity com-
ponent group do not observe IHF standards and publish sensitivity figures
obtained under a variety of conditions. For example, a manfacturer may
advertise the sensitivity of his set as "2 iLv for 20 db quieting." Offhand,
this would seem superior to a tuner with, say, 4µv sensitivity. But if you
watch the numbers closely, you notice that the seemingly more sensitive
unit provides only 20 db quieting at the specified signal strength while the
IHF testing standard calls for 30 db. Sometimes non -hi-fi manufacturers
put the quieting figure in small print or omit it altogether, deliberately
rendering their specifications misleading or meaningless. In comparing
tuner data make sure, therefore, that the statement of sensitivity includes
the letters IHF.

Sensitivity requirements vary in different locations according to local
terrain. But as a general rule, an IHF rating of 2 to 4µv should provide
satisfactory reception up to a distance of 50 or 60 miles from the transmit-
ter, and, with the aid of a roof antenna, even beyond that. Higher sensitiv-
ity ratings between 1 and 2µv are needed only in extreme fringe areas.
Bear in mind, however, that sensitivity alone, while it gives a significant
clue to a unit's performance, does not totally define the overall quality of an
FM tuner or receiver.
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Dual 10095K
Auto I Profess.oral

Turntable.
$109.50.

Dual
1019 A ito 1 Pofesslonal

rontabls.
$129.50

makes the world's
finest turntables.

Both of them.

is the Dual 1009SK. Uiexcelled for sheer
isioi and performance 3r any turntable in the
d. Which is only natural. Because it's a Dual.

e dynamically balanced torearm of the 1009SK
frocks flawlessly as low as N'2 gram. The accuracy
of its continuously variable stylus force adiust as-
sures that any cartridge wil tack exactly at the
force yot. set. Aid the accirc cy of its Tracking -
Balance Control (onti-skating) also assures that the
stylus will track wiit equal fame on each wal of the
stereo groove. Exactly as its lac nufacturer designed

to track.

With Duals versatile Cue-CorM=1, you can not only
lift and lower the 1009SK tonearm anywhere on the
record, but also take full advantage of its ultra -gentle

descent (0.5 cm/sec.) when you start automatically. Most valuable
with today's ultra -sensitive high compliance cartridges.

Dual's powerful, utterly silent Continuous -Pole motor rotates the rec-
ord at constant speed, regardless of voltage variations or the number
of records on the platter. And its rotating single play spindle, still
another Dual exclusive, eliminates record b nding, slippage and
center hole wear.

These are some of the identical features that have earned the in-
comparable Dual 1019 the ultimate endorsement . . . selecion by
virtually all the leading audio critics for use in their own personal
and professional systems.

Clearly, if you take record playback seriously, your only choice is
a Dual. You- only question: which one.
For the answer, just visit any
franchised United Audio dealer.

u Red
au co

535 MADISON Rif.. N(14, YORK. N.Y. 101112
Dual





Any similarity between this new $89.50 automatic
and an expensive Dual is purely intentional.

When you make a famous and costly
product, the most advanced in its field, you're
bound to have some imitators.

But we were never quite satisfied with
imitations of our $129.50 and $109.50 automatic
turntables. They all lacked a certain touch.

Ours.
So we decided that if we wanted to

see a perfect imitation of a Dual at a lower price,
we'd have to do it ourselves.

Then it would be a genuine Dual.
With genuine Dual performance. (After all, we
had inside information.)

That's how the new 1015 came into be-
ing. The only automatic under $90 that can be
realistically compared to the top -priced Duals.

Same low -mass tonearm design with
dynamic balance. Same low -friction bearings.
Same 1/2 -gram tracking. Same dead -accurate
anti -skating control to assure equal force on both
groove walls. Same auto/ manual cueing system
for gentle stylus placement on any part of the
record. Same Dual precision throughout.

Then why does the 1015 cost less?
We are using a new platter, a new

kind of counterweight, and a slightly different
motor. And we have omitted the fine -speed ad-
justment and the rotating spindle, luxury fea-
tures that nobody else has anyway. You can't
have the ultimate Dual for only $89.50.

But you can have a strikingly similar
one. Our engineers did it intentionally.Dual 1015

United Audio Products. Inc.. 535 Madison Ave.. New York, N.Y. 10022
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Soundsibility!

Soundsibility - superb sound with sensible features - it's a tradition with Viking tape recorders. In keeping with this
tradition Viking introduces the new Model 423 - designed to bring you excelence in performance, true stereo fidelity
and the utmost in practical operating convenience.
A three -speed unit with solid state stereo electronics, Model 423 also has three motors for highest reliability. Other
features include hyperbolic heads, illuminated recording meters and directional control levers. A remote pause control*
fits every Model 423 and lets you interrupt and resume recording or ployback conveniently from your easy chair. So
sensible even the model number is meaningful -4 tracks, 2 heads, 3 speeds. Uniquely, with all these features, it's less
than $250.00.

'Remote pause control and woliut base optional accessories.

You'll also find soundsibility in other Viking models which set a standard of excellence for tape recorders.

88 Stereo Compact
The "final touch" for stereo music
systems. Features tape monitor with
three heads, sound -on -sound record-
ing, exceptional fidelity even at slow
speed for less than $340.00.

AIM\

880 Stereo Portable
Some features as Model 88 plus de-
tachable speakers, power amplifier
with stereo headphone output in
portable case. Carry along for "on
the spot" recording or connect to
music system for less than $440.00.

V k i n g OF MINNEAPOLIS
DIVISION OF THE TELEX CORPORATION
9600 Aldrich Ave S Minneapolis, Minnesota. 55420

807 "Tape Turntable"
Connects to music system for play-
back only of all standard monaural
or stereo tapes. Features two popular
speeds. Use it also to duplicate tapes
with another tape recorder. Walnut
base included for less than $125.00.
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By JULIAN D. HIRSCH

 EQUIPMENT REPORTS: Almost daily, HIFi /STEREO
Kivu: rccei es letters from readers asking, "Why'ilon't
you test the XYZ tape recorder?" or "Don't you ever
test something that isn't good ?" or "After your review of
the ABC amplifier, I bought one and have had nothing
but trouble. Why didn't you warn me?"

These questions point up very well the difficult lot of
the equipment reviewer. I wish that Hirsch -Houck Labs
could test and report on every new high-fidelity product
as it appears, for I am as interested as any of my readers
in ferreting out the particularly good and the distress-
ingly bad, in discovering the worthless items and the
ones that stand out from among their fellows. However,
a glance through the advertisements in this magazine
should convince anyone of the impossibility of such a
task. There are simply too many new products coming
out each month for anyone to keep up with them.

Even an organization as large as Consumers Union,
whose testing and staff resources are far more extensive
than ours, can sample only a few of the key products,
leaving many readers' questions unanswered. While re-
cent additions to our own test facilities have automated
many of the measurement procedures, even the three re-
ports per issue we are now able to produce are still but a
very small sampling of the entire hi-fi equipment field.

It is true that we do not report
on worthless products (which are
less common than some skeptical
readers might think). With limit-
ed space, it makes more sense and
performs a greater service for the
general reader to review products
that have a wide appeal and repre-
sent good value. To the question
as to whether we ever test products hat live up
to expectations, the answer is, regrettably, yes. How-
ever, a prescreening by Technical Editor Larry Klein
keeps Hirsch -Houck Labs from wasting too much time
with these.

Mr. Klein has unique qualifications as a pre -reviewer.
Aside from his ten years as a technical editor in electron-
ics, he has had years of experience in servicing and
installing high-fidelity systems, in designing test equip-
ment and speaker enclosures, and as a technical corre-
spondent and troubleshooter for a major kit manufac-
turer. (My first contact with him many years ago was in

that capacity when I was reworking an oscilloscope made
by his company.)

Perhaps most important of all, Mr. Klein and I have
very similar tastes in audio. We hear things the same
way. When he tells me that a brand X speaker he has
pre -auditioned in his home sounds very much like a brand
Q but has a stronger lower mid -range, I know exactly
what he means. When he suspects that a product is not
going to fare well in our lab tests, on the basis of his
listening judgment, unless the manufacturer insists, I

do not have to waste my time discovering that fact for
myself.

When we get into the purely electronic areas, however,
it is difficult to prescreen equipment effectively without
subjecting it to the same tests performed in the labora-
tory. Because of this, it is not impossible for a unit under
laboratory tests to fall somewhat short of meeting its
specifications in some respect, such as FM sensitivity or
power output. In many cases, the report is published
with that fact clearly stated. Sometimes the manufacturer
submits another sample for test. If it proves to he identi-
cal to the first, the report goes through as written. If
the second unit is significantly better, we assume that
the original unit was defective in some respect. Contrary
to popular belief, manufacturers apparently seldom select

units specially for submission to
us, so we face the same quality -
control problems experienced by
the ordinary buyer of high-fidelity
components.

If our test unit is defective in
some way, this does not imply that
another unit taken at random from
stock will be similarly defective.

Conversely, even if we find its performance to be flaw-
less, this is no guarantee that another unit bought by a
reader will he as good. After all, we expect imperfections
(although we are not happy about them) in $4,000 au-
tomobiles and 1630,000 homes, so why should we apply
a higher standard to high-fidelity components costing
only a few hundred dollars?

If readers could see the correspondence or overhear
the phone calls from manufacturers-most of them ad-
vertisers-who feel they have been wronged in our pages,
they would not be so quick to assume that we are lackeys
of the industry (as has been implied by a few irascible

REVIEWED T HIS MONTH

Garrard Lab 80 Mk II Turntable
Heathkit AR -15 AM/FM Receiver
Marantz Model 15 Power Amplifier

do not
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individuals). The part that advertising plays in the se-

lection of units to be tested is a simple one: advertising
is enormously important in bringing new equipment to
the public's attention-and keeping it there. It is therefore
not surprising that the majority of readers are interested
in further information-tests-on equipment to which
their attention has already been drawn. Hi-fi con-
sumers, like other consumers, are brand -conscious, and
although we recognize this fact in selecting components
for testing, individual manufacturers have no say in al-
tering or otherwise determining the content of the pub-
lished report. And it should be added that, in this very
competitive field, it is exceedingly rare for the products
of reputable manufacturers to have major flaws-they
simply cannot afford them.

Incidentally, since we are human, we can, despite our
best efforts, make mistakes in our measurements or de-

scriptions of the units under test. The manufacturers are
not at all reluctant to bring these to our attention, and
if we concur, we will retest the item and amend the
report accordingly in a subsequent issue.

Both Gladden Houck and myself are graduate electri-
cal engineers. Each of us has over twenty years' experience
in a wide variety of specialized areas of the electronics
industry. For most of that time, we have been concerned

ith instrumentation, control, and measurement prob-
lems, Mr. Houck in the aircraft industry and myself in
commercial and military test equipment. Neither of us
has at any time been employed by any manufacturer of
high-fidelity equipment. Other than a concern for the
"improvement of the breed" of hi-fi components, we
have no axe to grind, and we call the shots as we see
them. And with apologies for the mixed metaphors, we
expect to continue doing just that.

6%, EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS c%)

By Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

GARRARD
LAB 80 MK II
AUTOMATIC
TURNTABLE

 THE name "automatic turntable.' was (to the best of
our knowledge) coined by Garrard at a time when auto-
matic record changers were widely held to be inferior to
combinations of separate turntables and tone arms. As
originally conceived, an automatic turntable was a record
changer of excellent quality, comparable to good separate
record -playing components.

The first automatic turntables looked very much like
the older, lower -quality changers, which made it difficult
to convince the audiophile that here was a new breed of
machine. The designers of the original Garrard Lab 80
dealt with this problem by giving the unit a physical ap-
pearance similar to that of a good two -speed turntable
with a long, balanced wooden arm. With the short manual -

play spindle installed, there was nothing to suggest a kin-
ship with record changers.

With the automatic -play spindle installed, the Lab 80
can accommodate a stack of up to eight records. The tone-

arm set -down indexing is set manually for 7-, 10-, or
12 -inch records by a lever on the Lab 80's control panel.

The Garrard Lab 80 was the first automatic turntable
to include a hydraulically damped cueing or pause con-
trol. Pressing the manual control lever at any time (in

ERRATUM

In our February -issue report on the Viking 880 tape
recorder we erroneously stated that the electronics were
fully transistorized. Actually, the Viking 880 is a hybrid
design, with transistor input stages and power amplifier
stages, but using tubes in the other circuits. J. H.

manual operation) slowly raises the pickup from the record
surface, where it remains until the cueing control on the
pickup arm rest is pressed. The 1/2 -inch descent to the
record takes several seconds and is exceedingly gentle.

The Lab 80 has a simple, effective bias (skating) com-
pensator. A lever with an adjustable sliding weight ap-
plies an outward torque to the arm, opposing the frictional
forces which tend to move the pickup to the center of the
record. A calibrated scale on the side of the arm indicates
tracking forces from 0 to 5 grams. The tracking -force ad-
justment wheel has click steps at 1/4 -gram intervals.

The turntable itself is a heavy, balanced, non-ferrous
12 -inch platter, driven through an idler wheel and stepped
shaft from a four -pole induction motor. The electrically
conductive mat on the turntable drains off static charges
and thus reduces dust accumulation on records.

The features so far described were part of the original
Lab 80. Garrard's new model of this unit, designated the
Lab 80 Mk II, is very similar. The turntable mat of the
Mk II is ribbed to support the records only at their edges
and hence there is less likelihood that any dust or foreign
matter on the mat will be transferred to the record surface
since there is little contact area between the two. The orig-
inal bias compensator had arbitrary calibration markings,
but the new Mk II has markings from 1 to 5 to corre-
spond to the tracking force in use. The automatic spindle
(now called "Tripoise") and the center -hole adapter for
15 -rpm discs have been slightly modified. If the adapter
is inverted and placed on the automatic spindle, the last
record on a stack will be repeated indefinitely. To remove
a stack of records after play, the automatic spindle must
be lifted from the platter center hole.

Automatic play of a single record is now possible using
the short manual spindle. Simply pressing the AUTO control
lever will cause the arm to move to the selected position,
and after playing the record, the arm returns to its rest
and the unit shuts off. The only other visible change in
the Lab 80 Mk II is the elimination of the illuminated
record -size indicator which served as a pilot light on the
original Lab 80.

In our laboratory tests, the Lab 80 Mk II performed
(Continued on page 34)
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from Testing, Testing by Ivan Berger in the

March 26, 1966 Satunlay Review

suggest a cure by mail. At least one
manufacturer (Acoustic Research) pays
shipping costs to and from the factory
on units repaired under their five-year
warranty. And many manufacturers

We have heard a rumor that AR's five-year speaker
guarantee* (covering all repair costs including

freight and a new carton when necessary) doesn't
cost us anything because AR speakers never fail.
It isn't true.

For example, the return rate of AR-2a's and AR-
2ax's over the five-year guarantee period has been
more than eight -tenths of one per cent. During the
two years that we have been shipping AR -4's and
AR-4x's we have had to repair a full nine -tenths of
one per cent of them at the AR plant (or at one
of our repair depots in New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Los Angeles and San Francisco).

These return percentages are actually lower than
the figures projected by many carton manufacturers
for shipping damage alone. They reflect heavy, over -

designed shipping cartons, and a quality control at
AR which borders on the fanatical.

The superior quality of AR speakers and turntables,
attested to in almost every review of AR equip-
ment," is not likely to change after years of use.
If the unlikely does occur we take care of it-free
during the guarantee period, at moderate cost
afterward.

AR speakers are $51 to $225; the AR 2 -speed turn-
table is $78. Literature wil! be sent on request.

 AR turntables are guaranteed for three years under the
same conditions.

" Lists of the top equipment choices of four magazines
are available on request. All four chose the AR turntable,
and three of the four chose AR -3 speakers.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 THORNDIKE ST., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 02141
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essentially the same as the excellent original Lab 80. In
several respects it was slightly better (lower rumble, wow,
and flutter) but by amounts that could be within the nor-
mal limits of production tolerances.

The rumble (combined vertical and lateral) measured
by NAB standards was a very good -33 db. In the lateral
plane alone it was -39 db. Wow and flutter were about
0.09 and 0.03 per cent, respectively, at both speeds. The
turntable speeds were exact and did not vary with line -
voltage changes from 70 to 135 volts. The tracking -force
calibration was correct within 0.1 gram, once set properly
at any one point. There is a slight ambiguity in the balanc-
ing of the arm that could introduce an error of perhaps
0.3 gram in the stylus -force calibration, and we would
therefore suggest using an accurate external gauge in set-
ting stylus force when values under 2 grams are used.

In our tests, the bias compensator seemed to require

slightly more force than indicated (about 2.5 when stylus
force is set at 1.5 grams). This, however, was with a car-
tridge having an elliptical stylus, which should require
more compensation than a spherical stylus, so it may
well be that calibration is optimum with spherical styli.

The damping effect of the wooden tone arm and isolated
counterweight was quite effective. We could find no sign
of resonant effects down to 10 Hz. Tracking error hit a
maximum of 0.5 degree per inch and was below that over
most of the record surface.

The Garrard Lab 80 Mk II is in all respects a first-
rate record player. Considered either aesthetically or tech-
nically, it emerges from both laboratory and use tests with
flying colors. The unit sells for $99.50. A new and very
handsome molded plastic base (the CB9) in black and
walnut finish is available for $5.50.

For more information, circle 187 on reader service card

HEATHKIT
MODEL AR -15
AM/FM STEREO
RECEIVER

 ANYONE who has followed the growth of the Heathkit
line of electronic components will be aware of the greater
sophistication of their current audio and test instruments
compared with the rather basic kits of several years ago.
Their new AR -15 stereo receiver is perhaps the most ad-
vanced receiver on the market today, with a number of
features not found on factory -wired units. Heath in their
literature implies strongly that the AR -15 represents a new
high in advanced performance and circuit concepts. After
testing and living with the AR -15 for a while, we must
concur. In most respects, it is superior to any manufactured
receiver we have tested, and in several respects its FM
tuner outperforms any other we know of.

Space limitations preclude more than a sketchy descrip-
tion of the AR -15's design and features in this report. It is
a completely solid-state unit, using silicon transistors
throughout and integrated circuits (IC's) in its FM i.f.
amplifier. The AR -15 is large and heavy, with a good part
of its weight concentrated in its power transformer. This
attests to its great audio -power capability, which is rated
at 50 watts per channel continuous, or 150 watts total
music -power output.

The front of the AR -15's tuning dial is an opaque jet
black when the receiver is turned off. Turning on the re-
ceiver illuminates the dial numerals, the input -selector
switch markings, function lights, and the two' tuning
meters. One meter indicates signal strength and the other
is a center -tuning indicator for FM reception.

Rather than attempt to enumerate the control features
of the AR -15, we will list the few it lacks. As far as we
can tell, the only features possessed by any other receiver
and not found in the AR -15 are a center -channel output,
speaker -switching provisions, rumble and scratch filters,
and tape -head inputs.

Worthy of special mention is the exceptional dynamic
range of the magnetic-phono preamplifier stages, which
can handle up to 180 millivolts without distortion. Even
the highest -output cartridges can be used with it without
danger of distortion when playing a disc with high record-
ed levels. This is achieved by operating the preamplifier
stages with a 50 -volt supply, higher than any other stages
in the receiver except the power -output stages.

The tone controls can be bypassed completely by pulling
out the treble tone -control knob. The output transistors
are protected against damage from short circuits or over-

driving. If an overload persists, thermal cut-outs remove
the voltage from the transistors until they cool down to a
safe temperature. A red light on the panel indicates opera-
tion of the protective circuit breakers.

The FM tuner's front end uses field-effect transistors
(FET's) for high sensitivity and freedom from cross -modu-
lation. The FM i.f. amplifier is unique and marks the first
use of integrated circuits in a kit receiver. Each IC, about
the size of a transistor, contains ten transistors, seven
diodes, and eleven resistors. Instead of the usual i.f.
transformers, which require periodic alignment and have
less -than -ideal response characteristics, the Heath AR -15
uses two crystal -lattice filters. Though costly, these have
a virtually ideal flat-topped response characteristic, with
extremely steep skirts which offer a degree of adjacent-
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channel selectivity unobtainable with conventional i.f.
transformers.

The interstation-noise muting circuit of the AR -15 is un-
usually elaborate and effective. It uses a total of eleven
transistors and six diodes, more than the total comple-
ment of many FM tuners. Most muting circuits are de-
activated by the noise reduction that occurs when an FM
station is being tuned in. This invariably results in a burst
of noise when the muting goes in or out of action. In the

(Continued on page 36)
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'Sony Corp. of Amanita, 47.47 Van Dam St LI. C., N.Y. 11101

Souped-up
stereo

All -silicon transistors. Goes from 20-50,000 cps.+0-1db.
Moving coil cartridge. 2 dual 5" speakers. Extra inputs and outputs.

The new Sony HP450A proves once
and fo all that big sounds can come in
small packages. Because in spite of its
size, we've managed to give it the guts of
a great big stereo system.

Our solid state. for instance, means
all (not some) silicon transistors. Sure
they're more expensive, but they're
more reliable than germaniums, so we
use them.

We don't try to get off cheap when it
comes to cartridges either. We use the
moving coil type. Like the kind used in
broadcast equipment. (We don't try to

get by with the moving magnet or ce-
ramic type.)

Our power amplifier picks up frequen-
cies you can't hear (20-50,000 cps.) just
to give truer sound to the frequencies
you can hear (20.22,000 cps.).

It's set into a solid walnut cabinet and
topped off with the big name in little dis-
tortion, Garrard's newest 60MKII turn-
table. (The amp, by the way, would run
$150 and up as a separate unit.)

There's even more speaker to our
speakers. 2 dual 5" jobs (instead of 4")
with a full 30 watts of music power.

Turn the set on full blast and it gives
enough power to fill up a 50' x 50' room.
Or turn it down low. Get into the headset.
And no one wil; have to put up with your
jazz at one o'clock in the morning.

Besides the headset jack there are
enough inputs and outputs in the new
HP -450A to build a do-it-yourself record-
ing studio (8 in all).

That's our souped -up stereo.
Even with ah its extras, it'll fit into the

tightest parking spots. And the tightest
budgets. The new Sony
HP -450A stereo music system.

CIRCLE f O. 57 ON
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AR -15, the interstation-noise reduction alone will not de-
activate the muting circuit. In addition, the receiver must
be tuned to nearly the center of the broadcast channel, as
indicated by the zero -center tuning meter. Since the re-
ceiver's quieting is already effective when the muting cuts
out, there is no noise burst. Signals appear and disappear
abruptly as the receiver is tuned. Only when two stations
are on adjacent channels (200 kHz apart) can an occasion-
al noise burst be heard when tuning between them.

The stereo -threshold circuit, which switches the receiver
from stereo to mono when the signal strength falls below a
predetermined level, is also adjustable. Normally, stereo/
mono switching is fully automatic, but the AR -15 can be
controlled manually or set to respond only to stereo sig-
nals if desired. A switchable stereo -noise filter reduces
noise on weak stereo signals, with no loss of high -frequency
response but with a noticeable reduction of separation.

The AR -15 AM tuner is a basic design, with one r.f.
and one i.f. amplifier. It lacks a 10 -kHz whistle filter, and
while its sound is not bad, it is not what we would call a
"high-fidelity" AM tuner.

Our laboratory measurements confirmed the specified
performance of the AR -15 in all essential respects. When
delivering its rated 50 watts per channel, the distortion
was under 0.33 per cent between 20 and 20,000 Hz. At
half power or less, the distortion was 0.15 per cent between
20 and 20,000 Hz. The 1,000 -Hz harmonic distortion was
under 0.15 per cent at any power up to 50 watts, and the
IM distortion averaged a few tenths of 1 per cent at usual
listening levels. These measurements were made with 8 -ohm
loads. The maximum available power decreased about 40
per cent with 16 -ohm loads and increased about 20 per
cent with 4 -ohm loads.

The tone controls had adequate range, with the desirable
property of not having any effect on middle frequencies
between 700 and 3,000 Hz. The RIAA phono equalization
was very accurate, within ±1 db over its range.

The most impressive part of the AR -15 is its FM tuner.
This is the most sensitive FM tuner we have ever tested,
and it has by far the best limiting characteristic. Its IHF
sensitivity was 1.45 microvolts, and limiting was complete
at about 2 microvolts. We could not find any stations that
did not limit fully, with silent backgrounds. We were also
able to receive stereo broadcasts from a distance of 70
miles, only 200 kHz from a powerful local station, with-
out interference, a feat not matched by any other tuner in
our experience. For this we used a moderate -priced eight -
element yagi antenna only 25 feet high.

The stereo FM channel separation was about 40 db at
middle frequencies, reducing to 23 db at 30 Hz and to
13.5 db at 15 kHz. The frequency response was very flat
to 10 kHz, rolling off 2 or 3 db at 15 kHz. This slight roll-
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off in response was evidently caused by the low-pass filters,
which remove any ultrasonic signals that might possibly
cause frequency -interference beats when making recordings
of stereo FM broadcasts.

The unit we tested was an early factory -wired model.
We have not seen the kit construction manual, but it is ob-
vious that this is a complex unit and probably not for the
neophyte kit builder. It is constructed on seven printed
boards, and intercabling is minimized by mounting most
front -panel controls and the rear input connectors directly
on their associated circuit boards. The signal -strength
meter serves as a voltmeter and ohmmeter for checking
the receiver during construction, and no additional test
equipment is needed for alignment. Most of the normal
alignment procedures are eliminated by the use of the
crystal filters in the i.f. and by a pre -aligned front end.
Heath estimates construction time as somewhere between
30 and 35 hours.

We found the Heath AR -15 a very easy receiver to use
and to listen to. Its enormous reserves of clean power
make for effortless listening at any level, and the FM
tuner brought in more listenable FM broadcasts (as many
as fifteen to twenty on a single sweep of the dial) than we
had realized existed in our area.

We know of only a few amplifiers that can match or
surpass the AR -15 in power or ultra -low distortion, and
most of them cost considerably more than the entire AR -15
receiver. No other tuner we have used can compare with
it in sensitivity. Considering these facts, the AR -15 is a
remarkable value at $329.95 in kit form. Several people
have commented to us that, for the price of the AR -15
kit, they could buy a very good manufactured receiver. So
they could-but not one that would match the superb
overall performance of the Heath AR -15.

For more information, circle 188 on reader service card

MARANTZ
MODEL 15
STEREO POWER
AMPLIFIER

I HE Marantz Company has, until now, been among the
last holdouts against transistorized power amplifiers. This
policy was based on their belief that there was no reason to
convert to solid state unless such a change could provide a
genuine improvement over their existing tube amplifiers.
Marantz quality being what it is, that would be no small
achievement.

The new Marantz Model 15 solid-state power ampli-
fier, like all their other products, is as close to perfection as
present technology permits. We have seen other solid-state
amplifiers with very low distortion, and with more power
than the Marantz Model 15, but none that combines
infinitesimal distortion with very high power and a com-
pletely reliable, foolproof design.

Each channel of the Model 15 is a separate module, with
its own power supply; hence, the available power output
remains unaffected whether one or two channels are being
driven. Each channel is rated to deliver 70 watts into 4
ohms, 60 watts into 8 ohms, or 40 watts into 16 ohms, at
less than 0.1 per cent distortion at any frequency beween
20 and 20,000 Hz-and on a continuous basis.

The harmonic distortion, said to be typically 0.03 per
(Continued on page 38)
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This

is some
The new KLH* Model Five is

designed to supply the highest level of
loudspeaker performance for the
lowest possible cost. It is intended to
be compared, without qualifications
or any consideration of its size and
cost, to the most expensive and
formidable speakers ever made.

And it doesn't sound the way you
would expect it to sound.

The Model Five is not meant to
sound like a bigger, better bookshelf
speaker system. It's not designed to
sound a little richer than the KLH*
Model Six, or a little more brilliant
than Brand X or Y.

The Five is an open, completely
unrestricted sound source. Without
exaggeration, and without spurious
richness or brilliance, it will supply
the full detail of a musical

KW' Model five
Dimens ons: 25" x 133/4" x Me" deep.
Impedance: 8 )hms

Suggested Reta 1 Price: $179.95.
Slightly higher in the West.

performance.
Whi31- means that it vp11 reveal

its full potential only with the very
best of today's-and tomorrow's-
recordings. On an indifferent
recording, it won't sound impressive
or even worth its price. In fact, it
sometimes won't sound as good as
our less expensive speakers.

The Model Five is a gamble, on
our part and on yours, that the best
recordings of today will become the
standard for tomorrow.

We think that's an excellent
gamble, and that the Mcdel Five will
show its abilities often enough on
today's recordings to justify the
investment by the serious listener.
Those abilities extend from the
lowest octave of usable bass to the
highest frequencies that make

else.
musical instruments sound like
themselves, with the precise
octave -to -octave musical balance for
which all KLH speakers are known.

The Model Five meets every
requirement we can use to define
highest performance in a speaker.
It does so for a lower cost than we
once believed possible. And it is
scaled to fit gracefully into a living
room, so that you will not have to
disrupt your home for the sake of
your interest in music and sound.

If you would like to hear how we
define highest performance in a
speaker, listen to the Model Five.
Far a list of KLH dealers and further
information on the Five, please
write to KLH, 30 Cross Street,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
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cent with 8- to 16 -ohm loads at full power, drops to even
lower values at lower power levels. The frequency response
is rated at 10 to 60,000 Hz within 1 db, and the damping
factor is 150 with 8 -ohm loads.

Approximately 1 volt into the 100,000 -ohm inputs will
drive the amplifier to full power. Its rated noise level is
90 db below 60 watts. The Marantz Model 15 outputs are
direct -coupled to the speakers, and the only control (an
internal one) sets the output -stage balance to remove any
d.c. component from the speaker -output terminals. A 5 -

second time -delay circuit prevents speaker damage, or an-
noying thumps or pops, when the amplifier is turned on
or off.

The Marantz Model 15 has a unique current -limiting
circuit that protects the output transistors from damage
from shorted or open speaker leads, capacitive loads, or
over -driving. Red warning lights on the panel light up as a
preliminary to the operation of the protective circuit.
When the protective circuit cuts in, it does not shut the
amplifier off or require it to he switched off before normal
operation can be restored. Our tests of the Model 15 indi-
cate that it cannot be damaged by shorting its output at
full power, at any frequency, for any period of time.

Testing such an amplifier is a challenging and, in some
ways, a discouraging task. Careful adjustment of our test
equipment reduced its residual distortion level to about 0.07
per cent at mid -frequencies and to about 0.1 per cent at
20 Hz. With the Marantz Model 15 delivering 60 watts
into 8 ohms, the only distortion we could measure, over a
very wide range, was essentially that of our test equipment.
Distortion did not exceed 0.07 per cent from 50 to 20,000
Hz. Below 50 Hz ( at full power output), the power -supply
ripple masked the distortion which, we judged, did not
exceed 0.1 per cent. Note that all the distortion figures
given in this report are the results of the residual readings
of our test equipment, except where they exceed approxi-
mately 0.15 per cent. (Commercial test equipment is not
adequate to the task of measuring the very low levels of
distortion produced by the Model 15, and Marantz was

"... I must say, Crawford, you're got yourself
a real professional system here!"
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These two power vs. distortion graphs hare been plotted with a
maximum distortion of 0.2 and I per cent (instead of the nor-
mally used 2 per cent) in order to chart the very low distor-
tion levels measured. Although the amplifier distortion curve
may he at a higher figure than the test -equipment residual. the
amplifier's distortion may. in actuality, be somewhat lower.
At half and low power, distortion was as low as at full output.
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thus forced to design their own equipment for this purpose.
At half power and at one -tenth power, the distortion

curve was virtually the same as at full power. The ab-
sence of ripple at lower powers enabled us to check that
the distortion was slightly under 0.1 per cent at 20 Hz.
With a 1,000 -Hz input signal, the distortion was about
0.08 per cent from 3 watts to 30 watts, dropping to 0.06
per cent at 50 watts and reaching 0.1 per cent at 63 watts.
Below 3 watts, 60 -Hz ripple obscured the distortion, which
was unmeasurably low. The hum and noise level, incidental-
ly, measured as rated (90 db below the 60 -watt level),
which is a totally inaudible level even with highly efficient
speakers. Intermodulation distortion was between 0.1 and
0.15 per cent from 0.1 to 55 watts, reaching 1 per cent at
about 75 watts output.

Into 4 -ohm loads, the Marantz Model 15 delivered 70
watts per channel at 0.13 per cent distortion, and with
16 -ohm loads it delivered 40 watts at approximately the
same distortion level. Its frequency response from 20 to
20,000 Hz was as flat as our test instruments were able to
measure.

We abused the Marantz Model 15 as much as possible,
running it for long periods at full power and repeatedly
shorting its outputs. Its endurance proved to be greater
than ours. If any amplifier can be termed "indestructible,"
this is the one. In normal use, the Model 15 runs slightly
warm, but it does not require any special ventilation. It
matches the Model 7T preamplifier (reviewed in the Sep-
tember, 1966 issue) and the Model 10B FM tuner (De-
cember, 1965 issue) in size and panel finish. It measures
153/8 x 53/4 x 8 inches and weighs 30 pounds.

There is little that can be said about the listening
quality of this amplifier, which is as good as the program
and the speakers will allow it to be. Judging from its
measured performance, it surpasses any vacuum -tube or
transistor amplifier we know of. It is hard to imagine any
significant improvement over the performance of this am-
plifier in the future. The Marantz Model 15 sells for $395.
One half of it, called the Model 14, can be bought as a
60 -watt mono amplifier for $200.

For more information, circle 189 on reader service card
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When engineers get together,
the conversation turns to pickups.

PHOTOGRAPHED MT FRANZ EDSON AT THE CAPITOL 70WEN, /13LLYWOOD.

It's an irresistible topic.
Especially since Stanton came out with the Model 500 stereo cartridge.
That's an engineer's pickup, if there ever was one.
Beautiful curve-within 1 db from 20 to 10.000 Hz, 2 db from 10,000 to 20,000 Hz.
Fantastically small moving system to trace the wildest twists in the groove.
Light weight (only 5 grams!) to take advantage of low -mass tone arms.
And, of course, Stanton's legendary quality control.
No wonder engineers use the Stanton 500 for critical broadcasting
and auditioning applications.
And to impress other engineers with their pickupmanship.
(Available with 0.7 or 0.5 -mil diamond, $30; with elliptical diamoni, $35.
For free literature, write to Stanton Magnetics. Inc., Plainview, L.I., N.Y.)
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Giulia Grisi (1811-1869) and Luigi Lablache (1794-1858) in Bellini's I Puritani

BOOK REVIEW

"THE GREAT SINGERS"
Reviewed by George Jellinek

ALTHOUGH the shelves are heavy with
books of operatic history and biogra-

phies of individual singers, studies of oper-
atic singing in historical perspective have al-
ways been in short supply. This perhaps
explains the persistent impression, common
in those musical circles that regard opera
with little more than bemused tolerance, that
singers have hindered rather than aided the
development of this fascinatingly absurd mu-
sical form. Filling the obvious void very
neatly, Henry Pleasants' new book The Great
Singers will dispel such improper notions.

The author covers a time span of more
than three centuries "from the dawn of opera
to our own time." He begins with literate,
on -the -scene observations by Vincenzo Gius-
tiniani, a cultivated Roman patron of arts in
the early seventeenth century; by the remark-
able singing master Pier Francesco Tosi
(1650-1730) ; and by other similarly privi-
leged and informed chroniclers of opera's
crucial formative decades. For the succeeding
periods, he explores the pertinent writing
of Francois Joseph Fetis, Charles Burney,
Henry F. Chorley, Stendhal, Hector Berlioz,

The Great Singers, by Henry Pleasants
(Simon and Schuster, New York, 1966)
$7.50.

and other more or less accessible authors,
supplementing their comments with no less
authoritative but considerably more elusive
source materials. The scholarship alone, as
evidenced by the extensive bibliography,
commands admiration.

It is safe to predict that the chapters deal-
ing with the carnal, undisputed rulers of
the operatic stage for some hundred and
fifty years of singing history, will be a rev-
elation to most readers. [Regular readers of
HIFI/STEREO REVIEW will remember the
adaptation of this material which appeared
in our July 1966 issue under the title "The
Castrati."] From our historical vantage
point we can now regard the indelicate sub-
ject with detachment, particularly in the light
of Mr. Pleasants' candid but discriminating
treatment. It is a fascinating story.

Through the years singers have incessant-
ly indulged in self -glorification, but this did
not preclude their creative and, in many
cases, essential contributions to the develop-
ment of opera. The author explores the com-
poser -performer relationship between Han-
del and Senesino, Bellini and Pasta, Rossini
and Nourrit, Verdi and Maurel, Wagner and
Schroder-Devrient, always in illuminating
detail. His documentation on Wilhelmine
Schroder-Devrient is particularly striking

in its successful delineation of the artist's
vocal and interpretive qualities.

After devoting two-thirds of his book to
the various "golden ages" of singing, pop-
ulated with such scintillating figures as Ma-
ria Malibran, Henriette Sontag, Pauline Vi-
ardot, Luigi Lablache, Giovanni Rubini,
Louis -Gilbert Duprez, and Jenny Lind, Mr.
Pleasants turns to the era for which he can
supply his personal evaluations based on his
knowledge of early recordings. By and large
his assessments are laudably fair-minded,
his observations mature and well -reasoned.
He deals in depth with an array of great
singers from Victor Maurel (1848-1923) to
Kirsten Flagstad (1895-1962) in commen-
taries of varying length, not always in direct
proportion to the artist's significance. I find
his chapters on Nellie Melba and Geraldine
Farrar particularly illuminating, that on
John McCormack refreshingly candid in its
far from idolatrous assessment, and that on
Titta Ruffo somewhat sketchy.

Mr. Pleasants gives very high praise to
Lawrence Tibbett: "No other baritone has
ever sounded like Tibbett. And, short of an
improbable duplication, none ever will." I
agree, but I would have welcomed a more
detailed study of what made Tibbett unique.
I also concur with the author's admiring
view of Richard Tauber, though I know that
this unsurpassably ingratiating vocalist by
no means enjoys unanimous acceptance
among vocal "purists."

With the exception of Tauber, the singers
Mr. Pleasants has chosen for detailed study
have all been prominent on the American
scene. Mattia Battistini and Antonio Coto-
gni (revered in Italy as a singer and teacher)
are barely mentioned, and the same goes for
some of the stars of the Vienna Opera dur-
ing its most brilliant period, the first decade
of this century. In the earlier period, the
figure of Teresa Stolz appears to call for
more documentation, particularly in view of
her close relationship with Verdi. Finally,
Wagnerians may also have a grievance or
two: Flagstad is given her sovereign due,
but Lotte Lehmann, Lauritz Melchior, and
Friedrich Schorr are relegated to supporting
roles.

Mr. Pleasants is a bel canto man, a fact
he makes eminently clear in his epilogue.
He hails the Bellini-Rossini-Donizetti re-
vivals brought about by the beneficial ac-
tivities of Maria Callas and Joan Sutherland.
He admires singers of their creative fiber
not only for their technical skill but also for
their artistic imagination. "Conductors," he
asserts, "must learn to encourage and sup-
port the singer's imaginative flight, which
will not be easy for this increasingly literal -

minded breed, nor congenial to their auto-
cratic disposition." Fighting words, these,
but justified in view of the current prolifera-
tion of insensitive operatic maestros.

The few omissions cited above must be
regarded as unavoidable considering the
vastness of the subject and the conciseness
of Mr. Pleasants' treatment. Obviously, he
could have written a longer, more detailed,
more fact -filled volume. He chose, instead,
to stress directness and lucidity, without sur-
rendering to the excesses of scholarly trivia.
The book is well organized, and it is pro-
vided not only with excellent illustrations
and an index, but also with musical ex-
amples of bel canto fioriture. It is a useful
and thoroughly enjoyable study, a mirror of
the author's enthusiasm for the subject.
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We call them component compacts. Because they
deliver the kind of sound that comes only from true
high fidelity components. And we give them to you
in the form of a beautiful addition to your living room,
ready to be enjoyed and admired.

These compacts are unlike any you've ever seen
or heard about. The difference starts with the
circuitry of our most advanced solid state stereo
receiver ... the all -silicon TR100X. This features a
powerful 60 watt (120 watt peak) amplifier and
super -sensitive AM/FM-stereo tuner.

Its new breed of modular circuitry is as much at
home in a compact as in a standard component
system, with power enough to drive four separate
speaker systems. Which is why Bogen component
compacts have extra outputs and selective switching
for two pairs of stereo speakers, plus headphones.

Then we add Garrard's newest 60 Mark II auto-
matic turntable, with Pickering cartridge and dia-
mond stylus.

In our model MSC, you even get a custom tape
cartridge player that lets you enjoy all the sensa-
tional new Stereo -8 cartridges, including those
you use in your car.

All this is enclosed in a finely crafted
walnut cabinet that's too good looking to

hide and too small ever to be obstrutive.
Complementing these great components is a pair

of our new SS200 bookshelf speaker systems. With
revolutionary four-way sound radiators that produce
sound every bit as good as those Big Berthas owned
by your friend, the hi fi perfectionist.

Finally, we hang an irresistible price tag on each
system and invite you to hear both at your Bogen
dealer's. Or write for our new 12 -page catalog.

Live a little. With a little Bogen. From the people
whose leadership in high fidelity started over twenty
years ago.

Bogen MSC component compact system. With
Stereo -8 tape cartridge
player, 60 watt AM/
FM -stereo solid state
receiver, Garrard 60
Mark II automatic turn-
table, Pickering car-
tridge, two Bogen
SS200 speaker sys-

tems. $521.95 list.
Smoke -tinted
vinyl dustcover,

$16.60 list.

Bogen MSR component compact
system. Identical to MSC except

less Stereo -8 tape car-
tridge player. $444.90
list. Smoke -tinted
vinyl dustcover,
$14.45 list.

BOGIE NI
COMMUNICATIONS DIV.* LEAR SIEGLER. INC

Paramus. Naw Janav

Have

Bogen
Have a great sound . . .

from the new compact
stereo system that even

plays tape cartridges

MAY 1967
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We could rave about the many features
and superb performance of this

BSR McDonald 500 automatic turntable.
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But don't take our word for it
...read what the experts say!

Electronic's World says-
"... the BSR McDonald 500 auto-
matic turntable is priced with the
least expensive record changers...
has many of the features heretofore
found only in the more expen-
sive players . . . the changer was
mechanically smooth and quiet in
operation, easy to handle, and lived
up to all the claims made for it.
It is a very good value...rivaling
other more expensive instruments
in performance and features."

4.

Here are just a few of the expensive quality features
of the BSR McDonald 500 to which the experts refer:
1. Resiliently mounted, coarse and fine vernier ad-
justable counterweight. 2. Cueing and pause con-
trol lets you select the exact band on the record.
Pause at any point, and lower arm into same groove.

Audio Magazine says-
"The BSR McDonald 500 . . . has
all the desirable features and some
which we believe to be unique ...
Up to now a high quality turntable
was an expensive item, but the
McDonald 500 comes with a con-
sumer price tag which puts it in
reach of the most budget -con-
scious audio buff. Most lower
priced record changers were use-
able only as record changers and
were not equipped with the niceties
which the high fidelity enthusiast
has come to expect such as coun-
terbalanced tone arm, fine adjust-
ment of stylus force, finger lift and
so on ..."

3. Micrometer stylus pressure adjustment permits
1/3 gram settings from 0 to 6 grams. 4. Automatic
lock secures pickup arm when machine is in "off"
position. lan-proof design eliminates readjustments.
Before you buy an automatic turntable you must see

the BSR McDonald 500. Write for free literature.

Hi-Fi/Stereo Review says-
"... Now, the large British record-
player manufacturer BSR has in-
troduced into this country their
McDonald 500 automatic turn-
table. It is heralded as offering the
features and performance of the
$75 -class turntables for less. And,
we are happy to note, it does just
that... Not only is it difficult under
most circumstances to distinguish
sonically from much more costly
players, but it incorporates some of
their most useful design features
...it is a very good buy."

ei9
BSR

Mc DONALD
500

Precisior crafted in Great Britain
BSR (USA) Ltd., Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913
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Now...5 ways to have the perfection
of JansZen* "sound without fury"

(One is exactly right for you!)

1. New... for super -perfectionists.

New Z-900 console . . . largest finest speaker we've ever
produced after 14 years of research. Contains four JansZen
Electrostatics matched to a pair of our Model 350D Dynamic
woofers. Use of these six major components means each is
driven far below its maximum capability. Result: virtually
immeasurable distortion from 27 to beyond 30,000 Hz and a
new standard in definitive sound reproduction. Oiled walnut
cabinet, 28"h x 311/4"w x 151/2"d.

(Suggested retail price) $399.95

2. For perfectionists who've arrived.

The Z-600 console system. Contains
half the components of the new
Z-900, but only the super -perfection-
ists will ever miss them. Two JansZen
Electrostatics mated to our model
350B Dynamic woofer cover the entire
frequency range with such authentic-
ity that unbiased U.S. and German
testing organizations have rated the
Z-600 the best buy under $1100.
265/8"h x 20"w x 13"d.

(Suggested retail price)
Oiled walnut

finish $208.95

4. For perfectionists with woofers.

The JansZen Model 130 Electrostatic
mid/high range speaker. Sets atop
your woofer enclosure. Features four
electrostatic elements matched
within 1 db. Delicately transparent
response from 500 to beyond 30,000
Hz. Finest mid/high range speaker
any high quality woofer could be
wedded to. 71/4"h x 22"w x 13"d.

(Suggested retail price)

from $161.00

3. For perfectionists with shelves.

The Z-700. Lets you have all the
thrill of JansZen electrostatic per-
formance anywhere you desire .. . in
a bookcase, cabinet, or as a small
console. Design pairs two JansZen
Electrostatics to a Model 350C Dy-
namic woofer. Flawless response from (Suggested retail price)
30 to over 30,000 Hz. 15"h x 26"w
x 131/4"d.

Unfinished
birch $154.95

Oiled walnut slightly higher

5. For do-it-yourself perfectionists.

Most of the work has been done for
you in the JanKit 41, the exact kit
counterpart of the Z-600. Contains
twin JansZen Electrostatics and our
Model 350 Dynamic woofer on a sin-
gle panel ready for easy installation
in existing cabinets, doors, stairwells
or other solid enclosures. Write for
recommended cabinet construction
data. 191/2"h x 16"w x 71/2"d.

(Suggested retail price)

$114.95

P.S. Special ...for perfectionists on a budget.

New JZ-800 speaker. First with a
cone -type dynamic tweeter that can
even be compared with electrostatic
systems, because all of JansZen's
electrostatic performance standards
went into it! With our Model 350A
dynamic woofer, it gives a full range
hi-fi stereo system that no one can
duplicate for the price! 231/2"h x
131/2"w x 111/2"cl. (Suggested retail price)

from $119.95

The JansZen Electrostatic "ideal"

Each JansZen Electrostatic radiator
contains 176 push-pull sheathed con-
ductors (1) mounted in opposing
arrays on either side of a micro -thin
conductive diaphragm (2) that has so
little stiffness or mass it can repro-
duce high frequency sounds with an
uncanny degree of accuracy unknown
to other types of speakers.

Write us direct for descriptive literature on any model.
* JansZen speakers incorporate designs by Arthur A. Janszen and are made exclusively in the United States by

NESHAMINY ELECTRONIC CORP.
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by Martin Bookspan THE BASIC REPERTOIRE Item Ninety-two

ANTON BRUCKNER

Oil painting (1889)
by Ferry Beraton
in the collection
of the Austrian
Nationalbibliothek

Bruckner's SEVENTH SYMPHONY
N December 30 of the year 1884, the conductor

O of the orchestra at the State Theater in Leipzig
led the world -premiere performance of a new

symphony by a sixty -year -old composer from Vienna
who was then known only to a very few devoted dis-
ciples. He was Anton Bruckner, the symphony was his
Seventh, and the conductor was a twenty -nine -year -old
firebrand named Arthur Nikisch, who was just beginning
his career. For four decades to follow, Nikisch was
probably the most influential of all active conductors,
and he left his mark on the musical life of Hamburg,
London, Leipzig, and Berlin, as well as Boston, where
he served as conductor of the Boston Symphony Orches-
tra for several seasons in the early 1890's.

That end -of -the -year performance of Bruckner's Sev-
enth Symphony served to launch the careers of both the
young conductor and the aging composer. For fifteen
minutes after the music drew to a close, the audience
assembled in the Leipzig State Theater applauded both
men. A critic who was present wrote:

One could see from the trembling of his lips and the
sparkling moisture in his eyes how difficult it was for the
elderly composer to suppress his deep emotion His homely
but honest countenance beamed with a warm inner happi-
ness such as can appear only on the face of one who is too

good-hearted to succumb to bitterness even under the pres-
sure of most disheartening circumstances. Having heard
his work and now seeing him in person, we asked our-
selves in amazement, 'How is it possible that he could re-
main so long unknown to us?'

Bruckner did not remain unknown for long. Ten
weeks later the German conductor Hermann Levi pre-
sented the Seventh Symphony in Munich, calling it "the
most significant symphonic work since 1827"-an obvi-

ous gibe at Brahms, who had already enjoyed consider-
able success with his first three symphonies. Graz was
the scene of the Austrian premiere of the score: Karl
Muck conducted it there on March 14, 1886, anticipat-
ing the first Vienna performance by a week. Bruckner,
in fact, tried unsuccessfully to prevent the latter by an
injunction, fearing that the hostility of the Viennese
public to his music would only cause him pain. This
time, however, the staunchly anti -Bruckner critic Eduard
Hanslick was forced to concede that the performance,
under Hans Richter's direction, caused Bruckner to be
"called to the stage four or five times after each section
of the symphony." Also present at the performance was
Vienna's reigning musical hero, Johann Strauss, Jr.,
who afterward sent Bruckner a telegram: "Am much
moved-it was the greatest impression of my life."

(Continued overleaf)
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H C LAI RTO N E This new color TV component is made for videophiles
who are dissatisfied (as all of them should be) with
what passes for accurate picture and sound reproduction
in commercial, mass-produced color TV sets.

It is part hi-fi audio system and part monitor color
TV receiver. Both parts are of equal quality: high.

Among its many capabilities: Sound can be fed from
it into an existing hi-fi or stereo installation:
it is also equipped with its own monitor audio system so
the unit can be used independently. Thus, the owner
can enjoy a color TV program complete with picture and
sound (earphone connection is provided on control panel),
while stereo remains available for listening in other
parts of the room.

295 sq. in. picture area/ automatic background color
switching / 3 -way optical control switch / pre-set fine
tuning for VHF/ transistorized UHF tuner/ pushbutton
power tuning / 3 -stage video IF / perforated metal
cabinet / finished walnut front trim / AC connection for
ventilating fan / wireless remote control adeptability.

For Booklet Write: Clairtone Electronic Corporation
681 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Here at last A Color Component
for the Videophile
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All photographs with this article, except as otherwise marked, are 'tom the author's collection.

HIFI/STEREO REVIEW presents the eighth article in the series

THE GREAT AMERICAN COMPOSERS

GEORGE GERSHVIN
f... a man who lives in music and expresses everything, serious or not,

sound or superficial, by means of music, because it is his native language."
-Arnold Schoenberg

By EDWARD JABLONSKI

1
URING a party at which he had been characteris-

tically, and rather incessantly, holding forth at
the piano, George Gershwin was once overheard

wondering if his music would still be heard a hundred
years from then.

"It will," quipped one of his friends, "if you're around
to play it, George."

This authentic anecdote is typical of Gershwin. It
reveals at once the composer's eager, almost boyish, ab-
sorption in his work and in himself, a trait the envious

frequently misinterpreted as sheer ego; it reveals, too, the
playful affection of his friends and, of course, Gersh-
win's own passionate love of making music.

He was in his true element at the piano keyboard.
He delighted in devoting an evening, and the small
hours of the morning, to infinite and extraordinarily
inventive variations-on Gershwin themes, naturally-
which he played in a distinctive, jaunty style. Gershwin's
playing was characterized by a crackling rhythmic hu-
mor, full, singing chords spiced with bittersweet harmonic
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subtleties, and a propulsive, muscular drive. -the sweep-
ing brilliance, virtuosity, and rhythmic precision of his
playing were incredible," Gershwin enthusiast Serge
Koussevitzky once said, adding that "his perfect poise
[was I beyond belief ; his dynamic influence on the audi-
ence electrifying."

In that audience gathered around the piano as Gersh-
win played there would often be, in addition to every
pretty girl at the party, such members of the musical
elite as Maurice Ravel, Jascha Heifetz, Leopold Godow-
sky, Josef Hofmann, Fritz Reiner, and Sergei Rachma-
ninoff-not all at the same time, of course. They reveled
in Gershwin's pianistics as much as he did. If it flattered
Gershwin that his music captivated so stellar a following,
he rather expected it. "But what caused [me] a sur-
prised smile," he admitted, "was that they complimented
me on my piano execution." There were those-respected
critics included-willing to concede that Gershwin might
have enjoyed a most successful career as a concert pianist
had he practiced Chopin more and Gershwin less. Hap-
pily and wisely, he chose otherwise.

Gershm in is unique in our music. This is not just
because he managed, with more grace than any other
American composer, to cross the musical tracks be-
tween Tin Pan Alley and Carnegie Hall, but because
by doing so he was creating a music so patently different
from anything ever written before that a single pinch of
the sound in the stew of anyone else's music is immedi-
ately identifiable as his. The extent of his success at
bridging the chasm that separates popular and classical
music is still argued among-and even denied by-some
spoilsport critics. Grove's Dictionary of Music and Mu-
sicians, for example, has this to say about him: ". . . the
orchestral piece 'An American in Paris' shocked the

audience of the 1931 I.S.C.M. Festival in London by its
excessive commonness, though admittedly that audience
was the wrong one for such music." But if Gershwin
was a controversial musical figure, he was also an excit-
ing one, and this aura of excitement is another aspect of
his uniqueness among composers.

George Gershwin was an American-a New Yorker-
of the Twenties, a period felicitously, if not accurately,
styled "The Jazz Age." It was a rich period for Ameri-
can art, literature, theater, poetry-not to mention the
wheeling and dealing in the stock market, the emergence
of the art of bootlegging, or the rise of the speakeasy,
the gangster, and the sports idol. Gershwin was a vibrant,
dashing, even glamorous figure in an era of glamorous
figures, ranging from Charles Lindbergh to Al Capone,
with football's famous Four Horsemen somewhere in be-
tween. The musician who could hold his own in such
illustrious company was no mediocre personality. Nor, in
an age dedicated to the non -art of public relations, should
Gershwin's contribution to the "image" of the contem-
porary composer be slighted. He was trailed by news-
papermen, met at the docks, shot by newsreels, and asked
the usual banal questions ("How do English girls com-
pare with American girls?") celebrities are expected to
answer. He was a celebrity.

More than any contemporary composer, Gershwin
narrowed the gulf between layman and artist. He did
not shun popularity. "I am not ashamed of writing
songs," he asserted, "as long as they are good songs."
Nor did he write down to his audience. "I am one of
those," he said, "who honestly believe that the majority
has much better taste and understanding, not only of
music but of any of the arts, than it is credited with
having. It is not the few knowing ones whose opinions

The formally posed young man (left) was Gershwin as a piano pounder and song plugger. In the center, a hit nj Tin Pan Alley ( West
28th Street) where Gershwin worked for Remick. and where someone had a camera pointed at the door the ,1,,v he reported for work.
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To his employers, Gershwin was a piano player only; his first
published song was brought out by the rival firm of l'on Tiler.

make any work of art great, it is the judgment of the
great mass that finally decides."

Gershwin propagandized for the American composer
simply by being himself: youthful, approachable, spark-
ling, vibrant, and gifted with a detached opinion of his
work as well as a sense of humor. He brought the Ameri-
can composer out of the garret and the academy into the
living room and-no mean accomplishment-into the
concert hall. And he did this at a time when admission
into such halls generally had a prerequisite: that the
composer be either foreign or dead, and preferably both.

By the later Twenties, Gershwin had acquired that
supreme metropolitan symbol of success: a penthouse
apartment on Riverside Drive. In the adjoining penthouse
was his brother Ira, who for some time had been writing
the lyrics for many of his songs, and collaboration was
thus a simple matter of a few steps across the hall. The
penthouses at 33 Riverside Drive quickly became the
central meeting place for musicians, poets, playwrights,
authors, stockbrokers, and friends from the Gershwins'
early years on New York's Lower East Side.

First-time visitors to the penthouse were often sur-
prised to be met at the door by the composer himself.
Of medium height, slender, dark, and frequently in need
of a shave, he eagerly ushered in his guests. Soft spoken,
shy almost to the point of diffidence (until he sat at the
piano), Gershwin enjoyed exhibiting his apartment. The
decor was decidedly "moderne." Even the over -stuffed
chairs were sharply contoured, all right angles and paral-
lel lines. Bookcases were tiered like asymmetrical pyra-
mids; gleaming, slender lamps grew like tall steel plants

from the floor. On the walls were Gershwin's prized
art works-by Modigliani, Rouault, Derain, Bellows,
Chagall, and Benton. There were paintings by Gershwin,
too, for the composer had himself begun to paint by this
time. But in the corner of one room-a true Gershwin
touch-dangled a boxing bag. Under that were a rowing
machine and a dart board. He was a confirmed athlete,
good at golf, deadly at tennis, and pursued these sports
as he did musical knowledge-relentlessly.

It has become part of the Gershwin legend to con-
sider the penthouse apartment as the culmination of a
Horatio Alger -like "rags -to -riches" tale, that of the as-
piring but musically uneducated son of poor Russian -
Jewish immigrants from the Lower East Side who had
somehow slipped into Carnegie Hall through the back
door by hiding behind the skirts of someone called
"Lady Jazz."

Though it may spoil the film plot, the Gershwins
Nvere never even remotely poor in the classic Alger sense.
True, father Morris Gershovitz (the original family
name) may have had his -problems settling into some con-
genial occupation. In Russia he had been a respected shoe-
maker, but in America, as Ira Gershwin recalls, he pur-
sued various occupations: ". . . restaurants, Russian and
Turkish baths, bakeries, a cigar store and pool parlor on
the Forty-second Street side of what is now Grand
Central Station, bookmaking at the Brighton Beach Race
Track for three exciting but disastrous weeks." In 1895,
Morris Gershovitz married Rose Bruskin, whom he had
known in Russia. A year later their first son, Ira, was
born; he was followed by George, who was born in
Brooklyn on September 26, 1898. And there were two
other children-Arthur and Frances.

THE GERSHVINS--as the name had by then evolved-
lived a nomadic life. Ira Gershwin once recalled no fewer
than twenty-eight different apartments in which he had
lived up to 1916. As its fortunes waxed and waned,
the family moved across greater New York: the East
Side, Harlem, Coney Island, the West Side. It was in
1910, when they were living on Second Avenue over
Saul Birn's Phonograph Shop, that a second-hand piano
was lifted in through the front -room window. Ira Gersh-
win, the family scholar already given to literary endeav-
ors in the form of light verse, watched the operation with
some misgiving. He was the intended victim of the new
Gershwin purchase. But it was George who darted over to
the upright and played a popular tune of the day. As
Ira recalls, "I remember being particularly impressed by
his left hand. I had had no idea he could play and found
out that despite his roller skating activities, the kid par-
ties he attended, the many street games he participated
in (with an occasional resultant bloody nose), he had
found time to experiment on a player piano at the home
of a friend on Seventh Street."
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Gershwin's first remembered musical experience had
also come from a player piano. He was about six at the
time and running along One Hundred Twenty-fifth Street
in Harlem when he stopped in mid-flight to listen to the
sounds of a pianola clattering out the strains of Anton
Rubinstein's Melody in F in a penny arcade. Six years
later, in 1910, the year the piano came in the window,
when he was an indifferent student in P.S. 25, he re-
sponded to music again. This time it was to the violin
of eleven -year -old Maxie Rosenszweig (later the virtuo-
so Max Rosen) playing Dvoak's Humoresque.

There were other, more subtle, musical impressions.
He heard folk songs at weddings and parties, popular
songs ground out by the ubiquitous pianola, and operetta
and musical -comedy songs on parlor pianos. Also, after
he began piano lessons with lady teachers in the neigh-
borhood at fifty cents a lesson, Gershwin attended recitals
and concerts regularly, keeping the programs as memen-
tos in a musical scrapbook. In the 1912-1913 season, for
example, he heard Leopold Godowsky (whose son later
married Gershwin's sister), Efrem Zimbalist, Josef Lhe-
vinne, and the prodigy Leo Ornstein. One of the programs
in the scrapbook is for a Waldorf-Astoria Orches-
tra performance April 13, 1913. On that Sunday eve-
ning Gershwin, then fourteen, heard the first movement
of Rubinstein's Piano Concerto in D Minor. The pianist
was the young (thirty-five) composer -pianist -teacher
Charles Hambitzer, a Milwaukeean who had recently
come to New York. Gershwin had just begun to study
with Hambitzer, to whom he had been introduced by
Jack Miller, a fellow member of the Beethoven Society
Orchestra of P.S. 63.

Gershwin later characterized Hambitzer, a superb mu-
sician and a fine teacher, as "the first great musical in-
fluence in my life." His enthusiasm for his teacher ran so
high that Gershwin went out and drummed up ten pupils
for him. It was a reciprocal discovery, for soon Ham-
bitzer, writing to a sister, was saying, "The boy is a
genius." This is a remarkable declaration when it is re-
membered that at this time Gershwin had had two or
three years of piano study, most of it all but wasted.
"He wants to go in for this modern stuff, jazz and what
not," Hambitzer continued, "but I'm not going to let him
for awhile. I'll see that he gets a firm foundation in the
standard music first." And he did: as Gershwin himself
records, "Under Hambitzer I first became familiar with
Chopin, Liszt, and Debussy. He made me harmony
conscious."

To further expand his young genius' musical horizons,
Hambitzer sent Gershwin sometime in 1915 to Edward
Kilenyi, Sr., for additional work in theory, harmony, and,
later, orchestration. Like Hambitzer, Kilenyi was an un-
orthodox teacher with a taste for the innovational (both
were early champions of Schoenberg) and was not one
to discourage Gershwin's flair for experiment. "Many a

time," Kilenyi said recently, "our lessons consisted of
analyzing and discussing classical masterpieces. George
understood that he was not to learn 'rules' according to
which he himself would have to write music, but in-
stead he would be shown what composers had written,
what devices, styles, traditions-later wrongly called rules
-they used. Consequently he enjoyed the contents of
our textbook, The Material Used in Musical Composi-
tion, by Percy Goetschius."

The direction of Gershwin's training had been diverted
by this time. His dreams of a concert career ended when
Hambitzer, then only thirty-seven, died of tuberculosis
in 1918. But Gershwin's early attempts at composition
date from five years before, when he wrote his first song,
Since I Found You, which was quickly followed by an-
other entitled Ragging the Trliumerei. The next year,
1914, he made his public "debut" as pianist and com-
poser. When brother Ira's literary society, The Finley
Club, presented an evening's entertainment at the Chris-
todora House on Avenue B, George Gershwin appeared
as both accompanist and soloist. For the occasion he
wrote a solo piano piece, Tango, although no credit is
given to him as composer in the program.

In May of the same year Gershwin gave up his public
schooling. He was then a student at the High School of
Commerce because of the family hope that he might
amount to something. By this time his mother was alarm-
ed by her son's obvious lack of interest in anything more
substantial than music. Since Ira was already in college
preparing for a professional career as a doctor or a
teacher, perhaps harder -headed George could learn to be
an accountant and help in the family business. Gershwin,
however, had had his fill of commercial life while serv-
ing as cashier in one of his father's restaurants. He bided
his time, said little, and when the opportunity came, he
moved quickly. Although he was only fifteen, his repu-
tation as a pianist had gotten around. He heard of a job
opening for a pianist in Remick's music -publishing firm
and, characteristically, went after it and got it. Over the
objections of his mother, he quit school to become a
Tin Pan Alley piano pounder-the youngest in the music
business.

1 F GERSHWIN chose to enter the mainstream of Ameri-
can music through Tin Pan Alley, it was a deliberate
choice and not an accident. Nor was the choice of his
two major influences at the time, Irving Berlin and
Jerome Kern. The songs of the former were vital, al-
most folk -like in their immediate appeal; Kern's songs
were perhaps a bit reminiscent of Mittel-europa, though
fashioned with an educated hand. Very little of the music
Gershwin demonstrated at the house of Remick, however,
had any of the qualities he found in Berlin and Kern.
Piano pounding was not a congenial life for a youngster
with taste and ambition.
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He endured the job, however, for nearly three years,
learning the music business quite literally from the bottom
up. He absorbed the structure, traits, the very "sound"
of popular music, rejecting those qualities he found re-
pellent. The sentimentality, a holdover from the bathetic
Gay Nineties, for example, he found not at all appealing.
The basic -English crudities of the lyrics offended him;
so did the sing -song tunes and the cliched harmonies.
Even while he played the songs of others, Gershwin
composed his own. When he offered them to his em-
ployer, Remick, his first attempts were rejected with the
reminder, "You are paid to play, not write." This is why
his first published song, When You Want 'Em, Y ou Can't
Get 'Em, When You've Got 'Em, You Don't Want 'Em
(lyrics by Murray Roth) was issued by Harry von Tilzer
in 1916. The next year Gershwin quit Remick's, according
to Ira's diary (Saturday, March 17, 1917), "in order to
be able to study unhindered by the time taken at Rem-
ick's." A portion of this study was to be devoted to
theater music as opposed to the popular music he had been
playing for so long.

His formal studies were accomplished under Kilenyi,
studies that continued sporadically (as song -writing suc-
cess interfered with the schedule) into 1921, by which
time orchestration was a major subject. In 1919, while
studying with Kilenyi, Gershwin composed a movement
for a string quartet. Later, in 1923, when he began to
study with the famed Rubin Goldmark (nephew of the
even more famous Karl), Gershwin brought in the String
Quartet to show his teacher at the third lesson. The arch -

Walter Dam rosch, conductor of the Symphony Society of New York
until its later merger with the Philharmonic Society, was be-
hind the commissioning of Gershwin's Piano Concerto in F (1925).

traditionalist (who had also taught Aaron Copland and
Arthur Jacobi, among others) studied the manuscript
for a few minutes, then turned to its author and said,
"Very good ! Obviously, you have already learned a good
deal about harmony from me." Even more obviously,
Goldmark was not the right teacher for Gershwin, and
the lessons ended.

Meanwhile, Gershwin was earning money as a re-
hearsal pianist for Broadway shows, as accompanist for
vaudeville singers, and as a pianist in small groups and
orchestras. In this limited world he always attracted at-
tention, and soon some of the singers he accompanied
began to introduce his songs. These earned him a contract
with another publishing firm, T. B. Harms, this time
as a staff composer. For $35.00 a week he was expected
to drop in now and then with a song or two; if Harms
found a song publishable, he would receive, in addition,
three cents for every copy of the sheet -music version
sold. This was a heady arrangement for a young man
not yet twenty, and Gershwin plunged into the job with
all his drive and enthusiasm.

However, he was on the staff of Harms for nearly
eight months before they published one of his songs (ac-
tually his fourth to be published), Some Wonderful Sort
of Someone. After almost half a century, it is still a
distinguished song. It became an "interpolated number,"
that curious phenomenon typical of the era when literal-
ly dozens of musicals opened every year on Broadway.
if, for some reason, the star of a show or revue liked a
song not already in the score, he or she merely had it
arranged and "interpolated" it in the show. For Gersh-
win, as for other young composers, it was the best means
of opening the door to Broadway. By the close of 1918,
the first of the Gershwin brothers' songs to be heard
on a professional stage was interpolated into a Nora
Bayes revue, Ladies First. The song was entitled The
Real American Folk Song (Is a Rag), and little was
heard of it until Ella Fitzgerald recorded it decades later.
The year closed with a disaster for Gershwin. Through
Max Dreyfus at Harms he was given his first chance at
composing the score of a full show, Half Past Eight. It
was so bad that it died a-borning at its out-of-town open-
ing in Syracuse.

THE next year, 1919, proved happier. In the spring
Gershwin's first fully scored musical to open on Broad-
way, La La Lucille, was a success. Two interpolated
numbers of the same year made him a big name in Tin
Pan Alley. The first, and best, I Was So Young, You
Were So Beautiful, is a beautifully constructed song,
sensitive and notable for some technical niceties, such
as the protracted sequential closing (this song and sev-
eral other early ones can be heard in the Decca album,
"The Gershwin Years.' ). The second song of the year,
heard by Al Jolson as the composer played it at a party,
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was interpolated into the Jolson vehicle Sinbad (music
mostly by Sigmund Romberg). This was, and still is,
Gershwin's biggest commercial success, Swanee; sheet -

music sales and Jolson's recording sold in the millions.
By early 1920, Gershwin, then a mere twenty-one, had
arrived both financially and, by the standards of Tin
Pan Alley, artistically.

On the strength of the success of Swanee, Gershwin
was signed to compose the scores for George White's
Scandals; he wrote the songs for the first five editions,
from 1920 through 1924. It was for the third of these
that Gershwin and his lyricist B. G. DeSylva produced
a one -act "opera a la Afro-American," Blue Monday.
This curious juvenilis, his first public attempt at a "seri-
ous" work, survived only a single night in the Scandals
of 1922. It was withdrawn because White felt that the
tragic tone of the little drama spoiled the effect of the
rest of the evening, one contributed to by W. C. Fields,
Winnie Lightner, and Jack McGowan. There were plenty
of other Gershwin melodies-Where Is the Man of My
Dreams?, Drifting Along with the Tide, and I'll Build
a Stairway to Paradise-to entertain the pleasure -seekers
of the Jazz Age without all of that blackface misery.

Blue Monday, for all its crudities (most of them in
the libretto), is interesting because of its intimations of
things to come. The opening orchestral music is exciting,
and while the recitative is self-consciously conventional,
there are a couple of good songs. The best is Blue M017 -

day Blues, with Has Anyone Seen My Joe? a close
second. The melody of the second song is based on the
theme of the String Quartet of 1919. But the quasi -

spiritual I'm Gonna See My Mother is not good Gersh-
win. Whatever its shortcomings, Blue Afonday made a
deep impression on the band leader of that year's Scandals,
Paul Whiteman, who had not yet been crowned (by press
agentry) "The King of Jazz."

A word, or more, at this point concerning Gershwin
and jazz might be appropriate. The amateur jazz critics
of the Thirties, who made a near -religious rite of listening

Backstage during a rehearsal fat Ro lie are JackDonahue,Cersh-
win. Nigmand Romberg, Marth T1 Willer. and Florenz Ziegfeld.

to The True Jazz, vigorously condemned Gershwin's
larger compositions as a travesty on jazz, a bastardization
of holy writ. The conventional, "serious" music critics had
at him because he had introduced all that bawdy -house
music into the sacred precincts of Carnegie Hall. That
neither group knew what it was condemning is now obvi-
ous; that each contributed more nonsense to our musical
literature than any other two non-aligned camps is equally
evident.

OME years after all the hot air had cleared away,
Gershwin astutely observed that "it is difficult to deter-
mine what enduring values, aesthetically, jazz has con-
tributed, because jazz is a word which has been used
for at least five or six types of music." He was also aware
of the fact that true (i.e., folk) jazz was primarily an
improvisatory art, the essence of which could not he
noted on paper ("It is almost impossible to write down
definitely exactly the effects wished, with the result that
the musicians are only too apt to exaggerate their ex-
pression. . . ."). Many of the more obvious surface
characteristics-the clarinet curlicues, the wah-wah trum-
pet, the grace notes, the "blue" notes (particularly the
flatted seventh and third) and the pronounced beat--
could be copied by the dance bands and effectively em-
ployed. This is what Paul Whiteman did, as did several
other popular orchestras of the Twenties.

At the same time, under the influence of folk jazz,
American music was being enriched by the harmonic and
rhythmic vitality of the blues and the several piano styles
flourishing in the early Twenties, by ragtime (then on
the wane), and by Harlem "stride." Gershwin matured
as an artist during this vital period, and when he drew
upon some of the jazz effects for his compositions, he
was not attempting to write jazz. It was the rhythmic
thrust, particularly the syncopation, of jazz that impressed
him most and found its way into his music.

Simultaneously with the advent of jazz in American
musical consciousness, the American lyric theater blos-

At a 1925 conference: composers Ferde Grote and Deems Taylor,
bandleader Paul Whiteman, singer Blossom ':eelev. and Cershwin.



somed with the glories of the Twenties. With Berlin
and Kern in the vanguard, other younger composers,
among them Gershwin, contributed to the flowering:
Vincent Youmans, Richard Rogers, Cole Porter, Arthur
Schwartz, and later Harold Arlen-educated musicians
all. A decided aura of quality came into the musical
theater with their work.

With uncritical abandon, dance music, as well as the
popular song, was all called "jazz" at that time by the
serious music critics. But the caliber of the new popular
song was recognized nonetheless by the Canadian mezzo-
soprano Eva Gauthier when, in November, 1923, she
presented her historic "Recital of Ancient and Modern
Music for Voice" at staid Aeolian Hall in New York.
Mme. Gauthier had the intelligence not to employ the
term jazz in any of its six variants for one important part
of her recital-although the next morning the critics did.
Little was made of the fact that she had premiered
Schoenberg's Song of the Wood Dove (from the Gur-
relieder) besides singing such ancients as Byrd and Pur-
cell and such moderns as Hindemith and Bartok. The
bulk of the journalistic hoopla was devoted to her per-
formance of six popular songs by Berlin, Kern, Walter
Donaldson, and Gershwin. As her accompanist for this
portion of the program Mme. Gauthier had selected
George Gershwin. His own songs included I'll Build a
Stairway to Paradise, Innocent Ingenue Baby, and Swanee,
with the slightly naughty Do It Again as the twice -de-
manded encore.

When the concert was repeated in Boston, Henry
Taylor Parker of the Evening Transcript, in describing
Gershwin's playing, came very close to defining his style
as a composer: "He diversified them Ithe songs] with
cross -rhythms; wove them into a pliant and outspringing
counterpoint; set in pauses and accents; sustained ca-
dences; gave character to the measures wherein the
singer's voice was still."

So it was that Gershwin was "discovered" by the
critics three months before the historic Paul Whiteman

Foregathered at a birthday party in honor of Maurice Ravel /at
',bawl were. among others, singer Era Gauthier and Gershwin.

concert at Aeolian Hall, which was called "An Experi-
ment in Modern Music." Whiteman, who had never for-
gotten Blue Monday, had spoken of giving a formal con-
cert one day and asked Gershwin whether he would
contribute an extended work. Gershwin said yes, although
nothing was definitely set at the time. The first inkling
he had of Whiteman's suddenly concrete plans came
late in the evening of February 3, 1924 when Ira, perched
on a tall stool in a pool hall, read about it in the Tribune.
Breathing down Whiteman's neck was another band
leader racing for the concert hall with a load of pseudo -
jazz; consequently, the newly invested "King" advanced
the date of his concert, one announced as a purely edu-
cational event to answer the question "Just what is
American music?" The final paragraph of the news item
read: "George Gershwin is at work on a jazz concerto,
Irving Berlin is writing a syncopated tone poem, and
Victor Herbert is working on an American suite."

George Gershwin was, in fact, leaning over a pool ta-
ble (in a game with the lyricist for his then current show
Sweet Little Devil), cigar in mouth, concentrating on his
next shot. He lost the game to B. G. DeSylva and then
learned about the pending jazz concerto from his brother.
With the date of the concert just five weeks away, Gersh-
win could not see how he could complete the songs for
his show, attend to the problems of its out-of-town open-
ing in Boston, plus the New York opening, and still
compose Whiteman's concerto. Whiteman, however,
proved to be convincingly persuasive, and Gershwin
found himself three days later (following a trip to Bos-
ton by train to check on the fortunes of Su'eet Little
Devil) sitting down at the piano in his room in the apart-
ment on One Hundred and Tenth Street to begin work
on his Rhapsody in Blue for Jazz Band and Piano. The
date was January 7, 1924; the concert was still a little
more than a month off.

Since the work was to be played by Whiteman's band,
noted for its complement of virtuoso instrumentalists, one
problem was solved by having Whiteman's arranger,

Fritz Reiner, George Gershwin, Deems Taylor. and Robert Russell
Rennett at a 1931 Lewisohn Stadium concert of American music.
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October 10, 1935, the Alvin Theater, New York: curtain call after a Porgy and Bess performance, with (I. to r.) Georgette Harvey,
Ruby Ely, Todd Duncan, Anne Brown. Rouben Mamoulian, DuBose Heyward (over Gershwin's left shoulder), and Warren Coleman.
Ferde Grofe, handle the orchestration. Gershwin there-
fore composed a two -piano version of the Rhapsody with
some indications for certain instrumental effects. He
knew, for example, that Whiteman's clarinetist, Ross
Gorman, could manage a glissando (on an instrument
usually thought technically incapable of producing one),
so Gershwin selected a thematic idea-a swooping run-
from his notebook and used that to open the Rhapsody.
Grofe all but lived at the Gershwin flat, taking the score
from the composer almost page by page to prepare the
orchestration. Work was interrupted when Gershwin had
to attend the opening of Su'eet Little Devil (on January
21) ; four days later he "completed" the Rhapsody in
Blue. By February 4 (a month to the day since the news
item) Grofe had finished the orchestration.

The original conductor's score is a most curious one.
There are great blanks in the piano part which Gershwin
filled in during rehearsals (held in the Palais Royal, a
night club) and even during the concert. Following a

long piano cadenza there is a musically unique indica-
tion (to Whiteman before bringing in the orchestra):
"Wait for nod." When Gershwin felt he had completed
his solo he merely gave Whiteman the sign. Further-
more, the instruments are not always specifically identi-
fied in the score, except by the names of the musicians.
(The now -dated original "jazz band" orchestration of the
Rhapsody has since been supplanted by a newer one for
full symphony orchestra which Grofe did a few years

later.) But however helter-skelter its performance, the
Rhapsody in Blue was the sensation of the afternoon and
immediately established Gershwin as a serious composer.

The furor brought additional performances, a record-
ing, and a commission from the New York Symphony
Society (through the efforts of its conductor Walter Dam-
rosch) for a real piano concerto. Legend has it that
Gershwin accepted the commission and then rushed out
to buy a book to find out what a concerto was. Not true,
Hollywood! He did acquire a copy of Forsythe's Or-
chestration to supplement the books he had used while
working with Kilenyi. This time he intended to do his
own orchestration.

Gershwin began with an idea for a "New York Con-
certo" when he started sketching the new work during
a trip to London for the opening of his show Tell Me
More (originally called My Fair Lady, by the way). On
his return in July of 1925, he began to compose in the
family house on West One Hundred Third Street in
which he had the top floor. But the Gershwin home had
by then become a magnet for relatives, friends, acquaint-
ances, and celebrity -seekers, and the constant traffic in-
terfered with Gershwin's work. Though a gregarious type
(he frequently invited friends to visit him while he
worked), Gershwin took the commission very seriously
and sought refuge in a nearby hotel. Even there he was
engulfed by well-wishers. It was at this point that his
friend Ernest Hutcheson, head of the piano department
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of the Chautauqua Institute (and later president of the
Juilliard School of Music), invited Gershwin to work on
his metropolitan concerto in the rustic setting of Chau-
tauqua not far from the city. Thus was Gershwin able to
escape the hurly-burly of his own home, although he was
always the center of attention for Hutcheson's piano stu-
dents. The standing rule was that no one bothered
Gershwin until four in the afternoon, after which the
little cabin in which he worked reverberated with his im-
promptu pianistics.

Working through the summer (on the concerto as well
as two musicals), Gershwin completed a piano version
before his twenty-seventh birthday in September, 1925.
On November 10 he finished the orchestration. Two
weeks prior to the Carnegie Hall premiere Gershwin hired
fifty musicians, leased the Globe Theater, and with his
good friend William Daly conducting, gave the first per-
formance of his Concerto in F, as he had decided to
call it. This was a new Broadway touch, a kind of out -of -
hall tryout. With a few friends in the audience, includ-
ing Damrosch, Gershwin heard the work while he played
the piano part. He made six cuts in the score-three of
which Damrosch reinstated during the rehearsals the fol-
lowing week. The official premiere was given at Carnegie
Hall on December 3, 1925.

If Damrosch had hoped for another Rhapsody in Blue,
he must have been disappointed. The Whiteman pseudo-
jazzisms were absent from the Concerto in F, despite
Gershwin's use of a Charleston in the opening and a
lovely blues for muted trumpet in the majestic second
movement, as well as spicy grace notes and harmonic
colorations from the blues. Gershwin's own description
of the work is worth repeating:

The Gershwins. like many another American family of the period,
made good use of their Kodaks: here is George with his mother.

"The first movement employs the Charleston rhythm. It is
quick and pulsating, representing the young enthusiastic
spirit of American life. It begins with a rhythmic motif
given out by the kettledrums, supported by other percussion
instruments, and with the Charleston motif introduced by
bassoon, horns, clarinet, and violas. The principal theme
is announced by the bassoon. Later, a second theme is in-
troduced by the piano.

"The second movement has a poetic nocturnal atmos-
phere which has come to be referred to as the American
blues, but in a purer form than that in which it is usually
treated. The final movement reverts to the style of the first.
It is an orgy of rhythms, starting violently and keeping the
pace throughout."

It is possible to find technical holes in the Concerto in
F, bars of repetitive sequential writing and abrupt transi-
tions, but there is no denying the inspiration and the
wealth of ideas. And a marked growth is evident since
the Rhapsody in Blue of just the year before. If viability
is any yardstick, it might also be noted in passing that
Gershwin's Concerto in F is the only "living" American
piano concerto composed during the Twenties-or since,
for that matter, though good cases could be made for the
concertos of Aaron Copland and Samuel Barber.

GERSHWIN'S double life (two musicals, Song of the
Flame and Tip Toes, opened in the same month the
concerto was premiered), which so captured the public's
imagination, was resented by some. Prompted by envy
as much as outraged musical proprieties, the gist of a
good deal of the criticism from the critic -composers came
down simply to a demand that he get back to Broadway
where he belonged and leave the Big Time to them.

By 1925 the pattern of Gershwin's professional life
was established. Within the next decade he was to pro-
duce all of those larger works upon which his reputation
now depends as well as an outstanding flow of song. In
1925 it seemed that Gershwin, so young and vibrant,
must, like the stock market, go on forever. Unquestion-
ably America's most popular composer, he was not yet
thirty, but only twelve years of life remained.

In the decade separating the Concerto in F from Porgy
and Bess (1935), Gershwin produced thirteen Broadway
musicals-one of which, Of Thee I Sing, was the first to
win the Pulitzer Prize-and one film musical. In addi-
tion there were the seven larger works: Piano Preludes
(1926), An America', in Paris (1928), Second Rhapsody
(1931), the Cuban Overture (originally Rumba, 1932),
Piano Transcriptions of Eighteen Songs (published as
George Gershwin's Song Book, 1932) and Variations on
"1 Got Rhythm" (1934). After the completion of Porgy
and Bess, Gershwin composed the scores for three film
musicals and also arranged his own Porgy and Bess Suite,
recently rediscovered and retitled by Ira Gershwin as Cat-
fish Row (1936). Finally, perhaps fifty or sixty songs
remain, some not actually complete, though dozens are,
which have never been published or used in any show.
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Of the original six preludes, three were published as

Three Preludes. Gershwin assembled this suite (from
among the piano "novelettes" he had been noting down
in his idea books) for a "Futurist" recital by the Peruvian
contralto Marguerite d'Alvarez, whom he accompanied
as he had Mme. Gauthier. Two more of the preludes
were later arranged for piano and violin by Samuel Dush-
kin and published in Germany as Short Story-this was
not one of Gershwin's own favorites among his works.
The last, in song form, remains in manuscript and may
one day be published with a lyric by Ira Gershwin.

An American in Paris was, in a sense, a sequel to the
Concerto in F, for it was also composed for the New
York Symphony Society. It was the first of his composi-
tions in which Gershwin did not write for himself a

stellar role, there being no virtuoso solo piano part in
the work. However, the American later served as a
vehicle for his debut as a conductor. Much of the com-
position was done in Paris in the spring of 1928. While
there, he hoped to be able to study with Ravel or Nadia
Boulanger, but neither would accept him, each feeling
that Gershwin was best just as he was. Ravel, especially,
was content merely to hear him play. Although flattered,
Gershwin was also disappointed.

The Second Rhapsody germinated from an orchestral
sequence composed for the Gershwins' first film, De-
licious. The languid pace in Hollywood prompted Gersh-
win to occupy himself with a new extended work.
The composer thought the Second Rhapsody (originally
Manhattan Rhapsody, then Rhapsody in Rivets) was
" . . . in many respects, such as orchestration and form
. . . the best thing I've written." For Gershwin it is an
unusually austere piece, taut and percussive, totally lack-
ing in the romanticism of the earlier rhapsody. Perhaps
this explains its comparative neglect. Toscanini, for a
time, seemed interested in giving the work its first per-
formance, but apparently found other interests. With
Gershwin at the piano, Serge Koussevitzky conducted the
premiere in Boston.

The Cuban Overture was, like An American in Paris,
a souvenir of a visit. Gershwin had brought back a num-
ber of Cuban percussion instruments from a Havana visit
and decided to use them in a piece he composed for an
early all-Gershwin concert at Lewisohn Stadium. He had
begun studying with Joseph Schillinger by this time, and
the influence of that study is evident in some of the com-
plex passages in the Cuban Overture. The same is true of
the delightful Variations on "1 Got Rhythm" (appro-
priately dedicated "To my brother Ira"), which bristles
with bravura piano passages and colorful orchestral ef-
fects. Gershwin composed this little piece for a cross-
country tour he made with the Leo Reisman orchestra in
1934.

The George Gershwin Song Book, published by Simon
and Schuster, is a collection of eighteen songs, each pre -
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sented in its original sheet -music form and then in a
characteristic variation by Gershwin. These are his per-
sonal favorites arranged and printed (as nearly as could
be notated) as he played them at parties for his friends.
These enchanting miniatures, ranging from the boister-
ousness of Sivanee through the poetry of Liza, are a fine
summary of the essence of his style.

THE key to Gershwin lies in his songs, the little thirty-
two -bar masterpieces which seem so impervious to time
and fashion. His sense of form, criticized in the concert
works, is impeccable in the songs. His melodies are spare,
memorable, and original-and happily graced with the
sparkling lyrics of Ira Gershwin and his other collabo-
rators. Gershwin's forte, for all the talk about rhythm,
was melody, whether in a show tune or the theme of a
larger work. "I see a piece of music," he once said, "in
the form of a design. With a melody one can take in
the design in one look; with a larger composition, like a
concerto, it is necessary to take it piece by piece and then
construct it much longer."

This statement, in all its boyish simplicity, was the
composer's definition of his method-and of his vulner-
ability. A work constructed "piece by piece" may not al-
ways hang together, and as often as not, some of the
stitching shows. The miracle is that, despite the "faults"
revealed by the experts, his works come off so well-not
on paper perhaps, but in the concert hall, where it counts.
The great popularity of his music, a popularity that is
truly international and has grown since his death, cannot
be attributed to the undiscriminating adoration of the

Captured in a moment that could almost be from one of their mu-
sical collaborations. Geor.t9, and Ira arrive to conquer Hollywood.



George and Ira together with play to fight Guy Bolton in Hollywood
(1931) at work on the score for the Fox film musical Deliciotm

unmusical masses. Some of Gershwin's most faithful ad-
vocates were-and are-musicians and composers. It was
Ralph Vaughan Williams who once cautioned an au-
dience of young American musicians, "We must not make
the mistake of thinking lightly of the very characteristic
art of Gershwin." Peter Bartok recalls being sent by his
father to a concert by the Pittsburgh Symphony to hear
Reiner conduct Robert Russell Bennett's Porgy and Bess
Suite. On the other hand, the tale is told of Igor Stra-
vinsky who, when asked "What do you think of Gersh-
win's work?", replied "I'll tell you as soon as he writes
one." But, whatever the pundit's disdain, there can be no
denying the effectiveness of the music and its immediate
appeal. Arnold Schoenberg observed that "Many musi-
cians do not consider George Gershwin a serious compos-
er. But they should understand that, serious or not, he is
a composer-that is, a man who lives in music and ex-
presses everything, serious or not, sound or superficial,
by means of music, because it is his native language."

"There are a number of composers," Schoenberg went
on, "serious (as they believe) or not (as I know), who
learned to add notes together. But they are only serious
on account of a perfect lack of humor and soul." Gersh-
win, Schoenberg believed, was "an artist and a com-
poser; he expressed musical ideas and they were new-
as is the way in which he expressed them." He also
pointed out that Gershwin's music could not be dis-
sected, that his "melody, harmony, and rhythm are not
welded together, but cast," and that Gershwin had
eluded, or avoided, a style that was a "superficial union
of devices applied to a minimum of idea."

There are recognizable "Gershwinisms," of course.
These are the little personal trademarks that appeared
early in his songs and can be heard in both the concert
works and the later songs. Take one of his last songs,
They Can't Take That Away from Me, written for the
Astaire -Rogers film Shall We Dance? The theme of the
refrain (a near relative of the first piano theme of the

George relaxes in Holly wood with friend and film star Paulette
Goddard. The period (about 1936) produced some of his hest songs.

Concerto in F) is simply-and a deceptive simplicity it is
-built on the rhythmic manipulation of a single tone.
At the end of the first strain, on the word "hat," the line
rises a third; in the second strain the rhythmic pattern
repeats ("The way you sip your . . .")-but then comes
a typical Gershwinism: instead of rising a third or a
fifth, as it would in a conventional popular song, the
melodic line drops a fourth (on the word "tea"). This is
Gershwin doing the unexpected, with economy, and by
adding distinctive harmonic touches he creates an affect-
ing song. Such songs formed quite naturally under his
fingers as, practically every day-or, rather, night, for
Gershwin worked at night-he sat at the piano trying out
new ideas, editing, changing, and discarding. If the idea
began as an improvisation, its final shaping was a long
painful process: "I can think of no more nerve-racking,
no more mentally arduous task than making music,"
Gershwin said. "There are times when a phrase of
music will cost many hours of internal sweating.
Rhythms romp through one's brain, but they're not
easy to capture and keep; the chief difficulty is to
avoid reminiscence."

IN composing Porgy and Bess, Gershwin drew upon his
song -writing skill and orchestral technique to produce
what is now recognized as his masterpiece. As early as
1926, when he first read the DuBose Heyward story
Porgy, Gershwin hoped to set it to music. In discussing
it then with the author, Gershwin did not mind post-
poning the work (subsequently dramatized by Heyward
with his wife Dorothy) because, as he told Heyward, it
would be a number of years before he would be prepared
technically to compose an opera.

Not until six years later, in March 1932, did Gershwin
approach Heyward again. Much of the work, when it
finally got under way, was done by mail, for Heyward
did not wish to leave his Carolina home, and Gershwin
was tied to New York with show contracts and a regular
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radio show. It was at this point that the services of Ira
Gershwin became important. When Heyward began de-
livering the libretto, complete with lyrics, Ira served as
editor and, in time, contributed original lyrics also. As
Heyward labored, George Gershwin seemed to be pro-
crastinating-actually he was waiting until he had become
fully familiar with the material before he began compos-
ing. Other "American" operas were being produced dur-
ing this period, and the collaborators worried lest their
idea lose some of its sheen by the time it materialized.

Gershwin attended Virgil Thomson's opera Four
Saints in Three Acts, which, like his own, employed an
all -Negro cast. Relieved, he wrote to Heyward, "The
libretto was entirely in Stein's manner, which means it
had the effect of a five -year -old child prattling on." He
liked Thomson's music, however, because "it sounded
early nineteenth century, which was a happy inspiration
and made the libretto bearable-in fact, quite entertain-
ing." But it was not the opera he wanted to do.

Nearly two years went by before Gershwin finally
wrote Heyward, on February 26, 1934, "I have begun

composing music for the first act, and I am starting with
the songs and spirituals first." The first song written for
Porgy and Bess is also the first heard in the opera, Sum-
mertime. The final note of the opera was written on
August 23, 1935-three days before rehearsals were to
begin.

Gershwin paid out more in copyist's fees than he
earned in royalties from Porgy and Bess, which, though
it ran through the 1935-1936 season, was a financial fail-
ure. Some critics, as was their wont, disliked it, and oth-
ers liked it (some of the negative reviewers were to do
an about-face with the opera's revival seven years later).
One of Gershwin's last disappointments was hearing that
a European tour for the work had been cancelled. He had
no time to lament, for he was busy on film scores, but he
observed, "I have a feeling that it might prove to be a
sensation all through Europe." He was right but modest,
for Porgy and Bess has since been presented in such far-
flung places as New Zealand and Egypt, as well as Ger-
many, Russia, Italy (at La Scala), and Vienna (at the
Volksoper).

GEORGE GERSHWIN: A SELECTIVE DISCOGRAPHY
r r HE WORKS of Gershwin have never wanted for re-

cordings; if anything, the catalog presents too great
a profusion of versions of the major compositions. The
following selections are, admittedly, personal; where
two (or more) recordings of the same work are listed
it means that both versions (although possibly different
in approach) are worth having. The most modern re-
cordings are listed, of course, although mono recordings
of historical interest appear also, as do out -of -print re-
cordings (asterisks). Obvious omissions are intentional.

CONCERT WORKS (chronologically)
Rhapsody in Blue. The Columbia Symphony, Leonard Bern-

stein pianist and conductor, CoLumBut MS 6091, ML
5413. Earl Wild (piano), Boston Pops Orchestra, Arthur
Fiedler cond., RCA VICTOR LSC 2367, LM 2367. George
Gershwin (from a piano roll), RCA VICTOR LSP 2058,
LPM 2058.

Concerto in F. Earl Wild (piano), Boston Pops Orchestra,
Arthur Fiedler cond., RCA VICTOR LSC 2586, LM 2586.
Andre Previn (piano), Andre Kostelanetz and his orches-
tra, COLUMBIA CS 8286, CL 1495.

Preludes for Piano. Frank Glazer (piano), CONCERT DISC
217, 1217.

An American in Paris. New York Philharmonic, Leonard
Bernstein cond., COLUMBIA MS 6091, ML 5413. Boston
Pops, Arthur Fiedler cond., RCA VicroR LSC 2367, LM
2367.

Second Rhapsody. Leonard Pennario (piano), Hollywood
Bowl Orchestra, Alfred Newman cond., CAPITOL SP 8581,
P 8581.

Cuban Overture. Cleveland Pops, Louis Lane cond., EPIC
BC 1047, LC 3626. Boston Pops, Arthur Fiedler cond.,
RCA VICTOR LSC 2586, LM 2586.

Piano Transcriptions of Eighteen Songs. Leonid Hambro
(piano), WALDEN 200*.

Variations on "I Got Rhythm." Earl Wild (piano), Boston
Pops, Arthur Fiedler cond., RCA VICTOR LSC 2586, LM
2586. Leonard Pennario (piano), Hollywood Bowl Or-
chestra, Alfred Newman cond., CAPITOL SP 8581, P 8581.

Porgy and Bess (complete). Lawrence Winters, Camilla
Williams, Inez Mathews, Warren Coleman, Avon Long,
others; orchestra and chorus, Lehman Engel cond. (three
discs), COLUMBIA OSL 162.

Porgy and Bess (excerpts). Todd Duncan, Anne Brown;
Eva Jessye Choir; members of original cast; Decca Sym-
phony, Alexander Smallens cond., DECCA 79024, DL 9024.
Leontyne Price, William Warfield, McHenry Boatwright.
John W. Bubbles; orchestra and chorus, Skitch Henderson
cond., RCA VICTOR LSC 2679, LM 2679. Miles Davis
(trumpet); orchestra, Gil Evans cond., COLUMBIA CS
8085, CL 1274.

Catfish Row (Porgy and Bess Suite, arranged by Gershwin).
Utah Symphony, Maurice Abravanel cond., WESTMINSTER
14063(S), 18850.

MUSICALS
Oh, Kay! Barbara Ruick, Jack Cassidy, Allen Case, Roger

White; orchestra and chorus, Lehman Engel cond., Co-
LUMBIA OS 2550, OL 7050.

Girl Crazy. Mary Martin, Louise Carlyle, Eddie Chappell;
orchestra and chorus, Lehman Engel cond., COLUMBIA
OS 2560, OL 7060.

Of Thee I Sing. Jack Carson, Paul Hartman, Jack Whiting,
others; orchestra and chorus, Maurice Levine cond., CAPI-
TOL S 350*.

SONG COLLECTIONS
The Gershwin Years. Paula Stewart, Richard Hayes, Lynn

Roberts; orchestra and chorus, George Bassman cond.
(three discs), DXS 7160, DX 160.

The George and Ira Gershwin Song Books. Ella Fitzgerald;
orchestra, Nelson Riddle cond. (five discs), VERVE 629-5,
29-5.
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Gershwin's tragic early death at the age of thirty-eight
has been attributed by some to inner turmoil-the terrible
soul-searching engendered by the "jazz vs. classics" di-
chotomy in his musical personality. Also, since he had re-
turned to Hollywood after the failure of Porgy and Bess
"to write hits," some ghoulish romantics have even sug-
gested that it was the frustration of working in the Land
of Bilk and Money that had done it. Neither theory is, of
course, true. Gershwin never actually divided himself into
a "serious" and a "popular" composer. He tackled every
assignment with the same energy, enthusiasm, and sense
of craftsmanship. And, while it may be true that Holly-
wood could never have employed him to full advantage,
the scores of his final three films include some of his
finest songs: The)' Can't Take That Away from Me, Let's
Call the Whole Thing Off, A Foggy Day, Nice Work if
You Can Get It, Love Walked In, and the song that
proved to be his last, Love Is Here to Stay. For the first
of his films, Shall We Dance?, he also composed, besides
some scintillating ballet music, a charming instrumental
interlude, Walking the Dog, in which he poked fun at
the Hollywood affinity for over -orchestration. This mu-
sic has since been published as Promenade. In Holly-
wood, too, Gershwin had begun thinking about another
operatic venture with Heyward, among others. He
planned a full-scale ballet and talked of a symphony and
a string quartet; sketches for some of these ideas were
made, but that was all.

Gershwin complained of headaches during this Hol-
lywood period, and though there were also occasional
losses of coordination and very brief blackouts, medical
examinations did not reveal any serious physical trouble.
He refused to submit to a spinal tap because he did not
want to lose any more time from composing songs. But
the headaches and other symptoms persisted and he be -

The last known photograph
of Gershwin, taken June
16, 1937, found him,
characteristically,
at the piano.

came irritable; he often awoke in the morning in a be-
fuddled state. On Friday, July 9, 1937, he decided to take
a nap around 5:30 in the afternoon; the nap developed
into a coma. In the hospital it was then learned that, as
had been suspected by some, Gershwin was suffering
from a suddenly fulminating brain tumor.

Fruitless attempts were made to reach outstanding brain
specialists (one was cruising in Chesapeake Bay, three
thousand miles away). As Gershwin's condition worsened
it was decided that an operation must be attempted, and
on a rainy Sunday-July 11, 1937-at 10:35 in the
morning the brilliant flame that had been the life of
George Gershwin flickered out.

As for his music, despite the fact that he is not around
to play it, it is more widely heard today than it was in
his lifetime. The number of Gershwin devotees increases
with the years, gathering recordings of the handful of
serious works and the dozens of remarkable songs he
produced. New devotees continue to fill Ira Gershwin's
receptive mailbox with youthful queries and requests.
That most of these letters come from people more than
a generation removed from the Jazz Age (people who
could never have come under the spell of Gershwin's
magnetic personality) suggests that Gershwin may have
succeeded in beating the composer's most formidable en-
emy: time. It ran out on him all too soon, but in the less
than two decades in which Gershwin made his music, he
left an indelible impression on his country's musical cul-
ture. He brought a new concept to the Europeandomi-
nated world of music: that of the truly and idiomatically
American composer. There had never been such a thing
before.

Edward Jablonski is co-author, with Lawrence D. Stewart, of The
Gershwin Years, and author of Happy with the Blues (on Har-
old -Men) and George Gershwin, a biography for young adults.
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knows what a "radio" is. Small or large,
ornate and expensive or simple and cheap, it is a
box containing electronic parts, a speaker, and two

control knobs-one for volume, the other for station tun-
ing. Prior to the emergence of the high-fidelity compo-
nent industry in the late 1940's, most such instruments
were thought to have "good tone" when the bass was
"rich" (read "boomy") and the higher frequencies were
"mellow" (read "restricted").

But a handful of manufacturers, even in the 1930's,
were already attempting to meet the needs of a small,
discriminating audience of sound buffs by producing
more sophisticated, more powerful radio receivers-the
forerunners of today's high-fidelity components. In that
pre -FM period, wide -band AM receivers extracted the
fullest frequency response from the few "high-fidelity"
AM stations then broadcasting. In order to develop more
than the few watts of audio power ordinary mass-pro-
duced units could produce, these early "custom" receivers
often used eight or more audio -output tubes to obtain as
much as 40 watts of power. Miniature electronic compo-
nents were not yet available, so weight considerations
often dictated that the audio -amplifier and power -supply
sections be combined on one chassis, the tuning and r.f.-
amplifier sections on another.

These premium -grade receivers (which were far more
expensive, dollar -for -dollar, than today's fine high-fidel-
ity systems) were a miniscule part of the total radio -re-
ceiver market. Most standard radios, then as now, were
sonically mediocre or worse. Then, between 1945 and
1950, a few manufacturers began to produce compo-
nent amplifiers. At first intended for phonograph repro-
duction, they usually had physically separate preamplifier
and power amplifiers-frequently even the power supply
was separate from the power amplifier. This provided
more flexibility in installation and also kept the sensitive
low-level input stages well away from the hum -producing
power transformer. Power outputs from 10 to 20 watts
were common, distortion levels were in the 1 to 2 per cent
region, and frequency -response capabilities covered the
audible spectrum. Coupled with magnetic phono pickups
(several of which appeared on the market at about the
same time) and speakers in properly designed enclosures,
these amplifiers brought, to a growing number of en-
thusiasts, sound quality that began to approach the level
of today's high-fidelity equipment.

FM broadcasting was coming into its own by 1950.
The quiet background and wide frequency range of FM
reception-its high fidelity, in other words-made it
logical to include a tuner as a part of home music systems.
The manufacturers of mass-produced radios, even when
they bothered to include the FM band in their products,
were evidently not interested in promoting the new
medium. The tendency to distortion and drift that char-
acterized most FM radios and consoles of the 1940's and

1950's set back broadcasters' hopes for widespread accep-
tance of FM somewhat, but at the same time created a
demand for better component FM tuners.

The component high-fidelity industry of today devel-
oped from the fact that amplifiers and tuners were rarely
made by the same manufacturer. Within the limits of
one's taste and budget, innumerable combinations of
brands could be assembled. The field developed rapidly,
and new products appeared regularly. Separate compo-
nents made it possible to replace an amplifier or tuner
alone, avoiding the risk of unnecessary financial outlay or
obsolescence of other parts of the system.

Beyond the limited market of hard-core audio hobby-
ists was a vast public not in the least interested in keep-
ing up with the audiophile Joneses. Many of these people
could appreciate good sound when they heard it, but al-
though they were not likely to hear it from the mass-
produced console radio -phonographs, they bought them
anyway. They simply preferred the all -in -one -box console
to wrestling with the tangle of chassis and cables that
characterized hi-fi systems in those early days.

In the mid -1950's, several component manufacturers,
who by that time were producing both tuners and ampli-
fiers, began to make combined tuner/amplifiers, or "re-
ceivers." These receivers differed from the units of the
late 1930's in that they did not include speakers, either
built-in or separate-those that did became "radios." Not
only did these new receivers offer economy of space, but
most of the system interconnections were already made,
and one needed only to connect an antenna and speaker
to enjoy good FM (or AM) sound. Add a record player
and you had a complete music system. Most of these re-
ceivers would also accept the audio output from a tele-
vision set or tape recorder.

At first, many audio cognoscenti took a dim view of the
all -in -one receiver-and some still do. True, many of
the early models were essentially a combination of a poor -
quality tuner and a low -power amplifier. They were by no
means the equal of the better -quality component systems
of the time, but they nonetheless outperformed most con-
sole radio -phonographs, including many costing several
times as much.

Receivers grew steadily in popularity, to the point
where, for some years now, they have dominated their
part of the hi-fi market. Some of their obvious advantages
over separate components include: simpler installation,
compactness, slightly improved reliability and conven-
ience through reduction of inter -unit cabling, elimination
of possible incompatibility between levels and impedances
of separate components, and price savings from the use of
a common power supply, chassis, and cabinet.

There are two sides to the coin, however. Some of
the criticisms levelled against receivers are that they lack
the flexibility of separate components insofar as multiple

(Continued on page 66)
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ALTEC LANSING 711A Yes No 2.2 2.5 No Meter 35 30
AUDIO DYNAMICS CORP. ADC600 Yes No 2.0 3.0 No Meter 30 22

ADC606 Yes No 1.6 3.0 No Meter 35 25
ADC800 Yes No 2.0 - No Meter 40 -

BOGEN TF100 Yes No 2.7 3.0 No Meter 30 -
TR100X Yes Yes 2.7 3.0 No Meter 30 -
RT8000 Yes Yes 2.3 3.0 No Meter 60 -

CHANNEL MASTER 6602 Yes Yes 4.0 - No None 10 -
6606 Yes Yes 1.21 - No None 30 -

EICO 3566 Yes No 2.0 4.5 Yes Meter 37.5 26
ELECTROVOICE E-V1177A Yes No 2.0 2.5 No Meter 25 18

E -V11788 Yes Yes 2.0 2.5 No Meter 25 18
E -V1179 Yes No 3.0 2.5 No Meter 20 15
E -V1180 Yes No 3.0 4.5 No - 15 10

FISHER 400 No No 1.8 2.5 No Eye3 30 25
500C No No 1.8 2.5 No Meter 37.5 30
800C No Yes 1.8 2.5 No Meter 37.5 30
220T Yes Yes 2.5 2.5 Yes Meter 20 16
5001 Yes No 1.8 2.0 Yes Meter 35 26
700T Yes No 1.8 2.0 Yes Meter 45 40

GROMMES C500 No Yes 3.0 5.0 No Eye 35 30
C502 No Yes 4.0 6.0 No Eye 15 12.5
C503 Yes Yes 2.0 4.0 Yes Meter 30 25

HARMAN-KARDON SR300B Yes No 2.9 - No Meter 305 -
SR400B Yes Yes 2.9 - No Meter 305 -
SR90013 Yes No 1.85 - Yes Meter 505 -
200 Yes No 2.7 - No Meter 25 -
210 Yes Yes 2.7 - No Meter 25 -
720 Yes No 1.8 - Yes Meter 40 -

HEATH AR13A Yes Yes 2.0 3.0 Yes Meter 33 20
AR14 Yes No 5.0 3.0 No None 15 10
AR15 Yes Yes 1.8 1.8 Yes Meter 75 50

KENWOOD TK40 Yes Yes 2.5 2.5 No Meter 155 10
TK50 Yes No 2.0 2.5 No Meter 25 20
TK60 Yes Yes 2.0 2.5 No Meter 25 20
TK80 Yes No 2.0 2.5 Yes Meter 40 32
TK140 Yes Yes 2.0 2.5 Yes Meter 60 50

KNIGHT KN376 Yes Yes 3.0 3.0 No Meter 355 205
KNI333 No Yes 3.0 - No None 16 12

KNIGHT -KIT KG964 Yes Yes 2.5 8.0 No Meter 32 18
LAFAYETTE LR4507 Yes No 2.0 - No Meter 15 -

LR900T Yes Yes 2.0 2.5 No Meter 32.5 -
LR12007 Yes Yes 1.5 4.0 Yes Meter 60 -

McINTOSH MAC1700 Hybrid No 2.5 2.0 Yes Meter - 40
OLSON RA806 Yes No 3.01 - No Meter 10 -

RA809 No Yes 3.01 - No Eye 22.5 -
RA810 No Yes 2.51 - No Eye 37.5 -
RA830 Yes No - - No Meter 25 -
RA845 Yes Yes 2.01 - No Meter 22.5 -
RA860 Yes Yes 1.91 - No Meter 40 -
RA862 Yes No 3.5 - No Meter 20 -

PIONEER ER420 No Yes 2.0 - No Meter 20 15
SX300T Yes Yes 3.0 - No Meter 15 12.5
SX800A No Yes 2.2 - Yes Meter 45 38
SX1000TA Yes Yes 2.2 - Yes Meter 45 40

RCA MHT60 Yes Yes - - No None 20 -
MHT67 Yes Yes - - No Meter 40 -

SANSUI TR700 Yes No 1.8 - Yes Meter 25 20
TR707A Yes Yes 2.5 - Yes Meter 25 18
1000A No Yes 1.8 - Yes Meter 50 40
3000 Yes Yes 1.8 - Yes Meter 55 40

H. H. SCOTT 342 Yes No 2.2 3.0 No Meter 25 18
344B Yes No 1.9 2.5 No Meter 32.5 20
348 Yes No 1.7 2.5 Yes Meter 50 30
382 Yes Yes 2.2 3.0 No Meter 25 18
388 Yes Yes 1.7 2.5 Yes Meter 50 30

SHERWOOD 57600 Yes Yes 1.8 2.4 No Meter 25 20
$7800 Yes Yes 1.6 2.2 Yes Meter 50 40
S8000IV No No 1.8 2.4 Yes Meter 40 36
58600 Yes No 1.8 2.4 No Meter 25 20
$8800 Yes No 1.6 2.2 Yes Meter 50 40

TELMAR FAX600 Yes Yes 2.01 - No Meter 27 -
VM 1484.2 Yes Yes 2.5 - No Meter 757 37.5

1489 Yes Yes 5 - No - 207 10

for 20.db quieting 20.10 kHz doubles as stereo indicator center speaker output



STEREO RECEIVERS (Specifications are based
on information received
from the manufacturers)
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15.25K 0.25 - 10M LR RC 1 or 2 161/251/212 $378.00 24.00 -
20.20K 0.5 0.8 OM - H 1 and/or 2 141/2.5.8% 219.95 19.95 -
20.20K 0.5 0.5 OM - H 1 and/or 2 17.5.9 279.95 Incl. -
10.20K 0.5 0.6 OM - H 1 and/or 2 - 249.95 - -
20.20K (1 (1 0 - H 1 and/or 2 16.41/2.12 234.95 24.95 14.95
20.20K (1 (1 0 - H 1 and/or 2 16.41/212 249.95 24.95 14.95
20.20K 0.5 0.5 IOM L H 1 and/or 2 16.5.14 319.95 29.95 14.95
50.20K - - - - - No 15591/2 199.95 Incl. -
20.20K - - - LRS - No 18.6121/2 249.95 Incl. -
20.20K 0.52 1.0 OM I. H No 161/251/2131/2 325.00k219.95 14.95 Incl.
20.20K (2 - OM I. H No 1631/2101/2 280.00 Incl. -
20.20K (1 - OM I. H No 16031/2.101/2 315.00 Incl. -
20.20K (1 - 0 I. - No 91/2.41/210 210.00 Intl -
20.20K 1.5 - 0 - - No 1651/28 176.00 Incl. . -
25.25K 0.5 0.8 IOM LS HC I and/or 2 171/2.6.13 229.50 24.95 -
25.25K 0.5 0.7 IOM LRS H 1 and/or 2 171/260131/2 269.50 24.95 -
25.25K 0.5 0.7 IOM IRS H 1 and/or 2 171/26.131/2 399.50 24.95 -
28.30K 0.8 1.0 OM - H 1 or 2 151/2.5.12 329.50 24.95 -
22.30K 0.8 0.8 10M LS H 1 or 2 17.51/213 399.50 24.95 -
20-24K 0.8 0.8 IOM LS HC4 1 and/or 2 17.51/213 499.50 24.95 -
30.15K 0.5 1.0 10 LRS HC4 No 17.7.141/2 279.95 24.50 -
30-15K 0.5 2.0 10 L - No 15051/2.13 199.95 19.95 7.95
30.15K 0.3 0.5 OM IRS H 1 or 2 16.5.12 299.95 24.50 -- (1 - OM L H 1 and/or 2 141/2041/210 279.00 24.95 -- (1 - OM L H 1 and/or 2 141/2.44210 309.00 24.95 -- 0.2 - 10M IRS H 1 and/or 2 161/25012 449.00 29.95 -
10-23K (1 - OM I H 1 and/or 2 15041/2131/2 239.50 24.95 -
10.23K (1 - OM I. H 1 and/or 2 15.41/20131/2 269.50 24.95 -

8-40K 0.8 - OM LRS H 1 and/or 2 161/205.12 369.50 29.95 -
15-30K (1 (1 0 S - No 17556.616 k184.00 Intl. -
15-50K (1 (1 0 - H No 151/204.12 b99.95 9.95 3.95
5-25K 0.5 0.5 OM LS H No 17054.141i k329.95 19.95 -

20-30K 6 - - OM LS 1 -IC No 161/2512 189.95 Incl. -
20.30K6 0.9 - 0 L H No 161/2.51/2.141/: 199.95 Intl. -
20-30K6 0.9 - IOM LRS HC 1 and/or 2 18.6.14 239.95 Intl. -
20.20K 0.5 - 10M IRS HC 1 and/or 2 18.6.12 289.95 Intl. -
20.30K6 0.5 - IOM LRS HC 1 and/or 2 161/251/20141/2 339.95 Intl. -
30.20K 1 - 0 RS H 1 and/or 2 17.5.13 249.95 19.95 9.95
20.30K (1 - OM L H No 16.51/2.14 149.95 14.95 Intl.
20-20K 1.0 (1.5 10 LRS H No 17.5.15 189.95 19.95 - .
- - - - L H 1 or 2 151/2.41/20111/2 159.95 Incl. -- - - 1014 L H 1 or 2 161/2.04I/2121/2 199.95 Incl., -
11.38K (1 - IOM LRS HC 1 or 2 1651/2141/2 259.95 Incl. -
- 0.25 0.25 IOM LRS H No 16051/2141/2 599.00 29.00 -- 3.0 - - L H 1 or 2 12.7.71/2 125.00 Incl. -- - - OM LRS H 1 or 2 17.6.13 144.00 Incl. -- - - IOM LRS H 1 or 2 18.51/215 185.00 Intl. -- - - 10 L - No 10.5.11 161.00 Intl. -- 2.0 - OM LRS H No 151/251/212 179.98 Intl. -- 2.0 - OM LRS H No 18051/2.15 219.98 Intl. -- 2.0 - 0 - H No 141/2.50101 129.98 Incl. -
35.30K - - IOM LRS H No 171/2.6.71/2 210.00 Intl. -- (1 - OM I. H No 16.6.13 199.95 Intl. -
35.25K (1 - IOM LRS li No 171/26171/2 270.00 Incl. -
15-40K 0.5 - 10M LRS H No 16.5',14 360.00 Intl. .-
50-20K - - - - H No 21.9.9 150.00 Incl.' -
35.20K - - - - H No 32.12.12 275.00 Incl. -
30.20K 1.0 - IOM LRS HC No 181/2.6.15 239.95 Intl. -
35-25K 1.0 - IOM LRS HC No 184.51/215 259.95 Intl. -
20-20K 1.0 - IOM LRS HC No 18.51/2.15 269.95 Intl. -
20.20K 0.8 - IOM LRS I -IC No 181/2715 379.95 Incl. -
25.20K 0.8 - 10M S H 1 or 2 16.5.13 299.95 24.50 13.95

20-20K 0.8 - 10M LS HC No 16.5.13 399.95 24.50 13.95

20.20K 0.8 - IOM LRS  HC 1 or 2 181/2.61/2.121 499.95 29.95 -
25.20K 0.8 - IOM LS H 1 or 2 16.5.13 359.95 24.50 13.95

20-20K 0.8 - 10M LRS HC 1 or 2 181/24.61/2.121/2 529.95 29.95 -- 1.0 - OM - H 1 or 2 161/2.41/212 329.50 28.00 9.00

1235K 0.6 - IOM S H 1 or 2 161/2941/212 399.50 28.00 9.00- - 1.5 IOM LRS H No 161/24.41/214 249.50 28.00 9.00- 1.0 - OM - H 1 or 2 161/241/212 289.50 28.00 9.00
12.35K 0.6 - IOM S H 1 or 2 161/2.41/212 359.50 28.00 9.00
10.25K - - IOM LRS H No 161/25111/2 250.00 Incl. -
- 3.0 - 0 - H - 16.51/2131/2 219.95 Incl. -- - - 0 - H - 131/251/212 159.95 Intl. -

at 4 ohms -3 db peak music power per channel at 5% distortion



program sources are concerned, that they can only be
replaced or serviced as a unit (thus putting the entire
system out of operation), and that technical advances
may in time make the entire receiver obsolete (as hap-
pened when FM stereo came on the scene). In addition,
before the time of the transistor, many receivers were
large and heavy and required thorough ventilation to dis-
sipate the heat from their many tubes. Most manufactur-
ers sacrificed power capability, particularly in the low
bass, in order to achieve reasonable size and weight.

The advent of transistors removed many of these ob-
jections to the integrated receiver. Power outputs of over
40 watts per channel are now available, with low distor-
tion and power bandwidths surpassing some of the best
"pre -receiver" component amplifiers. Ventilation require-

ments are minimal, and modern receivers can he in-
stalled almost anywhere. With the universal acceptance
of present standards on FM and phonograph reproduc-
tion, it is hard to imagine any technological basis for
obsolescence within the normal lifetime of any receiver.
Finally, many recent receivers approach the full control
flexibility of a separate component system.

IHAVE surveyed a field of some fifty-six receivers listed
in the 1967 Stereo/HiFi Directory, and find that most of
them fit into one of three broad price categories: under
$200, $200 to $300, and $300 to $400. Only a few of
the listed receivers cost over $400. The least expensive
receivers are usually quite basic: they are low in power
output (15 watts per channel or less), and do not have

RECEIVERS: A GLOSSARY OF TERMS

As. AN AID to understanding manufacturers' literature,
the terms most frequently encountered in dealing

with stereo receivers are defined below.
Power Output: Among the various ways of measur-

ing the wattage of an amplifier, the most rigorous (and
the one used in all Hirsch -Houck Laboratory test re-
ports) is continuous power-sometimes also called sine -
wave power or rms power. This tells the amount of
audio output the amplifier can produce continuously.
However, unless some distortion level is specified at
which the power is attained, even these figures are not
comparable. A number of manufacturers feel that al-
lowance should be made for the fact that amplifiers are
able to exceed their continuous -power rating for brief
bursts of loud sound-such as drumbeats, cymbal
crashes, and the like. To express the amplifier's power
reserve for such musical contingencies, the music -power
(or dynamic power) rating was devised. For any given
amplifier, the music -power rating will therefore be a
higher figure than the continuous -power rating. To add
to the confusion, some advertisements list a spurious
third power measurement, called peak power, which is
usually twice the continuous power-and sometimes
twice the music power.

When stating the power capabilities of a stereo re-
ceiver, it is more or less customary to add the output of
the two channels. A receiver that delivers 25 watts per
channel is thus billed as a 50 -watt receiver. Because of
the variety of rating systems in use, the same receiver
might be listed as a 20 -watt unit (delivering 20 watts
per channel continuous power), as an 80 -watt unit (40
watts per channel peak power), or possibly as a 100 -
watt unit (50 watts per channel peak music power).
Some transistor receivers are rated for 4 -ohm loads,
and if your speakers are 8- or 16 -ohm models, the
power available from the amplifier may be halved. Be
cautious when a power rating is given only as, for ex-
ample, "30 watts IHF." The IHF amplifier standard
defines the measurement technique for both continuous

and music (or dynamic) power. However, when "IHF"
is used alone after a power rating, the manufacturer
usually means music power. Your best source of guid-
ance as to how much amplifier power you will need to
drive your speakers properly is the manufacturer of
your loudspeaker.

Frequency Response: All statements of frequency
range should be followed by a plus -or -minus (

decibel figure. To frequency response is
20 to 20,000 Hz is meaningless, since nothing is said
about the all-important uniformity of response. But if
the statement reads "20 to 20,000 Hz ±1 db," you
know that at no point in the whole frequency range
does the response deviate any more than one decibel
from a uniformly "flat" characteristic. The frequency
response of an amplifier is almost always at its widest
at low power, but today's receivers, even at full power,
will easily cover the audible range.

Distortion: As with frequency response, make sure
that you know at what output level the specified distor-
tion measurements are taken. A manufacturer may
claim that the distortion of his amplifier is so low
as to be "unmeasurable." Yes, but maybe the amplifier
volume was so low that it was also unhearable. Nor-
mally, distortion figures should be stated for full rated
output. However, particularly in transistor amplifiers, it
is also useful to know distortion measurements at low
listening levels-say, 1 to 5 watts. There are two types
of distortion: intermodulation ( IM ) and harmonic
(HD). The IM figure will generally he higher if both
are given.

Controls: The arrangement and variety of controls
differ between otherwise similar receivers. Whether you
prefer the versatility of many controls or the simplicity
of few controls is a matter of personal taste. Make
sure, however, that all the controls and functions
necessary for your intended use are provided. For in-
stance, if your system is to include a tape recorder, a
tape -monitor switch or a tape -head input on the receiv-
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the low distortion and high tuner sensitivity of their cost-
lier counterparts. They often have inputs only for a mag-
netic-phono cartridge and one high-level source (such as
a tape recorder) and lack such refinements as loudness
compensation and high- and low-cut filters. On the other
hand, they frequently have switched multiple -speaker out-
puts, headphone jacks, and tape -monitoring provisions.
Surprisingly, almost all of them have automatic stereo
FM/mono switching, a feature that a few years ago was
found only in the de luxe FM tuners.

The middle group of receivers ($200 to $300) differs
from the economy models chiefly in the degree of refine-
ment of their amplifiers and tuners. A few niceties such
as loudness compensation (unfortunately there seems to
be a growing tendency to make these circuits permanent,

er may be among your requirements. Or if you plan to
place loudspeakers at widely separated locations, a
powered center -channel output may be essential. And if
you have, or intend to have, extension speakers in other
rooms, an amplifier with front -panel speaker -switching
provisions is handy. Don't pay extra for features you
may not require (such as multiple speaker outputs,
muting circuits, filters, or tape -head inputs), but do
plan ahead to allow for future expansion of your sys-
tem. Remember, a receiver should be thought of as a
long-term investment.

IHF FM Tuner Sensitivity: The IHF sensitivity rat-
ing is a standard means of specifying a tuner's ability
to pick up weak or distant stations. Technically, it is
the amount of input signal a tuner requires to achieve
an audio output with a signal-to-noise ratio of 30 db.
Tuner hum and audio distortion are included in "noise."
The lower the figure in microvolts, the greater the tun-
er's sensitivity. With non-IHF ratings, such as "20-db
quieting," the sensitivity figure given may have to be
doubled to convert it to the IHF equivalent. Sensitivity,
incidentally, has long been the most overstressed FM
specification. Minor differences in sensitivity specifica-
tions (of one microvolt or less) will make little or no
practical performance difference and should be disre-
garded. A good outdoor antenna will do far more to
improve reception than two or three extra microvolts
of sensitivity.

Selectivity: Selectivity is a measure of the tuner sec-
tion's ability to separate stations that are close together
on the dial. The FCC tries to allocate station frequen-
cies so that stations covering the same geographical
area will be on alternate-not adjacent-channels. A
figure of 50 db or more for adjacent -channel rejection
is good, and anything below 30 db is considered poor.

Capture Ratio: The tuner's ability to sort out two
stations on the same frequency, and to suppress the
weaker station, is called its capture ratio. The lower the
numerical figure, the better the tuner's capture ratio.

Stereo Separation: This is a measure of the degree
of isolation, in decibels, between left and right channels
-there should be a minimum amount of interaction or
leakage between the two channels. In general, the great-

er the separation, the more pronounced the stereo effect.
AM Reception: Is your area served by an AM "good

music" station? If so, it may pay to spend a little more
for a receiver with a good AM tuner section. Ordinary
AM sections are little better than table radios in their
sound quality. If possible, listen before making a choice.

Loudness Compensation A loudness -compensation
volume control will boost low frequencies (and some-
times high frequencies as well) relative to middle fre-
quencies at low listening levels. This is an attempt to
compensate for the human ear's recognized loss of sen-
sitivity to these frequencies at low volume levels. The
control supplies the compensation automatically as its
setting is lowered.

Filters: Filter circuits reduce the level of low or high
frequencies without affecting the middle frequencies.
Low-cut filters are intended to reduce turntable rumble,
while high -cut filters reduce tape and record hiss. Many
such filters do not cut off the undesired frequencies
sharply enough to avoid loss of important musical
content.

Tape Monitoring: This feature channels the selected
program (via output jacks) to an external tape record-
er, and connects the playback amplifiers of the recorder
(via input jacks) to the amplifiers of the receiver. With
a recorder designed for this type of operation (i.e.,
having three heads and separate recording and playback
amplifiers), one can listen to a recording directly from
the tape as it is being made.

Squelch: A squelch circuit eliminates the hiss usually
heard between FM stations. These circuits vary in their
effectiveness and freedom from bursts of noise and
"thumps" as one tunes through stations.

FET: The field-effect transistor is a semiconductor
device which combines many of the best properties of
tubes and transistors, and is superior to both in many
respects.

IC: Integrated circuits are combinations of many
transistors, diodes, resistors, and capacitors formed on
a single minute chip less than one -tenth of an inch
square. Apart from their small size, which is relatively
unimportant in high-fidelity receivers, they can offer
improved performance and, ultimately, lower cost.
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so that they cannot be switched off), high- and low-cut
filters, and extra inputs are usually included. The
major advantages of units in this group, however, are
their more sensitive FM tuners (frequently as sensitive
as tuners in the highest -price receivers), their lower dis-
tortion, and their slightly higher -power amplifiers (typi-
cally 25 watts). About half of the under -$200 receivers
use tubes, or combine tubes and transistors in their cir-
cuits. Less than 25 per cent of the middle group use tubes,
and virtually all receivers above the $300 level are com-
pletely transistorized.

It is interesting to note that AM -receiving capability
is most common in the lowest -price receivers and that it
is found in only one of the four highest -price models.
Presumably the manufacturers of the latter feel that eco-
nomically feasible AM tuners would not be consistent
with the quality of their FM tuners or that the market
they are aiming for is not particularly concerned with
AM reception.

It is a common fallacy that AM broadcasting is in-

herently so inferior sonically to FM that it cannot even
approach high fidelity. True, AM frequency response is
usually somewhat limited, but the FCC requires that AM
stations transmit frequencies at least as high as 7,500 Hz.
A few, such as New York's WQXR, carry a full fre-
quency range (30 to 15,000 Hz) on AM as well as FM.
The signal-to-noise ratio of AM is also not as good as
FM. This is an academic consideration if one is located
close to the station, but listening quality deteriorates
rapidly as signals grow weaker.

To realize the full potential of AM reception, a high -

quality wide -band tuner is needed. The rudimentary AM
tuners supplied with most high-fidelity receivers cannot
pass frequencies much above 4,000 Hz, and the ordinary
diode detectors used in AM tuners usually cause excessive
distortion. Low -distortion AM -detector circuits are avail-
able, but are rarely used. A good "whistle filter" is also
needed to eliminate the 10 -kHz beat note between adja-
cent broadcast channels-and this must operate without
losing too much high -frequency response.

All of these desirable features have been incorporated
in a few high -quality AM tuners made in years past,
notably by Fisher and H. H. Scott. But the problem is
that a good AM tuner costs nearly as much as a good FM
tuner. The investment is not warranted for listening to
soap operas, but I can testify that the sound of a good
AM tuner is virtually indistinguishable from that of an
FM tuner receiving the same program-provided the sig-
nal is strong and there are no electrical storms in the
vicinity.

Receivers in the $300 to $400 price bracket furnish a
level of performance fully equal to that of the better
(but less than top price) individual -component systems.
Power output is commonly 30 or more watts per channel,
and the FM tuners often have sensitivities approaching

2 microvolts. FM interstation-noise squelch circuits are
found on many of these receivers, which may have a

variety of extra inputs, center -channel outputs, and simi-
lar conveniences. The AM tuners in these receivers usual-
ly show little, if any, superiority to those in the cheapest
receivers. With the AM/FM split -programming now in
effect, however, I suspect that we will soon be seeing bet-
ter AM tuners, at least in the more expensive receivers.

The de luxe, over -$400 receivers represent an extension
of the performance of the lower -price lines as far as cur-
rent technology will permit. Their amplifiers have out-
puts of 35 to 40 watts; their tuner sections approach the
limits of present design ingenuity in sensitivity, limiting,
and distortion; and even the most die-hard proponent of
separate components probably could not, by ear alone,
distinguish their performance from that of his cherished
separate -component system.

IT is readily apparent, from the foregoing discussion,
that the only thing the modern integrated receiver has in
common with the old-fashioned radio is its single -unit
construction. With respect to performance, reliability, and
flexibility, the typical modern receiver is easily the equal
of component systems selling for the same or slightly
higher prices. However, for those audiophiles who are in
pursuit of the very lowest distortion at the higher powers,
separate components are still required. Even this may
change, however, because of technical innovations and
new semiconductors that are bound to have a profound
effect on the quality of future receivers as well as separate
components. Sophisticated transistor protective circuits
will certainly become more common in receivers, permit-
ting safe use of very powerful transistor amplifiers with-
out risk of burnout owing to accidental speaker -line
shorts or over -driving. And power levels of 50 to 100
watts per channel will probably become commonplace in
de luxe receivers before long.

The use of field-effect transistors (FET's) in the front
ends of FM tuners and receivers has reduced their sus-
ceptibility to overload and cross -modulation from strong
local stations to a minimum (better than many tube types).
FET prices are dropping, and these devices will soon be
used in receivers at all price levels. And finally, the in-
tegrated circuit (IC) has recently made its appearance in
some high-fidelity receivers. This is a subject in itself,
but even now, in certain receiver circuits, IC's offer dis-
tinctly superior performance and reliability compared to
transistors, and they will ultimately do so at appreciably
lower prices. Many of the receivers on the market today
offer brilliant performance; tomorrow they may well be
fantastic.

Julian Hirsch, an electrical engineer and one of the country's
most respected spokesmen on audio twitters. is the author of the
popular monthly Technical Talk column in HIFI/STEREO REVIEW.
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HANDEL'S MESSIAH: A BRILLIANT RECORDING ACHIEVEMENT
Conductor and editor share laurels in Angel's authentic re-creation of a unique masterpiece

IHAVE no hesitation at all in declaring Angel's new
recording of Handel's Messiah to be the outstand-
ing presentation of that masterpiece in the whole

of my listening experience. Stylistically, it is a sensitive
and knowledgeable approach to the-alas-ill-defined
goal we call "authenticity," and it comes closer to my
own conception of that goal than any previous per-
formance. As singing, and as musical and dramatic
interpretation not directly concerned with matters of
Baroque style, it can vie with any recorded perform-
ance known to me, perhaps giving a bit in one depart-
ment, but taking it back in another; certainly, there is
nothing here that could be termed a weak point. As
technical recording, the set is again of excellent qual-
ity, with only minor blemishes-the equal, probably,
of any, and the superior of most. i
Rarely, in my experience, has e
there been so clear-cut a basis
as here for choosing, from
among a multiplicity of recorded
performances, the single pre-
ferred version.

The reasons behind these ap-
parently extravagant statements
are many, complicated, and not
always amenable to being put
into clear, rational language. But
they are decidedly audible. Sup-
pose we take up stylistic matters
first. Our understanding of eight-
eenth -century music has ad-

vanced (if only recently) to
where we can take for granted
the correctness of small perform-
ing forces and the necessity for
ornamentation, double dotting,
and similar performance prac-
tices. But small groups are con -

CHARLES NIACKERRAS
A new conductorial breed

stituted in different ways, there is ornamentation and
ornamentation, and beyond these there are matters of
phrasing, articulation, dynamics, and a host of other
things. It is one thing to ornament a vocal line (as
has been done in several previous recordings of this
work), but it is another and better thing to do so with
consistency and with an underlying knowledge of what
ornaments to add, and where, and why. This is im-
portant. For despite appeals to scholarship, morality,
education, or antiquarianism, there is only one real
reason for attempting to perform old music in an
authentic manner, and that is because the music sounds
best that way. Basil Lam, who prepared the perform-
ing edition of Messiah used here, asserts that "Mes-
siah was not written for virtuoso Italian singers and

the cadenzas in this recording
aim at an enhancement of rhet-
oric, not at a display of vocal
agility." Bravo! When one adds
that ornaments too have been
added with an eye to their text-
ual references and to their har-
monic matrices, so that disso-
nances, when they occur, are
purposeful and meaningful and
not accidental, one has affirmed
that the basic standards in this
very tricky area have, for the
first time, been met. Beyond this,
criticism can only be on grounds
of taste. There can be ample
room for disagreement there, but
it must take place on a very high
plateau indeed.

For those who have been not-
ing the arrival of each succeed-
ing recording of Messiah, a few
specific and comparative points:
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Graceful and intelligent singing in Messiah

the Overture here is double dotted in the correct way
(this is the first time I have heard it so on records, and
only in a concert performance led by David Randolph
have I heard it so at all before), and the final few mea-
sures are taken as a return to the Adagio. Also, repeats
here are not varied dynamically-debatable. Cadential
trills are present at all vital points, and they are played
correctly. Recitatives (with a single exception) are con-
sistently modified by the correct cadential appoggiaturas.
Bowing and phrasing scrupulously avoid the nineteenth-
century Romantic approach typical of so many groups
who play early music under the delusion that they are
doing so "authentically." In those arias involving da
capo.r or repeated sections, ornaments are held to a mini-
mum in the first statement and intelligently and effec-
tively added in the repeats, exactly the method described
in contemporary accounts of Baroque performances. The
orchestra is small and includes in its makeup six to eight
oboes and four bassoons to produce a typically eight-
eenth -century color; the chorus numbers thirty-eight.
Tempos are-as is the current trend-on the fast side,
but not excessively so. The continuo employs both
harpsichord and organ, and both are audible.

The soloists in this recording number five, including
a counter -tenor. They are extraordinarily well balanced
and, most unusual, no one seems to stand out above the
others. Robert Tear (tenor) is not Aksel Schietz (who
is ?), but he achieves the same feats of breath control
in "Every valley" that made Schiotz's recording of it so
remarkable. His singing is graceful, intelligent, and a
pleasure to hear. Raimund Herincx (bass) is also a
good breather and provides some quite miraculous ar-
ticulation in complex passages. If he lacks the fine sense
of poetry of Richard Standen (in the old Scherchen re-
cording) or quite the drama of John Shirley -Quirk (in
the Davis version), his is still no mean performance.
Paul Esswood (counter -tenor), whose work I do not
remember having encountered before, cannot be said to
have a beautiful voice, but his vocal technique is fiend-
ishly accomplished, and the excitement he can create

through ornamentation and phrasing is ample demon-
stration of what eighteenth -century audiences used to
cheer about. The contralto is Janet Baker: one is tempted
to leave it at that. Lacking a great voice, she simply
sings so well, so affectingly, and so intelligently that one
may disagree but not dislike. Elizabeth Harwood (so-
prano) certainly does not suffer in comparison with her
fellow workers here, nor with anyone else who has ever
sung the part in the range of my hearing. I might prefer
Heather Harper slightly-and then again I might not.

A few words must be said about the alternate ver-
sions employed in this edition. "But who may abide" is
the alto version, sung here by the counter -tenor. The
Pastoral Symphony is the longer version, as is "Why do
the nations." "Rejoice greatly" is given here in the sec-
ond version in 12/8 (i.e., jig) time, and if it doesn't
dance to your delight I will be very much surprised.
"He shall feed his flock" is for soprano and alto, and
"Thou art gone up" for counter -tenor. "How beautiful
are the feet" is a rarely heard alternate version for duet
and chorus, an interesting substitution, and "Their
sound is gone out" is a version I have never even heard
of before, an accompanied recitative for tenor, and, un-
fortunately, rather a poor substitute for a glorious
chorus.

The recording job, with perhaps a single meaningful
exception, is well accomplished. The orchestral instru-
ments are well balanced among themselves-the harpsi-
chord and organ peek through the orchestral fabric in
appropriate places-and with the chorus and soloists.
The single lapse comes (wouldn't you know it ?) in the
"Hallelujah," where the timpani make their first en-
trance of the entire work, an unexpected and very dra-
matic entrance which here, unfortunately, sounds as if
it got a bit buried under a plush rug. Too bad. But it's
the only bad moment.

I have purposely saved for last a discussion of the con-
tributions of the Ambrosian Singers and the English
Chamber Orchestra in order to point up the importance
of what they do. Somehow, the notion of "authentic"
performance calls up in the minds of many people
something bloodless and small -scaled, pretty little de-
tails at the expense of the true breadth of a musical
masterpiece. There are reasons for this. It is certainly
true that in the past the musical organizations most con-
cerned with matters of authenticity were the second -

and third-rate organizations-often respectable enough,
but hardly world-beaters. It is still true that the gen-
erally accepted "major" conductors of today have little
or no interest in correct eighteenth -century performance
style, and that when they perform a Baroque work they
invariably do it wrong. But the performances here are
as stylish and as "correct" as I have ever heard, and they
are also hell -for -leather exciting. This little chorus really
sings its head off, and the orchestral playing is as spir-
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ited and accurate as that of any of those virtuoso groups
who cannot be bothered learning to play a trill correctly.

Of course, behind these results are the two men who
motivate the operation, editor Basil Lam and conductor
Charles Mackerras. I am happy to see Lam receive broad
credit in the album for his work; having done a fair
amount of similar work myself I know how thankless it
can be. He did a first-rate job. As for Charles Macker-
ras, it is becoming more and more clear that he is the
first of a new breed, a man of major conductorial abili-
ties, with flair and excitement and a solid musicological
grounding. It reminds me that conductor Leonard Bern-
stein will shortly be leaving his post with the New York
Philharmonic. I think I now know whom I would like
to see in his place. James Goodfriend

0 ® HANDEL: Messiah. Elizabeth Harwood (soprano);
Janet Baker (contralto); Paul Esswood (counter -tenor);
Robert Tear (tenor); Raimund Herincx (bass); The Am-
brosian Singers, John McCarthy chorus master; The En-
glish Chamber Orchestra, Charles Mackerras cond. ANGEL
S 3507 three discs $17.39, 3507 $14.39.

MUSICA HUNGARICA:
PROFILE OF A NATION

A colorful and informative album traces the
development of an influential musical culture

THE nomadic Magyars, a pagan tribe of warriors
from the Ural region of distant Asia, settled in the

Danube basin in Central Europe toward the end of the
ninth century. This was the beginning of the Hungarian
nation, established in the dead center of the European
continent, a privileged location from which stemmed
both cultural blessings and political disasters.

The development of Hungarian music, inseparably
linked to the nation's history, is surveyed fascinatingly
in Qualiton's "Musica Hungarica," a colorful and
highly informative album, the result of eight years of
preparation by leading Hungarian artists and musicolo-
gists. The collection begins by showing the common
roots of Magyar and Far Eastern (Chinese, Cheremis-
sian, Mongolian) folk songs as revealed by modern re-
search. It then traces, through impressive examples, the
influences of Gregorian chant on Hungarian church mu-
sic in the decades following the arrival of Christianity
(1001) and the first stirring of a national musical style
under various Western influences.

The national musical profile became more distinctive
in the sixteenth century, as illustrated by the delightful
recorded excerpts of instrumental music from this period
on side two of the anthology. In the generous represen-

tation allotted to the Hungarian Baroque which follows,
the germs of the emerging national styles of opera com-
poser Ferenc Erkel and even Zoltan Kodaly are antici-
pated. Hungarian church music also flourished in this
era, one of its leading representatives being Prince Paul
Esterhazy (1635-1713), an ancestor of Haydn's famous
patron.

Hungarian history is a history of wars, rebellions,
and occupations. Like all Hungarian patriotic uprisings
against foreign powers through the years down to 1956,
the one led by Ferenc Rakoczi in the first decade of the
eighteenth century was doomed to fail, but it showed
great national determination and much collective and in-
dividual heroism, and it produced many glorious songs.
What the entire world eventually came to know as Ber-
lioz's Rakoczi March was one of these, and side four is
devoted to tracing this song's development from its
early sources. The final version heard here, however, is
not Berlioz's, but the less familiar Franz Liszt orchestral
transcription, which is closer to the original form of
the song.

Under the rule of the Austrian Habsburg kings, the
Hungarians suffered much cultural oppression. It is

characteristic that the word "verhunkos," which was to
define the style of Hungarian musical Romanticism, is
German in origin (trerbung = recruiting), but the
tragedy of pressing the flower of Hungarian youth for
generations into unwilling military service for the glory
of Habsburg empires was nonetheless sweetened by the
strains of the fiery and melancholy music that tradition-
ally surrounded the recruiting ceremonies. The ex-
cerpts from this period, many composed by such virtuoso
violinists of gypsy origin as Csermak, Bihari, and La-
votta, are absolutely irresistible (side five), particularly
in the form in which they are preserved on these record-
ings-free of the embroideries added by twentieth-cen-
tury gypsy popularizers.

Out of this verbunkos style developed Hungary's mu-
sical Romanticism: disarming if somewhat naïve art
songs and operas, from the early derivative attempts to
the powerful creations of Erkel (side seven), which
assimilated Verdian influences into a rich Hungarian na-
tional style.

The last side is devoted to Franz Liszt, and it deals
with various historically significant aspects of this great
pioneer's richly productive musical activity. The four
excerpts (a section from the symphonic poem Hungaria,
the Benedictus from the "Coronation" Mass, the Csardeis
Macabre for piano, and Ossa arida for male chorus)
are relatively unfamiliar. They are included to illustrate
Liszt's pivotal stylistic position, pointing the way toward
Bela Bartok and a new phase in Hungarian music that
is well enough known not to need coverage in the pres-
ent exhaustive survey.

The orchestras, choruses, and individual performers
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co-operating in this venture represent the best in con-
temporary Hungarian musical life, and no praise can
be too high for their achievement. A hard -cover one -
hundred -and -fifty -page book, splendidly illustrated and
very informative, serves as an annotative guide in Eng-
lish and Hungarian. Altogether, "Musica Hungarica"
goes a long way toward explaining how this small nation
has managed to leave an imprint on the world's musical
culture wholly out of proportion to its size. The fact
that my own cradle rocked to these Hungarian strains
may explain the ecstatic tone of this review, but though I
do not expect all lovers of music to have an identical re-
action, it would surprise me no end if they were not
charmed and delighted by "Musica Hungarica."

George Jellinek

C) C) MUSICA HUNGARICA. An Anthology of Ten
Centuries of Hungarian Music. Various singers, instru-
mentalists, choral and instrumental ensembles; Orchestras
of the Budapest Philharmonic Society and the Hungarian
Radio and Television. QUALITON S 1211/5/6/7 four discs
$23.94, 1214/5/6/7 $17.94.

#--.JAZZ

"CARIBBEAN SUITE":
A LATIN JAZZ MISCELLANY

Conductor -arranger Harold Vick serves up
a magical, Caribe-flavored delight

ONE OF THE most exciting jazz events so far this
year, RCA Victor's album "The Caribbean Suite,"

is an ingratiating mini -survey of the work of talented
composer Kenny Graham (three of the tracks are by
other composers). It proves once again that, in the right
hands, real music need not recognize (or be confined to)
styles, fads, labels, or geographical boundaries in order
to please. This is music for everyone, because it so re-
markably and so intelligently incorporates the best of
big -band beats, Afro-Cuban cross -rhythms, progressive
jazz idealism, and Caribbean exoticism. It is even more
remarkable since conductor -arranger Harold Vick, the
man behind the project, is-of all things-a former
basketball player from Rocky Mount, North Carolina,
who heard very little jazz when he was growing up, but
was able to listen occasionally to Symphony Sid's late-

night jazz show from New York if his grandparents
didn't discover he was awake. I know the feeling, be-
cause I used to do the same thing myself. That's one
disadvantage of growing up in the South, where jazz
was born: there is no jazz.

Anyway, Harold Vick must have learned a lot some-
where, because he infuses his tenor sax playing with a
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marvelous sensual thrust which is as lyrical as Stan
Getz's work and as hard-nosed as Charlie Parker's. The
Caribbean Suite itself, which gives the album its title,
was four years in the composing (it was once available
on a 10 -inch LP), and it encompasses every kind of
sound and rhythm, from steel band to cha-cha-cha to
Caribe-flavored mambo. Totally, it is a magical embodi-
ment of the whole range of music that blossoms in the
West Indies-Cuba, Jamaica, Martinique, Trinidad, and
other islands. Vick so integrates the ravishing solos of
such jazz men as Blue Mitchell with the work of island
percussionists (such as Montego Joe) that neither sound
intrudes on the complete vision of the composition, but
both contribute musically to the completion of whatever
mood is on the wing.

An interesting sidelight of the album is Arnold
Shaw's liner -note essay. Beautifully arranged and re-
searched and smashingly well written, it takes the
reader on a journey through the world of Afro-Cuban
jazz as it developed in this country-from Xavier Cugat's
hotel -grill samba sound during the Depression years,
through Carmen Miranda's fruity hats, to Stan Kenton's
use of the drummers from the Machito band to create
The Peanut Vendor in 1949, ending up today with all
the sounds combined for posterity, placed exactly where
they should be, in The Caribbean Suite. In all, an
absolute must for any jazz or pops collection. Rex Reed

C) C) HAROLD VICK: Caribbean Suite. Orchestra,
Harold Vick cond. and arr. Caribbean Suite; Mango Walk;
Beguine: Barbados: Jamaica Farewell; Letitia; and six oth-
ers. RCA VICTOR LSP 3677 $4.79, LPM 3677 $3.79.

HAROLD VICK
Lyrical as Getz. hard-nosed as Parker
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Testimonial

The young man in the Polaroid
photograph is heading home from the
Electronic Workshop in New York
City with a pair of KLH* Model
Seventeen speaker systems.

In the not quite two years it has
been available, the KLH Model
Seventeen has received more than its
share of critical approval. Julian
Hirsch has said that "It delivers a full,
open sound, with outstanding clarity
and definition ..." and that "its sound
matches or surpasses most other
speakers we have heard which sell for
twice its price." High Fidelity praised
"a remarkable transparency and a

Sugssestee Retail ?rice: $6e.95
Slightly nigher In the West

a full, well-balanced output that can
be enjoyed for hours without
contributing to listener fatigue."

But the kind of testimonial we value
most was supplied by the young
man on the motorbike, who wanted
his two Seventeens home now.

People not only have been in a hurry
to get the Seventeen home, but they
have gotten the kind of enjoyment
from it that makes them listen more
and buy more records. And tell their
friends about their enjoyment.

More than any other kind of
advertising, word of mouth has
helped make the Model Seventeen

Fr.::: LOS I

our
best-selling
loudspeaker. Deservedly
so. The Seventeen offers more
important performance characteristics
at a lower price than any speaker
we know of.

If you haven't heard the Seventeen,
ask a friend about it. And go hear it
at the nearest KLH dealer.

We think you won't leave it in the
showroom very long.

For a list of KLH dealers, and more
information on the Seventeen, please
write to KLH, 30 Cross Street,
Cam'Dridge, Massachusetts 02139.

OA TRADCHHRK or RAN RESEARCH AND ()EVE-COHENS CORP.



Put them all
together...
they spelrgifted"

MendeLvsohn: String Quartet in A Minor.Op.13

OIARTET
Grteg: String Quartet in G Minor. Op. 27

The Guarneri Quartet plays two important String Quartets
from the Romantic Era.
In the three short years since its inception, the Guarneri Quartet has
been acclaimed around the globe. Critics, chamber music lovers, as
well as prominent musicians have hailed the group as one of the finest
string quartets in the world. Discover the virtuosity of the Guarneri
Quartet for yourself in this rew recording of the melodious but seldom
heard Mendelssohn String Quartet in A Minor and the only available
recording of the poetic Grieg String Quartet in G Minor. Enjoy "...the
most gifted group of its kinc (High Fidelity) on RCA Victor Red Seal.

RCA VICTOR
The most trusted name ,n sound
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Reviewed by WILLIAM FLANAGAN 

C) C) BACH: Lute Musk. Prelude in C
Minor (BWV 999); Fugue in G Minor
(BWV 1000); Suite in E Major (BWV
I006a); Loure, Gavotte, Menuetts, and
Gigue; Suite in A Major (transcr. by Gerwig
from Solo Cello Suite, BWV 1007); Suite
in E Minor (BWV 996); Allemande and
Bourree. Walter Gerwig (lute). NONE-
SUCH H 71137 $2.50, H 1137* $2.50.

Performance- Understanding
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality Natural

The late Walter Gerwig (he died last July)
was not always the most inspired or virtu-
osic of performers, but he always handled
his difficult instrument with musicality and
stylistic insight. This is nowhere more evi-
dent than in the present Bach collection, one
of the relatively few discs to feature the com-
poser's lute music played on the instrument
for which it was written. Gerwig, in fact,
has gone one step further by transcribing
one of the unaccompanied cello suites for
his instrument, a procedure quite defensible
since several of Bach's lute works exist in
versions for other instruments. I rather wish
BWV 996 had been recorded in its complete
form, as Bream did recently on the guitar,
but it is good to have what there is available
on the lute. If Gerwig is occasionally dull or
lacking in temperament, his interpretations
are still to be preferred to the vast majority
of less stylistically acute traversals of Bach
on the guitar. Nonesuch's reproduction,
quite high level, needs a considerable drop
in volume to sound natural, but the instru-
ment at the lower volume is very attractive.

I. K.

C) BARTOK: Piano Concertos Nos. I
and 3. Peter Serkin (piano) ; Chicago Sym-
phony Orchestra, Seiji Ozawa cond. RCA
Vicroa LSC 2929 $5.79, LM 2929* $4.79.

Performance Excellent, but more frenzy
needed

Recording. Adequate
Stereo Quality. Adequate

Both these concertos are in the key of E, but
otherwise they are quite different. Oddly
enough, Number 1-hard-driving, rangy, dis-
sonant, percussive, middle -period Bart6k-
has been recorded by Serkin senior; and this
is not quite a case of "like father, like son."
The phenomenal Peter Serkin (with all due

Explanation of symbols:
C) = stereophonic recording

= monophonic recording
* = mono or stereo version

not received for review
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DAVID HALL  GEORGE JELLINEK  IGO KIPNIS  ERIC SALZMAN

respect to the magnificent musicianship of
his father, Peter is probably even more of a
natural at the keyboard) does not actually
match his father's intensity. He is a very
controlled, cool young man, and this piece
really needs brute power and a lot of fine
frenzy to make it completely effective. Simi-
larly Seiji Ozawa, the equally talented young
Japanese conductor, handles the orchestra
in a way that seems a bit over -refined for this
music.

The lyrical Third Concerto is, however, far
more dependent on long -breathed phrases
and rippling or striding kinds of forward

PETER SERKIN AND SEIJI OZAV
Refined collaboration in Bartok concertos

motion ; consequently, although I usually find
it a less interesting piece than its companion
here, it is far more successfully presented.
Serkin establishes control and molds long -
projected phrase shapes in such a way that a
kind of inward intensity is built, over the
course of the music, into a genuine sense of
motion and excitement. If I were picking
repertoire for these two young men, how-
ever, I would choose Mozart or Webem,
Beethoven or Stravinsky, and leave the con-
certos at hand to the many young musicians
who specialize nowadays in piano and or-
chestral heroics. Not that Serkin and Ozawa
can't do a bit of that, too-up to a point,
anyway. But these young musicians are and
will be more valuable in far subtler and more
difficult areas of musical communication.
The RCA sound is adequate, but somewhat
deficient in body. E. S.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
0 8 BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Cello
and Piano (Complete): F Major, op. 5,
No. 1; G Minor, Op. 5, No. 2; A Major,
O. 69. C Major, Op. 102, No. 1; D Major,
op. 102, No. 2. Variations on "Bei Man-
nern" from Mozart's The Magic Flute;
Variations on a Theme from Handel's
Judas Maccabeus; Variations on "Ein
Miidchen oder Weibchen" from Mozart's
The Magic Flute. Pierre Fournier (cello),
Wilhelm Kempff (piano). DEUTSCHE.
GRAMMOPHON SLPM 138993/4/5 three
iiscs $17.37, LPM 18993/4/5 $17.37.

C) C) BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Cello
and Piano: A Major, Op. 69; D Major,
Op. 102, No. 2. Jacqueline du Pre (cello),
Stephen Bishop (piano). ANGEL. S 36384
$5.79, 36384* $4.79.

Performance: The former, classic; the
latter, romantic

Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Even though DGG's three -disc boxed set of
Beethoven's music for violoncello and piano
is wide-ranging and extensive enough to con-
stitute a survey, Angel's single -disc release
of Sonatas Op. 69 and Op. 102, No. 2, with
Jacqueline du Pre and Stephen Bishop pro-
vides an enlightening contrast in stylistic
approach to the work that Pierre Fournier
and Wilhelm Kempff do for DGG. The
Fournier-Kempff collaboration has, however,
something very special going for it quite be-
yond matters of stylistic approach. Listen-
ing in sequence to all six sides-Beethoven
light or profound, Beethoven at his greatest
or less so-one is left with that uncommon
sense of inevitability produced by the feeling
that each musician is of exactly the same
mind about the music and what should be
done with it. Each performer sets the other
off perfectly; both are in apparent agreement
about matters of emphasis and balance.

(Continued on next page)

NOTICE: The 1966 Polart Index to
Record Reviews is now available. In a
format much like the Schwann catalog's,
this booklet indexes, by publication,
month, and page number, records and
tapes of all kinds which in 1966 re-
ceived critical reviews of substance in
eleven leading American music and
sound periodicals, among them HIFI/
STEREO REVIEW. To obtain the Index,
write to Polart, 20115 Goulburn Ave.,
Detroit, Michigan 48205, enclosing
$1.50 (postpaid).
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Hi Fi/Stereo Review
Record,_......,_

-7-- and Tape
Service

Have you been having a little
difficulty obtaining some of the
records and tapes reviewed in this
issue? HIFI/STEREO REVIEW Rec-
ord and Tape Service to the res-
cue! Not a record club - no dis-

- counts, no special deals.We're here
simply as a service to those of our
faithful music -loving readers who
are about to give up the search for
"hard -to -get" records and tapes.
If you want help in your musical
dilemma, all you need do is com-
plete the coupon below and mail
it in with your remittance. We'll

see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well
packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite record-
ing not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you
also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title,
manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the
rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail your order
C.O.D.

HIFI/STEREO REVIEW RECORD & TAPE SERVICE  DEPT. SD
ONE PARK AVENUE  NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10016

Please send the records and/or tapes requested below. I understand you will
pay shipping and handling charges and that all records and tapes are fully guar-
anteed against damage or defects.

O Check or Money Order for $ is enclosed.
O C.O.D. (Within the continental limits of the United States only).

For Air Mail shipments in the United States only, add $ .75 per record ordered.
For Air Mail shipments to foreign countries add $3.50 for the first record or-
dered, plus $1.00 extra for each additional record.

PAGE NO.
OF REVIEW RECORD OR TAPE TITLE

RECORD (TAPE)
NUMBER (SEE

REVIEW)
MANUFACTURER PRICE

(SEE REVIEW)

(New York State residents add local sales tax)

Total

Name (please print)
Address

City State Zip

567

The gamut of DGG's program leads one
to wonder again where the myth started-
the one that so many of us have long ac-
cepted without question-that Beethoven
was no "melodist." One puts the album
aside with no impression stronger than that
of the cello in constant song; the long melo-
dy that activates Op. 102, No. 1, should
alone dispel the myth.

I've not a doubt in the world that there
are other combinations besides Kempff and
Fournier who can play Beethoven in such
concentrated dosage as well or, perhaps,
even better. The important thing here, as
always, is that while one is listening to the
work of these particular collaborators, the
thought that there might be never crosses
one's mind.

Listening to du Pre and Bishop, one is
left with the sense of a less ideal partner-
ship. And while Fournier and Kempff are
distinctly more clean -lined and structural in
their approach to the music, it is quite possi-
ble that the richer, more rhapsodic approach
of du Pre and Bishop may be more to your
taste. It isn't to mine.

The recorded sound and stereo effects are
excellent on both labels, although I myself
prefer the cleaner, more subdued sound of
DGG. IV. F.

0 ® BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 7, in E
Major. WAGNER: Siegfried Idyll. Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra, Georg Solti cond.
LONDON CSA 2216 two discs $11.58, CMA
7216 $9.58.

Performance: Handsome
Recording: Close-up
Stereo Quality: Good

London's label proofreaders do better than
its album production staff, that is if one
understands that Bruckner's Seventh Sym-
phony is in E Major, not A Major (as the lin-
er says) ! To compound minor complica-
tions-at least when it comes to personal
taste-I find the fourth side of this album
worth all the other three put together, for it
offers Richard Wagner's exquisite Sieg/ried
Idyll as it was originally played under Wag-
ner's own direction on Christmas of 1870 for
Cosima Wagner's birthday, with an ensemble
consisting of single strings, two horns, and
single winds.

The performance is touchingly lovely be-
yond belief-even remembering Bruno Wal-
ter's wonderfully affectionate performances
of this music-and no small credit is due
London's recording staff, which has given us
perfect instrumental balances both in terms
of musical texture per se and in depth rela-
tionships as heard in stereophonic playback.
Georg Solti, happily, has entered into the in-
timate spirit of the work and elicits from his
Vienna Philharmonic first -desk players mu-
sic -making of exquisite sensitivity. This side
alone is well worth the price of the entire
album.

Bruno Walter's Columbia recording offers
strong competition to Solti when it comes to
the Bruckner Seventh Symphony. Solti's read-
ing is both more intensely colored and more
closely microphoned than Walter's, but there
is much to be said for the less highly pres-
sured performance and more distant miking
of the Columbia album. It is a matter of in-
dividual taste here, but if you want your
Bruckner all-out dramatic, Solti's recorded
performance is it (as, for example, in the

(Continued on page 7R)
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101Jewel
Movement.

George Szell has built the world's most
talked -about precision instrument. The Cleveland
Orchestra. Acclaiming its awesome perfection, critic
Alan Rich said: "The Cleveland is a superb orchestra.
You hear everything, sharply etched, light -textured and
almost chamberish in its blend. Only one other American
orchestra had this kind of tone-the NBC at the zenith
of Toscanini's power."

You can hear the poetry and perfection
of :his sublime ensemble in their many recordings on
Columbia Masterworks. Among the most recent
additions to their catalog are works by Beethoven,
Mozart, Wagner, Schubert, Mendelssohn and a specially
priced edition of the complete Symphonies of Brahms.

This magnificent set is available now at
your Columbia Records dealer, as are these albums listed

below. With the purchase of any one, you'll receive the
bonus LP "One Hundred Men and a Perfectionist"-
a spectacular disc featuring Szell and the Clevelanders
performing nine stunning orchestral showpieces.
And it's absolutely free.

The best things in life usually are.

3
RECORD

S

JOHANNES BRAHMS
THE FOUR SYMPHONIES GEORGE SZELL

GEORGE SZELL
, THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA

THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA THE SOUND OF GENIUS
ON COLUMBIA RECORDS M

Brahms: Haydn Variations; Academic Festival
and Tragic Overtures

Beethoven: Leonore No. 2, Egmont, Coriolan,
Konig Stefan Overtures

Mozart: Clarinet Concerto; Divertimento No. 2
Mozart: "Haffner" and "Jupiter" Symphonies
agner: Showpieces from "Tannhtiuser," "Die

Meistersinger" and "Tristan and lsolde"

SI endelssohn: "Italian" Symphony/Schubert:
"Unfinished" Symphony

"One HAnAred Men
and rertectionist" .

George Sven The Cleveland
OrchestraOr

Ircetumeu.ffi.mor.ws ma mato et USA



Bach
Spoken
Here.

The true Bach. In accents as pure
and authentic as is humanly possi-
ble. Which is to say-the Bach of
Karl Richter!
Now, Europe's greatest Bach expo-
nent joins forces with Wolfgang
Schneiderhan in what may well be
the definitive recording of the violin -

harpsichord sonatas.

J. S. BACH: COMPLETE SONA-
TAS FOR VIOLIN AND HARPSI-
CHORD. Wolfgang Schneiderhan,
violin; Karl Richter, harpsichord.
2 -record set. 3281-2; Stereo 73281-2

Also new from Archive
J. C. BACH: Concerto for piano &
viola; Sonata for flute, harpsichord
& cello. Berlin Bach Orch. 3280;
Stereo 73280

PALESTRINA: Missa "Dum corn-
plerentur": 5 Motets. Regensburg
Cathedral Choir. 3283; Stereo 73283

HEINRICH BIBER: GEORG
MUFFAT: Rare orchestral works
by two 17th Century masters. 3262;
Stereo 73262

Special Sets At
Very Special Prices
De -luxe 5 -record sets, boxed with
booklets, for the price of 3 rec-
ords only.

HELMUT WALCHA: BACH
ORGAN WORKS
Toccatas, fantasias, partitas-21
major works in all-played on
the historic Alkmaar organ.
KL 306-10; Stereo SKL 1306-10

HANDEL: COMPLETE OR-
GAN CONCERTI
Scholarly yet spirited recordings
of 16 remarkable works. Edward
Muller, organist; with orchestra
of antique instruments. (Stereo
only) SKL 917-921

ARCHIVE
PRODUCTION

Archive Records are distributed by MGM
Records, a division of Metro -Goldwyn -
Mayer Inc.

transition to the coda of the first movement).
D. 11.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

C) CHOPIN: Concerto No. 2, in F Minor
Op. 21. Interview with Josef Hofmann on
the occasion of his 75th birthday (1952).
Josef Hofmann (piano), unidentified or-
chestra and conductor. INTERNATIONAL PI-
ANO LIBRARY IPL 501. (This recording is
being given gratis to current and new mem-
bers of the International Piano Library. A
one-year membership can be obtained for
a tax-deductible donation of $10.00 to the
International Piano Library, 331 West 71st
Street, New York, N. Y. 10023.)

Performance: Of historical value
Recording: From 1936 radio broadcast

This unusual recording begins with a briet
telephone conversation between an anony-
mous radio -station personality and Josef
Hofmann, recorded in 1952 on the occasion
of Hofmann's seventy-fifth birthday. It is a
rather touching memento of one of the great
pianists of the past. The primary point of
interest, however, is the concerto, derived
from a 1936 radio broadcast, with sonics
that are obviously not of the best. Collectors
of piano recordings won't be particularly
bothered by the quality of sound, since Hof-
mann has been so little represented in re-
cordings. (He made quite a few acoustics as
well as piano rolls, but no electricals, other
than such live recitals as the 1937 one that
Columbia issued, were ever made available.)
With recordings of Hofmann at a premium,
then, this disc can only be welcomed with
enthusiasm, especially since Chopin was one
of his specialties.

The playing is typical of Hofmann, above
all elegant, incredibly fluent, extremely im-
provisational, also quite unorthodox by con-
temporary standards. Perhaps the finest mo-
ments occur in the slow movement, in which
Hofmann's graded dynamics, rhetorical feel-
ing, and tonal mastery are made most obvi-
ously apparent. Altogether, it is not a
performance that will please everyone, but
for piano fanciers this is without question a
recording to own. The accompaniment is
perfectly adequate without being distin-
guished (listeners may enjoy guessing the
identity of conductor and orchestra). There
are a few bars missing in the finale, but,
again, the historical value of this issue pre-
cludes any too serious complaints on the
question of reproduction. It should be noted,
finally, that the record is not being offered
for sale but rather as a free bonus for becom-
ing a member of the International Piano Li-
brary, an organization dedicated to the pres-
ervation of all forms of keyboard recordings.
Among the promised benefits to members
are periodic articles in the form of news-
letters, the possibilities of having questions
answered relating to recorded keyboard per-
formances, the opportunity to hear (and to
have copies made of) items in the possession
of the International Piano Library, and ad-
mission to certain concerts (including one
that is planned for a player piano) in New
York. One would have to be disinterested
indeed not to approve of such plans or the
general aims of this enterprising musical
organization. 1. K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

.' I IR. .String Quartet No. 8, in

G Major, Op. 106. Vlach Quartet. CROSS-
ROADS 22 16 0072 $2.49, 22 16 0071 $2.49.

Performance: Idiomatic and elegant
Recording: Warm and open
Stereo Quality: Good

I am among those who carry a torch for the
best of the Dvoiak quartets as representing
the finest chamber music for this combina-
tion produced in the post -Schubert Romantic
era. This last of the Bohemian master's
quartets, composed along with Op. 105 in
A -flat just before Dvoiik concluded his
three-year American sojourn in 1895, is a
real beauty. There is an easily flowing yet
powerfully developed first movement, an
intensely expressive and richly melodic
Adagio, a Slavonic dance -style scherzo, and
an expansive finale by turns gay and somber.

As might be expected from a group of
first-rate Cic. h players, this recorded per -

Next month in

HIFI/Stereo Review

Martin Bookspan's
Yearly Review of

THE BASIC REPERTOIRE

A Pilgrimage to
OPERATIC GREECE

Should Composers Be Critics?
THE CASE OF HUGO WOLF

by Henry Pleasants

PLUS
Symposium on Turntables

formance is superb, notable especially for
the playing of cellist Viktor Moudca in the
slow movement. The open sonics enhance
the warmth and brilliance of the playing.

D. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

C) C) DVORAK: Symphony No. 6, in D
Major, Op. 60; Carnival Overture, Op. 92.
London Symphony Orchestra, Istvan Kertesz
cond. LONDON CS 6495 $5.79, CM 9495
$4.79.

Performance: A -I
Recording: Powerful
Stereo Quality: Good

Antonin Dvoiak had this gorgeous D Major
Symphony published as his No. 1, rightly
considering it to be his first fully mature
work in this form. Unlike the turbulent D
Minor (No. 7, old No. 2), with its strongly
Brahmsian overtones, this music is all fresh
melody and exuberant rhythmic drive, the
lovely slow movement serving as an interlude
of sweet repose. If the first- and last -move-
ment development episodes hark back at
moments to the Brahms manner, the Furiant

(Continued on page 80)CIRCLE NO. 17 ON READER SFPVICF CAR!
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Try
this
on !Mar
record
player.

It's not really necessary for a turntable to be impervious to this kind of abuse, as the AR turntable happens
to be. A more practical test of stability would be to jump up about a foot and land squarely on the floor, near the
record player. An AR turntable will normally play on serenely (the platter and arm will move, but together,
so that the sound is undisturbed).

Radical/ Experimenter put it this way in their review of the AR turntable:
"How much is a turntable worth which adds no coloration of its own - no wow, no rumble,
no hum, no pitch changes. Better yet, what's it worth for a turntable which exceeds the stability of the

best broadcast turntables; one that will keep the needle in the groove even when a bunch of
teenagers use the music room for a dance hall. Is it worth $200 or $300? Maybe it is, but all it will cost

you is $78, the price of AR's Model XA turntable."

$7800 complete with arm. oiled walnut base, and dust
cover, but less cartridge, 331/2 and 45 rpm

5% higher in the West and Deep South

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorndike St., Cambridge, Mass. 02141
CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READ:a CARD



C4 -so Alaead.

ENJOY THE PURE SOUND

OF PERSONAL HI-FI WITH

SUPEREX WOOFER/TWEETER

STEREO/PHONES

Definitely, yours alone. All
the advantages of a fine
stereo "speaker" system -
at your ears. With woofers,
tweeters, crossover networks
. . . exclusively Superex. No
distractions, speaker place-
ment or room acoustic prob-
lems. Just rich, clear, full -
range response - the way it
should be! Go ahead . . .

pamper yourself with Su-
perex. Your hi-fi dealer will
be glad to help.

SUPET lE
stereo/phones
10(U ll(C1110,4,C1.1110,0l01100LACE

1:IUStrated "The Pro- difillaiNk
aPPrOx $50
Other Superex
Headsets
start at $16 95

CIRCLE NO. 61 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Ask this embarrassing
question when you're

shopping hi-fi:
"Does this automatic have a hysteresis motor?"

If you were a sound engineer selecting a professional turntable or tape
transport for the studio, the hysteresis motor would be one of the first
features you'd look for. Reason? Speed accuracy.

The hysteresis motor is a synchronous motor. Its speed is locked in
by the alternating frequency of the power source. Voltage may surge,
or it may drop as you turn on appliances. The hysteresis motor doesn't
care. It just keeps going round and round steadily, smoothly, without
missing a beat.

Shouldn't you be entitled to this kind of performance when you're
shelling out good money for a fine turntable? We think so.

The only automatic with hysteresis motor, and lots of other quality
features, is the Miracord 50H.

See it at your hi-fi dealer, $149.50 less cartridge and base. For details
write: Benjamin Electronic Sound Carp. Farmingdale, N.Y. 11736

The Miracord 50H
CIRCLE NO. 6 04 READER SERVICE CARD
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given us in lieu of a scherzo is Dvolik
through and through.

My performance standards for this score
were set a good many years ago by the late
\racial: Talich and the Czech Philharmonic
and by a remarkably brilliant Columbia re-
cording of 1950 by the Cleveland Orchestra
under Erich Leinsdorf. I haven't heard the
recent stereo issue by Witold Rowicki on
Philips (also with the London Symphony
Orchestra), but I find that the Kertesz read-
ing here stands up fully to the two earlier
ones mentioned-it has feeling, bounce, and
sonic brilliance to burn, yet all the detail of
Dvofak's countermelodies comes through
clear as a bell. The Carnival Overture per-
formance, which serves here as a filler, is a
rouser, too. This is a record I shall enjoy for
a long time to come. D. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
s' m III.GAR: Cello Concerto, in E Minor,

Op. 85. Jacqueline du Pre (cello) ; London
Symphony Orchestra, Sir John Barbirolli
cund. (With "cello encores" by Bach, Saint-
Saens, Falla, and Bruck) ANGEL S 36338
$5.79, 36338 $.1.79.

Performance: Virile and passionate
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

With this disc I am able to assess more fully
than on the basis of her Delius concerto re-
cording alone the artistry of Jacqueline du
Pre, who, still in her early twenties, is fast
rising to international prominence. Her tech-
nique is sure, her intonation accurate, and
her musicianship forceful and straightfor-
ward. Her phrasing is imbued with passion,
but avoids any hint of sentimentality.

Sir Edward Elgar's Cello Concerto was
his last major work, completed in 1919.
There is no expansive Edwardian rhetoric in
this music; its utterance is direct and pas-
sionate. The orchestral scoring is far more
restrained than in the Violin Concerto, giv-
ing the soloist the leading role throughout.
It is by far the tersest of Elgar's major works,
being about half the length of the Violin
Concerto or either of the two symphonies.
Lacking the spectacular sonorities and wide-

spanned structure of other scores, Elgar's
Cello Concerto-like that of Schumann-
needs living with and getting used to. But I
have found it well worth the effort over the
years, beginning with the Pablo Casals HMV
78's, and continuing with Anthony Pini's
London recording of 1950, recently reissued
on the Everest label. But a first-rate stereo
recording of this music has long been need-
ed, and we surely have it here: Jacqueline du
Pre and Sir John Barbirolli give a most elo-
quent and convincing interpretation.

The Angel stereo sound is rich and solid-
more so than some other Angel discs I have
heard over the past year. D. H.

HANDEL: Messiah (see Best of the
Month, page 69)

ttil HANSON: Symphony No. 3. MAC-
DOWELL: Suite No. I. Eastman -Rochester
Orchestra, Howard Hanson cond. MERCURY
SR 90449 $5.79, MG 50449* $4.79.

Performance. Authentic
Recording: Commendable
Stereo Quality: Good

(Continued on page 82)
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The Wagnerites-Aubrey Beardsley. Mtn special permission by Mr. Brian Reade (Victoria and Albert Museum,
London) and Mr. Raymond Rohauer (Gal ery of Modern Art, New York).

Wagner with praise. Tower-
ing praise. Lavished on two
of the most significant
albums of our time-by
critics on both sides of the
Atlantic.

But after all, isn't that
what you'd expect when the
great German company re-
cords these great German
operas!

TRISTAN AND ISOLDE
Birgit Nilsson is "at the
summit of her art" in "a re-
cording for the ages" (Am-
erican Record Guide). From
the Bayreuth Festival of
1966, here's the cast Wag-
nerians dream of: Birgit
Nilsson, Wolfgang Windgas-
sen, Christa Ludwig, Martti
Talvela and Eberhard
Waechter under the direc-

tion of Karl Bohm.
No wonder Lite calls this

"not only the best (Tristan)
ever recorded, it's one of
the best operas ever re-
corded."
5 -record set. 39 221-5;
Stereo 139 221-5
DIE WALKUERE
The first release in DGG's

Jon Vickers and Thomas
Stewart.
5 -record set. 39 229-33;
Stereo 139 229-33

New releases from DGG:
DIETRICH FISCHER -DIES-
KAU: BEETHOVEN SONGS
An die Ferne Geliebte,
others.
39 197; Stereo 139 197

Magner Gum `Laude
soon -to -be -complete "Ring"
cycle-and already the win-
ner of Europe's coveted
Grand Prix du Disque!

Herbert von Karajan con-
ducts his Berlin Philhar-
monic and an international
cast headed by Regine
Crespin, Gundula Janowitz,

CIRCLE NO. 18 ON

BRUCKNER: SYMPHONY
Nc. 6, Bavarian Radio
Symph; Eugen Jochum,
cond.
39 136; Stereo 139 136
HAYDN: LORD NELSON
MASS Maria Stader, Ernst
Haefliger, others.
39 195; Stereo 139 195

READER SERVICE CARD

BACH: WELL -TEMPERED
CLAVIER, Part 2, Ralph
Kirkpatrick, harpsichord.
3 -record set. 39 146-8;
Stereo 139 146-8

CAVALLERIA & PAGLIACCI
Highlights of the La Scala
production. Karajan, cond.
19 281; Stereo 136 281

STRING QUARTETS: Haydn:
Op. 76, No. 2 "Quinten";
Mozart: No. 16, K. 428.
Amadeus Quartet
39 191; Stereo 139 191

-Argt
'Deutsche

(Jitaminoplivn
geseitschaft

DGG Records are distributed by
MGM Records, a division of Metro -
Goldwyn -Mayer Inc.
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Hear the sensitive
SONY®
FM Stereo Tuner
at these dealers

CALIFORNIA
ANAHEIM: Henry Radio & Electronics, 931 N. Eticlid
BAKERSFIELD: Bakersfield Audio, 2534 "F" St.
HOLLYWOOD: Wallichs Music City, 1501 N. Vine
GARDEN GROVE: Teleaudio Centre, 9929 Chapman Ave.
GARDENA: Stereo Hi Fi Center, 13996 S. Crenshaw Blvd.
LAKEWOOD, Buffum's, Del Amo & Grayslake
LONG BEACH: Buffums', Pine at Broadway
LOS ANGELES:

Henry Radio & Electronics, 11240 W. Olympic Blvd.
WARSCO, 4301 S. Figueroa

PASADENA: Hi Fidelity House, 563 S. Fair Oaks
POMONA: Buffum's, 2nd & Palomares
SAN DIEGO: Milo Double "E", 2060 India St.
SAN FRANCISCO: Audio Village, 155 Market St.

Gramaphone Shop, 2185 Chestnut St.
Skinner Hirsch & Kaye, 229 Kearney
Zack Electronics, 1444 Market St.

SANTA ANA: Stilley's, 224 N. Broadway
Buffum's, 909 N. Main

SANTA MONICA:
Bob Pilot's Stereo Ctr., 2201 Santa Monica Blvd.

STUDIO CITY:
Emmons Audio Equipment, 12600 Ventura Blvd.

WESTCHESTER
Pacemaker Cabinets & Components, 5602 W. Manchester.

COLORADO
DENVER: Voice & Vision, 5705 E. Colfax

CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD Stereo Shop, 253 Asylum St.
NEW HAVEN: David Dean Smith, 262 Elm St.
NORWALK: Arrow Electronics, 18 Isaac St.

D.C.
Electronic Wholesalers, 2345 Sherman Ave. N.W.
Shrader Sound, 2803 "M" St. N.W.

FLORIDA
MIAMI: Electronic Wholesalers, 9390 N.W. 27th Ave.

Hi-Fi Assoc.. 3180 Biscayne Blvd.
TAMPA: Viviano Stereo Hi Fi Center

1538 S. Dale Mabry Hgwy.

HAWAII
HONOLULU: Audio Center, 1633 Kapiolanti Blvd.

ILLINOIS
CHAMPAIGN, Radio Doctors, 811 W. Springfield
CHICAGO: Musicraft, 48 E. Oak St.

Ralph's Hi Fi. 5232 W. Diversey Ave.
Schwartz Bros., 8533 S. Cottage Grove.

INDIANA
PERU. Wallace Hollywood Electronics

LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS: Custom Audio, 7210 Washington Ave.

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE. Electronic Wholesalers, 3200 WillseriS Ave.

Custom Music Systems, 106 W. North Ave.

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON: Cramer Electronics, 817 Bolyston St.
CAMBRIDGE: Audio Lab., 16 Eliot St.
SPRINGFIELD: Del Padre, 999 Worthington St.

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY: David Beatty Hi Fi, 1616 W. 43rd St.

MICHIGAN
DEARBORN: Alamas Hi Fi Stereo, 15031 Michigan Ave.
DETROIT: Alamas Hi Fi Stereo, 7104 W. Seven Mile Rd.

Pecar Electronics, 11201 Morang Dr.

MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS: Audio King, 7010 France Ave.

NEW JERSEY
MORRISTOWN:
Don Christ Music Center, Morristown Shopping Center
PARAMUS:
Sam Goody. Garden State Shopping Plaza
SPRINGFIELD: Federated Purchaser, 155 U.S. Rt. 22
TOTOWA: Arrow Electronics, 225 Rt. 46.

I suppose that Howard Hanson's Third Sym-
phony stands, along with his Fourth, as his
most convincing venture into the medium.
The First is a post -Romantic student work,
structured with an absolutely appalling con-
servatory clarity. The Second-"The Roman-
tic"-sloshes its big tunes about while it
vamps its development sections.

The Third, on the other hand, though it
has a couple of good, schmaltzy tunes-run
into the ground, to be sure-shapes up as
musical structure rather more professionally
than its predecessors. To be sure, it has the
compulsive climaxes; and when, in its more
animated passages, one doesn't feel that the
Indians are about to attack, one does feel
that Sibelius is about to come center stage for
his bow and his share of the credit.

Edward MacDowell's Suite No. I was, in
actuality, completed after his more cele-
brated Indian Suite. The work doesn't seem
to aspire to much in the way of profundity,
and it does, as a matter of fact, have a few
stretches of the lyric charm that one associ-
ates with the short piano pieces. But, taken
as a whole, the going is a little thin for twen-
ty minutes of music, and Mercury's claim
that it is the work's first recording is, for one
listener, its chief interest here.

The recorded sound and stereo are both
fine, and Hanson-as ever-conducts with
efficiency and zeal. IV. F.

RECORDINGS OF SPECIAL MERIT
C) C) HAYL)N : String Quartets: F Major,
Op. 3, No. 5; F Minor, Op. 20, No. 5; D
Minor, Op. 42. Allegri String Quartet.
WESTMINSTER WST 17111 $4.79, XWN
19111 $4.79.

Performance: Intense
Recording: Bright and clear
Stereo Quality Good

0 (g HAYDN: String Quartets, Op. 54:
No. I. in G Major; No. 2, in C Major; No.
3, in E Major. Juilliard String Quartet.
Epic BC 1331 $5.79, LC 3931 $4.79.

Performance: Superbly controlled
Recording: Intimate
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Both of these Haydn quartet releases are
outstanding in their different ways. The
Westminster disc offers a first recording of
the solitary quartet that comprises Haydn's
Op. 42, composed after he had heard and
played the first of the quartets dedicated to
him by Mozart. Splendid and beautiful as
this work is, and delightful as is Op. 3, No.
5, the real prize of the Westminster disc is
the tautly dramatic Op. 20, No. 5, with its
eloquent slow movement and the fugal finale
that anticipates in many respects the somber
austerity of Mozart's C Minor Fugue (K.
426), composed in 1783, nearly a decade
later. The Allegri Quartet plays with great
brilliance and intensity, most especially in
Op. 20, No. 5. Side two on my review copy,
however, was afflicted with a considerable
amount of gritty swish.

I have not heard the Allegri Quartet disc
of the three fine Op. 54 quartets, but the
Juilliard Quartet's readings on the Epic disc
are marvels of control, virtuosity, and subtle
dynamic gradation. The terse G Major has
always been a particular favorite of mine;
the C Major and E Major are new to my
listening experience. The slow movement of
the C Major with its fantastically ornament-

ed first -violin part came as a genuine surprise
to one more accustomed to Haydn's "noble
simplicities" in such movements. My col-
league James Goodfriend says truly in the
jacket notes that "When one has heard one
of his [Haydn's) quartets, he has not heard
all of them. He has heard just one and has
eighty-two more discoveries to make."

The Juilliard Quartet is more closely
miked than the Allegri, but the sound is no
less clear and communicative. D. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

(5)IV. ! HOLST: Six 'Mediaeval Lyrics for
Men's Voices and Strings; Seven Part
Songs, Op. 44, for Women's Voices and
Strings. Purcell Singers, English Chamber
Orchestra, lmogen Hoist cond. ARGO ZRG
5495 $5.79, RG 495* $5.79.

C)@) HOLST: Savitri, Op. 25. Janet Baker
(mezzo-soprano) ; Robert Tear (tenor) ;
Thomas Hemsley (bass) ; Purcell Singers;
English Chamber Orchestra, Imogen Hoist
cond.; Choral Hymns from The Rig Veda
(Third Group), Op. 26. Purcell Singers;
Osian Ellis (harp) ; Imogen Hoist cond.
ARGO ZNF 6 $5.79, NF 6* 55.79.

Performance: Beautiful
Recording: Superb
Stereo Quality: Tasteful

With the notable exception of Ralph
Vaughan Williams, I tend to passively en-
joy rather than admire or respond much to
the better English composers of the genera.
tion of Gustav Hoist (1874-193.1). But
Imogen Hoist is seeing to it that some of
Hoist's smaller, lesser -known works are be-
ing brought to records in performances so
flawless and obviously dedicated that, wher-
ever he is, the composer must be smiling
very contentedly.

With these two new Argo releases, the
turn is towards Hoist's vocal music, and with
the turn passive enjoyment sometimes moves
upwards to both admiration and response:
admiration for the absolute control that Hoist
had over his admittedly limited and con-
servative musical means, admiration for his
impeccably idiomatic solo and choral vocal
writing, and response to what is not always
apparent in his more ambitious and familiar
works-his sensitivity and taste.

That these latter attributes should he most
apparent in the three choral cycles is perhaps
not entirely surprising. But that they should
be so palpably much more apparent in the
two earlier of these-the Rig Veda hymns
and the 1926 part songs-most certainly is.
The Seven Part Songs, settings of poems by
Robert Bridges, are composed in a fluent,
attractively pseudo -Elizabethan style for
women's voices and strings. At least three of
them are perfectly exquisite: 0 Lore, I
Complain and Sorrow and Joy (both won-
derfully airborne and delicately contrapun-
tal) and Angel Spirits of Sleep (a quasi -

lullaby that, one would think, just has to
be cornball but is touching instead).

The Choral Hymns, for women's voices
and harp, include a couple that are just as
pretty, among them Hymn to Vena. I care
less for the Six Mediaeval Lyrics (1932),
which are much more characteristically
"British" in that sort of Rudyard Kipling
way that mens' voices may have suggested to
Hoist.

(Continued on page 85)
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You know the magic
Sony works with transistors.

Their latest wizardry
is a solid state FM Stereo Tuner.

It's both sensitive
and insensitive.
Find out why.



Chances are that many of your favorite FM stations are
not the ones closest to where you live. Their signals are a
bit weaker and subject to blanketing by stronger signals
from a nearby station. Thus, all the advantages of a high-
priced, highly sensitive tuner can go down the drain if per-
formance on weak stations is marred by interference from
strong local signals.

The new Sony FM stereo tuner is highly sensitive (2
microvolts) so that it can pull in the weakest stations. For
all its sensitkit. the ST -5000W is unusually insensitive
to cross-niodulation. An ingenious new cadmium -sulfide
(CdS) bandpass RF attenuator prevents cross -modulation
caused by weak stations being blanketed by strong signals.
This automatic and continuously variable attenuator reacts
appropriately to the strength of the signal coming down the
antenna lead and simultaneously refuses to pass any signal
outside the FM band.

There's so much to recommend the ST -5000W. 45
transistors and 30 diodes are employed-Sony transistors.
Double -tuning IF transformers at all 8 stages of the IF sec-

tion reject spurious signals and noise. A 5-gang, high -
precision, silver-plated tuning capacitor contributes to ex-
cellent selectivity and accurate tuning. The slide -rule dial,
probably the longest and most accurate used in any tuner,
is absolutely linear. When you dial 96.3, you're on 96.3.
And the center of any channel can be pinpointed visually
with the tuning meter. Another meter helps adjust the an-
tenna for maximum signal pick-up. A stereo switch auto-
matically selects the correct mode-stereo or mono. There's
also a foolproof stereo indicator light. An adjustable CdS
muting switch supresses interstation noise, but not weak
stations. A hi -blend switch assures good stereo reception,
even on stations with weak, noisy signals. An AFC circuit
can be switched in under extreme operating conditions.

Hear why the sensitive Sony ST -5000W is so insensitive.
Tune it in at your favorite dealer. The supreme pleasure of
owning this fine instrument is well worth $399.50. (Sug-
gested list.) For details write: Sony Corporation of

Van Dam Street, LongSONY
Amer-

ica,
nd City,

How can such a sensitive FM stereo tuner be so insensitive?
Tune in and find out.

104 106 I11 11

F
STEREO TUNER

5000
ot.o &&&&& ,   111117
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Saritri (1908), a chamber opera in one -
:wt. is the earliest work here, and in spite
of the libretto's Hindu derivation, it seems
conventional and disappointing for our hav-
ing been led into it by the more personal and
evocative choral cycles.

The performances, as I have suggested,
are uniformly superb. And Argo's recorded
sound and stereo are all they should he.

W. F.

C) IBERT: Concerto for Flute and Or-
chestra. JOLIVET: Concerto for Flute and
String Orchestra. RIVIER: Concerto for
Flute and String Orchestra. Jean Pierre
Rampal (flute), Orchestre de ('Association
des Concerts Lamoureux, Andre Jolivet and
Louis de Froment cond. MUSIC GUILD MS
141 $2.39, MG 141 $2.39.

Performance: Dazzlingly clean
Recording: Good enough
Stereo Quality: Good

Each of these contemporary French flute

ClitusTA Li uwic
.tiumptuous. thrilling singing in Mahler

concertos gives pleasure-in sometimes sur-
prising ways-and the solo parts are played
to so astonishingly smart a turn by flutist
Rampal that his work alone would be worth
the price of the record, even if it were going
for more than its bargain price of S2.39.

Easily the most arresting and, I think,
original work of the three is Andre Jolivet's
two -movement job. Jolivet (b. 1905) works
here in a manlier that lies somewhere right
of center between the neo-classic school of
Paris and the post-Messiaenic younger dude-
caphonists. We know that Jolivet studied
with Messiaen and, at one point, Varese;
and his Concerto (1949) shows us that, even
as he had at the point of its composition
cast more than a passing glance at some of
the more developed contemporary chromatic
techniques, he had absorbed them into his
essentially traditional lyrical style with poise
and a quite personal touch.

If you know Ihert only by his more gaudy
orchestral displays (Escales or the, to me,
very unamusing Divertissement), the rather
cool, understated lyricism and textural lucid-
ity of his Concerto (1934) may surprise
you. The piece has a pretty, straightforward
slow movement-Rampal is never more im-

pressive than in his demonstration of breath
control in the tricky phrasal structure that
gives the movement its flow-and the re-
mainder of the work is marked by an almost
neo-classical emphasis on contrapuntal busy-
ness and sharp formal detail.

The Rivier Concerto (1955) makes a

somewhat less clear stylistic picture than the
other works. Its most striking characteristics
are its attractively coarse rhythmic anima-
tion-in this respect, it rather reminds me
of Roussel-and its somewhat declarative
seriousness of purpose. In his approach to
both structure and harmony, however, the
composer is either slightly inconsistent and/
or gauche, or personal in a manner that I

(for the moment, at least) am too sinful to
see.

The performances seem to me excellent.
The recorded sound is a little on the shrill
side, and it is possible that more thoughtful
mike techniques could have eliminated the
on -and -off sound of Rampal's inter -phrasal
breathing. II". F.

Mitc DOWELL: Suite (see HANSON)

RECORDINGS OF SPECIAL MERIT
C) C) MAHLER: Das Lied von der Erde.
Richard Lewis (tenor) ; Lili Chookasian
(mezzo-soprano) ; Philadelphia Orchestra.
Eugene Ormandy cond. COLUMBIA MS 6946
$5.79, ML 63.16* $4.79.

CS) C) MAHLER: Das Lied von der Erde.
James King (tenor) ; Dietrich Fischer-Dies-
kau (baritone) ; Vienna Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Leonard Bernstein cond. LONDON
OS 26005 $5.79, OM 36005* $4.79.

® C) MAHLER: Das Lied von der Erde.
Fritz Wunderlich (tenor) ; Christa Ludwig
(mezzo-soprano) ; Philharmonia and New
Philharmonia Orchestras, Otto Klemperer
cond. Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekom-
men; Um Mitternacht; Das irdische Le -
hen; lch atmer einen linden Duft; Wo
die schonen Trompeten blasen. Christa
Ludwig ( mezzo-soprano ) ; Philharmonia
and New Philharmonia Orchestras, Otto
Klemperer cond. ANGEL S .5704 two discs
$11.58, 3704* $9.58.

Performances: All superb
Recordings: All fine, Columbia's most

striking
Stereo Quol ty All fine

With three new recordings being simultane-
ously released, we now have no fewer than
ten recorded versions, all but two in stereo,
of Mahler's Dili Lied von der Erde. Of the
three new ones, the most personal and con-
troversial performance is London's, with
Leonard Bernstein conducting and Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskati, a baritone, singing the
three songs usually allotted to a mezzo-
soprano. Bernstein's approach to the work is
broadly lyrical. He works well with his solo-
ists and achieves some spellbinding results
with Fischer-Dieskau, although certain pas-
sages border on over -interpretation. This is a
reading of extraordinary clarity, extremely
moving throughout, but somewhat lacking in
sustained flow. As for the vocal perfor-
mances, the baritone voice is certainly au-
thorized by the title page of the score, which
calls for "tenor, contralto (or baritone), and
orchestra." Bus although it is hard to con-
ceive of an artist of any vocal category who
could surpass Fischer-Dieskau's range of

Hear the sensitive
SONY
FM Stereo Tuner
at these dealers
NEW YORK
ALBANY: Seiden Sound, 79 Central Ave.
AMHERST: Buffalo Audio Center, 3240 Sheridan Dr.
BROOKLYN: Audio Exchange, 1065 Flatbush Ave.
BUFFALO: F. M. Sound Equip. Corp., 1241 Main St.

Purchase Hi Fi, 747 Main St.
FARMINGDALE: Arrow Electronics, 900 Broad Hollow Rd.
JAMAICA: Audio Exchange, 153.21 Hillside Ave.
MIDDLETOWN: Audio Consultant Svc., 65 North St.
MINEOLA: Arrow Electronics, 525 Jericho Tnpk.
NEW YORK CITY:

Audio Exchange, 415 Lexington Ave.
Audio Exchange, 110 W. 32nd St.
Sam Goody E., 666 3rd Ave.
Sam Goody W., 249 W. 49th St.
Sonocraft, 115 W. 45th St.
Grand Central Radio, 124 E. 44th St.
Harmony House, 197 E. 76th St.
Harvey Radio, 2 W. 45th St.
Liberty Music Shops, 450 Madison Ave.
Lyric Hi Fi Center, 1221 Lexington Ave.

ROSLYN: Audio Exchange, 1040 Northern Blvd.
ROCHESTER: Jerry Fink. 644 Clinton Ave. South
SYRACUSE: Audio World, 2910 Erie Blvd.
VALLEY STREAM:

Sam Goody. Green Acres Shopping Center
WHITE PLAINS: Audio Exchange, 239 Mamaroneck Ave.
YONKERS: Sam Goody, 15 Xavier Dr.

NORTH CAROLINA
WINSTON SALEM: Electronic Wholesalers, 938 Burke St.

OHIO
AKRON: Electronic Engineering Co., 362 W. Bowery St.
CLEVELAND: Pioneer Standard Elect., 5403 Prospect
DAYTON: Hauer Music Co., 3140 Far Hills Ave.

OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY: Sonax Co.
TULSA: Sound Unlimited, 3745 S. Peoria.

OREGON
BEAVERTON: Stereotronics, 10020 S.W. Canyon Rd.
PORTLAND:

Hi Fi Unlimited, 2816 W. Sam Jackson Park Rd.
Lampus Co., 2656 N.E. Union Ave.

SALEM Fames Electronic, 440 Church St. N.E.

PENNSYLVANIA
ERIE: House of Records, 362 W. 8th St.
PHILADELPHIA: Sam Goody, 1125 Chestnut St.
PITTSBURGH: Radio Parts Co., 6401 Pennsylvania Ave.

TENNESSEE
MEMPHIS: Opus TWO, 404 S. Perkins St.

TEXAS
AUSTIN: Home Entertainment Ctr., 4803 Burnet Rd.
DALLAS: Electronic Center, 2929 N. Haskell

Gramaphone Shop, 2800 Route
Nieman -Marcus, Main & Ervay
Thomason Products Co., 315 S. Central Exp'way

FORT WORTH: Nieman -Marcus, 7000 Camp Bowie Blvd.
HOUSTON: Audio Center, 1424 W. Heimer

Home Entertainment, 5310 Kirby Dr.
Hume Entertainment,
Nassau Bay Shopping Center Mall
18091 Upper Bay Rd.

SAN ANTONIO:
GI imm's Hi Fi, 246 Wonderland Shopping City
Vision Electronic, 1116 E. Houston St.

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY: House of Music, 156 S. Main St.

House of Music, 4835 Highland Dr.
Standard Supply, 225 E. 6th St.

WASHINGTON
BELLEVUE: Bellevue Stereo Center, 10845 N.E. 8th
SEATTLE:

Standard Record & Hi Fi, 1028 N.E. 65th St.
S. SEATTLE: Seattle Stereo Center, 2440 First Ave.
S. TACOMA: Stereo Sound & Services, 2321 Tacoma

WICONSIN
MADISON: Specialized Sound, 621 Gammon Rd.

Specialized Sound, 411 State St.
MILWAUKEE: Wack Sales Co., 5722 W. North Ave.
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Another

haulm first
The first complete recording

of this thrilling music under one
superb conductor leading
one of the world's most

brilliant orchestras

!EVAN

KERIES1

and

IHE LONDON

SYMPHONY

WHEN
DVORAK

(New Releases)
SYMPHONY NO. 1 IN C MINOR
(Op. 3) ("Bells of Zlonice")
Stereo CS -6523 Mono CM -9523

SYMPHONY NO. 2 IN B FLAT MAJOR
(Op. 4)
Stereo CS -6524 Mono CM -9524

SYMPHONY NO. 3 IN E FLAT MAJOR
(Op. 10)
HUSSITE OVERTURE (Op. 67)
Stereo CS -6525 Mono CM -9525

SYMPHONY NO. 4 IN D MINOR
(Op. 13)
IN NATURE'S REALM (Op. 91)
Stereo CS -6526 Mono CM -9526

SYMPHONY NO. 5 IN F MAJOR
(Op. 76)
MY HOME OVERTURE (Op. 62)
Stereo CS -6511 Mono CM -9511

SYMPHONY NO. 9 IN E MINOR
(Op. 95) ("From The New World")
OTHELLO OVERTURE (Op. 93)
Stereo CS -6527 Mono CM -9527

SYMPHONY NO. 6 IN D MAJOR
(Op. 60)
CARNIVAL OVERTURE (Op. 99)
Stereo CS -6495 Mono CM -9495

SYMPHONY NO. 7 IN D MINOR
(Op. 70)
Stereo CS -6402 Mono CM -9402

SYMPHONY NO. 8 IN G MAJOR
(Op. 88)
SCHERZO CAPRICCIOSO (Op. 66)
Stereo CS -6358 Mono CM -9358

tOXOOT

expressiveness and interpretive insight, those
accustomed to hearing the contralto voice in
this music are not likely to be converted.
He finds the music taxing at both extremes
of the range; the passage "Die Liebe Erde
all fiberall," so effectively placed in the mezzo -
contralto range, sounds particularly strained.
James King's tenor voice has some heaviness
in the "turns" in the Trinklied, but otherwise
his tone is warm and ringing (it is not al-
ways captured by the engineers with sufficient
presence).

Angel's Lied, conducted by Otto Klem-
perer, comes in a two -disc set, the fourth side
devoted to five of Mahler's orchestral songs
sumptuously sung by Christa Ludwig.
Spreading Dar Lied over three sides un-
doubtedly improves the sonics at side -ends,
but since the whole thing was released in
England on one disc, I would have preferred
to see the prospective American buyer spared
the extra expense too. Klemperer's direction
is generally slow; Bernstein is even slower
by overall timing, but his lighter touch, his
flexibility, and the heightened inner contrasts
he achieves combine to conceal the fact.
Klemperer's heavier hand is most noticeable
in Von der Schiinheit, in which the tempo
contrast between the central allegro and
the outer andante sections is insufficiently
distinct. Likewise, Der Trunkene inn Friihling
could do with more exuberance. Klemperer's
pacing for Von der Jugend, however, is a
minor revelation. The tempo, marginally
slower than what is customarily heard, im-
parts a spirit of unhurried geniality to the
melody, allows the singer to phrase in a
leisurely fashion, and all in all seems exact-
ly what the composer's score marking of
"behaglich heifer" (merrily, at ease) was
aiming at. In the Abschied, the tempo is
broad, but not inappropriately so; the orches-
tral textures are almost too transparent, with
considerable prominence being given the
oboe solos and the mandolin-for the latter,
far more than Mahler's direction "kaum
hOrbar" (barely audible) indicates. The vo-
calists are just about ideal. Whatever reser-
vations I may have about the appropriateness
of the late Fritz Wunderlich's light tenor
voice to this taxing music, he performed his
songs for this recording with warm tone
quality and unsurpassed sensitivity. Christa
Ludwig's work is impressive throughout, and
positively thrilling as her voice soars in the
phrase "0 sieh' uie eine Silberbarke schwebt
der mond" in the poignant Abschied. In
sum, despite the undeniable touch of ponder.
ousness in Klemperer's approach, this is an
eloquent and beautiful treatment of the
music.

The Bernstein and Klemperer perfor-
mances, then, have their ups and downs,
with the ups fortunately predominant. By
contrast, Eugene Ormandy's interpretation
for Columbia is entirely free of eccentricities.
It is moving and lyrical, but in firmer control
of the tendency of the music toward emotion-
al excess than the other two. Textures are
clear, but details are not pinpointed as in
the other recordings. The orchestral sound
is of a familiar Philadelphian gorgeousness,
and there are sharpness of attack and great
coloristic variety besides. Above all, there is
a sustained flow to Ormandy's interpretation.
Both Ormandy's soloists do good work:
Richard Lewis' voice is not of a naturally
ingratiating quality, but his singing is full of
authority, virile, assertive, and passionate.
And though she is not Christa Ludwig's

match in expressivity, Lili Chookasian has
a truly sumptuous, well -supported contralto
sound that is a rarity today. Her singing,
completely satisfying throughout, reaches
moments of impressive power in Von der
Schonheit.

I can thus recommend all three versions,
but Ormandy and the Philadelphians seem
to me the safest bet. The Angel set offers
special insights and exceptional singing,
London's an interesting overall view and a
baritone soloist who is an extraordinary art-
ist. Technically, all three recordings are ex-
cellent. Columbia's sound has the sharpest
impact, but its engineers rate a demerit for a
noticeable splice in Von der Schiinheit (sixth
measure after Figure 6). G. J.

MOZART: Piano Quartet in G Minor. K.
478 (see SCHUMANN)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

Az MOZART: Serenade for Thirteen
Wind Instruments, in B -flat (K. 361).
Winds of the American Symphony Orches-
tra ; assisting artists; Leopold Stokowski
cond. VANGUARD VSD 71158 $5.79, VRS
1158 $4.79.

Performance: Gorgeous
Recording: Elegant
Stereo Quality: Fine separation and depth

This record is, besides a delight, a tribute to
the extraordinarily high level of wind play-
ing in this country. There are actually four-
teen wind players here, including an assist-
ant first oboe, and two double -basses as well
(Mozart probably intended the doub!e-bass,
not the contrabassoon, to be at the bottom
of the ensemble in the first place); they are
young pros from Stokowski's American Sym-
phony Orchestra abetted by some of New
York's top free-lance virtuosos. The playing
is ravishing from top to bottom, from one
end of the piece to the other: glorious tone,
precise articulation, arched phrases, ensem-
ble coherence and give-and-take-it's all
here. About the worst thing you can say
about the performance is that it's almost too
breath -takingly beautiful. A little more vigor
-even brusqueness-might be asked of
parts of the first movement or, say, the sec-
ond minuet. Stokowski (and the Vanguard
engineers) emphasize a rich, creamy, big
wind -band type of sound, and there is a
quota of final ritards and dynamic detailing
which goes beyond what appears in my
score; but, aside from the problems of edi-
tion, I find none of these interpretive ele-
ments intrusive, and some really contribute
to the vitality of the performance. It is just
possible-and this disc is convincing
testimony-that American musicians have
achieved the highest standard of wind play-
ing ever reached anywhere, anytime. E. S.

0 MOZART: String Quartets: No. 15,
in D Minor (K. 421); No. 19, in C Major
(K. 465, "Dissonant"). Amadeus Quartet.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON SLPM 139190
$5.79, LPM 39190* $5.79.

Performance: Taut and refined
Recording: Befits the performance
Stereo Quality: Good

Having recorded this disc, the Amadeus en-
semble now lacks only the noble K. 428 in
E -flat to complete its stereo traversal for

(Continued on page 89)
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Marantz components are too good for most people.
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Are you one qf the exceptions? For the most astonishing set of specifications
you've ever read, write "Exceptions," Marantz, Inc., 37-04 57th St., Woodside, New York 11377,
Department A-18. mam- AK

A SUBSIDIARY OF SUPERC.OPL, INC.

The Marantz components illustrated, top to bottom: SLT-12 Straight -Line Tracking Playback System  Model 15 solid-state
120 -watt Stereo Power Amplifier  Model 7T solid-state Stereo Pre -amplifier Console  Model 10B Stereo FM Tuner
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IF THE activities of the American record
industry in the past six months or so are

any measure, the health of classical music
in this country is in a state so robust as to
be vaguely unsettling. New record labels
are being launched at a rate that seems to
me to be at least monthly. Among them is
the new Melodiya/Angel line-from An-
gel/Capitol Records, of course, which has
just recently given us the new Seraphim
(see review in the October 1966 issue of
1-11F1/STEREO REVIEW). Most of the new-
comers have been in the budget -price
bracket, but the new Melodiya/Angel discs
are full price, and all are drawn from an
unusual source-the USSR. Capitol has
made an arrangement with (hold onto
your eye -glasses) Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga
(MK), the Soviet Union's official record-
ing agency, to secure selected tapes of
Russian performances to be mastered,
pressed, and packaged here by Angel.

METIOTIHR

MELODIYA ANGEL

A NEW LABEL
FROM

ANGEL/CAPITOL
Reviewed by

WILLIAM FLANAGAN

From Melodiya/Angel's first release of
six records (none previously available
here), almost all representative of twenti-
eth-century Russian music in performances
by Russian musicians in the Soviet Union,
we get particularly sharp insights into how
the Russians themselves view their national
modernism in contrast to the more familiar
American and Western European view.

It's curious, for example, to hear a vir-
tuosic group of Russian musicians have a
go at Stravinsky's L'Histoire du soldat.
Following this new recorded performance
carefully with a score, only the most nit-
picking musician would take any important
exception to the essential realization or
deny the earnest attention to what the com-
poser has indicated.

Yet, there is something-something very
subtle-amiss. It is simply that there
has come into being a more or less stan-
dard "performance style" for the works of
this composer, man -of -great -age -and -accom-
plishment that he is. It has furthermore
come into being in Europe and, perhaps
even more definitely, in the United States.
It isn't easy to verbalize what goes wrong
with what these fine Russian musicians do.
It has something to do with an intuitive
failure to "inner -hear" just what the "Stra-
vinsky sound" is-a particular kind of at-
tack, a particular sensitivity to chordal

distribution and balance, a particular kind
of articulation. The performance is, de-
spite this, nothing to patronize. And the
uncommonly good recorded sound and
skillful stereo treatment are all in the
work's favor. The Prokofiev Quintet with
which it is paired is performed with an
admirable tart clarity, although it is a work
that I have always found somewhat stiff,
awkwardly textured, and just a little sour.

Shostakovich's The Execution of Stepan
Razin is described by Melodiya/Angel's
translator as a "poem for basso, chorus
and orchestra," to "words" by poet E.
Yevtushenko. According to the annotator,
the story of Stepan (Stenka) Razin (d.
1671) is legendary in Russia; it is surely
quite as hair-raisingly brutal and gory as
anything we are familiar with in the story
of Rasputin's demise or in Eisenstein's film
Potemkin. The poem follows the anti -
royalist Razin as he is led to the execu-
tioner's block and decapitated. But Razin's
head will not die, and finally, its eyes fixed
upon the watching Tsar, it "explodes in
maniacal laughter." Thus the poem-in
translation, at least-is something of a
parody of Soviet revolutionary folklore,
and it would be easy enough to write off
Shostakovich's setting of it as an appropri-
ate musical counterpart-there is no deny-
ing the reminders of Boris, the essential
confinement of harmonic means to simple
primary triads, the naïvely "descriptive"
attitudes of orchestral accompaniment and
instrumental effects, the curiously primi-
tive vocal writing.

But there is no denying the raw, un-
adorned power of the piece, either. One
smiles as it begins to hammer away at its
points, but when all is sung and done, one
is somehow smiling out of the other side
of the mouth. There is no real "magic" to
its obvious and ultimately effective theat-
ricality, just a kind of numbing insistence
on it that wins out in the end.

The performance would certainly seem
to be an effective one, although, like so
many basses singing in Russian, Vitaly
Gromadsky, either by miscalculation or for
effect, seems to sing somewhat flat a good
part of the time. Conductor Kiril Kon-
drashin's reading of the same composer's
Ninth Symphony, which completes the rec-
ord, is clean, brisk, and transparent.
Though I admit I've never heard anyone
else say it, I rather enjoy this piece. The
recorded sound is big and resonant, and the
stereo treatment of the vocal piece does a
good bit to enhance its effect.

Liking-or even tolerating-the big,
popular symphonies of Shostakovich is
about as far "out" these days as liking the
Big Three of Tchaikovsky once was. Its
been so far out for so long now that it may
be about time for someone to make it in
again-but I, at least, am not ready. Even
if I were, however, the extra added attrac-
tions-in the form of splash, color, and big
theatricality-that bedevil the performance
of the Fifth Symphony by Kondrashin and
the Moscow Philharmonic Symphony Or-
chestra would forestall it for me. But Kon-
drashin has been blessed with recorded
sound that is remarkably live and reso-
nant, and the stereo treatment is rich.

Melodiya/Angel's new recording of the

Prokofiev Fifth Symphony gives us an op-
portunity to take the measure of David
Oistrakh as a conductor. The performance
is a big, broad, singing one-with a not
surprising emphasis on sumptuous string
sound. I rather miss some of the bite and
humor that other conductors have brought
to the second movement, and I'm not sure
that Oistrakh hasn't done his best to elimi-
nate the lyrical grotesqueries of the slow
movement in favor of the big Tchaikov-
skian treatment. But the recorded sound
and stereo are first-rate.

We also have Oistrakh, now with bow
and violin instead of baton in hand, in a
performance of the Khachaturian Violin
Concerto that just has to be about the best
performance of the work one could ever
hope to hear. It has also been superbly re-
corded. If only I liked it!

Again with Oistrakh as conductor, Mel-
odiya/Angel has given us a performance
of Berlioz's Harold in Italy that, from my
point of view, is the only major disap-
pointment in their release. Although Ru-
dolf Barshai plays the viola part cleanly
and expressively, the work as a whole drags
its heels rhythmically, and one is but little
aware of either the orchestral brilliance or
the structural intention of the work. Even
the recorded sound here seems somewhat
below the level of quality on the other
discs.

C) ® PROKOFIEV: Symphony No. 5, in
B -flat Major, Op. 100. Moscow Philhar-
monic Symphony Orchestra, David Ois-
trakh cond. MELODIYA/ANGEL SR 40003

R 40003 $4.79.

C) KHACHATURIAN: Concerto, in
D Minor, for Violin and Orchestra. Da-
vid Oistrakh (violin) ; Moscow Radio
Symphony Orchestra, Aram Khachaturian
cond. MELODIYA/ANGEL SR 40002 $5.79,
R 40002 $4.79.

C) ® BERLIOZ: Harold in Italy, Op.
/6. Rudolf Barshai (viola) ; Moscow Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, David Oistrakh cond.
MELODIYA/ANGEL SR 40001 $5.79, R
40001 $4.79.

®® STRAVINSKY: L'Histoire du so!-
dat. PROKOFIEV: Quintet for Oboe,
Clarinet, Violin, Viola, and Bass, Op.
39. L. Belenky (violin) ; G. Vyunikovsky
(clarinet) ; I. Laptev (bassoon) ; L. Volo-
din (trumpet) ; K. Ladilov (trombone) ;
A. Gregin (bass) ; R. Nikulin (percus-
sion) ; N. Meshkov (oboe) ; I. Mozgoven-
ko (clarinet) ; A. Futer (violin); M. Mish-
nayevsky (viola) ; Y. Pimenov (bass) ;
chamber ensemble, Gennady Rozhdestven-
sky cond. MELODIYA/ANGEL SR 40005
$5.79, R 40005 $4.79.

C) SHOSTAKOVICH: Execution of
Stepan Razin, Op. 119. Vitaly Gromadsky
(bass) ; RSFSR Russian Chorus. Sym-
phony No. 9, Op. 70. Moscow Philhar-
monic Symphony Orchestra, Kiril Kon-
drashin cond. MELODIYA/ANGEL SR 40000
$5.79, R 40000 $4.79.

C) SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No.
5, in D Minor, Op. 47. Moscow Philhar-
monic Symphony Orchestra, Kiril Kon-
drashin cond. MELODIYA/ANGEL SR 40004
$5.79, R 40004 $4.79.
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DGG of the six Mozart quartets dedicated
to Joseph Haydn. In truth, their readings
present quite a different picture of the music
from the virile and full-bodied treatments
offered by the Juilliard, Budapest, and Fine
Arts quartets. Litheness, refinement, and an
almost febrile intensity mark the Amadeus
interpretations, most particularly of this
somber D Minor Quartet. The effort here
seems to be toward the achievement of flaw-
less proportion of phrasing and tempo rela-
tionships, even at the expense of expressive
content. This approach comes off best in the
minuet and in the final variation movement.

The most impressive demonstration of the
Amadeus way is manifested, however, in the
more externally brilliant and glittering C
Major Quartet. The opening dissonances are
more or less glossed over in favor of getting
down to the main substance and the work-
ing -out of the first movement proper, all
with intense dynamic emphasis. The slow
movement emerges as exquisite and rich -
textured song, again with intense dynamics.
The minuet gets a brisk, no-nonsense treat-
ment, as though it were an interlude before
the culminating finale, which is played here
with enormous tautness and brilliance. Nor-
bert Brainin's first violin, in keeping with
the honored Central European chamber -mu-
sic tradition, assumes a strong but not un-
duly overbearing lead throughout, shining
most delectably in the minuet trio and varia-
tions of K. 421.

The DGG recording is refined and smooth
in sonority and balance, quite suited to the
performances. D. H.

RIVIER: Concerto for Flute and String
Orchestra (see IBERT)

O ® SCHUBERT: Fantasy -Sonata in G,
Op. 78, D. 894; Sonata in A Minor, Op.
42, D. 845. Wilhelm Kempff (piano).
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON SLPM 139104
S5.79, I.PM ;9104* 55.79.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
(M) SCHUBERT: Fantasy -Sonata in G,

Op. 78, D. 894: "Wanderer" Fantasy, D.
760. Anton Kuerti (piano). MONITOR MCS
2109 $1.98, MC 2109 $1.98.

Performances, I like Kuerti
Recordings: Monitor close-up, DGG clattery
Stereo Quality: Moderately effective in both

Anton Kuerti's record contains some of the
most sheerly beautiful piano playing I have
heard in a long while, and, even admitting
the Vienna -born American's big shortcom-
ing, a lack of strength and keyboard power,
these are still remarkable performances well
worth the attention of any Schubert -lover.
How can a pianist who lacks strength, you
ask, possibly play the "Wanderer"? A good
question. But Kuerti does it, and well, too.
What he substitutes for brute strength is
vigor, derived from a sense of phrase mo-
tion that carries the music forward and gives
the illusion of power. Even without a big
dynamic top, he produces such an effect of
effortless skill and musicality that the "Wan-
derer" sounds, for once, really sweeping and
epic. The performance of the G Major
Fantasy -Sonata, less impressive at first hear-
ing (unlike the "Wanderer," it does not
show off Kuerti's technical resources), is
even more remarkable in its long-range re-
flective qualities. Kuerti plays this curious,

With a name like Pioneer, you'd

expect something new in the

SX-1000TA AM -FM Receiver

Well, here are a few somethings
 Unique vertical throw lever controls assure positive, finger-tip switching.
 Separate compensation for 33/4 and 71/2 ips tape speeds.
 Special DIN socket accommodates connecting plugs to the outputs of Euro-

pean recorders.
 Separate input jacks provide for two magnetic phono and for ceramic/crystal

cartrdges.
 Matched grain, oiled walnut cabinet included at no extra charge. ($360.)
 Plug-in Speaker Connectors instead of conventional terminal strips insure

positive contact. Plugs are covered with flexible Neoprene to insure against
shorts.

 Operates at 115 volts or 230 volts, A.C. 50-6C cps. The utmost in line voltage
flexibility.

The SX-1000TA is the kind of receiver you'd design for yourself. Happily, Pioneer
has done it for you. In one handsome unit it incorporates more features, more
flexibility plus quality. Here are some more outstanding features:  110 Watts
IHF audio output at 4 Ohms; 90 Watts at 8 Ohms.  Transistorized protection
circuits for both audio channels. Direct -coupled audio system, from 20 to
60,000 cps.  Voltage regulation in positive and negative power supplies.  Stereo
balance controls.  Gradual contoured volume control eliminates abrupt transi-
tion from low level to high level volume . . . It's the least you could expect to
receive from Pioneer, one of the world's largest manufacturers, specializing only
in audio products.
You should see and listen to the SX-1000TA. If you desire complete specifica-
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please write us direct.
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EXCITING
RECORD
NEWS!

roRmECORDS
s-

BRASILIAN IMPRESSIONS
DICK HYMAN/PIANO & WOODWINDS

The Brasilian piano, gorgeously free ranging.
played by the brilliant Dick Hyman, supple-
mented by the exotic woodwinds and the
rich tones of a flugelhorn ... an astonishing
musical meeting of the land of Villa -Lobos
and the bossa nova with the contemporary
pop and jazz world.
SELECTIONS: A TIME FOR LOVE  MAS QUE
NADA  JAZZ 'N' SAMBA  A DAY IN THE
LIFE OF A FOOL  0 BARQUINHO  plus 7
more. Album =911.

HOLLYWOOD. BASIE'S WAY
COUNT BASIE & HIS ORCHESTRA

You've never heard Basie until Command
and Basie got together!
FIRST . . . BROADWAY . BASIE'S WAY
NOW ... THE BIG BAND SOUND OF

HOLLYWOOD . BASIE'S WAY
SELECTIONS: SECRET LOVE  LAURA  THE
SHADOW OF YOUR SMILE  STRANGERS IN
THE NIGHT  CARIOCA  DAYS OF WINE
AND ROSES  plus 6 more. Album =912.

ROBERT MAXWELL - ANYTIME
From the composer of the fabulous Shangri-
La, from the man whose harp has created a
glorious new approach to popular music.
comes a unique ensemble specifically de-
signed to make the exciting tonal colors of
the harp a part of the Big Sound of unforget-
tably wonderful songs.
SELECTIONS: I'M GONNA SIT RIGHT DOWN
AND WRITE MYSELF A LETTER  ANYTIME
 BYE BYE BLUES  SING, SING, SING 
THE SHEIK OF ARABY  plus 7 more. Album
= 913.

G1S4,1.1:11.4141,
Records

A subsidiary of ABC RECORDS, INC.
1330 Ave. of the Americas, N. Y., N. Y. 10019
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WORLD LEADER IN
RECORDED SOUND

quiet piece for himself-as if no one else
were listening. The results are almost un-
bearably introspective and inward.

I don't have the timings, but Kuerti must
take almost ten minutes longer than Wil-
helm Kempff to play the Fantasy-Sonata-
in fact, the end of this jam-packed side of
the Monitor disc has some distortion prob-
lems. Kempff's reading is, by contrast. rather
brusque and harsh. I have never been a

Kempff fan, and though there are objective
points in Kempff's favor-I could find good
things to say about parts of the first and
third movements of the A Minor-I find
here little reason to change my mind. He
has far more keyboard power than Kuerti,
but then he is also a much cruder performer,
and, for me, a less intelligent musical think-
er. Kuerti is refined and inward; he is lim-
ited, but I follow his thought, and there is
a good deal to it; Kempff seems arbitrary
and intellectually careless. Take the first
movement of the G Major. Kuerti has a
controlling lyrical conception and makes
everything a function of it; Kempff never
plays the little sixteenth -note upbeat the
same way twice; he pounds away mercilessly
and uselessly at the repeated -note octaves in
the second subject; he rushes the downward
scales that lead into the codetta theme; he
adds little extra meaningless crescendos and
decrescendos everywhere; he . . . but the
point is made. Oddly enough, I also prefer
Monitor's studio sound to DGG's rather
clattery recording of the piano. E. S.

C) C) SCHUMANN: Piano Quintet in
Eliot Major, Op. 44. MOZART: Piano
Quartet in G Minor, K. 478. Leonard Bern-
stein (piano) ; Juilliard String Quartet. Co-
LUMBIA MS 6929* $5.79, ML 6329 $4.79.

Performance: Excellent with peculiarities
Recording: Dry-ish

One tends to forget what an extraordinary
pianist Leonard Bernstein is. Although his
public appearances at the keyboard have
been rare in recent years (and he is said not
to practice), he seems to have lost none of
his old skill and involvement in this aspect
of the art. Putting Bernstein together with
the Juilliard Quartet for this disc was a bril-
liant inspiration.

This must be one of the last recordings
made by the Quartet before the second vio-
linist, Isidore Cohen, left the group. If any-
one has any doubts about the so-called cool,
classic style of the Quartet conflicting with
the Bernstein engagement, he can put his
doubts to rest. The Quartet is swept right up
in the gusts of Bernstein passion. The Schu-
mann sounds as if were made in a single
take; it has rough edges (and who would
have expected that from the Juilliard?), but
it sweeps right along from beginning to end
in great arched lines and impassioned ges-
ture. The Mozart is a little more restrained,
but almost equally grand in scope and rich
in articulated and expressive detail.

What more can one ask? As repertoire
this is, of course, unbeatable, and these are,
without a doubt, exceptional performances.
Still I cannot recommend them unreservedly.
The term 'exceptional' here also carries the
wider meaning of odd. And it is odd when
Bernstein stretches two eighths into a dotted
eighth and sixteenth-inegales? difference of
edition? classic -period performance practice?
interpreter's prerogative?-and the string
players do not follow suit. Or when piano

and strings play ornaments in different ways.
Or when they agree to play the alla breve
march of the Schumann in a very slow tempo
and then (curiouser and curiouser) alter the
2/4 consistently to a gentle, bouncy 6/8.

Let me make it clear that it is not the
passion I mind-the Schumann, with its
ecstatic vision, is mostly quite breathtaking
-but the peculiarity. The mono sound is
clear, close, and studio -dry; the stereo ver-
sion did not turn up for review. E. S.

C) C) SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 5, in
E -fiat, Op. 82; Symphony No. 7, in C Ma-
jor, Op. 105. Vienna Philharmonic Orches-
tra, Lorin Maazel cond. LONDON CS 6488
$5.79, CM 9488* $4.79.

Performance: Problematic readings
Recording: Big and handsome
Slereo Quality: Fine

In this first encounter on records between
Lorin Maazel and the later Sibelius, Sibelius
comes off second best, though, in fairness,
not by much in the Seventh Symphony. Had
Maazel not chosen to slacken his tempo ex-
cessively in the transition episode following
the minor -key development of the big trom-
bone chorale midway through the score, this
recording might well have been the perfect
combination of heroic reading and heroic
sound that this music has so long needed on
records. For Maazel brings to the opening
and closing sections of the symphony-and
in particular to the imposing solo trombone
statements-an eloquence and intensity not
equalled since the heyday of Serge Kous-
sevitzky and the Boston Symphony. It's a

shame that he lets the rhythmic tension dis-
sipate at just the most vital point, so that the
whole musical structure collapses right in
the middle.

The performance of the Sibelius Fifth is
something of a curiosity. One can handle this
music con incingly at either a relatively slow
and steady tempo (Bernstein for Columbia)
or a rather fast one (Gibson for RCA Vic-
trola), so long as the right proportions are
maintained between various sections of any
given movement and between the movements
themselves. The rat race Maazel stages at the
end of the first movement and the exagger-
ated accelerando he adopts in the slow -move-
ment transitional episode leading to the coda
throw everything out of whack for me.

Perhaps the sense of proportion will come
to Maazel with the passing of the years.
Meanwhile I can view this Sibelius Fifth
performance only as something of an oddity.

The playing of the Vienna Philharmon-
ic is superb, and so is London's sound. D. H.

0 g STRAVINSKY: lest de Cartes; Sym-
phony in C Major. London Symphony Or-
chestra, Colin Davis cond. PHILIPS PHS
900113 $5.98, PHM 500113 $4.98.

Performance: Split decision
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Although it is not the only valid one, I am
ordinarily rather partial to the humanized,
warmly lyrical approach that British con-
ductor Colin Davis takes to the neoclassic
works of Igor Stravinsky. But the decision
on this particular release is a fifty-fifty split,
as far as I am concerned.

To begin with the preferred fifty per cent
-the Symphony in C-I hereby risk heresy

(Continuedon page 94)
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THE WORLD'S FIRST LOW-PRICED HI Fl SYSTEM THAT
REALLY GIVES YOU ALL THE HIGHS YOU WANT.
EXCEPT PRICE. (LOWS TOO IF YOU'RE NOT CAREFUL.)

These beautiful imported hi fi-bar
combinations, constructed from
the finest woods, are precision built
by European engineers and old-
world craftsmen.
STEREO AM/FM/SW RADIO: Self
contained hi fi stereo phono. 8
Tubes, 10 Push-button function
switches. Magic eye tuning. Bass
and treble control, balance control,
built-in step-up transformer. 110-
250 Watts. 3 SW bands. Jack for
exterior speaker and tape recorder.
PHONO: Fully automatic stereo. 4 -
speed B.S.R. Changer with auto-
matic shut-off. 6 speakers: 2 are
6x9" oval P.M.; 4 are 3x5" round.
Built-in stationary Ferrite Antenna
for AM/ FM.
BAR: Beautifully lighted, custom
made removable (pull in and out)
trimmed with red velvet. Bottle
holder, plus glass shelf for glasses.
CABINET: Mirror finish, hand
rubbed in mahogany or walnut.

FLAMINGO II. Size: 59x38x15". Price: Under $200.

RIGOLETTO. Size: 45x34x17". Price: Under 5200.

a/0 Von&
Sole importers and distributors: Fisher Sonic Co., Inc., 50 Dean St.. Brooklyn,
N.Y. 11201. Tel: (212) 522-5454. See us at the NAMM Show in Chicago, June 25-29.
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THE latest entry in the low -price -record
sweepstakes is Odyssey, Columbia

Records' new label. The initial release, con-
sisting of twelve discs, should arouse con-
siderable enthusiasm on the part of both
budget- and non -budget -minded collectors.
Those looking for bargains will be pleased
because there is a whole series of discs in-
cluded whose original -release cost was
quite high. And those not concerned about
price will still find pleasure in the reissue
of certain valuable cutouts as well as the
first domestic release of some highly worth-
while material from the European Har-
monia Mundi label, most of which would
have been difficult to acquire in this coun-
try regardless of cost.

The first four records of the first re-
lease are devoted to material recorded by
the late Max Goberman for his Library of
Recorded Masterpieces. He was involved in
three large-scale recording projects: the
complete Vivaldi output (seventeen discs
were released), the complete Haydn sym-
phonies (sixteen records were issued, with
an additional handful of symphonies re-
corded but not released), and the complete
Corelli output. Of this last series, the con-
certi grossi, recorded in Vienna, were ex-
tremely well performed, with careful atten-
tion paid to such stylistic matters as proper
continuo instruments (two harpsichords,
one for the concertino, the other for the
ripieno, were used), rhythmic conventions
(double dotting where necessary), and the
occasional embellishment of bridge pass-
ages. For the first time, all twelve of these
concerti grossi are available in one pack-
age, and they can be considered the best
integral set of this music now available on
records. There are individual recordings of
some concerti (The Academy of St. Mar-
tin -in -the -Fields, Menuhin's Bath Festival
Orchestra, or the Collegium Aureum or-
chestra on Harmonia Mundi) which are
equal or slightly superior to Goberman's,
but overall these are enlightened, spirited,
and stylish performances which can be rec-
ommended with enthusiasm.

Max Goberman's Haydn symphony se-
ries received, I believe, unqualified praise
from virtually all critics. Odyssey's deci-
sion to issue them in numerical order is a
sensible one (LRM's pressings mixed them
up), and no one who loves Haydn can af-
ford to pass up this first issue or any of
those to follow. Scores, of course, are not
included here (as they were in LRM's
original packages not only of Haydn, but
of Corelli and Vivaldi), but to hear such
stylish, vigorous, and enthusiastic playing
of Haydn as this, employing the new cor-
rected editions, is sufficient.

Goberman's Vivaldi intrigued me rather
less than his Haydn, not because he
wasn't enthusiastic about his performances,
but because of stylistic failings: lack of
embellishment, of proper addition of or-
naments, and of correct Baroque phrasing.
Odyssey's single disc of Vivaldi, culled
from several of the original albums, boasts
a first-rate group of instrumentalists, and
some reverberation has been added to the
originally dry recordings, making the sound
of the chamber orchestra far more palat-
able. On stylistic grounds, however, the
results are still not entirely ideal.

Among Goberman's last recordings,

made in Vienna shortly before he died, was
a series of what one might normally call
"music -appreciation" discs, each devoted to
a different composer, representing differ-
ent aspects of that composer's art. The
series was intended to be sold through
newspapers (the Chicago Sun -Times was
the first to issue them). Although many
popular pieces were included, there were
also a fair number of novelties, which
made the set far more august and interest-
ing than is usual with such projects. I

heard them all several years ago and was
highly enthusiastic, and I am delighted
that Odyssey is now reissuing them. The
Schubert disc included here contains two
novelties: the brief Magnificat and the

COLUMBIA

RECORDS'

NEW

BUDGET LABEL

Reviewed by
IGOR KIPNIS

sketch for the third movement of the "Un-
finished" Symphony. Unlike conductor
Denis Vaughan's recent recording of that
symphony for RCA Victor (in which he
reconstructed and orchestrated the entire
movement), Goberman gives us exactly
what the composer left-some nine bars
that Schubert actually had orchestrated
plus the remaining fragment in the piano
sketch which runs part way into the trio of
the movement. The effect-at first with the
full orchestra, and then segueing into the
piano, finally with the solo right hand
trickling off where Schubert stopped-is
both moving and not a little chilling. Go-
berman's Vienna orchestra is not the most
refined to be heard today, but his interpre-
tation of the "Unfinished" is an absorbing
experience. There are dozens of recorded
performances of this piece that are more
polished, but virtually none has quite the
special beauty and feeling of tragedy that
this one has.

Of the two discs taken from the Har-
monic Mundi catalog, Karl Ristenpart's
collection of Italian orchestral pieces of
the late Baroque is especially intriguing
because of the inclusion of three sinfonias
by Domenico Scarlatti. These are (accord-

ing to Kirkpatrick) authentic works which
were recently found in a collection of sev-
enteen such pieces in Paris' Bibliotheque
National. They do not, except perhaps for
the second G Major (No. 14 of the set),
sound like Scarlatti's keyboard composi-
tions, but they are bright, cheery little
works which deserve a hearing. The rest
of the disc is highlighted by a fine sinfonia
by Domenico's father Alessandro and a
woeful, melancholy Siciliana for strings
by the almost totally unknown Neapolitan
Nicola Fiorenza. The performances are up
to Ristenpart's usual high standard.

The Deller Consort's recital is divided
between a fairly typical assortment of En-
glish madrigals (not too many of them all
that well known from other collections)
and folk -song settings of the Cecil Sharp
school. The latter are a bit nineteenth-
century in tone, but pleasant and enter-
taining. Deller's group, as usual, turns in
first-rate performances; better part -singing
than this is hard to find on discs.

Odyssey's remaining four discs are reis-
sues from the Columbia catalog. The oldest
is Bruno Walter's performance of Mahler's
Fourth Symphony, originally issued on 78's
in 1946 and reissued on LP in 1953. It is
still one of the most gorgeous accounts of
this music one can hear, and, although the
sound is a little tubby and on occasion
equalized in volume, the restoration is re-
markably good. Sir Thomas Beecham's
"Prague" and "Jupiter" Symphonies of
Mozart were first released around 1950.
The former is an exceptional reading-
vital, exciting, and beautifully shaped, with
lines that constantly sing. The "Jupiter"
has some rather individual touches, but
on its own terms it is a very convincing
performance. Both are well worth owning,
although there is some distortion present
in the fairly high-level pressing. Another
distinguished interpretation is Walter
Gieseking's recording of Beethoven's
"Emperor" Concerto, a powerfully solid
and classically conceived rendition. The re-
production (about 1952) is not exception-
al, but certainly adequate. Finally, there is
a recoupling of Pablo Casals' Schumann
performances dating back to 1953. Casals,
whether in the Five Pieces in Folk Style
(with Leopold Mannes at the piano) or
the Cello Concerto (the anonymous con-
ductor is reputed to have been Eugene
Ormandy), is uniquely himself, full of
spontaneity and gusto, not always techni-
cally perfect, but grandly Romantic in
music whose style he knows and plays
best. The reproduction here is extremely
good, considering the vintage.

In all then, this first release is an ex-
tremely auspicious start. Odyssey's sources
for material are like treasure houses, the
best, of course, being Columbia's own ar-
chives. One might hope that with its next
release Odyssey will dig a little deeper
into the older Columbia catalog, especially
for some of the collector's items of the
Thirties. Incidentally, it is greatly to the
company's credit that those records not
available originally in stereo are not being
electronically "enhanced," but are being
offered as honest monophonic discs. Re-
garding the sound quality of the more re-
cent Odyssey items, those discs stemming
from either the Library of Recorded Mas-
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terpieces or Harmonia Mundi, the repro-
duction varies from very good to excellent,
but levels are sometimes a little too high
and hence tend toward distortion in certain
passages.

C) CORELLI: Twelve Concerti Gros-
s;, op. 6. The Vienna Sinfonietta, Max
Goberman cond. ODYSSEY 32 36 0002
three discs $7.49, 32 36 0001* $7.49.

C) ® HAYDN: Symphonies, Volume I:
Symphony No. 1, in D Major; Symphony
No. 2, in C Major; Symphony No. 3, in
G Major; Overture to "Lo Speziale." Vi-
enna State Opera Orchestra, Max Gober-
man cond. ODYSSEY 32 16 0006 $2.49, 32
16 0005* $2.49.

0 C) SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 8, in
B Minor ("Unfinished," with third -move-
ment sketch); Rosamunde Overture;
Magnificat in C Major. Vienna New Sym-
phony, Max Goberman cond. ODYSSEY
32 16 0010* $2.49, 32 16 0009 $2.49.

0 C) VIVALDI: Concerto, in G Minor,
for Flute, Bassoon, Strings, and Contin-
uo ("La Nolte," P. 342); Concerto, in
E -fiat Major, for Bassoon, Strings, and
Continuo (P. 433); Concerto, in A Mi-
nor, for Flautino, Strings, and Continuo
(P. 83); Concerto, in C Major, for Two
Oboes, Two Clarinets, Strings, and Con-
tinuo (P. 74). The New York Sinfoniet-
ta, Max Goberman cond. ODYSSEY 32 16
0012* $2.49, 32 16 0011 $2.49.

C) C) MASTERS OF THE ITALIAN
BAROQUE. Fiorenza: Siciliana, in C Mi-

Strings and Continuo; Concerto,
in D Major, for Flute, Strings, and Con-
tinuo. Sarri: Sonata, in A Minor, for Flute,
Strings, and Continuo. A. Scarlatti: Sin-
fonia No. 1, in F Major, for Two Flutes,
Strings, and Continuo. D. Scarlatti: Sin-
fonias, in G Major, B -flat Major, and G
Major, for Flute, Oboe, Strings and Con-
tinuo. The Saar Chamber Orchestra, Karl
Ristenpart cond. ODYSSEY 32 16 0016
$2.49, 32 16 0015* $2.49.

C) C) ENGLISH MADRIGALS AND
FOLK SONGS. The Alfred Deller Con-
sort. ODYSSEY 32 16 0018 $2A9, 32 16
0017* $2.49.

C) MOZART: Symphony No. 38, in D
Major ("Prague," K. 504); Symphony
No. 41, in C Major ("Jupiter," K. 551).
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Thom-
as Beecham cond. ODYSSEY 32 16 0023
$2.49.

C) MAHLER: Symphony No. 4, in G
Major. Desi Halban (soprano); The New
York Philharmonic, Bruno Walter cond.
ODYSSEY 32 16 0025 $2.49.

C) SCHUMANN: Concerto, in A Minor,
for Cello and Orchestra, Op. 129; Ffinf
Stficke im Volkston, Op. 102. Pablo Cas-
als (cello) ; The Prades Festival Orches-
tra (unidentified conductor) ; Leopold
Mannes (piano in Op. 102). ODYSSEY
32 16 0027 $2.49.

C) BEETHOVEN: Concerto No. 5, in
E -fiat Major, Op. 73 ("Emperor"). Wal-
ter Gieseking (piano) ; The Philharmonia
Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan cond.
ODYSSEY 32 16 0029 $2.49.

The
under -priced

stereo.
The Norelco Stereo Continental `420'gives
you more features than any machine in its
price range. Here are 20 of them for un-
der $240: mixing, parallel playback, duo -
play, multiplay, 3 speeds, balanced stereo
controls, frequency response of 40-18,000
cps., four -digit counter with zero reset,
pause control, fully self-contained, pro-
fessional cardioid-moving coil stereo mi-
crophone, 4 -track system, tone control,
magic eye recording monitor, special
monitoring facilities, teakwood cabinet,
public address system, high -efficiency
speakers, automatic tape stop with metal-
ized foil, and fully tropicalized.

So drop by your Norelco tape recorder
dealer's today and ask for a demonstra-
tion of the under -priced stereo.

Norelco Continental '420'.
_ess than $240.

oreke
North American Philips Company, Inc., High Fidelity Products Department,

100 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017
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by suggesting that Davis' simple, warm, con-
trolled reading of it is closer to the spirit
in which the work was conceived than Stra-
vinsky's own quite rigid, mannered recorded
interpretive "re-evaluation" of the piece.
Davis keeps its textures clean and its
rhythms alive, and, in the process, just lets
the work sing sweetly. Some of it may be a
shade on the slow side but it seems to me a
small price to pay for such gratifying results.

The same approach, however, works less
well with Jeu de Caries. This work is not
without its own curiously indescribable
warmth, but it is also full of musical jokes
that Davis is either heavy-handed about or
just doesn't seem to get. Furthermore, the
same somewhat slowed -down approach to
tempo now and again causes the harmonic
textures to fall apart like a completed jig-

saw puzzle mildly disarranged by a slight
push of the card table. Altogether, the per-
formance makes its points only sporadically.

The recorded sound is clean and bright-
if a little dry for my taste-and the stereo
treatment is good. IP. F.

C) TCHAIKOVSKY: Man/red Sympho-
ny, op. 58. London Symphony Orchestra,
Igor Markevitch cond. PHILIPS PHS 900110
$5.79, PHM 500110* $4.79.

Performance: First-rate
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Tchaikovsky's massive four -movement sym-
phonic poem centered on Byron's Faust -
like figure Manfred has many lovely mo-
ments-notably in the gossamer Scherzo and

VANGUARD EVERYMAN CLASSICS
Suggested List Price $2.50 - mono and stereo

FIRST IN SALES FOR FOUR VERY GOOD REASONS:

ARTISTIC INTEGRITY

LEADING PERFORMERS AND ORCHESTRAS

TECHNICAL SUPERIORITY

PRESSINGS EQUAL TO THE BEST AT ANY PRICE

New Releases
BRAHMS: Hungarian Dances-

Complete
Hans Schmidt-Isserstedt cond. NDR
orchestra of Hamburg.

SRV-236 & SRV-236SD

HAYDN: The Creation-Complete
Van Dijck, Schreier, Adam, soloists;
Choirs & Orch. of Giirzenich, Cologne;
Giinter Wand, cond.

2 -disc album SRV-238/9 & SRV 238/9SD

MUSIC OF DELIUS
Idyll: "I Once Passed through a

Populous City" (Sylvia Fisher,
soprano-Jess Walters, baritone)

Prelude to "Irmelin"
On Hearing the First Cuckoo of Spring
Intermezzo from "Fennimore and

Gerda"
The Walk to Paradise Garden
Sir John Barbirolli Cond. Halle Orch.

SRV-240 & *SRV-240SD

MAHLER: Symphony No. 1 -
Sir John Barbirolli Cond. Halle Orch.

SRV-233 & *SRV 233SD

OFFENBACH: "Offenbachiana"
(Selections from) La Vie Parisienne;
La Grande Duchesse de Gerolstein;
La Perichole; La Belle Helene Barbe
Bleue; Orphee aux Enters; Lischen et
Fritzchen; La Violoneux; La Rose de
St. Flour.

Orchestre Radio Lyrique conducted by
Marcel Cariven; Andre Aubigny, solo
violin.

Stereo SRV-242 8ISRV-242SD

THE BACH RESEARCH SERIES
A special group of Vanguard Everyman
Classics consisting of a celebrated series
of recordings providing the utmost defini-
tive performances of the music of Bach and
his era, in terms of interpretive artistry,
tradition, authenticity of scores, style and
instrumentation, and sound. Heretofore
available only as high-priced imports.

HANDEL: THE SIX CHANDOS AN-
THEMS - Helen Boatwright, Charles
Bressler, and other soloists; Collegium
Musicum of Rutgers University; Alfred
Mann, conductor.

3 individual disc or 3 disc boxed set
SRV-227/8/9 & SRV-227/8/9SD

"The performance is positively celestial...
the record is a triumphant success ... my
musical find of the year!"

-Review in The Gramophone, London
"Full of typical Handelian melody and
dramatic contrasts... With Handel scholar
Alfred Mann leading expert musicians, the
performances could not be more authori-
tative- The sound is fine..."

--Peter G. Davis, High Fidelity magazine

J. S. BACH:
Cantatas No. 100 & No. 175

Schwarzweller, Wolf-Matthaus, Rotzsch,
Hudemann, Muller, soloists; Hamburg
Chamber Orch., Choir of St. Jacobi,
Hamburg; Heinz Wunderlich, cond.

SRV-230 & SRV-230SD

J. S. BACH:
Cantatas No. 207a & No. 204

Reichelt, Lisken, Jelden, Wollitz, solo-
ists; Choir and Chamber Orch. of Bar-
men; Helmut Kahlhofer, cond.

SRV-23I & SRV-231SD

the pastoral slow movement. The Rus-
sian master's model is clearly Berlioz's
Symphonie fantastique, but a tour de force
on the order of that redoubtable French.
man's can be carried out only once an
epoch. Tchaikovsky's motto theme for the
protagonist is a fine one, but what he does
with it and its associated thematic matter
in the end movements adds up to more
rhetoric than substance. Yet a virtuoso
conductor of the first order who believes
in the work, one such as Arturo Toscanini,
can make the music sound better than it is
-as Toscanini did on RCA Victor LM
1037 (which should be reissued, as it is
one of the very best Toscanini-NBC Sym-
phony recordings).

Igor Markevitch, for purposes of this
music, is very nearly of the same kind, and
he does not make the drastic cuts in the
last movement that Toscanini did. His
reading is tautly dramatic in the end
movements and suitably atmospheric in the
middle ones. The London Symphony
woodwinds do themselves really proud in
these pages. The Philips recording is good,
though not up to the very best I've heard
from the London Symphony on other labels
in impact and brilliance. Nevertheless, this
is far and away the most satisfactory cur-
rent Tchaikovsky Manfred recording, and
I shall be surprised if it is surpassed in
the foreseeable future. //.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
s) U TCHAIKOVSKY: Suites for Or-
chestra: No. I, in D Minor, Op. 43; No. 2,
in C Major, Op. 53; No. 3, in G Major,
op. 55; No. 4, Op. 61 ("Mozartiana").
New Philharmonia Orchestra, Antal Dorati
cond. MERCURY SR 39018 three discs $17.9.1,
MG 3118 $14.94.

Performance: Pointed and brilliant
Recording: Bright and clear
Stereo Quality: Excellent

All four of the Tchaikovsky orchestral suites
were composed during the decade between
the Fourth and Fifth Symphonies (1878 to
1888). It is interesting to note that, during
this period, the only music that Tchaikovsky
composed of a distinction comparable to
that of the last symphonies, ballets, and the
best pages of the opera Pique Dame was
the Serenade for Strings (1880).

Leaving out of account the somewhat
"campy" transcriptions of Mozart that make
up the Fourth Suite, I found perhaps a half -
dozen pieces out of the fifteen that make up
the first three suites to be of more than pass-
ing interest. The somber Introduction to the
D Minor Suite and the Nutcracker -like
Marche miniature are both effective in their
disparate ways. The Scherzo burlesque from
the C Major Suite-accordions and all-is
great fun, and the weird middle section of
the Rtes d'enfant episode is a fascinating
anticipation of some of the more uncanny
moments of Sleeping Beauty and Nutcracker.
The balletic pas de deux element is promi-
nent in the opening movement of the G
Major Suite, and there is some brilliant wind
scoring in the Scherzo. The familiar varia-
tions have their moments-fascinating and
dull-with the final polonaise harking to-
ward the spirit of the Mazurka finale of
Sleeping Beauty. All told, the music of these
suites is a very mixed bag, partaking more

(Continued on page 98)
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one
of our competitors

calls the
four -layer voice coil

new...

we've
been making them

for 15 years!
University developed the four -layer voice
coil at the turn of 1950 - by 1952 high
fidelity enthusiasts and music lovers
everywhere were enjoying the superior
performance and economic benefits of this
exclusive University development.
Hasn't it always been this way?
For more than 30 years, University has
been ahead of competitive manufacturers
. . . we have pioneered as innovators of
new and superior developments in the
speaker field -a fact attested to by more
than 40 patents for meaningful inventions.
Moreover, many University developments
not patented are today's standards for the
industry. As to quality - University holds
the singular distinction of producing the
world's top ranking most popular and larg-

est selling high fidelity multi -speakers -
the renowned Models 312 and 6201.
For superior performance - for quality
and sensible prices - for developments
years ahead of competition, University has
been the choice of the knowledgeable,
discriminating high fidelity enthusiast and
music lover.
Doesn't it make sense for you to have
the best money can buy - first from Uni-
versity, and . . . at a price you can afford?
See your University Dealer today, listen
- and you will know why University does
sound better.

I /SUN- -(MIVIRSITY So NOS Pt TIE P

UNIVERSITrSOUND
A DIVISION OF LTV LING ALTEC,IN,

P.O. Box 26105 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73126
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COLLECTION JAS. GOODEItIEND

Title page from The Pleasures of Life, a popular London song of the 1740's

MORE BUDGET CLASSICS:

LONDON'S "STEREO TREASURY SERIES"
Reviewed By ERIC SALZMAN

LONDON RECORDS joins those staking out
a claim in the wonderful world of

$2.49 classical discs with its "Stereo
Treasury Series," made up of reissues (for
the most part in early stereo-yes, after
ten years, one can speak of "early stereo")
of bread-and-butter staples and lollipops.
Of the eighteen discs in the initial release,
only two-the Manuel de Falla El Retab-
lo Maese Pedro and the "Music in Lon-
don 1670-1770"-had never been avail-
able here in stereo before. And only the
Falla Retablo and the "Music in London"
disc contribute anything new and notable
in the way of recorded repertoire. For the
rest, we get fair to good performances-
generally of the lush, plush variety-of
familiar music set in variable acoustics and
priced at (what used to be considered) the
bargain level.

El Retablo de Maese Pedro is a short
puppet opera of great charm fashioned by
Falla from an incident in Don Quixote.
The Don, himself played by a puppet, is
watching a puppet show and charges into
the middle of it to save the heroine and
hack the villains to bits. The details of the
action of the puppet show are described in
delicate little recitatives by the puppeteer's
apprentice between picturesque instrument-
al pieces which accompany the action on
the puppet stage; when the Don breaks in
and destroys the show, he (the Don)
launches into a marvelous mock heroic aria
to chivalry. Unfortunately, although there
is a synopsis on the sleeve, there are no
texts. Julita Bermejo, who sings the part
of the apprentice, has just the right vocal
qualities of pure intonation and innocent
charm, but Raimundo Torres, the Don, is
only a moderately effective singer, and the
chamber orchestra under Ataulfo Argenta
does not have all the crispness and clarity
we might ask for in a work that eschews
the lush Spanish impressionism of El amor

brujo (the most ineffective feature is the
ugly -sounding "harpsichord"). El amor
brujo (on the same disc) will, I suppose,
be the selling point of the record, and it
gets a fairly decent performance (there are
better) ; but it is El Retablo that is the real
attraction here.

"Music in London 1670-1770" is a gor-
geous production-charming music, sump-
tuously performed and beautifully recorded
-and I am sorry not to be able to recom-
mend it without reservation, but the music
has been "arranged" and is performed
largely without benefit of stylistic know-
how or intuition. The title is misleading
too: the English composer Charles Avison
(1710-1770) lived in and composed for
Newcastle -on -Tyne, not London; the Pur-
cell and the Locke pieces appeared in the
late seventeenth century, and all the others
came out within a few years of each other
in the 1750's, leaving a good fifty years
unrepresented on the disc. Even so, the
excellence of the playing (lush in sound
but not insensitive or over -mannered) and
the intrinsic interest of some of the music
(the Locke with its incredible dissonant
chromatics is almost worth the price alone)
give the disc a good deal of value.

In the sugar and spice department, there
are pleasant recordings of Giselle (sugar),
Johann Strauss (sugar), Rossini-Respighi
and Dukas (mostly sugar, with a little
spice), Stravinsky (sugar with a lot of
spice), and the Brahms and Dvolik dances
(lots of spice, mostly paprika). I am no
Adam expert, but the performance of Gi-
selle in this release probably represents
something like a potted version of the full
score. The Stravinsky represents the com-
poser's own suites from the original scores.
As a pairing (Pulcinella and The Song of
the Nightingale) this is unique, but other-
wise these performances can be bettered
in the catalog. La Boutique fantasque and

its companion Sorcerer come off well
enough, as do the Strauss waltzes, but it
is the Brahms-Dvoiak that emerges as
the prize of this group. The recording,

hich must date from the late Fifties,
shows its years a bit, but Fritz Reiner has
a way with the music and the players that
comes though with great strength and
verve.

The Vienna Philharmonic is in most
cases a mainstay of these recordings-but
the Kubelik Brahms album is something to
avoid. The playing is sloppy and the direc-
tion superficial; the recording sounds like
a fourth- or fifth -generation tape-full of
hiss, distant, muffled, and eccentric. The
Dvol-ak Fifth Symphony gets through a
little better, but the performance of the
Tchaikovsky Fifth-another Vienna pro-
duction, this time with Krips-is lethar-
gic. The Tchaikovsky Fourth on this list
is better, although the orchestra is clearly
not as good, and the French vibrato in
the horns and trombones irritates me no
end in this music. The Gallic wind sound
is not so disturbing in Adam's Giselle,
and it seems to work out quite well in the
Symphonic. fantastique (even though this
very special kind of tone probably did not
exist in Berlioz's time). The problem with
the Fantastique recording, however, is
the muffled sound-a kind of closeness that
nevertheless lacks presence. Is it a good
buy at the price? Possibly; but given the
recorded competition, the record is more
valuable as a memorial of the talented con-
ductor Argenta who, alas, died young.

Alfredo Campoli's playing of the Men-
delssohn Concerto is, give or take a slide
or two, memorable, but the utterly un-
memorable Bruch Scottish Fantasia is no
added attraction for me. Sir Adrian Boult
and the orchestra make a good contribu-
tion to the effectiveness of the Mendels-
sohn and, I suppose, do what they can with
the Bruch. But the Mendelssohn-Schubert
disc is a lively affair; there is real dash and
spirit here and, in this case, the recording
helps. The Israel Philharmonic plays well
both here and in the Rossini-Respighi-
Dukas disc.

There is, of course, no point in asking
apples to be pears, and one is certainly
grateful to have (or have back) many of
these performances. On the other hand,
the label "Treasury" and the good name of
London Records may mislead many custo-
mers into thinking these are "great" re-
cordings of the past. It is true that London
has not falsified anything; that these re-
cordings are, one and all, stereo originals
and not reconstituted mono, and the Stereo
Treasury Series will presumably be con-
tinued on this basis. But there are too many
casualties (mono and stereo) of the distant
and not -so -distant past for one to greet
with rapture a reissue series that is, by
and large, only "average" in repertoire, in
performance, and in recording quality-
even at bargain prices. Those of us with
long memories can testify that London cer-
tainly does have a "treasury" of old re-
cordings, and it is to be hoped that in fu-
ture issues in this series they will dip into
it more seriously. Perhaps they should re-
consider their "stereo only" approach;
other labels are already-and sensibly-
issuing budget -price monos unblushingly.
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C) ADAM: Giselle. Paris Conservatoire
Orchestra, Jean Martinon cond. LONDON
STS 15010 $2.49.

® BERLIOZ: Symphonie fantastique.
Paris Conservatoire Orchestra, Ataulfo Ar-
genta cond. LONDON STS 15006 $2.49.

 BRAHMS: Four Symphonies. Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra, Rafael Kubelik
cond. LONDON STS 15001/2/3/4 four
discs $9.96.

® BRAHMS: Hungarian Dances.
DVORAK: Slavonic Dances. Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra, Fritz Reiner cond.
LONDON STS 15009 $2.49.

® DVORAK: Symphony No. 5, in E
Minor, Op. 95 ("From the New
World"). Vienna Philharmonic Orches-
tra, Rafael Kubelik cond. LONDON STS
15007 $2.49.

 FALLA: El amor brujo; El Retablo
de Maese Pedro. Marina de Gabarain
(mezzo-soprano) ; L'Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande, Ernest Ansermet cond. (El amor
brujo); Soloists; National Orchestra of
Spain, Ataulfo Argenta cond. (El Retablo).
LONDON STS 15014 $2.49.

® MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No. 4,
in A Major, Op. 90 ("Italian"). SCHU-
BERT: Symphony No. 5, in B -flat Major.
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, Georg Solti
cond. LONDON STS 15008 $2.49.

® MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto,
in E Minor, Op. 64. BRUCH: Scottish
Fantasia for Violin and Orchestra, Op.
46. Alfredo Campoli (violin), London
Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Adrian Boult
cond. LONDON STS 15015 $2.49.

® ROSSINI-RESPIGHI: La Boutique
fantasque. DUKAS: The Sorcerer's Ap-
prentice. Israel Philharmonic Orchestra,
Georg Solti cond. LONDON STS 15005
$2.49.

® STRAUSS: The Blue Danube Waltz;
Accelerations Waltz; Emperor Waltz;
Roses from the South; Pizzicato Polka.
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Josef
Krips cond. LONDON STS 15012 $2.49.

® STRAVINSKY: Suite from "Pu!-
cinella"; The Song of the Nightingale
(ballet). L'Orchestre de la Suisse Ro-
inande, Ernest Ansermet cond. LONDON
STS 15011 $2.49.

® TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4,
in F Minor, Op. 36. Paris Conservatoire
Orchestra, Albert Wolff cond. LONDON
STS 15016 $2.49.

® TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 5,
in E Minor, Op. 64. Vienna Philharmonic,
Josef Krips cond. LONDON STS 15017
$2.49.

® MUSIC IN LONDON 1670-1770:
Boyce: Symphony No. 1, in B -flat Major,
and No. 4, in F Major; J. C. Bach: Sym-
phony in E Major, for Double Orchestra,
Op. 18, No. 5; Purcell: Chaconne from
"The Faery Queen"; Arne: Overture No.
4, in F Major; Avison: Concerto No. 13,
in D Major; Locke: Music from "The
Tempest." English Chamber Orchestra,
Emanuel Hurwitz cond. LONDON STS
15013 $2.49.

HOW
CAN YOU TELL

A GOOD TAPE RECORDER
WHEN YOU HEAR

ONE?

A lot of Magnecord owner tell us they
had to buy and use at many as fesr dif-
ferent tape instruments befcre they knew
a good recorder/reproducer wher they
heard one. But we've got an easier and
much less expensive way for you tc learn
what it takes to satisfy a tape recorder
owner. Our new brochure waking for you
free at your Magnecord dealer's, tells you
exactly what to look ani listen for in a high
fidelity tape instrument. Just follow the
simple suggestions when you shop, and
you'll be discerning the fine points of dif-
ference between tape recorderireproiucers
like an expert in no time! . . And you
know what? The minute you co learn what
it takes to tell a good tape recorder, we'll
bet you take home a Magnecord!

NEW 4- REELS A MAGNECORD EACLUSIvE
THAT INCREASES PLAYING TIME 50%!

NOTE: ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT THE NEW EASY
FINANCE PLAN FOR MAGMECORE UIPMENT.

TELEX CCP. .ORATION
9600 ALDRICH A\.ENL 6 SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55420

OTHER TELEX DIVISICI4S
MANUFACTURE TELEX HEADPHONES

AND VIKING TAPE NSTRJMENTS
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This is our idea
of a well rounded

speaker.

Forget the frills of a
hand -rubbed walnut fin-
ish, statuesque original-
ity and language like
that! When you buy a
speaker, you re buying
performance. Sound!
The Royal Grenadier
9000 is our idea of a
true-to-life speaker sys-
tem. Its revolutionary
die-cast divergent acous-
tic lens assures fuller
frequency and separa-

tion, plus broader sound
propagation across the
entire spectrum. All in
all, it rounds out :he
most significant ad-
vances in stereophonic
reproduction! The fact
that we've added a flEw-
less imported marble Top
is just so much more
icing. For color litera-
ture and nearest dealer.

CIRCLE NO. 25 ON READER SERVICE CARD -

STEREO/Hi Ft DIRECTORY

STEREO HI -F!
DIRECTORY 

OOP
omme-4

417.
4A11111'..-

Complete buyers guide for yirtu
ally every Hi Fi component man
ufactured

1967 - $1.25 #45
1966 - $1.25 .#29

TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL

 .9
TAPE RECORDER RD

="7E

Everything you need to know
about tape recording includ
ing a complete directory of
mono and stereo recorders.

1967 - 81.25.........#42
1966 -
1965 - 1.00........#31$

PHOTOGRAPHY DIRECTORY

DIRECTORY
BUYIRS

ts,

World's most complete
photographic buying guide.

1967 - $1.25 #41
1966 - $1.25.....__#22
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of manner than substance. Indeed, better sub-
stance, in combination with the expert work-
manship lavished on these suites, came to
fruition in the late symphonies, ballets, and
operas already mentioned-so that for me,
at least, the orchestral suites constitute more
of a fascinating excursion through the Tchai-
kovskian workshop than an absorbing musi-
cal experience.

Accepting the music for what it is, how-
ever, the Dorati performances are of an ex-
pertise and sparkling precision comparable
to that lavished by him on the three big
Tchaikovsky ballets for Mercury, and the re-
corded sound is splendid. Special compli-
ments are also due the very full and informa-
tive album annotation by James Lyons. D. H.

C) C) TELEMANN: Concerto, in D Major,
for Three Trumpets, Timpani, Two Oboes,
Strings, and Continuo; Concerto, in B -flat
Major, for Two Flutes, Oboe, Violin,
Strings, and Continuo; Concerto, in A
Major, for Oboe d'Amore, Strings, and
Continuo; Concerto, in D Minor, for Flute,
Oboe, Strings, and Continuo. Withhold
Bauer, Karl Benzinger, and Josef Wiendl
(trumpets) ; Bernhard Walter, Fritz Kirsch-
ner, and Kurt Redel (flutes) ; Manfred
Clement (oboe and oboe d'amore) ; Eduard
Melkus (violin) ; Detlev Kuhl (bassoon) ;
Leonard Hokanson (harpsichord) ; Pro Arte
Orchestra of Munich, Kurt Redel cond.
WORLD SERIES PHC 9035 (compatible
stereo) $2.50.

0 g TELEMANN: Concerto, in D Major,
for Three Trumpets, T impani,T wo Oboes,
Strings, and Continuo; Concerto, in D
Major, for Trumpet, Two Oboes, Strings,
and Continuo; Overture, in C Major, for
Three Oboes, Strings, and Continuo.
Maurice Andre, Marcel Lagorce, and Jacques
Mas (trumpets) ; Helmut Winschermann,
Ludwig Trenz, and Erich Bolz (oboes) ;
Chamber Orchestra of the Saar, Karl Ris-
tenpart cond. NONESUCH H 71132 $2.50,
H 1132° $2.50.

Performance: Both first-rate
Recording: Both very good
Stereo Quality: Satisfactory all around

Both of these discs feature the same concerto
for three trumpets, one of Telemann's first-
class works. Of the two collections, None-
such's remaining repertoire is slightly su-
perior, for it includes the fairly familiar
single trumpet concerto plus a splendid suite,
which was once available on the Cantate
label. The World Series material is more
obscure: the oboe d'amore concerto is sec-
ond-class Telemann, but the D Minor Con-
certo for Flute and Oboe has some very
lively moments, notably in its finale.

The performances on both these discs are
exemplary; both conductors (Redel is a little
more adventurous in adding embellish-
ments) understand the style and the stylistic
requirements, and their choice of soloists is
excellent. Regarding sonics, Nonesuch tends
to be a little strident in the trumpet pieces,
but World Series is duller in sound (with a
particularly reticent -sounding harpsichord)
and lacking the definition of the Nonesuch.

1. K.

0 g VAN MALDERE: Sinfonia in D Ma-
jor, Op. 5, No. 1; Sinfonia a pin stromeini,
in A Major; Sinf onia No. 166, in D Major;
Sinfonia No. 170, in E -flat Major. Les So -
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listes de Liege, Jean Jakus cond. DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON ARCHIVE ARC 73279 $5.79,
ARC 3279* $5.79.

Performance: Impressive
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality Very good

Pierre van Maldere (1729-1768), so far as I
have been able to determine, is a name new
to the record catalogs. He was a Belgian
composer and violinist who spent most of
his life in the service of Duke Charles of
Lorraine. He was active not only in Brus-
sels, where he was much involved with
opera, but also in Vienna, Paris, and Dublin.
As both performer and composer, he was
widely admired throughout Europe (by the
nine -year -old Mozart, among others), and
his symphonies, in particular, seem to have
made an enormous impression on the pub-
lic. Resurrected here, they occasionally re-
mind one of a young Mozart (I am thinking
particularly of the Divertimenti, K. 135-37),
not only in scoring but also in their use of
melody and accompaniment. In spite of the
prevalent galant tastes of that time, van
Maldere's music also sounds more serious
and significant than one might expect. The
performances by the French chamber orches-
tra are stylish and scintillating, and the disc
can certainly be recommended to those with
a taste for first-rate pre -classical pieces, al-
beit by a minor composer. I. K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

CV Cr) VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Dona
Nobis Pacem-Cantata for Soprano and
Baritone Soli. Blanche Christensen (so-
prano), William Uni-
versity of Utah Civic Chorale. Flos Campi-
Suite for Solo Viola, Small Chorus, and
Orchestra. Sally Peck Lentz (viola) ; Uni-
versity of Utah Chamber Choir; Utah Sym-
phony Orchestra, Maurice Abravanel cond.
VANGUARD VSD 71159 $5.79, VRS 1159
$4.79.

Performance: Sensitive
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

'Ralph Vaughan Williams' .. . Dona Nobis
Patent could well be called not a cantata but
a choral symphony." So writes Vanguard's
annotator, S. W. Bennett, of this hauntingly
beautiful work that the composer "... com-
pleted in the middle thirties, although part
of it was sketched as early as 1911. . . ." I
am myself always skeptical even of works
that call themselves "vocal symphonies"-
Mahler's Das Lied von der Erde gives me
trouble when I try to think of it in those
terms-and I am doubly so when they are
re-evaluated in these terms by critics.

But call it what you will, unless your
heart is cast in concrete you can scarcely help
but be moved by this exceptionally and
gracefully lovely work. Although the tradi-
tional text of Agnus Dei . . . Dona Nobis
P.tcem is heard here, the composer has
chosen to evoke its implications through an
additional choice of English -language texts
ranging from John Bright to the Bible. But,
curiously, his major textual source is three
poems by Walt Whitman: the one that be-
gins, "Beat! beat! drums !"; Reconciliation;
and Dirge for Two Veterans. And what is
even more curious, even astonishing, is that
what many of us now regard as the corny
yawping of Whitman's style is so success-
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fully understated in the English master's
musical setting that one is left wondering if
any of the countless American composers
who have worked with Whitman have done
it nearly as well.

This apart, the piece is one of Vaughan
Williams' major musical achievements, one
that we are quite unfamiliar with on these
shores (I find no other listing of the work
in the Schwann catalog). Maurice Abrava-
nel's performance of it is not only elegant
and workmanlike, but remarkably sensitive.

Flos Campi (1925), a choral vocalise in
six sections, each suggested by a passage
from the Song of Solomon, has its moments
of eloquence. Bennett classifies this work
with those of the composer's pastoral vein,
but there is also a clear Impressionist in-
fluence on the work: it is difficult not to
think of Debussy's Sirenes at several points.

Again, we have a beautiful performance
of a particularly interesting and moving
work by one of England's master composers.
The recorded sound and stereo treatment are
first-rate-and with those words I run out
of praise. IV. F.

WAGNER: Siegfried Idyll (see
BRI 'CKNFR)

COLLECTIONS

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

,) ERIKA KOTH: Ein Opernabend (An
Evening of Opera). Mozart: Le nozze di
Fi,garo: Deh rieni. non mrdar: Non so pin
cora son; Voi the sapete. I/ re pasiore:

ERIKA lii-r 11
Musicianship. purity of tone, refinement

L'amero, sari) costante. Weber: Der Frei-
schlitz: Kommt ein schlanier liur,ch. Lort-
zing: Zar and Zimmermann: Dail eine
niedre Magd es uagen (with Peter Schreier,
tenor). Rossini: ll barbiere di Siviglia:
Dunque io son? (with Hermann Prey,
baritone). Gounod: Laud : roi de Th. ul;
feted Song. Verdi: hallo in maichera:
Saper vorreste: roll., 1., ierrea. Puccini:
Turandot: Signore. aleolia: Tn else di gel
lei dim,. Erika Kiith (soprano); Berlin
Symphony, Berlin Philharmonic, and Dres-
den State Orchestras, Berislav Klohucar,
Joseph Keilberth, Robert Heger, and Wil-

helm Schluchter cond. ODEON 80807 $5:79.

Performance: Neat and enjoyable
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Good

Acclaimed throughout Europe, Erika Kiith,
soprano star of the Munich Opera, is rela-
tively little known in America, except for
parts in a few opera recordings (DGG's
Cori fan mite and Abduction, London's
Fitdermanr). Miss Kiith is a vocalist of un-
common technical refinement. Her voice does
not seem large, hut it is used with great sen-
sitivity and a wide range of coloristic and
dynamic variety. Her coloratura technique is
exceptional (hear the roulades in the Ros-
sini excerpts), but it is subservient to the de-
mands of musicianship, purity of tone, and
artistic phrasing. Lyric and coloratura roles
seem equally congenial to her, and-could
there he any higher praise?-she is a model
Mozartian.

Somehow. in addition to all these plea-
surable qualities, Miss Kiith also manages to
enunciate the texts with absolute clarity. To
he sure, the texts are all in German (except-
ing L'a mei O, S.M.) (OSLInle), an undeniable
drawback at times, particularly in the Ros-
sini duet, which is nonetheless performed by
the soprano and baritone Hermann Prey with
an engaging lightness of touch.

There are some unconventional tempos,
hut the arche.tra I accompaniments are ex-
tremely \veil played. Co. f.

MUSICA IIUNIGARICA-An Anthology
of Ten Coil/Fries of Iluogai Ian Music (see
Best of the Month, page 71)
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CLASSICAL RECORDINGS DIGEST
0 liA( II: Canlala 'so. 80, "Eiri feste
Burg is: unser Gott"; Cantata No. 109, "Du
Hirte Israel, bore." Agnes Giebel (soprano),
Wilhemine Matthes (alto), Richard Lewis
( tenor), Heinz Rehfuss (bass); The Bach Chorus
and Orchestra of the Amsterdam Philharmonic
Society, Andre Vandernoot cond. VANGUARD

EVERYMAN SRV 219SD $2.50, SRV 219
$2.50.

In spite of a group of first-rate socal soloists,
these interpretations of two Bach cantatas fall
somewhat short of ideal. The reasons, I think,
lie mostly in the conducting. The opening of
No. 80 seems rushed, even pushed; phrasing
throughout is smoothed out and undetailed;
the chorus has a tendency to sound muddy, and
is indistinct in its enunciation. Nothing is
downright poor, but Vandernoot does not strike

me as an ideal Bach conductor on the basis of
what I hear here. No. 104, a lovely pastoral
cantata, fares slightly better, and since this
work is not otherwise available, it may serve as
a good reason for acquiring the disc. Van-
guard's sound, however, is not up to its usual
standard. There is some distortion, and I found
continued listening rather fatiguing to the ear.
Full texts and translations are included. I. K.

0 0 BACH: Sonata No. 1, in G Minor, for
Unaccompanied Violin (BWV 1001); Parlita
No. 1. in B Minor, for Unaccompanied Vio-
lin (BWV 1002). Hyman Bress (violin).
MACE MCS 9056 $2.50, MCM 9056* $2.50.

Hyman Bress plays these two Bach scores in the

standard neo-Romantic tradition: the phrasing
is long -lined, sentiment is present (hut not in
great abundance), and technical considerations
come high. Technically, in fact, this is superior
playing, for Bress seems to have virtually no
intonation problems. On the other hand, his
concept of the music doesn't seem to say very

much, and he handles everything rather too ag-
gressively, with few dynamic subtleties. Tem-
pos an not always well chosen (the Sicilian of
the G Minor Sonata, for instance, is far too
slow for this type of dance movement), and the
violin was recorded with somewhat too much
reverberation. I. K.

0 DUSSEK: Concerto No. 10, in B -fiat
Major, for Two Pianos and Orchestra, Op.
63. Michael and Anna Galperin (pianos); Pro
Musica Orchestra, Adolphe Schwartz cond.
BAROQUE 2867 $4.79, 1867* $3.79.

In comparison with concertos by this compos-

er's better-known contemporaries, Beethoven
and Mozart, Dussek's effort here is not very
significant, although there are some felicitous
melodies and effective passagework for the two
solo instruments. The work, in other words, is
far from great, but listeners who like to explore
off the beaten path will in all likelihood be in-

trigued by it. The performance by the soloists
is a good one in the Romantic tradition, with
excellent ensemble; the orchestral accompani-
ment also seems sympathetic, but the recording,
sounding as though it had emanated from either
a European broadcast or an amateurish "live"
performance pickup, lacks definition. I. K.

0 * FALLA: The Three Cornered Hat-
Complete Dances; Ritual Fire Dance. GRA-
NADOS: Andaltiza. ALBENIZ (arr. Arbos):
Navarra; Triana; El Corpus en Sevilla. Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra, Artur Rodzinski cond.
SERAPHIM S 60021* $2.49, 60021 $2.49.

Your interest in this potpourri of Spanish

music newly released on Angel's low -price
Seraphim label will depend in large part on
your attitude toward the music itself and the
cost of the record. The performances are, gen-
erally, strong on a kind of crude vigor-not in-
effective, mind you-and weak on nuance and
subtlety. If you know the music well and want
it in first -lass performances, and are willing

as well to go full cost, you'll find just about all
of the pieces involved better represented else-
where on recordings. On the other hand, if the
music is in large part unfamiliar to you, this
is a respectable enough way to make its ac-
quaintance without punishment to the budget.
Seraphim's recorded sound is loud and clear,
maybe even a little raucous. W'. F.

0 0 GLUCK: Orchestral Music from
"Orfeo ed Euridice." Virtuosi di Roma,
Renato Fasano cond. RCA VICTOR I.SC 2913
$5.79, LM 2913* $4.79.

This disc, which contains all of the orchestral
music from Gluck's Orfeo (including, of
course, that esergreen, the "Dance of the

Blessed Spirits"), has presumably been ex-
cerpted from the complete RCA Victor record-
ing of that opera, which features the Virtuosi
di Roma. A few of the opening sections sound
a little disembodied without their vocal con-
tinuations, but overall the selection is an en-
joyable one. The playing, moreover, is
properly gracious and vital, although the exe-

cution of many long appoggiaturas as short
grace notes is less likable. Roughly half of this
music, incidentally, is available on World
Series 9002, conducted with perhaps a little
more fidelity to stylistic considerations by
Charles Mackerras. RCA Victor's reproduction
is highly satisfactory, and the stereo quality
is fine. I. K.

C) 0 M. HAYDN: Concerto, iu C Major,
for Harpsichord, Viola, and Strings. HUM.
MEL: Fantasy, in G Minor, for Viola,
Strings, and Two Clarinets. Ernst Wallfisch
(viola); Lory Wallfisch (harpsichord); Wurt-
temberg Chamber Orchestra, Jorg Faerber
cond. TURNABOUT TV 340795 $2.50, TV
4079* $2.51).

This disc is an ideal one for collectors seeking
repertoire off the beaten path. The double con-
certo of Michael Haydn, which takes up three-
quarters of the disc, is a workmanlike piece,
not outstanding despite its unusual scoring,
but possessing a particularly lovely slow move-
ment. More intriguing is the ten-minute Hum-
mel work, which turns out to be an operatic

fantasy with "II mio tesoro" from Don Gio-
rann; as its subject-the viola takes the part of
the tenor. The piece, with its moments of dis-
play, is a musical lark. The performances, es-
pecially those of Ernst Wallfisch, are very
sensitive (his intonation and the tone of his
instrument are particularly good), and the re-
cording is excellent. I. K.

0 ® KHACHATURIAN: Gayne, Ballet
Suite. KABALEVSKY: Orchestral Suite, "The
Comedians." Vienna State Opera Orchestra,
Vladimir Golschmann cond. VANGUARD EVERY-
MAN SRV 207 SD $2.50, SRV 207 $2.50.

Two sticky, spicy lollipops-one (The Co-
medians) written for real children, the other,
presumably, for grown-up children. If I had

to choose between them, I would pick the
Kahalevsky, which does, in fact, have some un-
pretentious charms, and which is, at least, not
so doggedly Philistine as its partner here.
What is so astonishing about both of these
Soviet works I Gayne is, after all, about a col-
lective farm) is that they are so wistfully and
nostalgically ancien regime-even (horrors)
bourgeois. I Listen to those muted strings or

the cymbal crash on every down beat.) Be that
as it may, Golschmann-who was horn in Paris
of Russian parents-gets the Vienna players
right up out of their seats; there is nothing
Teutonic about this musical sabre charge. The
sound is perfect: the stereo resonance is

smooth, with the instrumental sound gauged at
just the right point of clarity, presence, and
depth quality. E. S.

0 C) PETROVICS: C'esi la Guerre. Gyor-
gy Radnai (baritone), Ferj; Maria Dunst
(soprano), Feleseg; JOzsef Reti (tenor), Vi-
zavi; Eva Gombos (contralto), Hazmesterne;
S:indor Palcso, first officer; other soloists.
Orchestra and chorus of the Hungarian State
Opera House, Timis Blum cond. QUALITON
SLPX 1208 $5.79, LPX 1208 $5.79.

It is, of course, virtually impossible to evalu-
ate a theatrical work without some understand-
ing of how the music accompanies both the
action and the words, and there is no such in-
formation to be got from this release. But the
score for this one -act opera exudes unquestion-
able power-rather in the tradition of Berg's
Wozzeek-and a strong lyrical feeling. It is my

suspicion that the opera is one to take note of,
and it is my conviction that Emil Petrovics, a
young Hungarian, is a composer certainly not
to be ignored. I wish very much that it were
possible to say more than that on the basis of
Qualiton's recorded evidence. The musical per-
formance sounds expert, and the sound is per-
fectly satisfactory. IP. F.

0 0 PROKOFIEV: Cinderella Suite, Op.
87. Prague Radio Orchestra, Jean Meylan cond.
CROSSROADS 22 16 0058 $2.49, 22 16 0057
$2.49.

I personally have always found Prokofiev's
music for the ballet Cinderella his very wan-

nest. The score is full of tunes, of course, but
they are seldom much fun, and seldom take real
lyrical flight. And the suite the composer de-
rived from the ballet is tenuously constructed,
full of padding and dead spots-in substance,
monotonous. If you feel otherwise about the
music, however, you will find this Crossroads

release a very decent buy. The performance,
though honest enough, could do more to bridge
some of the gaps left by the score itself-in
other words, a somewhat tighter reading might
help. But it is all perfectly musicianly, and both
recorded sound and stereo are satisfactory.

W. F.
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LAST CHANCE TO SEE THE GUTS
(The Altec 711A FM Stereo Receiver is so reliable

you'll never have to see it like this again)

Take a close look while you have a
chance. That's what all -silicon -

transistor circuitry looks like. No
audio transformers to cause distor-
tion. No heat -producing vacuum
tubes. No heat -sensitive ger-
manium transistors.

Our 711A was the first stereo
receiver in the world to use silicon
transistors exclusively. That way,
you can enjoy years of listening, not
tinkering. Silicon transistors are the
most ruggedly reliable solid-state
devices known to date. (If you need
to be convinced, just remember that
the military specifies them because
they can take up to 100% more heat
than germanium.)

Frankly, it's just a matter of time
before all components use 100%
silicon -transistor circuitry. We
were first because we already knew
how. (We've been building solid-
state audio amplifiers for profes-
sional, commercial, and military
users for nearly ten years.)

This unique Altec experience has
other advantages. It not only made
the 711A possible, but possible at
the practical price of $399.50. (You
don't wind up paying the cost of
educating our engineers.) You do
get the kind of over-all quality, reli-
ability and performance that only
tangible, state-of-the-art experi-
ence can bring. You also get some

ALTEC

remarkable specs: 100 watts of
power at .5% thd (only .25% thd at
70 watts); frequency response of
±1 db, 15-30,000 Hz; and a sensitive
FM stereo tuner with a four -gang
tuning condenser that provides the
best possible ratio of sensitivity to
selectivity to reduce cross -modula-
tion through 80 db image rejection,
100 db IF rejection.

But that's only part of our story.
To get all of it, visit your Altec
dealer. While you're at it, ask him
for the new 1967 Altec catalog.

Forget the guts.
This is how the 711A will look

to you, year after year.
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEWS CHOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS

ENTERTAINMENT
POPS  JAZZ  FILMS  TH EATER  FOLK  SPOKEN WORD

C) C) BOBBY BARE/NORMA JEAN/
LIZ ANDERSON: The Game of Tri-
angles. Bobby Bare, Norma Jean, and Liz
Anderson (vocals) ; orchestra. The Game of
Triangles; One Among the Three of Us;
Three Mixed-up Hearts, Guess I'll More on
Down the Line: Homesick; Which One Is to
Blame?; and five others. RCA VICTOR LSP
3724 $4.79, LPM 3724 $3.79.

Performance: Mr. Bare's apparently superb
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Excellent

In this recording, Norma Jean and Liz An-
derson have a common problem: how to
quench their lust for Bobby Bare without
causing unhappiness for each other or for
Mr. Bare. It never does really get settled to
anyone's satisfaction, morally speaking, but
in the meantime we can hear eleven songs re-
lating to that condition which men with
enough stamina manage to get into called the
"triangle." (As a matter of fact, the three
soloists are referred to as the "Triangles"
Trio, which is really laying it on the line, so
to speak.)

The Wife of the Party finds Liz Anderson
telling the competition (Norma Jean) that
she is "the wife of that party that you go out
with every night," and that if Norma Jean
could see him around the house sleeping
and "tired out" all the time, she wouldn't
want him. (Something tells me Liz is missing
the point there.) Next that hussy Norma
Jean confesses to us in Pursuing Happiness
that she knows her "surroundings are not the
very best, but my soul is on fire, and won't
let me rest, I'm just pursuin' happiness,"
and that "I'm sinkin' fast and no one hears
my S.O.S." This sort of thing on Norma
Jean's part eventually causes Bobby to de-
clare that he is Homesick. "Little by little
I'm losin' my mind," says Bobby, "but I'll
be home soon. I'll be home even if I have to
come in a box, because I'm homesick." You
wouldn't expect a girl like Norma Jean to
take a thing like that lying down, and she
doesn't. Don't Let That Doorknob Hit You
("on the way out") is her jaunty riposte.
Bobby, Norma Jean, and Liz talk it all over
in the last band, Which One Is to Blame?,
and everyone has a grand time feeling guilty.
But then again, you know how Norma Jean
gets when she starts sending out that S.O.S.

P.K.

Explanation of symbols:
C) = stereophonic recording

= monophonic recording
* = mono or stereo version

not received for review

Reviewed by NAT HENTOFF  PAUL KRESH  REX REED  PETER REILLY

-.1) HAROLD BETTERS: Out of Sight
and Sound. Harold Betters (trombone) ; un-
identified vocal and instrumental accompani-
ment. On a Clear Day; Watermelon Man;
Unchained Melody; The Shadow of Your
Smile; Nett) Flamingo: and six others. RE-
PRISE. RS 6208 $4.79, R 6208* $3.79.

Performance: Competent
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Adequate

Harold Betters is a Pennsylvania musician
who plays something called the "Hal-uva
horn." According to the liner notes on this

DIAIIANN CARROLL
Classy, sexy, extraordinarily talented

album, that is a trombone which derives
its strength from high octane gasoline,
plus multistrength Vitamin B-12. An ex-
aggeration, to be sure, but there is indeed
a bit of muscle in some of these selec-
tions, such as On a Clear Day and Cool
Mr. D. On the other hand, I can't re-
member ever hearing Andre Previn's You're
Gonna Hear From Me played with such
lack of energy. You're a Sweetheart em-
ploys a screeching, toneless vocal group
of boop-boop-de-doopers who almost drown
out Mr. Betters altogether.

There are a few sound musical ideas
at work here, but mostly it's a curious
mixed hag bordering just the other side of
forgettable. R. R.

®f LUIS BORDON: Light and Latin.
Luis Bordon (harp). Mulatinba da carerna;
Formosa; Periquitinho verde; Catharine;

and eight others. EPIC BN 26208 54.79, LN
24208 $3.79.

Performance: Good
Recording: Fair
Stereo Quality: Below standard

Perhaps if you were sitting in a tiny cafe
in Paraguay, the sound of a Paraguayan
harp pounding out Latin rhythms from be-
hind a beaded curtain would be a nice
background as you swallow your paella
(or whatever it is they serve in Paraguay).
But in the privacy of a carpeted living
room it can drive you up the wall. Every
one of the twelve tunes in this album
sounds exactly alike, with the same tempo,
same style, same beat, same tone, and same
guitar accompaniment. A bore. R. R.

C) ANITA BRYANT: Mine Eyes Have
Seen the Glory. Anita Bryant (vocals) ; or -
chest ra, Chuck Bird cond. Battle Hymn of the
Republic; America; This is Worth Fighting
For; God Bless America; and seven others.
CoLumem CS 9373 $4.79, CL 2573 $3.79.

Performance: Fervid
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Okay

The only possible way to review this album
is in the context of today's world situation.
If we were not involved in a war in Viet
Nam, I am sure that it would have never
been recorded. It features among its com-
ponents such items as a picture of Miss
Bryant on the cover with the Statue of
Liberty in the background and four smaller
pictures on the back-one of Miss Bryant
kissing the President of the United States,
one of Miss Bryant being held aloft by
cheering servicemen, one of Miss Bryant
autographing a wounded soldier's cast,
and one of Miss Bryant with two famous
comedians holding a large U.S.O. banner.
The selection of songs runs the red, white,
and blue gamut from The Star Spangled
Banner to such jingoistic nonsense as This
is Worth Fighting For and The House I
Lire In.

Once having described it, I can really
make no comment on the concept of this
album-which leaves me very little to
report except to say that Anita Bryant has
a very good voice, which is getting better
all the time, and that in Onward Christian
Soldiers her performance carries a good deal
more conviction than in some of the others.

P. R.

® 0.) DIAHANN CARROLL: Nobody
Sees Me Cry. Diahann Carroll (vocals) ;
orchestra, Bobby Scott, Bill Byers, and Pat
Williams cond. and arr. Little Girl Blue:
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Goin' Out of My Head; Gradually; be
Around; Runnning Out of Fools; Hidden
Meaning; and five others. COLUMBIA CS
9371 $4.79, CL 2571 $3.79.

Performance: Moving
Recording: Fair
Stereo Quality: Fair

I am so fond of Diahann Carroll both as a
person and a performer that I really should
overlook the few lapses from perfection in
this classy first disc of hers on the Columbia
label. The quarrels are few, so I'll get them
over with quickly. Why, with all the great
writers, arrangers, story -tellers, and musicians
around, pick songs that have been sung to
death, like Little Girl Blue and I'll Be
Around, to record? I think if I have to listen
to Little Girl Blue once more I'll flip my lid.
And I lronder What Became of Me and
Guess I'll Hang My Tears Out to Dry have
already been done by Chris Connor with
enough depth to insure the last word on both
of those tunes. Also, there is a curiously un-
even technical quality of recording on some
of these bands, which almost threatens to
make a mess of the entire collection. On Hid-
den Meaning, a silly song saved only by an
explosively exciting big -band arrangement by
jazz pianist Bobby Scott, Miss Carroll's voice
is almost obliterated by the dissonance.

Carping aside, this is a decent (albeit un-
exciting) showcase for an extraordinarily tal-
ented girl. Miss Carroll sings with a childlike
carrousel innocence (she hates references to
innocence, since she established that image in
her very first big splash in House of Flowers
and finds it hard to live down, but the qual-
ity is there in some of these songs and there's
no getting around it). On Nobody But Mt.
conversely, there is a brittle, tough -girl ap-
proach (aided by Bill Byers' Tijuana Brass
arrangement) that is sexy and lithe. Most of
the material is first-rate, unknown, and worth
a second hearing. Diahann Carroll is a singer
who has never really found the key to the best
in recorded music. Flawed though it is, this
album is good enough to inspire hope for bet-
ter things to come. R. R.

C) C) SAMMY DAVIS, JR.: Sammy Davis,
Jr. Sings, Laurindo Almeida Plays. Sammy
Davis, Jr. (vocals), Laurindo Almeida (gui-
tar). Two Different Worlds; The Shadow of
Your Smile; Where Is Love; Speak Low;
and six others. REPRISE RS 6236 $4.79, R
6236 $3.79.

Performance: Slick
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

This album is so hip, from liner notes to per-
formances to repertoire, that just owning it
might constitute a status symbol; that is, if
you spend the major part of your life in Bev-
erly Hills, Las Vegas, and New York, and
think that Sammy Davis, Jr. is the world's
greatest entertainer. On this axis it is com-
mon to shake your head in an amazed and
solemn way and mumble, "Nothing but tal-
ent, sheer talent" whenever Davis' name is
mentioned-or the more awe-struck but
equally acceptable exclamation, "Fantastic.
Just fantastic!" Another part of Davis' fame
rests on his humanitarian activities. Appar-
ently it is impossible to give a charity bene-
fit show anywhere in the United States with-
out Sammy Davis, Jr. performing at it.

I don't want to be churlish about it, but
if I were giving a benefit (even for myself)

I would not want Sammy Davis, Jr. to ap-
pear. No, sir. Myron Cohen, Ed Sullivan,
Barry Gray, Virginia Graham, even Jerry
Lewis could come to my benefit, but not Sam-
my Davis, Jr. I wouldn't even care if Jack
Warner wanted to come to my benefit and
talk about preserving the American Way of
Life in Hollywood-he could, as long as he
didn't bring Sammy Davis, Jr. with him.
You see, every time I see Davis I realize he
once appeared in a show named Mr. Won-
derful, and throughout its run, it seemed as
though every time I turned on the television
set or the radio I would hear a voice an-
nouncing "And here he is now, Mr. Wonder-
ful himself . . . Sammy Davis, Jr." There
would then ensue a conglomeration of jokes
done in the style of Jerry Lewis, songs sung
in the style of Frank Sinatra, dances done in
the style of Bill Robinson, and a final gelat-
inous tribute to "all you wonderful folks
out there" in which Davis praised them for

BOBBY HACK
A time -tested, solid-g:dd stele

their perspicacity in recognizing his talent
and, before bowing off, reminded them of
his Charity of the Month.

Since then I have studiously avoided any
contemplation of Sammy Davis, Jr., on tele-
vision, in magazines, in films, in the legiti-
mate theater, in autobiographies, and (until
now) on records. And the thing is that if I
didn't know that it was Mr. Wonderful him-
self, I would probably like this album very
much. It is exceedingly well done. The songs
are all good, Mr. Almeida is a sympathetic
and highly competent accompanist, and
Sammy Davis, Jr. offers sensitive and pol-
ished readings of his material. If he is sing-
ing in the "style" of anyone else, I was not
aware of it, and his musicianship is above
reproach. I enjoyed the album. The greatest
pleasure I derived from it, however, was
that I could lift the needle any time I wanted
to. That knowledge made me feel secure. I
did have a bad moment though. That was
when the doorbell rang. I was almost sure
it was Mr. Wonderful paying a call to see
how I liked the album and volunteering for
the FIRR (Fund for Indigent Record Re-
viewers) Benefit, to be held on the sec-
ond floor of Sam Goody's this year. But no,
it was only the lady next door inquiring

whether or not that record I was playing
was by Sammy Davis, Jr.

I agreed with her that he was fantastic.
just fantastic. P. R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
s) C) BOBBY HACKETT: Bobby Hackett

Plays Tony Bennett's Greatest Hits. Bobby
Hackett (trumpet) ; orchestra, Frank Hunter
arr. Smile; Put on a Happy Face; Stranger
in Paradise; The Good Life: Rags to Riches;
I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Because
of You; and three others. EPIC BN 26220*
$4.79, LN 24220 $3.79.

Performance: Durable
Recording: Excellent

There is a curiously old-fashioned feeling
about Bobby Hackett's trumpet playing that
is comforting. His style never really changes
(he still hits the notes right on the ends of
their noses while the strings purr noncom-
mittally in the immediate vicinity), but it
doesn't matter. In this album, absolutely
nothing happens. Hackett plays hit songs that
his pal Tony Bennett has sung with critical
success, and Frank Hunter's violins hum in
the background, sounding just like the strings
on the old Capitol sides with the Jackie Glea-
son syrup oozing all over the place.

I don't mean that as a criticism. I like
Hackett's time -worn style. Nobody is going
to accuse his handling of these songs of tax-
ing the brain, but this collection is nonethe-
less classy and easy to listen to. There may be
better trumpeters (Don Fagerquist, for exam-
ple), but they don't encroach on Hackett's
territory. He has an established sound that is
uniquely his, and every time another trum-
peter puts out an album with strings, it
sounds like a Woolworth imitation of a Tif-
fany original. R.R.

C) LOVE: da capo. Love (vocals and ac-
companiment). Orange Skies; Seven and
Seven Is; The Castle; Stephanie Knows
Who; She Comes in Colors; and two others.
ELEKTRA 74005 $4.79, 4005* $3.79.

Performance: Horrendousl
Recording: Fair
Stereo Quality: Fair

This album is an exercise in simple-minded-
ness, which shows a momentary lapse of in-
telligence over at Elektra records. I guess I
can't blame them for trying to make a buck,
but this cacophony of distortion is an insult
to the public Elektra has built up.

Love is a group of seven young men (I
think they are men, although it is hard to tell
from the way they look on the cover and from
the way they sound) who seem determined to
prove just how raunchy music can become
when caution, taste, comprehensibility, and
the slightest sense of musical knowledge are
thrown to the wind. Witness some of these
lyrics: "I once had a girl who told me I was
funny, she said in your world you needed lots
of money and things to kill your brother, but
death just starts another" . . . followed by
sounds like Lawrence Welk's bubble ma-
chine and a slow jingle -bell fadeout. Or,
"If I don't start crying it's because that I don't
got no eyes; my father's in the fireplace and
my dog lies hypnotized" followed by some-
thing which, after turning off the bass and
isolating the stereo separation from speaker
to speaker in search of distinctness, still
sounded like "boom-bim-blam," ending with
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an enormous explosion. Side Two is a nine-
teen -minute psychedelic symphony done in
groans, moans, screams, whispers, and music
that sounds like the tops of garbage cans be-
ing smashed together.

Of course there are no liner notes to ex-
plain what this is all about, no clues to aid in
deciphering the code of what Love is getting
at, only the address of Loves Hollywood fan
club and a photograph of the group hiding
behind a mess of rocks and jungle plants. If
the people at Elektra are smart, they'll keep
them there and not let them anywhere near a
recording studio again.

Quick, Henry, the Flit! R. R.

C) 8 MANFRED MANN: Greatest Hits.
Manfred Mann (group vocals) ; unidenti-
fied instrumental accompaniment. Sha-La-La;
Let's Go Get Stoned; My Little Red Book:
Got My Mojo Working; and eight others.
UNITED ARTISTS 8551 $4.79, UAL 3551*
$3.79.

Performance: Dull, mechanical
Recording: Fair
Stereo Quality: Good

The Beatles, the Rolling Stones, and other
British groups have been a valuable and re-
freshing stimulus to the pop scene. On the
other hand, the British also have their rock
mediocrities, such as the unit that is collec-
tively designated Manfred Mann. Their
voices are unappealing, their beat is stiff,
and their instrumental skills are decidedly
limited. The quality of the recorded sound
lacks warmth and spaciousness, but then so
does the Manfred Mann group. N. H.

C) C) ROD McKUEN: Other Kinds of
Songs. Rod McKuen (vocals), orchestra.
The Hurtin'; Meantime; You; Open the
Window and See All the Clowns; and nine
others. RCA VICTOR LSP 3635 $4.79, LPM
3635 $3.79.

Performonce: say!
Recording: Okay
Stereo Quality. Good

Rod McKuen, given a chance to season, or
perhaps ferment, could become the Cornelia
Otis Skinner of song. He is VERSATILE ! Not
very good, not very interesting, not particu-
larly gifted in any identifiable way, but VER-
SATILE ! In his various disc incarnations I
have heard him as rock singer, poete "'audit,
teen thrill, Mr. Show Biz, and now finally
as a chansonnier, which the liner notes help-
fully explain "is a French term for a singer
who performs only his own songs." There
is an impressive list on the back of this al-
bum of all the great artists who also perform
McKuen's songs, ranging from Sinatra to
Eartha Kitt, and I hope they enjoy doing
them because the sampling on this album
leads me to believe that I would never enjoy
listening to them.

McKuen says: "By now our [ Jacques
Brel's and his] styles in writing this kind of
song are so entwined, it's hard to tell who
derived the inspiration from whom." Let me
set his mind at rest. I think Mr. Brel would
be quite happy to let him take the rap for
The Women, which is the song he is dis-
cussing. I have not heard a rendition as hi-
larious as this since Jeanette McDonald, in
a fit of grandeur, decided to appear in a pro
duction of Romeo and Juliet at the Chicago
Opera. McKuen's harassment of Brel does
not end with that one song. We are treated
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to two others. Zangra, a song of an old sol-
dier who wastes his life in speculation about
a possibly brilliant military career only to
find it over before he has seen even a shred
of glory, is delivered by McKuen in basso
baby talk, and you have to hear it to believe
it. The Statue is another adaptation from
Brel, and I suppose it's just as well that Brel
doesn't visit America very often, the homi-
cide laws being what they are. The Loneli-
ness in Crowds, McKuen informs us, is the
first time any of his lyrics have been set to
"bolero tempo." Umm.

If I were the optimistic sort, I might hope
that with this album McKuen has become
"a phoenix once too frequent," but prob-
ably not. With his incredible assurance and
seemingly limitless supply of record com-
panies to work for, or at least release his al-
bums, I suspect we can look forward to
many years of unbelievable listening. P. R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
C) C) THE MILLS BROTHERS: Best of
the Mills Brothers. Mills Brothers (vocals).
Paper Doll; Glow Worm; Opus One: The
Window Washer Man; and twenty others.
DECCA DXSB 7193 two discs $9.58, DXB
193 two discs* $7.58.

Performance: Nostalgic
Recording: Fair
Stereo Quality: Poor

The Mills Brothers bring back memories
of algebra books, strawberry ice-cream sodas,
and lots of nickels plunked into gaudy juke
boxes after school. This Decca assembly of
twenty-four of their great hits through the
years is a welcome joy for tired ears. In
retrospect, their style may seem a bit home-
spun, their arrangements somewhat corny
in today's harsh musical light. Still, they
had class, and class never dies. The repro-
duced quality of old 78's "enhanced for
stereo" is less satisfactory. Your best bet
is to buy the mono version and save the
extra two dollars. R. R.

®® THE MONKEES: More of the Mon-
kees. The Monkees (vocals), orchestra. She;
Hold On Girl; Your Auntie Grizelda: The
Day We Fall in Love; Sometime in the
Morning; and seven others. COLGEMS COS
102 $4.79, COM 102 $3.79.

Performance: Cute (by definition)
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality Good

There's no doubt about it-no matter what
the Monkees do, the rest of America can't
wait to see and to hear it. Their television
show is a smash. Their records, including
this one, head the best-seller lists. They have,
in a remarkably short time, replaced the
Beatles in the throbbing heart of every self-
respecting teenybopper. Which inevitably
raises the question: Are they as good as the
Beatles?

No, for several reasons. The Beatles were
something truly new in that they represented
the voice of an emergent group, the work-
ing-class youth of England. The Monkees
represent a group that has always been with
us, young performers manipulated by the
professional music -biz entrepreneurs. The
Beatles had a noticeable ease and éclat that
arose from their many years of working to-
gether as unknowns, and from that shake-
down period grew their genuine personality.

The Monkees were assembled by an audi-
tion ad placed in Variety, chosen to dupli-
cate the individual components of the
Beatles, and then (after careful coaching)
aimed straight at the market place. The
Beatles' songs were generally written by
themselves and were fresh, original, and in
some cases healthily truculent. The Monkees'
music is composed for them through the ef-
forts of the huge stable of songwriters main-
tained by Screen Gems -Columbia Music Inc.
The Beatles had a real impudence-of spirit
and of character. The Monkees possess only
a commercial cuteness ("Cute: acute, clever,
sharp, shrewd," says The Shorter Oxford En-
glish Dictionary, Third Edition). The Bea-
tles had ideas (some funny, some silly, some
good) about themselves and their world,
and they used their music to communicate
some of those ideas. The Monkees' mes-
sage would seem to be not a message, but

PF:TER AND GORDON
Ingratiating and funny folk-rock

mostly large dollops of musical pabulum dis-
pensed to return money. Lots and lots of
money for everyone involved-most espe-
cially those behind the scenes.

"More of the Monkees" is a nice cross-
section of a computerized pandering to an
already developed mass taste. Everything in
the album is agreeable, and the perfor-
mances are professional, cheerful, carefully
supervised, and completely forgettable. As
noted earlier, the album is a huge success,
and I am sure it will sell its million copies.
I will concur with the adage "You can't
knock success," except to note that you can't
admire it very much, either, when it is
achieved by means as dishearteningly and
cynically cute as these. P. R.

C) C) JANE MORGAN: Fresh Flavor-A
New Approach to the Big Hits. Jane Mor-
gan (vocals) ; orchestra, Frank Hunter cond.
Strangers in the Night; These Boots Are
Made for Iralkin'; Sounds of Silence: and
seven others. EPIC BN 26211 $4.79, LN
24211 $3.79.

Performance: Listless
Recording: Adequate
Stereo Quality: Good

I am simply mystified by the popularity of
Jane Morgan. She sounds like one of those
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toneless sopranos in their silver -dyed fox
stoles who used to fade into the white clap-
board walls of old 1940 Humphrey Bogart
movies. You know, the ones who sang bor-
ing songs in the bar scene with Hoagy Car-
michael playing the piano while Bogart had
all the best sultry dialogue with Lauren Ba-
call in the close-ups. Only here she is in the
middle of the turbulent Sixties, seeming as
out of place as an alligator on Fifth Avenue.

In this album of "new approaches to the
big hits," Miss Morgan warbles a handful
of songs several light years beyond her range
and ability, proving once again that almost
anything may go on the Ed Sullivan Show,
but not in stereo. Her tremolo on Strangers
in the Night should bury that dreary song
forever. And if you want a prime example of
how not to arrange a song, listen to Frank
Hunter's backing on Good Lavin'. (That's
right, Dad, they even clap hands on this
one.) The ineptitude of Hunter's charts on
this date can largely be excused, considering
the circumstances. Still, even with arrange-
ments that do not flatter, somebody should
teach Jane Morgan how to phrase. She ac-
cents all the wrong words on Burt Bach-
arach's lovely Message to Michael and
doesn't seem to have the slightest clue about
what's going on in The Sounds of Silence
by Paul Simon (of Simon and Garfunkel).

Jane Morgan is a drag. R. R.

C) THE PEELS: Juanita Banana. The
Peels (vocals); orchestra. Juanita Banana;
Tijuana Sam; Speedy Gonzales; Rosita To-
mato; and six others. KARATE KSD 5402
$4.79, KLP 5402 83.79.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Excellent

I laughed at this record, and I haven't the
slightest idea why. It's almost moronic in
spots, particularly the title song which re-
counts the rise of Juanita Banana from a
banana plantation to world fame as a singer
against the background of paternal disap-
proval, which eventually evaporates when
Papa follows her route to stardom. According
to the liner notes, this song has been a hit
in such diverse places as England, Holland,
and Brazil, so I guess Cinderella stories,
even such outlandish ones as this, still have
universal appeal. The rest of the material
is pretty much on the same primitive level
and often just as inexplicably funny. You'll
probably have the most fun with this record
if you have children listen along with you.
They laugh in different places-and they
don't know why they are laughing either-
but as one said to me, "It's funny because I
say so." She has a point. P. R.

C) C) PETER AND GORDON: Lady
Godiva. Peter and Gordon (vocals) ; or-
chestra. Lady Godiva; When I Fall in Love;
A Taste of Honey; Baby I'm Yours; and
seven others. CAPITOL ST 2664 $4.79, T
2664 $3.79.

Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Peter and Gordon (no last names, please)
are a pair of very good English folk -rock -
pop singers. They are very funny and in-
gratiating in the title song, which concerns
the events surrounding the meeting of Lady
Godiva and a movie producer. They go sin -
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cere and falsetto and awful, however, in
The Exodus Song. They redeem themselves
with a slow-motion When 1 Fall in Love,
which, aside from their tendency to stray
from pitch, is done in fine, free style. The
rest of the songs are variable in quality and
performance. But in the main I liked them.

The back of the album is splashed with
the customary fan pictures of Peter and Gor-
don, but the front features a picture of a
naked lady with long hair holding a riding
crop. Now, now, Capitol-let's keep it
clean! P. R.

0 8 THE POZO-SECO SINGERS: I Can
Make It with You. Susan Taylor, Donnie
Williams, Lofton Kline (vocals, guitars). If
I Were a Carpenter; Mary Jenkins; Almost
Persuaded; Ribbon of Darkness: and seven
others. COLUMBIA CS 9400 $4.79, CL 2600
$3.79.

Performance: Attractive, unpretentious
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Excellent

A trio from Texas, these youngsters bring a
marked Rawl- of country-and-western music
to their folk-rock performances. They also
bring a pervasive gentleness of sound and
mood. Even at their most intense, they are
never raucous nor affectedly frenzied. Neither
of the two male voices is in itself remark-
able, but Susan Taylor's is fresh, flowing,
and soothing. The three blend well, and their
choice of material is intelligent and varied.
They are capable of humor (Diet), of effec-
tive vignettes of love and temptation (Al-
most Persuaded), and of existential c,t1frml-

THE Pozo-SEco SINGERS
A gentle mood, a country-and-western flavor

tation with mortality (the deceptively gentle,
essentially grim Johnny). There is no group
like them. They are not as inventive as the
Lo% in' Spoonful or Simon and Garfunkel,
their color range is much more limited than
that of the Mamas and Papas, and yet they
are so clearly and honestly themselves that
they merit attention. N. H.

C) ROGER RAM: Fine and Mellow.
Roger Ram (piano, organ) ; unidentified
drums, bass, vibraphone. Later for Lore;
Fine and Mellow; Shool  As Time Goes By:

I

A $115 FURN-a-KIT

A 50c SCREWDRIVER
(IS ALL YOU NEED)

Designed by Robert Feltner and Mark 1 Furst

TO BUILD THIS $350 CABINET
You'd never believe beautiful furniture could be so easy and
such fun to make ... hi-fi cabinetry, wall systems, etc. Profes-
sional results guaranteed. For your 52 page Furn-a-Kit catalog,
send 501 to Dept. H567 Bronx showroom, (or purchase it at any
Of our factory showrooms).

FURN-a-KIVric.
BRONX: 1308 Edward L. Grant H'way, Bronx, N.Y. 10452

MANHATTAN: 151 East 53 St. LONG ISLAND: 350 Sunrise H'way, Rockville Centre

and six others. RCA VICTOR LSP 3616 $4.79,
LPM 3616* $3.79.

Performance: Effective mood setting
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Good

Roger Ram (Ramirez), after years as a player
with jazz combos and a stint with Ella Fitz-
gerald, has been heard in more recent times
as a piano and organ soloist in night clubs
and restaurants. He is best known as compos-
er of Lover Man, with which the late Billie
Holiday became poignantly identified. On
this record, Ram indicates that he is a better -

than -average player of background music for
late night trysts. But while he is adept at
creating a mood, his ideas and his develop-
ment of them do not sustain interest. N. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

C) ® ANDY RUSSELL: More Amore!
Andy Russell (vocals) ; orchestra, Mort Gar-

son cond. Strangers in the Night; Call Me;
Yesterday; Guantanamo -a: Enamorado; and
seven others. CAPITOL ST 2659 $4.79, T
2659 $3.79.

Performance Excellent
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Excellent

I hope it is not damning with faint praise if
I tell you that I found this album to be pleas-
ant listening, for that is exactly what it is.
I have listened to it three or four times and
enjoyed it thoroughly at each hearing, which
is a lot more than I can say for the majority
of records I hear in the course of a month.

A SELECTION OF

ANNUALS STILL AVAILABLE
FROM THE WORLD'S LARGEST PUBLISHER OF SPECIAL INTEREST MAGAZINES

CAR & DRIVER YEARBOOK
A complete buyers guide covering vir
tually every ca available in the United
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performance equipment buying guide
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1967 -
1966 - 1.25 ..... #15
1965 - 1.25.........#I7

PHOTOGRRPHY
rz, DIRECTORY
im Buy= GUIDE

1011.

147:74

=OM
MIME.

yi i4

Moe
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World's most complete
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1967 - $1.25.........#41
1966 - $1.25........ #22

TAPE Elie rai

TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL STEREO/Hi Fi DIRECTORY
Everything you need to know about Complete buyers guide for virtually
tape recording including a complete every Hi Fi component manufactured.
directory of mono and stereo recorders.

1967 - $1.25 #42
1966 - $1.25 #30
1965 - $1.00 #31

Order by number from ZiffDavls Service Dlvlslon,595 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10012.
Enclose add'I 150 per copy for shipping & handling (501 for orders outside U.S.A.)
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1966 - $1.25 #29
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There is nothing great or startling about
"More Amore!" It is simply a collection of
good songs very well sung in Spanish and
English by a very good singer. Mr. Russell
doesn't probe very deeply into his material,
but that didn't bother me, since I found his
voice to be naturally musical and pleasing in
the extreme.

I had forgotten all about Andy Russell.
It is a bit spooky to hear him sounding
exactly the way I remember him sounding so
many years ago. Yet he does not sound dated.
(Of course, it could be that I am dated.)
I recommend the following: Strangers in the
Night in Spanish and English; Call Me, also
in two languages and in a really invigorating
version by Mr. Russell and the orchestra; and
So Nice, which is exactly that. Spanish Eyes,
another tune by that great Spanish composer
Herr Bert Kaempfert, is admirably sung.
My particular favorite is Guantanamera, with
words by Jose Marti and a musical adapta-
tion by Hector Angulo and Pete Seeger. It is
a stunning success in every way, from Mr.
Russell's interpretation and Al De Lory's
arrangement to Mort Garson's musical di-
rection. It would be nice to hear more from
Mr. Russell on records in the near future.

P.R.

C) C) THE STONE PONEYS: The Stone
Poneys. The Stone Poneys (vocals), orches-
tra. Sweet Summer Blue and Gold; If I
Were You; Wild About My Lorin'; Back
Home; and seven others. CAPITOL ST 2666
$4.79, T 2666 $3.79.

Performance: See the Stone Poneys
Recording: Hear the Stone Poneys
Stereo Quality: Excellent

See the Stone Poneys. See Linda Ronstadt.
Linda is pretty. Linda sings. Linda sings like
Mary. I like Peter, Paul, and Mary. Do you
like Peter, Paul, and Mary:' The Stone
Poneys like Peter, Paul, and Mary. The
Stone Poneys try to sing like Peter, Paul,
and Mary. The Stone Poneys are copy -cats.
I don't like the Stone Poneys. I don't like
copy -cats. Do you like copy -cats? Then you
may like the Stone Poneys. Have you bought
every album Peter, Paul, and Mary have
made? You have? You have a lot of money.
Spend your money. Buy tapes of Peter, Paul,
and Mary. Forget the Stone Poneys. But see
Linda Ronstadt. Linda is very, very pretty.

P. R.

0 ® THE YOUNGBLOODS: The
Youngbloods. The Youngbloods: Jesse, Ba-
nana, Joe, and Jerry (vocals) ; orchestra.
Grizzly Bear; All Over the World; Tears
Are Falling; Four in the Morning; and sev-
en others. RCA VICTOR LSP 3724 $4.79,
LPM 3724 $3.79.

Performance: Routine
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Excellent

The Youngbloods could use a shot of Geritol.
Not only do they sound like everyone else,
but they sound the way everyone else did
several months, or even years, ago. In One
Note Man they sound like the Byrds, in
Grizzly Bear they sound like a shrunken
New Christy Minstrels, and in Foolin'
Around (with a cello accompaniment) they
sound like nothing human. Ain't That Lorin'
You, Baby ain't my idea of lovin'. The last
song in the album is C. C. Rider. Not a
moment too soon, if you ask me. P. R.

COLLECTIONS

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

0 ® OATS AND BEANS AND BAR-
LEY-Children's Songs. Pat Shuldham-
Shaw and Esme Lewis (singers) ; Choir of
Hampstead Garden Suburb Junior School ;
Joan Rimmer, Anne Mendoza, and Pat
Shuldham-Shaw, arrangers. ARGO ZDA 44
$5.79, DA 44* $5.79.

Performance: Zippy and zesty
Recording. Excellent
Stereo Quality: Vibrant

Here is another of those exquisitely tailored
assortments of songs for children out of con-
scientious Argo, distinguished, as its pred-
ecessors almost all have been, by the seven
heavenly virtues of Variety, Brevity, Taste,
Talent, Comicality, Sparkle, and Skill.
Nothing lasts beyond the endurance of even
this fidgety adult-who, in his time, has
failed the Wriggle Test abjectly during many
a children's album. But Mr. Shuldham-Shaw,
Miss Lewis, and their piquant instrumental
forces and chorus have beautiful musical
manners as well as lovely voices, and they
chaperone the listener through the old fa-
vorites of anonymous lore from Fire Down
Below to Tont the Piper's Son with spirit and
despatch. There is also a whole assortment
of tricky ballads and animal numbers about
rats, rams, mockingbirds, frogs, mice, and
hippopotami that should keep the most churl-
ish child engaged. The choir, which often
sounds like a veritable British threat to the
Vienna Choir Boys, winds things up with a
rousing rendition of Yankee Doodle as a

from our canny cousins
across the sea.

C) C) THOSE WONDERFUL GIRLS OF
STAGE, SCREEN, AND RADIO. Orig-
inal recordings of the Thirties by Ruth Et-
ting, the Boswell Sisters, Jane Froman,
Helen Morgan, Mae West, Ethel Waters,
Lee Wiley, Kate Smith, Marlene Dietrich,
Grace Moore, Ethel Merman, Frances Lang-
ford, Irene Dunne, Kay Thompson, Gertrude
Niesen, Dorothy Lamour, Alice Faye, Mar-
tha Raye, Ella Logan, and Mary Martin. EPIC
BSN 159* two discs $7.79, SN 6059 $5.79.

Performance: Definitive
Recording: Acceptable

Epic's new two -disc album features twenty
ladies who were popular in the 1930's (and
some who are still popular) singing the
songs of that time. It has been assembled
with taste and care, and while it is gently
nostalgic, it should also prove illuminating
to anyone interested in American popular
music, whether he remembers that era or not.

Often collections from the past become
automatic camp-that is, if you want to hear
them that way. Irene Dunne may be kidding
when she sings Lovely to Look At, but some-
how I doubt it. Hers is fiercely earnest, lady-
like trilling-but it is quite funny. Grace
Moore, of the big hats, the blonde -blonde
hair, the small voice, and the big personality,
swoops and wilts through One Night of
Love with the absent-minded vivacity of an
army of operetta heroines. And through
sheer incompetence Dorothy Lamour in a
"must -be -heard -to -be -believed" number enti-
tled Panamania also enters the realm of
campdom.

(Continued on next page)
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For me the major surprise of the album
was provided by Kay Thompson. Her 1935
recording of You Let Me Down reveals su-
perb musicianship coupled with a voice that
I think might very well make it today. Al-
most as impressive is the better-known Lee
Wiley, who was a real stylist, with a sulky,
worldly-wise voice. In Mu've Got Me Cry-
ing Again she offers the sexiest scat singing
I've heard. Sex is also a large measure of two
other singers' contributions here: Mae West,
in fine predatory form, singing I Wonder
Where My Easy Rider's Gone; and Marlene
Dietrich in the familiar Jonny. Jane Froman,
who appears from the photograph on the
jacket to have been an authentic beauty,
tosses off Boy! What Lore Has Done to Me
in post -deb style. Mary Martin offers bow -in -
hair cuteness in a coy and steely performance
of Most Gentlemen Don't Like Love, and
pouty Alice Faye does her Shirley Temple bit
in Wake Up and Live. Kate Smith sings
Moon Song in the cold, defensive, and arti-
ficially cozy manner that can still be heard on
her recent recordings.

Martha Raye, Ella Logan, and Frances
Langford were all very good pop singers-
and they still are. Gertrude Niesen (what-
ever happened to her?) was also a good pop
singer, but not, I fear, in this example of her
work. She sounds like an impatient U-boat
captain as she belts out Where Are You?
And speaking of belters, did anyone (with
perhaps the exception of Elsa Maxwell) ever
sing the songs of Cole Porter better than
Ethel Merman? Porter might have been
camp; Merman in the Thirties was not. She
put the touch of earnest reality into his songs
that often was not present in their concep-
tion. She really wanted to sing those songs,
and she wanted everyone to understand the
words. A very alive lady she is in the syba-
ritic I Get a Kick out of You.

Three final ladies here all deserve to be
called great artists of popular music: Ruth
Etting, Ethel Waters, and Helen Morgan.
All three have a great deal to teach any
singer, aspiring or not. For lyric sense and
true musicianship listen to the bittersweet,
haunting voice of Ruth Etting singing Ex-
actly Like You: I don't think there has ever
been another pop singer who understood and
projected lyrics with the fantastic skill of
Etting. The work of Ethel Waters was dis-
tinguished by innate musicality, marvelous
diction, and real humor combined with a
uniquely sweet and powerful voice. Harlem
on My Mind was written as a satire aimed
at Josephine Baker and her heady life in
Paris, but Miss Waters lifts it out of parody
and makes it a legitimate musical experience
without sacrificing one ounce of the humor.

In Helen Morgan the legend and the reali-
ty have become so fused that it is a pleasure
to confirm that indeed she was something
special. Here she is able (as she was said
to be in life) to convey the image of a par-
ticularly sweet -voiced and completely de-
fenseless little bird. On a less tangible level
she is able to communicate the sheer happi-
ness of being in love better than any other
singer of her time. It is all cast over with
a poignant little tremble that makes her per-
formance of Can't Help Lorin' That Man a
classic. When it reaches the level of Etting,
Waters, and Morgan, -Those Wonderful
Girls of Stage, Screen, and Radio" transcends
nostalgia and historical documentation to
become art. And any genuine art is worth
preserving. P. R.

JAZZ

C) C) ART BLAKEY: Hold On, I'm Com-
ing. Art Blakey (drums) ; various combos,
including Tom McIntosh, Melba Liston, and
Garnett Brown (trombones) ; Malcolm Bass
(organ) ; Charles Mangione, Lee Morgan,
and Freddie Hubbard (trumpets) ; Frank
Mitchell (tenor saxophone) ; Gary Bartz
(alto saxophone) ; Reggie Johnson and Vic-
tor Sproles (bass) ; John Hicks (piano) ;
John Rodriguez (Conga drum) ; Grant
Green (guitar). Day Dream; Sakeena; Got
My Mojo Working; Slowly but Surely; and
seven others. LIMELIGHT LS 86038 $5.79,
LM 2038* $4.79.

Performance Relaxed
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Very good

The usually hard -driving Jazz Messengers of
Art Blakey are heard in this set in a more
diversified repertoire, which, for the most
part, calls for lighter attacks and softer tex-
tures. The material comes from current pop
hits, the theater, television, and Blakey's
own book. Most attractive is the infectious,
resilient beat that Blakey generates. Other-
wise, though the soloists ale competent and
the arrangements by Tom McIntosh and
Melba Liston are skillful, not enough hap-
pens musically to make the album stand out.

N. H.

C) C) HUBERT LAWS: Flute By -Laws.
Hubert Laws (flute, piccolo) ; various in-
strumental combos. Bloodshot; Mean Gene:
Let Her Go; Baila Cinderella; and three
others. ATLANTIC SD 1452 $5.79, 1452*
$1.79.

Performance: Too often bland
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Okay

Hubert Laws is a skillful flutist, especially
attractive on ballads, but with a musical
personality that lacks urgency or depth.
Similarly, his writing (all but one of the
tunes are his) is thin in ideas and in its
capacity to involve the listener emotionally.
The playing by all is accurate but also
rather impersonal. For me, this album
had no impact at all. A couple of hours
after hearing it a few times, none of it stays
in my head. N. H.

C) C) JOE MASTERS: The Jazz Mass.
Loulie Jean Norman (soprano), Clark Bur-
roughs (tenor) ; choral group, Allan Davies,
director; Mike Wofford (piano), Bobby
West (bass), Johnny Guerin (drums), Jerry
Williams (timpani), Gary Barone (trum-
pet), Harold Land (tenor saxophone),
Anthony Ortega (alto saxophone). CoLuM-
BiA CS 9398 $4.79, CL 2598 $3.79.

Performance: Warm and unpretentious
Recording: Excel!ent
Stereo Quality: Very good
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The time may yet come when a jazz Mass
will be created that can equal, in its idiom,
the awe and power of, let us say, a Haydn or
Beethoven Mass. Joe Masters' does not ; hut
if your criteria are not especially high, you
are likely to find it more pleasing than most
of the attempts in this vein to date. Neither
the vocal nor instrumental music is searching
-either for new forms or for the deepest
springs of faith. But as a Mass "written in
the spirit of thanksgiving," this is music that
is refreshingly direct and free of ormolu
ornamentation. And the performances are
also without affectation.

In the notes, Father Norman O'Connor
writes stingingly of Church authorities who
will not admit the music of today's cities into
the liturgy. He remarks that he "finds it im-
possible to believe that the city should be so
hated that the songs of the street can't enter
the chaste pews of the Church." If they are

CLARK TERRY

A sunny and varied musical excursion

not allowed to enter, he concludes, "then
you know that God will not enter the chaste
pews either because he is on the street and
in the bars and at the dance halls...." It is a
striking essay. I wish, however, that the jazz
Mass at hand were more involved with the
nitty-gritty of life in the cities than it is.

N. H.

C) ® WILSON PICKETT: The Wicked
Pickett. Wilson Pickett (vocals) ; Eddie
Logan, Charles Chalmers, Caple Gilbert
(tenor saxophones) ; Floyd Newman (bari-
tone saxophone) ; Gene Miller, Ben Cauley
(trumpets) ; Chips Moman (lead guitar) ;
Jimmy R. Johnson (rhythm guitar) ; Tom-
my Cogbill (bass) ; Junior Lowe (guitar) ;
Spooner Oldham (piano, organ) ; Roger
Hawkins (drums) ; and unidentified vocal
group. Mustang Sally; She Ain't Gonna Do
Right; Up Tight Good Woman; Three Time
Loser; and eight others. ATLANTIC SD 8138
$4.79, 8138* $3.79.

Performance: Passionate
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Good

Wilson Pickett is a forceful illustration of the
fusion of gospel music and rhythm-and-blues.
The difference between black "soul" music
and all the various white adaptations and imi-
tations of it becomes unmistakably clear when

MAY 1967

you contrast any of Pickett's performances
here with any white performance of similar
music. The rock -solid beat comes from the
roots of Negro tradition, as does the preach-
er -like style of highly dramatic communica-
tion and confrontation. Pickett makes his
grainy voice an instrument of compelling
power, building climax upon climax through
changes of texture and intensifications of
rhythm. The tension is so unrelieved over an
entire album that Pickett perhaps can be
faulted on one count-an insufficiently wide
range of dynamics and material. But if you
have the stamina to say with him on his terms,
the experience is memorable. N. H.

C) JIMMY SMITH: "Bucket!" Jimmy
Smith (organ I, Quentin Warren (guitar),
Donald Bailey (drums). Careless Love; Just
Squeeze Me: Sassy Mae; John Brown's
Body: and three others. BLUE NOTE ST
84235 $5.79, 4235* $4.79.

Performance: More self-disciplined than
usual

Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Very good

For a long time Jimmy Smith's conception
of dynamics seemed to begin with forte and
get louder. Now, perhaps because he is mel-
lowing with age-or success-Smith occa-
sionally reveals that he can play without
shouting. The best illustration so far of the
more restrained Smith is the music in this
album, notably a slow, ruminative Careless
Love. I much prefer the reflective Smith to
the riveter, but it still seems to me that his
ideas are rather thin and their development
too often predictable. Donald Bailey's beat
is limber and Quentin Warren's guitar is
appropriately warm and unhurried. The re-
cording of the organ is superb. N. H.

O ® CLARK TERRY AND CHICO
O'FARRILL: Spanish Rice. Clark Terry,
Snooky Young, Joe Newman, and Ernie
Royal (trumpets and fluegelhorns) ; Barry
Galbraith and Everett Barksdale (guitars) ;
George Duvivier (bass) ; Grady Tate
(drums) ; Julio Cruz, Frank Malabe, Bobby
Rosengarden, and Chano Pozo (Latin per-
cussion) ; unidentified vocal groups. Peanut
Vendor; Que Sera; Tin Tin Deo; Happi-
ness Is; and eight others. IMPULSE AS 9127
$5.79, A 9127* $4.79.

Performance: Crisp and witty
Recording: Superb
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Chico O'Farrill has arranged and conducted
a sunny excursion for Clark Terry into a
terrain of mixed musical idioms-Latin,
jazz, and rock-and-roll. For the jazz special-
ist, the album will seem ephemeral: although
Terry, as usual, is a soloist of remarkable
flexibility, pungency, and humor, the back-
grounds are more of atmospheric than of
conceptual interest. O'Farrill is a polished
craftsman who writes with fluent, idiomatic
ease for the high-powered brass team here,
but he does not have the imaginative scope
of, say, Gil Evans. The album does, however,
attain its own goal: it is spirited, ebullient
music for casual listening and energetic
dancing. N.H.

HAROLD VICK: Caribbean Suite (see
Best of the Month, page 72)

(Continued on next page)
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RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
C) C) THE GREENBRIAR BOYS: Better
Late Than Never! The Greenbriar Boys:
John Herald (vocals, guitar), Frank Wake-
field (vocals, mandolin), Bob Yellin (vo-
cals, banjo), Jim Buchanan (violin), Russ
Savakus and Richard Romoff (bass). The
Train that I Ride; Shackles and Chains;
Prisoner's Song; Little Birdie; and nine oth-
ers. VANGUARD VSD 79233 $5.79, VRS
9233 $4.79.

Performance Idiomatically assured
Recording: First-rate
Stereo Quality: Good

Although still basically Bluegrass in com-
mitment, the Greenbriar Boys are ranging
more widely now through the broader coun-
try-and-western repertoire and are also ex-
ploring new songs in a folk -like idiom, such
as Different Drum in this set. They play
with a persistently stimulating combination
of instrumental virtuosity, high good hu-
mor, and obvious pleasure in the creation
of music. They are among the groups that
promise a long and far from predictable fu-
ture for Bluegrass -rooted improvisation.

N. H.

C) SON HOUSE AND J. D. SHORT:
Blues from the Mississippi Delta. Son
House (vocals, guitar), J. D. Short (vocals,
guitar, harmonica). My Black Woman; Was
I Right or Wrong; So Much Wine: You
Been Cheating Me; and six others. VERVE/
FOLKWAYS FV 9035 $4.79.

Performance: Stark, powerful
Recording: Fair to good

Originally released on Folkways (FA 267),
this is a valuable exploration of two dif-
ferent aspects of Mississippi Delta blues.
The Son House tracks were recorded by
Alan Lomax for the Library of Congress
in 1942. The four numbers by J. D. Short
were taped by Sam Charters in St. Louis
in 1962, shortly before Short's death. Both
sing with the fierce intensity and darkness
of voice and mood that are characteristic
of the Delta style. But Short is more ar-
chaic, and his singing provides a particu-
larly revealing intimation of what the earli-
est blues might have sounded like. He is
also searingly expressive on the harmonica.
Among the more unusual performances are
Son House's blues in 3/4 time, This War
Will Last You for Years, and J. D. Short's
So Much Wine, one of the most viscerally
believable songs about alcohol in blues
literature. N. H.

Qs 0 IAN AND SYLVIA: So Much For
Dreaming. Ian and Sylvia (vocals), Ian
Tyson (guitar and autoharp), David Rae
(guitar), Robert Bushnell (electric bass),
Al Rogers (drums). Circle Game; So Much

for Dreaming; Catfish Blues; Grey Morning;
and eight others. VANGUARD VSD 79241
$4.79, VRS 9241 $3.79.

Performance: Polished
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Superb

Ian and Sylvia are not just good folk singers,
they are good singers, period. They write
much of their own material, but about their
songs I am of two minds. When they sing of
person -to -person relationships as they do in
So Much for Dreaming or the charming
Child Apart, I like them very much. How-
ever, in things like Cutty Wren and Summer
Wages they become too folksy and "socially
significant" for my taste. They conjure up
the preciousness that goes along with "free
form" jewelry on ladies, sandals and beards
on men, organic food, handwoven materials,
endless jugs of cheap red wine, and conspic-
uous packs of Gauloises-in short, the self -

111 011111NINNMA,
FEED MCDOWELL

Eloquent in blues and spirituals

conscious, super -serious quest for the "basic"
and "real" that I suppose is typified by the
"involved" people of Greenwich Village.

If that sort of thing doesn't bother you too
much, then I think you will have a fine time
with this album. P. R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
C) FRED McDOWELL: Volume Two.
Fred McDowell (vocals, guitar) ;and on
Brooks Run into the Ocean and Bull Dog
Blues, Eli Green (vocals, guitar). Red Cross
Store Blues; You Got to Move; Where
Were You; I Looked at the Sun; and eight
others. ARHOOLIE F 1027 $4.98.

Performance: Seizing, intense
Recording: Adequate

Born in Tennessee, Fred McDowell grew up
in the Mississippi Delta. In recent years, as
an important figure in the blues renaissance,
he has acquired an international audience.
In these recordings, made by Chris Strach-
witz in Como, Mississippi, and Berkeley, Cal-
ifornia, McDowell is consistently eloquent in
both the blues and spirituals. His high, ten-
sile voice and incisive, keening guitar are
powered by an intensity and a storyteller's
skill that make his performances almost hyp-
notic. A bonus is the appearance on two
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tracks of his Mississippi neighbor, Eli Green,
who is also a bluesman of irresistible power.
Any blues musicologist interested in the way
time is sculpted by the more singular blues
singers would have a substantial subject in
McDowell. N. H.

COLLECTIONS

® A HERITAGE OF FOLK SONG
FROM OLD RUSSIA. Maria Christova
(soprano) ; Dobrynia Choral and Instrumen-
tal Ensemble, Daniel Salmanoff director.
NONESUCH H 72010 $2.50, H 2010* 32.50.

Performance: Somewhat over -operatic
Recording: Splendid
Stereo Quality: Good

These songs, some of them handed down
over generations by oral tradition and only
collected and set down by Russian composers
in the last hundred years, can be heard in
their original modest purity here, in tasteful
arrangements that often highlight but never
obscure their essential simplicity. The lyrics
of these ballads are generally touching, but
will not bear up under unkind probing, deal-
ing as they do with young girls roaming
through meadows at harvest time pining for
their sweethearts, willow trees that droop
with yearning, and mothers warning un-
married daughters that the "poppies on your
cheeks will fade." (In the last case, however,
the girl shows a refreshing independence of
spirit for a nineteenth-century maiden by as-
serting that she is in no hurry to get mar-
ried at all.)

There are also Tartar and Bashkir songs,
with texts that are described in the liner
notes as untranslatable, but with haunting
melodies of Oriental origin. Except for a
few choral interludes, Miss Christova carries
the burden of this charming program alone.
Her voice is sweet and pure and more than
equal to the material, but on the whole a bit
too heavy and operatic for the gossamer
character of these songs. P. K.

® THE WANDERING FOLKSONG.
Sam Hinton (singer and speaker). FOLK-
WAYS FA 2401 $5.79.

Performance: Homey
Recording: Fair

Sam Hinton is a biologist, teacher, and for-
mer aquarium curator turned folklorist and
folk singer who has already recorded sixty-
four songs for the Library of Congress and
two other records besides this one for Folk-
ways. His script-supplied with the record
-about the "stream -of -consciousness" devel-
opment of the folk song has its fascinations
as he traces the metamorphoses of certain
ballads from shape to shape in different times
and towns. It is interesting, for example, to
read that The Butcher's Boy, a ballad about
a girl who falls in love with a meat -chopper
in Jersey City, of all places, also cropped up
in Cornwall, England, and later in Gates-
ville, Texas, as the well-known There Is a
Tavern in the Town. Yet once you get the
general idea, even the news that The Old
Gray Mare was turned into a campaign
song for Lincoln or that Oh, Freedom is de-
scended from a Mormon hymn is liable to
seem just a mite less thrilling to you or me
than it apparently does to this enthusiastic
fellow. Finally, sad to report, his own ama-
teurish, informal renditions of examples
become monotonous. P. K.

Up -grade
your sound
with EMI

loudspeakers.

Model 62/ $79.95
201/2" high x 111/4" wide x 10" deep

EMI loudspeakers will make any
receiver or amplifier sound better.

Take the space saving EMI Model 62
for instance. You can expect at least
three major improvements in sound
from the unique EMI construction and
design.

First, the 62's aluminum cone in the
woofer is very light, absolutely rigid,
but freely suspended, follows the audio
signal with greater accuracy thus pro-
viding better transient response, better
attack and recovery characteristics.

Second, the elliptical shape of the
cone with its varying measurements
from voice coil to perimeter gives a
wider band of basic resonance and
therefore better, smoother bass
response.

Third, the tweeter nas a critically
curved diaphragm designed with
extreme attention to both weight and
material. The frequency response
remains smooth all the way up to
20,000 cps and the polar response
characteristic is vastly superior to that
of a conventional tweeter.

The end result is a speaker system
with fine, clean, precise free-floating
natural sound. So, come on up to EMI
loudspeakers. You'll definitely up -grade
your sound.

The Model 62 is just $79.95. Other
EMI models from $49.95 to $395.00.

EMZ/SCOPE
Scope Electronics Corporation

470 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10016

Also available in Canada.
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(:) A HAND IS ON THE GATE. Orig-
inal -cast album. Leon Bibb, Roscoe Lee
Browne, Gloria Foster, Moses Gunn, Ellen
Holly, James Earl Jones, Josephine Premice,
and Cicely Tyson (readers and vocalists) ;
Stuart Scharf, Bill Lee, Floy Williams, and
Seldon Powell (instrumentalists). Roscoe
Lee Browne, director. VERVE/FOLKWAYS
FVS 9040 OC two discs $5.79, FV 9040 OC
$4.79.

Performance Stirring but unrelenting
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality. Inventive

A couple of years ago, Columbia Records
treated the public to a rare experience by
recording In White America, a documentary
in which a group of superb players traced
the history of Negro suffering in the United
States through readings from letters,
speeches, diaries, and essays, set off with
most affectingly interpreted passages of song.
A Hand Is on the Gate is an attempt at a
kind of sequel, in an even broader pattern,
calling upon the services of some of the best
Negro actors and actresses in the country-
including Gloria Foster, who attracted con-
siderable attention by the force of her per-
formance in the earlier production. The pro-
gram ranges from poetry to prose to song,
in a mosaic of quotations from the verses of
Countee Cullen, Langston Hughes, Paul
Lawrence Dunbar, James Weldon Johnson,
and others; stark prose from the writings of
LeRoi Jones, Richard Wright, and a great
many more; familiar songs; and the street
games of children.

Throughout, the idea of using the group
in chorus as well as solo voices in the poetry
readings heightens the drama, and the whole
production is polished to a high gloss. Yet
for all its virtues, A Hand Is on the Gate is
perhaps too much of a good thing. Like most
such anthologies that are consciously devised
to arouse our consciences, this one begins to
browbeat and weary us with the obsession of
its message long before it is over. Even so,
with two records going at the price of one
and a whole highly literate anthology of ma-
terial about Negro life, this is a true bar-
gain, beautifully recorded. P. K.

® I DO! I DO! (Tom Jones -Harvey
Schmidt). Original -cast album. Mary Mar-
tin and Robert Preston (vocals) ; orchestra,
John Lesko cond. RCA VICTOR LSO 1128
$5.79, LOC 1128* $4.79.

Performance: Matrimonial
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality Realistic

Mary Martin and Robert Preston take us
through an entire middle-class marriage in
this musical adaptation of Jan De Hartog's
two -character play The Fourposter. When
the record started, and the two immediately
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began cooing little hymn -like numbers such
as All the Dearly Beloved, Together Forever,
and I Do! I Do!, I could scarcely bring my-
self to believe that Miss Martin and Mr.
Preston had really submitted their estimable
talents to this feast of pure unreason. When
the marriage began to go wrong, however, the
songs improved in inverse proportion, and
while I couldn't remember any of them a
week later, I must say I was thoroughly enter-
tained, while they lasted, by Flaming Agnes,
which Miss Martin sings when she finds her
old bird of paradise hat and decides to wear
it defiantly; by the marital argument in the
bickering duet called Nobody's Perfect; and
especially by a wistful ballad called When
the Kids Get Married, a prospect which leads
the hero to believe he will finally be able to
finish reading War and Peace. In short, the
more these archetypes of mediocrity got on
each other's nerves, the better seemed the
songs Mr. Schmidt and Mr. Jones had pro-
vided for them. Unfortunately, the play ended
happily, and the score indifferently, with one
more sticky item called This House, as the
couple left their "God Is Love" pillow be-
hind for the next generation, P. K.

C) C) MAN WITH A LOAD OF MIS-
CHIEF (John Clifton -Ben Tarver). Origi-
nal -cast recording. Alice Cannon, Leslie
Nicol, Tom Noel, others (vocals) ; Sande
Campbell, musical director. KAPP KRS
4508* $4.79, KRL 4508 $3.79.

Performance: Ho -hum
Recording: Fair

Off-Broadway has been a clearinghouse for
low -budget productions written by unproved

the money and contacts to get
their work into big Broadway houses. It
has also been a sounding -board for a few
ambitious, serious works too complicated for
commercial Broadway audiences. But in
recent years the costs have soared and the
talent unions have clamped down, so that
it has become almost as hard to do a show
off Broadway as on the Main Stern. These
problems, coupled with the vogue for form-
less, psychedelic, anti -Establishment mean-
derings, have almost killed serious theater
off Broadway.

Perhaps this explains the success of Man
with a Load of Mischief, which opened off
Broadway November 6, 1966. It opened
cold, with no publicity, no fanfare, a total
advance sale of four tickets, an unknown
cast, and a story based on a forty -year -old
flop. The next morning the second -string
critics raved about the show and, like The
Fantasticks, it turned into one of the rare
off-Broadway musicals to survive the perils
of critical unanimity and become a hit. I
have not seen the show, but on the basis of
this original -cast album, my question is
"Why ?"

This is one of those romance -and -intrigue -
in -a -wayside -inn - in -nineteenth-century - Eng-
land costume epics in which a coach accident
brings four mysterious strangers into contact
with each other under cramped conditions.
Listening to the six summer -stock voices
on this disc trill their way through every
cliché in the Samuel French catalog of for-
gotten plays about derring-do, faint hearts,
and fair ladies is not my idea of a good
time-especially when the score is thorough-
ly forgettable, the lyrics hopelessly banal,
the performers boring, and the recording
uninspired. R. R.

SPOKEN WORD

sliti THE CONTROVERSY. A documen-
tary on the assassination of President Ken-
nedy. The voices of President John F. Ken-
nedy, Lee Harvey Oswald, Congressman
Gerald Ford, Professor Wesley J. Liebeler,
Jack Ruby, Mark Lane, Edward J. Epstein,
Harold Weisberg, Penn Jones, Jr., Malcolm
J. Kilduff, and others; George Kennedy
(narrator). CAPITOL KAO 2677 $3.79.

Performance: Real life
Recording: Adequate

"The Controversy," Capitol's latest disc in
the Probe series of recorded studies of social
issues, is divided into two parts: side
one is devoted to the events immediately
surrounding the assassination itself and the
murder of Lee Harvey Oswald, and side two
is given over to the controversy that has
raged since the Warren Commission issued
its report. Considering what they might
have done to our nerve ends with the emo-
tion -laden material at their disposal, the pro-
ducers of this album have shown commend-
able taste in selecting and editing the tapes
that recount the tragedy in Dallas.

The story is told mostly in excerpts from
interviews with eyewitnesses, which took
place three years later and are therefore low-
key and almost matter-of-fact. There are
enough clips from 1963 broadcasts, how-
ever, to provide drama. Kennedy's voice is
heard only in a few humorous sentences
from his speech in Dallas, but nothing more
is required to renew the listener's sense of
loss. A touching moment is Mrs. Earle Ca -
bell's account, told in a measured Southern
drawl, of sitting with Mrs. Kennedy between
the time the priest gave last rites and the
announcement that the President was dead.
It all builds to an exciting climax in the
newscast during which Oswald was shot be-
fore the TV cameras and microphones. He
can be heard to utter a few phrases, and the
fatal shot and his moans are clearly audible
on this disc.

Side two makes it plain that the pro-
ducers of the album found nothing in their
preparatory research to shake their faith in
the conclusions of the Warren Commission.
And if you believe, as I do, that the findings
of the Commission were essentially correct
and that Oswald was the lone assassin and
not part of a conspiracy, you will be given
new confidence in that view by the state-
ments here of House Minority Leader Gerald
Ford of Michigan (a member of the Com-
mission) and by those of Wesley J. Liebeler,
a professor of law at UCLA and assistant
counsel to the Commission.

The jacket notes claim that both sides are
set forth objectively, but the record does not
bear out the claim. Although excerpts from
interviews with dissenters Mark Lane, Ed-
ward J. Epstein, Penn Jones, Jr., Shirley
Martin, and Harold Weisberg are included
here, the narrator makes a general reference
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to "self-appointed muckrakers" before any
of their voices are heard, and he pronounces
certain names and words in a snide tone
that cannot be accurately described in print.
Mark Lane, the most vocal critic of the re-
port and author of the best-seller Rush to
Judgment, is presented as a sort of archfink
profiteer, guilty of "wily showmanship." The
narrator refers to the number of Lane's lec-
ture tours and appearances on radio and tele-
vision ("two hundred and eighty-five") and
to a film that "Lane has profitably distrib-
uted overseas."

It seems to me unnecessary for the nar-
rator to drag in the profit motive to dis-
credit Lane when his arguments are refuted
more effectively by statements of others on
the disc. For example, in criticizing the doc-
umentation of Lane's book, Liebeler points
out that Lane gives as authority for his claim
that Oswald's ammunition was defective a
statement Lane himself had made earlier,
based in turn "on something a newspaper-
man told him." Gerald Brehm, the eye-
witness closest to the President's car at the
moment of the assassination, is heard com-
plaining that Lane misquoted him by add-
ing a false statement to what he actually
said, and other dissenters agree here that the
testimony of one of Lane's principal wit-
nesses is clearly disproved by films of the
President's motorcade. The record also gives
us the opportunity to hear several eyewit-
nesses recount conflicting versions of the
shooting-that they do conflict should sur-
prise no one who has ever served as a juror-
and in an interview made shortly before he
died we hear Jack Ruby say that he does not
remember shooting Oswald.

But what does it all add up to? What
does it all mean? I am left with two main
conclusions: (1) that the Warren Commis-
sion, composed of outstanding public ser-
vants assisted by some of the best legal
minds in the country, was faced with a mon-
umental task, which it approached hon-
estly and carried out effectively; and (2)
that there are a number of completely sin-
cere people in this country who arc deter-
mined to see the assassination as something
other than what it was, people who will be
convinced by no amount of evidence to the
contrary, because they decided on November
22, 1963, that this shocking crime had to be
the result of a rightist conspiracy, and, fur-
ther, one which everybody from the highest
officials of our government to the lowliest
member of the Dallas police department has
since worked to cover up. Neither of these
conclusions should come as big news to any-
body who reads newspapers and general -
circulation magazines. What, then, is the
value of this record? Merely that it is in-
teresting to hear witnesses to the assassina-
tion recount events related to it and to hear
some of the most salient views on the War-
ren Report stated or commented on by their
most prominent exponents.

So far, the Probe series has come up with
nothing to justify its slogan "Sound Where
There Has Been Silence." The series began
with a release on LSD, which was touched
upon in the Editor's column in the October
1966 issue of this magazine. The second
release, "Why Did Lenny Bruce Die?", I
found pointless and repellent, and the third,
"Homosexuality in the American Male,"
treats that subject in less depth than have
articles in the New York Times and such
magazines as Life and Look. And now we

have "The Controversy." All are tape 0;1-
lages giving aural pictures of subjects on
which there has been no silence whatsoever,
and which, on these records, are "probed"
only superficially. We speak often of the
power of the printed word, and it is true
that the spoken word has an immediacy and
a power of its own-as even Thomas Edi-
son realized. But to me the only documen-
tary records of permanent value are those
that deal with great events. Therefore, in
the Probe series, only "The Controversy"
approaches the interest of, say, Columbia's
anthology "I Can Hear It Now." The se-
ries has already prompted discussions of radi-
cal changes in our patterns of communica-
tion and predictions of the dawn of a new
Marshall McLuhan era of audio journalism.
But the medium of the long-playisg record,
at least as handled so far by Probe's producer
Lawrence Schil:er, does not yet seem ca-
pable of deli \ ering a very big message.

William Livingstone

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
® WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS: Thirty -
Five Poems. Chris Curran, Jim Norton, Ar-
thur 0' Sullivan, and Sheila Manahan (read-
ers) ; George Rylands, director. ARGO RG
449 $5.79.

Performance: Lyric and Gaelic
Recording: Very good

Another round of Yeats? We already have
four discs devoted to Yeats plays, Yeats
poems read by Cyril Cusack and Siobhan Mc-
Kenna, Yeats poems read by Micheal Mac-
Liammoir, and even Yeats poems read by
Yeats. Still, there is always room for more
melodious masterworks from the hundred
volumes published by Ireland's best-known
poet and dramatist, whose work stands as a
kind of Janus-faced poetical colossus gazing
backward to Romanticism and forward to the
modern idiom. Besides, the stuff sounds so
good! And this collection from Argo has the
virtue of covering practically all the phases
of his life-long effort to wed, in his own
words, a "passionate syntax" to "passionate
subject matter." It is also performed superb-
ly by three fine actors and an excellent actress
who never try to imitate the poet's own thun-
dering incantatory way with his lines, but
never short-change the listener on the passion
of them, either.

Yeats -lovers will find here the comfortable
familiarity of "The Wild Swans at Coale,"
"Sailing to Byzantium," and "Easter, 1916"
along with the lyric profundities of the "Dia-
logue of Self and Soul," and the religious in-
sights of the series of verses in which "Crazy
Jane" talks in turn with Jack the Journey-
man, the Bishop, and God himself. Some
thirty-five items are included in all, and a de-
cent number of these will be refreshingly un-
familiar to the non -specialist. The collection
ends, appropriately, with the injunction from
"Under Ben Bulben' : "Irish poets, learn
your trade,/Sing whatever is well made,"
ending with the poet's stern epitaph for him-
self: "Cast a cold eye/On life, on death./
Horseman, pass by!" A complete text leaflet
is supplied. P. K.
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Surround Yourself with SONY Sound!

Imagine yourself at the podium, surrounded by a
full symphony orchestra. Hearing everything.
Missing nothing. Imagine that, and you will have
begun to appreciate the exhilirating experience of
the totally enveloping presence of Sony XL -4
Quadradial Sound. And only a speaker system
this magnificent could complement a recording
and playback instrument as superb as the Sony
solid-state model 530 stereo tape system. Sensi-
tive to virtually the entire audible range, the 530
captures exactly what it hears from 40 to 15,000
cps, and dramatically reproduces it with 20 watts
of pure music power. Certainly a performance

SONY

to please the audiophile. Yet the 530 achieves
its remarkable performance with a simplicity that
will delight the entire family. From Retractomatic
Pinch Roller for almost automatic threading to
Automatic Sentinel shut-off, Sony designed the
530 to make professional -quality tape recording
and playback a marvelously uncomplicated pleas-
ure. The 530's features include 4 -track stereo or
mono modes, three speeds, separate bass and
treble controls, pause control and two famous
F-96 dynamic mikes. Truly, the 530 is a com-
plete stereo entertainment system for the home,
any home. It's yours to enjoy for under $399.50.
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8150 VINELAND AVENUE SUN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 91353
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For descriptive literature on the 530 or the rest of the best from Sony, write Superscope, Inc., Sun Valley, California, Dept. H -I8
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEW'S CHOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS

STEREO TAPE
Reviewed by DAVID HALL  IGOR KIPNIS  REX REED PETER REILLY

® DVORAK: Cello Concerto. in B Mi-
nor, Op. 104. Pierre Fournier (cello) ; Ber-
lin Philharmonic Orchestra, George SzeII
cond. Violin Concerto, in A Minor, Op.
53. RAVEL: Tzigane, for Violin and Or-
chestra. Edith Peinemann (violin) ; Czech
Philharmonic Orchestra, Peter Maag cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON DGK 9120

$11.95.

Performance: Knowing and caring
Recording: Sounds blanketed
Stereo Quality: Good
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 84' 33"

I spoke highly of the intensely musical and
sweetly lyric performance of the Dvoiak Vio-
lin Concerto given by the young German vio-

linist Edith Peinemann when reviewing her
DGG disc several months ago. The comment
still stands, though the Ravel gypsy piece
could use a little more fierceness than it gets
here. On hearing the tape, I was disturbed by

what appeared to he an unusually low vol-
ume level and lack of brightness and impact
in the orchestral mu/ passages. A frequency
check showed my tape playback equipment
up to snuff, and rehearing the first few min-
utes of the Peinemann disc confirmed my
initial misgivings about the tape.

The Fournier-Szell performance of the
Dvoiak Cello Concerto-one of the Bohemi-
an master's richest and most grateful works
-is of 1962 vintage. The performance is one
of vast knowledge and loving care, but it

lacks the heroic thrust of the legendary
CasaIs-Szell-Czech Philharmonic disc reading
of 193'. not to speak of the brilliance and
tension of the Starker-Dorati tape on the
Mercury label.

Unless maximum performance time per
reel is a governing factor in your prerecorded
tape purchases, I would recommend this
DGG package in its present state only with
strong reservations, especially with respect to
sound. D. II.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

® MOZART: Cosi fan tulle. Irmgard See -
fried (soprano), Fiordiligi; Nan Merriman
(mezzo-soprano), Dorabella; Hermann Prey
(baritone), Guglielmo; Ernst Haefliger
(tenor), Ferrando; Erika Koth (soprano),
Despina; Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bari-
tone), Don Alfonso; RIAS Chamber Chor-
us; Friedrich Wilhelm Schulz (harpsi-
chord) ; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra,

Explanation of symbols:
rz- stereophonic recording

C) monoph Mir recording

Eugen Jochum cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMO-
PHON DGR 8863 two reels $21.95.

Performance: Superior
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: First-rate
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 181' 59"

From the standpoint of cost, this Cosi, re-
leased in disc form about three years ago, is
some ten dollars cheaper than its only other
tape competitor, the recent Bohm version on
Angel. It is an extremely satisfying perfor-
mance, with a cast as strong as (if not
stronger than) any other available on either

ELISABETH SCHWARZEOPF
A beautiful vocal line Jor Strauss songs

tape or disc. Mozart style is well taken care
of here; the direction is sensitive and well
paced, and it sparkles in the proper places.
There are no weak singers, and the orchestral
work is beautifully balanced both with the
voices and within its own ensemble. Except
for a slightly brighter sound in the disc er-
Sion, the tape is a good match for the records,
with extremely clean reproduction through-
out and ideal stereo separation. It is, in fact,
one of the finest -sounding reel recordings I
have had the pleasure of hearing in some
time. A libretto with translation is included.

I. K.

® MOZART: Piano Concertos, Volume
II: No. 9, in F Major (K. 459); No. 22,
in E -fiat (K. 482); No. 8, in C Major
(K. 246); No. 9, in E -flat (K. 271): No.

11. in F Major (K. 413): No. 17, in G
Major (K. 453). Lili Kraus (piano) ; Vien-
na Festival Orchestra, Stephen Simon cond.
EPtc E3C 851 511.59.

Performance: Orchestrally uneven;
pianistically good

tecording: Fair
stereo Quality: Will do

speed and Playing Time: 334 ips; 162' 56"

I luxe had a long-standing admiration for
Lili Kraus as an interpreter of Mozart and
Schubert, going back to her pre -War English
Parlophone discs, especially those of the Mo-
zart violin sonatas with the eminent violinist
Szymon Goldberg. Regrettably. it seems that
the rigors of wartime captivity in a Japanese
prison camp took a lasting toll to the extent
that the old-time effortless flow and lyrical -
rhythmic pulse of her playing achieve their
former spontaneity only in flashes, as in her
deeply moving account of the slow movement
of K. 482 on this tape.

Mme. Kraus played all the Mozart piano
concertos in New York this past season, with
Stephen Simon directing the orchestra, but if
this tape is a fair sample, I fail to see that he
adds any major distinction to the perfor-
mances recorded here. Distinguished per-
formance of Mozart concertos demands top
conducting and first-rate orchestral musi-
cians, and there are times in this recording
when things sound as though both the num-
ber of musicians, not to speak of rehearsal
time, had been decidedly skimped.

It's too had, for in Mme. Kraus alone
Epic had the beginning of a fine Mozart
piano concerto series. Anyone who remem-
bers her now deleted RCA Victor disc of
K. 413 and K. 456 with the Boston Sympho-
ny under Pierre Monteux will understand
what a first-rate conductor and orchestra
mean for this kind of project.

he recorded sound is adequate, but of no
exceptional merit. Contrary to the listing on
the tape box, the reel begins with K. 459 and
ends with K. -153. There arc no program
notes. All six concertos are first four -track
tape representations, very nearly doubling
the present catalog repertoire in this area.

D. II.

RAVEL: Tzigane, for Violin and Orches-
tra (see DVORAK)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

R. STRAUSS: Four Last Songs; Mut-
teriiindelei, Op. 43, No. 2: Waldseligkeit,
Op. 49, No. 1: Zueignung, Op. 10, No. I;
Freundliche Vision, Op. 48, No. 1; Die
beiligen drei Konige, Op. 56, No. 6. lilisa-
betl: Scliwarzkopf (soprano) ; Berlin Radio
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Symphony Orchestra, George Szell cond.
ANGEL ZS 36347 $7.98.

Performance Exquisite
Recording. Excellent
Stereo Quality: Fine
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ;per 39' 54"

Whether in the introspective Four Last
Songs or in the earlier works, Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf is in superior form here. She
spins out the most beautiful line imaginable
in this repertoire, quite devoid of any of the
mannerisms or hootiness of vocal production
that have occasionally marred some of her
more recent recordings. Add to this a warm,
vibrantly sensitive accompaniment by George
Szell, and you have a release worth the seri-
ous attention of all vocal collectors. A com-
parison of tape and disc versions revealed
relatively little difference between the two
sonically, although the disc gives the im-
pression of a slightly fuller bass and a frac-
tionally less bright top. Either way, it's an
outstanding release. The text leaflet included
with the disc can be obtained by mail for the
tape version. When is Angel going to in-
clude these as part of the tape package? I. K.

ENTERTAINMENT

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
® BAJA MARIMBA BAND: Watch
Out! Baja Marimba Band (instrumentals).
Julius Wechter and Herb Alpert arr. Span-
ish Moss; Gay Ranchero; Telephone Song;
and eight others. A & M 118 $5.95.

Performance: Amusing
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Very pronounced
Speed and Playing Time: 33/4 ips; 29' 47"

One of the secrets of Herb Alpert's success
(along with his undisputed talents as a per-
former, arranger, and producer) must be
that he is able to find a good deal of fun and
happiness in music. In a time when pop
music seems to range only from "If-the-
bom b -does n' t -get -us -t hen -t he -fa I lout -will -so -
you -better -say -yes -baby" to the maniacal
groups and the banalities of the pop singers
of "good" music (any song previously sung
by Frank Sinatra), Alpert's contributions on
the A & M label tend to be quite refreshing.
The Baja Marimba Band is no exception. It
is a nine -member group led by Julius Wecht-
er, who seems to be a gifted artist.

Nothing is taken very seriously here, and
songs that start out in one tempo often end up
in another. The Latin Sound is not treated as
inviolate, and there are injections of Dixie-
land, jazz, and rock. As usual the arrange-
ments by Alpert, this time in collaboration
with Mr. Wechter, are superb, as is the
sound. The stereo definition may be too dis-
tinct for some, but I didn't mind it. High's
recommended. P. R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

® THE BEACH BON'S: Pet Sounds. The
Beach Boys (vocals and accompaniment).
Don't Talk: Sloop John B; Caroline No:
Pet Sounds: and seven others. CAPITOL ZT
02458 $7.98.

Performance: Great to fair
Recording: Superb
Stereo Quality: Superb
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 36' 13"
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The Beach Boys are my own particular fa-
vorite rock-and-roll artists. I honestly believe
they are so far ahead of their other scraggly
contemporaries that even first-rate groups
like the Mamas and the Papas seem anemic
by comparison, and peripheral organizations
like the Fugs or Manfred Mann aren't even
in the same league. They are undeniably the
most accomplished musicians on the current
pop scene. And when they stoke up the fires
in their boilers, get their engines going, and
blast full steam ahead through compositions
like I Just Wasn't Made for These Times,
they sound like what might possibly happen
if Stan Kenton's entire orchestra ever teamed
up for a rock-and-roll date with the musi-
cally hip Hi -Los. The instrumental passages
in this number, combining vocal harmonies
a la Four Freshmen with harpsichord, make
it the most exciting single piece of modern
music I've heard lately. And when Brian
Wilson, who writes the music behind the
group's lyrics, gets going on his own, the
results are Stravinsky-ish enough to be spine -
tingling. (Do yourself a favor: dig the in-
strumental excitement on Let's Go Away for
Awhile on side one, and you'll be surprised
that such powerful music could emanate
from the rock scene. Also, don't miss the
way Wilson uses offbeat instruments to
sound like animals on Pet Sounds.)

The only thing wrong with the Beach Boys
is their lyrics. Tony Asher, another member
of the group, supplies most of them, and
they are trite. Thank goodness they don't
drive their listeners in search of a fallout
shelter with lyrics about artificial insemina-
tion and yellow submarines, but it's possible
to go too far in the other direction, too. Con-
sequently, nothing more serious ever happens
in the lyrics of their songs than some teeny-
bopper losing her ring. For musicians who
use everything from Chinese gongs to sounds
from Carmina Burana in their music, who
change beats in the middle of songs, who
sing with inventive harmony, lyrics too puer-
ile to match the sophistication of the group
are a thorn in the side that should be worked
out. Otherwise, this is a stunning tape, high-
ly recommended to all music lovers. R. R.

® HORST JANKOWSKI: So What's
New? Horst Jankowski (piano), orchestra.
Moonlight Cocktail; Dreamers' Concerto;
All My Happiness; My Roman Love Song;
Paris Parade; Strangers in the Night; and
six others. MERCURY STC 61093 $7.95.

Performance: Passable
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 33' 20"

"So What's New ?" Nothing very much from
Horst Jankowski, anyway. He still sounds like
Peter Nero with lumbago or Liberace on a
good day-staccato chords crisp as lettuce,
piano rolls and runs-except that Liberace
never learned to do runs in tempo. He plays
the same schmaltzy songs, backed with gon-
dola -like movements from a perky string or-
chestra. It's really funny how everything
sounds exactly like A Walk in the Black
Forest, Jankowski's first hit. (Except for
Moonlight Cocktail, which sounds like a
dime -store replica of an old Eddie Heywood
arrangement. )

Not that Jankowski plays badly. It's just
that with very little concentration and even
the tiniest musical knowledge you can pre-
dict what every next move will be. Still, if

Gravity won't
let you down.

Kodak designed the KODAK CAROUSEL Projector so that
nobody ever need to be embarrassed in front of an audience.
It changes slides by gravity, and the result is a slide show
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40 -slide stack loader.
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automatic slide change as well as complete remote controL
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you aren't too particular about what you play
at crowded parties, there is a good enough
cross-section of current pop material here
to provide a pleasant background for a room
full of lively chatter. R. R.

® THE ROLLING STONES: Got Live if
You Want It. The Rolling Stones (vocals
and instrumentals). Under My Thumb;
Time Is on My Side; and ten others. LON-
DON LPX 70121 $5.95.

Performance: Per usual
Recording: Echo -y
Stereo Quality: Fair
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 31' 13"

"Sleazy" is, I think, the word most apt for
the style of the Rolling Stones. Considering
that the major portion of their audiences is
teen or pre -teen, it would also seem to be a
dirty and cynical group, as witness Mick
Jagger's squirming, leering performance of
I Can't Get No Satisfaction. It's revolting.
This tape was recorded at the Royal Albert
Hall during one of the Stones' recent con-
certs, and the audience is whipped into a fine
frenzy of nymphet hysteria. I can imagine
how unpleasant a thing it would be to
watch; hearing it is only slightly less so. I

hope that I don't sound too puritanical about
all this, but then I never found the monkey
cage at the zoo at all engaging either. P. R.

® JIMMY SMITH: Hoochie Cooche
Man. Jimmy Smith (organ, vocals) ; orches-
tra, Oliver Nelson cond. and arr. I'm Your
Hoochie Cooche Man; One Mint Julep;
Boom Boom; TNT; and two others. VERVE
VSTX 367 $5.95.

Performance: Too monochromatic
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Very good
Speed and Playing Time: 33/4 ips; 34' 23"

Jimmy Smith is an organist of great force but
little variety. And he is not inventive-not
on this set, in any case. Power without inven-
tion invariably, and rather quickly, becomes
boring. And Oliver Nelson's arrangements do
not help, since the orchestra is used mainly
for punctuation. Had Nelson set up a more
challenging framework for Smith, the organ-
ist might have been stimulated to jettison
his old habits. On three tracks, Smith sings.
His rough voice is limited in range and ex-
pressivity, but its warmth and softness pro-
vide a welcome relief from the mechanical
pounding elsewhere. N. H.

® STEVIE WONDER: Up Tight. Stevie
Wonder (vocals), unidentified orchestra.
Love a Go Go; Music Talk; and ten oth-
ers. TAMLA TLX 268 $5.95.

Performance: Enthusiastic
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good
Speed and Playing Time: 33/4 ips; 33' 52"

Young Stevie Wonder is unquestionably
made for show business. He has the brio, the
expansiveness of temperament, and the dis-
ciplined energy that make up for a rather
light and not yet very resourceful voice. How-
ever, I expect he's much more fun on stage
than over a whole album, especially when
the material, as here, is too often either rou-
tine or inappropriate to his style (Blowin'
in the Wind). My guess is that this program
will have more impact on those who have
seen him than on those who have not. N. H.
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TAPE HORIZONS
By DRUMMOND .NIc. INNIS

TAPE-SLIDE SHOW

IM amazed at the number of people who own both a tape recorder and a
slide projector but have never thought of combining the two to spice up

their slide shows. For example, about a year ago a friend of mine took a

trip out West and came back with a bushel of slides. After several hours

of culling, he reduced the number to eighty of the best. He showed
these slides to assorted friends and relatives, but told me that something
seemed to be missing-perhaps a sense of continuity. I said that what he
needed was a pretaped narration and background music to complement

the impressive slides.
Well, he took the plunge recently and bought a pocket -sized device

from the same Kodak people who made his slide film. The gadget, which

costs about $30, is called a sound synchronizer-and it makes it easy for

anyone to put together synchronized sound -slide shows. The synchronizer
works with a Kodak Carousel projector (or any other type that can be
electrically triggered remotely) and any stereo tape recorder that has an

external speaker jack. The narration and background music for my friend's

show were recorded on one stereo channel, and the slide -change signals

were recorded on the other.
He found the synchronizer quite easy to use-you simply plug it into

the projector's remote -control socket and plug the projector's remote -

control switch into the synchronizer. (You'll need an adaptor arrangement

for projectors other than the Carousel.) The synchronizer has a lead that

is plugged into one channel's mike jack, and the mike itself is plugged

into the other channel's jack.
But let me backtrack for a moment. Before actually recording, a script

has to be written. My friend put his on index cards. He numbered them
from one to eighty, and on each he wrote a key word or phrase to indicate

which slide it was for. Then he wrote the commentary, trying to match the

length of the comment to the interest of the slide. Using the mixing ability

of his recorder, he dubbed the commentary against appropriate background

music. It's a good idea to view the slide while preparing the script-it
helps to jog the memory. When a "take" has been completed and checked

in playback, the recordist pushes the slide -change button on the synchro-
nizer. This both changes the slide and puts a signal on the otherwise un-

used stereo track that will automatically change the slides at the right time

in playback. The same procedure is repeated for each slide in the show
until the whole commentary is done. (Some people may prefer to record
continuously, without a break between slides, but that's a matter of taste.)

A lot of work, it's true, but I was present at the premiere of my friend's
tape -slide show, and the warm audience response was clearly reward

enough for him.
Now's he's toying with the idea of getting a dissolve control unit,

which will make slides from two different projectors appear to dissolve

into each other on the screen, providing even better continuity by
eliminating the darkened screen between slide changes. With this unit,
and the synchronizer, my friend says he could make an almost professional

show, but that's another story.
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TORS, All Brands -Biggest Discounts. Techni-
cians, Hobbyists, Experimenters -Request FREE
Giant Catalog and SAVE! ZALYTRON, 469 Jeri-
cho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y. 11501.

LOW, Low quotes: all components and recorders.
HiFi, Roslyn, Penna. 19001.

- - -

SHACKMAN Electrostatic Speakers. British. 180°
dispersion. This midrange treble can be used
with any woofer. Brochures, reports and prices
sent on it and full range systems manufactured
in Canada. Olson's Audio House, Box 1075,
Wetaskiwin, Alberta, Canada.

SUDYMONT acoustic baffles. Plans $5.95; Baffle
$26.95; with cabinet from $39.95. Send speaker
size. SUDYMONT, 120 Liberty Str., New York
City 10006.

USE your auto tape player at home. $6 00 for
small AC to 12 volt converter. Armstrong, 1055
North El Centro, Los Angeles, Calif. 90038.

LONDON CALLING AMERICA! BUY BRITISH
HI -Fl EQUIPMENT DIRECT FROM THE U.K. HI-
FI MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS AND SAVE UP
TO 40%. FREE PRICE LIST AVAILABLE OR
MAIL $1.00 BILL FOR FULLY ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG. ($2.00 AIR POST.) C. C. GOODWIN
(SALES) LTD., 7, THE BROADWAY, WOOD
GREEN, LONDON, N.22, ENGLAND.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers. Transmitters,
Snooperscopes, Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog
250. Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 01908.

SEND us $9.95 and any old cartridge. We will
ship you prepaid any one of these cartridges
New -Shure M3D, Empire 880P, ADC 770, Pick-
ering V15AC2, Empire 808, Pickering V15AT2,
Shure M7/N21D, Grado BTR. Write for lowest
quotations all stereo components, Defa Elec-
tronics, 2207 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10024.

- - - - -
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FOR SALE

TRANSISTORIZED Products Importers Catalog.
$1.00. Intercontinental. CPO 1717, Tokyo, Japan.
ELECTRONIC Bargains -Diodes, Transistors,
Tubes, Courses. Free Catalog -Immediate Ship-
ment. Cornell, 4215-H University, San Diego,
Calif. 92105.
VIOLIN MAKERS SUPPLIES, Catalog 100-Artlar,
Box 25, Torrance, Calif. 90507.
MESHNA'S Transistorized Converter Kit $5.00.
Two models converts car radio to receive 30-
50mhz or 100.200mhz (one mhz tuning).
Meshna, No. Reading. Mass. 01864.
$500,000.00 Inventory late electronics $3500.00.
Stanley Kluzek Company, Dawson, Illinois
62520.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

RECORDERS (Flutes), Gambas, Lutes, Catalog -
Artier, Box 25, Torrance, Calif. 90507.

TAPE AND RECORDERS

RENT Stereo Tapes -over 2,500 different -all
major labels -free brochure. Stereo Parti, 1616-G
Terrace Way, Santa Rosa, California 95404.
BEFORE RENTING Stereo Tapes try us. Postpaid
both ways -no deposit -immediate delivery.
Quality -Dependability -Service- Satisfaction -
prevail here. If you've been dissatisfied in the
past, your initial order will prove this is no idle
boast. Free catalog. Gold Coast Tape Library,
Box 2262, Palm Village Station, Hialeah, Fla.
33012.
RENT 4 -TRACK STEREO TAPES -Dependable
service our keynote -ALL MAJOR LABELS -FREE
CATALOG (48 States)-TRIMOR Company, P.O.
Box 748, Flushing, N.Y. 11352.
STEREO TAPES. Save up to 60% (no member-
ship fees, postpaid anywhere USA). Free 60 -page
catalog. We discount batteries, recorders, tape
accessories. Beware of slogans "not undersold,"
as the discount information you supply our com-
petitor is usually reported to the factory. SAXI-
TONE, 1776 Columbia Road, Washington, D.C.
20009.

TAPE RECORDER SALE. Brand new, nationally
advertised brands, $10.00 above cost. Arkay
Sales Company, 1028 Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston, Mass. 02215.
TAPES. Recorders. Stereo Tapes. Catalog -50
stamp. Tower, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.
TAPE REELS. Large quantities of reels 5" and
7" seconds. Small and large hubs. Gray and
clear. Low prices. 50 minimum. Write: Dictation
Products, Box 587, N. Bellmore, N.Y. 11712.
HI -Fl Components Tape Recorders, at guaran-
teed "We Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 -day
money -back guarantee. Two-year warranty. No
Catalog. Quotations Free. Hi -Fidelity Center, 239
(HT) East 149th St., New York 10451.
KODAK RECORDING TAPE, highest quality, low-
est prices. TAPE CENTER, 398 National Press
Bldg., Wash., D.C. 20004.
RENT STEREO -8 CAR TAPES. 100/day. Send re-
fundable $10.00 deposit and name of first selec-
tion. Autotapes, Box 19086-A, Indianapolis, Ind.
46219.

EXCHANGE STEREO TAPE copies of music with
others. New Club. Stereodubs, Box 17224, San
Diego, Calif. 92117.
TAPE RECORDERS direct from importer. Three
motor, six head, automatic reverse. Famous
make. Also battery with A.G.C. All solid state.
Write for special prices, duty paid. DOK (USA)
INC., HF Box 2494, Culver City, California 90230.
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RECORDS INVENTIONS WANTED MUSIC

A CENTURY OF AMERICAN MUSIC. Magnificent
three record treasury (stereo). $7.95. Order to-
day --receive free record gift (value $1.98) or
write for catalog. Qualifine-H, 310 Madison Ave-
nue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
PLASTIC lined inner sleeves, with identification
window. White cardboard covers. 45 and 78
sleeves. Free details, samples 500. Cabe°, Dept.
119, 89 East Woodruff, Columbus, Ohio 43201
PROTECT your LPs. Heavy poly lined paper
sleeves for LPs IN. Round bottom inner
sleeves 3l/20. Record jackets white 204. Colors
254. Min. order $5.00. Record Supplies, Hill -
burn, P.O. New York 10931.
GIESEKING-Stereo $5.95. N. Fleming, P.O. Box
63, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
RARE 78's. State Category. Write Record -Lists,
P.O. Box 2122. Riverside, California 92506
"HARD To Get" records -all speeds. Record Ex-
change, 812 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10019.
CASH for your unwanted LPs. Reder, 81 Forshay
Road, Monsey, New York.
HARD to find collectors LPs, Like new, Lists 254.
Records, Hil!bum, New York 10931.
RENT STEREO RECORDS, $1.00 three days.
FREE offer -write DISCO -TAPE, P.O. Box 5202-
HF, Sta. #4, North Hollywood, California 91604.
COLLECTORS JOURNAL -valuable data, varied
record mart. Six issues -$1.50. Record Re-
search. 131 Hart, Brooklyn. N.Y. 11206.
FREE CATALOGS Broadcasts, Sound Tracks of
Thirties. ARG, 341 Cooper Station, New York
City 10003.

REPAIRS AND SERVICES

ALL Makes of Hi-Fi Speakers Repaired. Amprite,
168 W. 23 St., N.Y.C. 10011. CH 3.4812.

WANTED

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver. Gold. Ores Ana-
lyzed. Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Nor-
wood, Mass. 02062.
MILITARY SURPLUS EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
ARC -34, ARC -33, ARC -44, ARC -52, ARC -54. ARC -
55. ARC -66, ARC -73, ARC -84, ALSO ARN-14C,
ARN-54, ARN-59. COLLINS 51X-2, 51V-3, 51Y3.
51R-3, 17L-4, 17L-7, 618S-1. 18S-4. BENDIX
TA -21, RA -21. APR -14, PRC-25, RT-66 THRU
RT-70/GRC. APN-22, APN-117, APN-133. TESTS
SETS WANT WITH ARM, UPM, URM, USM, SG
PREFIXES. TOP CASH DOLLAR PAID IMMEDI-
ATELY. SLEP ELECTRONICS CO., DRAWER 178-
HF, ELLENTON, FLORIDA 33532, PHONE (813)
722.1843.
BLONDER -TONGUE AUDIO BATON. Roosbroeck,
19 Whittredge, Summit, N.J. 07901.
CONCORD R1100 or any Concord R recorder.
Terry Mazurkewicz, Sterling School, Craftsbury
Common, Vt. 05827.

TUBES

DON'T BUY TUBES -Radio, TV-Xmitting, spe-
cial-purpose types until you get our price list!
Lowest prices in U.S.A. 5,000 types -Guaran-
teed Brand New. Send postcard for TV -Special
Purpose Price List. UNITED RADIO COMPANY,
P.O. BOX 1000, NEWARK, N.J. 07101.

PAINTINGS AND PRINTS

CUSTOM CREATED PORTRAITS and other fine
art. Satisfaction Guaranteed. NOT PHOTO-
COPIES OR IMPORTS, ordering Portfolio $1.00.
(Credited) Free Brochure, AFSA, 2316 West Im-
perial Highway, Inglewood, California 90303.

AUTHORS' SERVICES

AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book pub-
lished, promoted, distributed. Free booklet "ZD,"
Vantage, 120 West 31 St., New York 10001.

RUBBER STAMPS

RUBBER ADDRESS STAMP $1.50. SIGNATURE
$2.88. FREE CATALOG. JACKSON PRODUCTS,
1433 WINNEMAC, CHICAGO, ILL. 60640.

INVENTIONS -IDEAS developed: Cash/Royalty
Sales. Member: United States Chamber Com-
merce. Raymond Lee. 130-GH West 42nd, New
York City 10036.
PATENT SEARCHES $6.00! FREE "Invention Rec-
ord"/Information. Miss Hayward, 1029HH Ver-
mont, District of Columbia 20005.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

INVESTIGATE Accidents -Earn $750 to $1,400
monthly. Men urgently needed. Car furnished.
Business expenses paid. No selling. No college
education necessary. Pick own job location. In-
vestigate full time. Or earn $6.44 hour spare
time. Write for Free Literature. No obligation.
Universal, CZ -5, 6801 Hil!crest. Dallas, Texas
75205.

$200.00 Daily in Your Mailbox! Your Opportunity
to Do What Mailorder Experts Do. Free Details.
Associates, Box 136-L, Holland, Michigan 49423.
I MADE $40,000.00 Year by mailorder! Helped
others make money! Start with $10.00 -Free
Proof. Torrey, Box 318-N, Ypsilanti Michigan
48197.
FREE BOOK "990 Successful, Little -Known Busi-
nesses." Work home! Plymouth -145Y, Brooklyn,
New York 11218.

INSTRUCTION

LEARN Electronic Organ Servicing at home. All
makes including transistors. Experimental kit -
trouble -shooting. Accredited NHSC, Free Book-
let. Niles Bryant School. 3631 Stockton, Dept. A,
Sacramento, Calif. 95820.
ASSOCIATE Degree in Electronics Engineering
earned through combination correspondence -
classroom educational program. Free brochure.
Grantham Technical Institute, 1505 N. Western
Ave., Hollywood, California 90027.

HIGHLY Effective home study review for FCC
Commercial Phone Exams. Free Literature.
Cook's School of Electronics, P.O. Box 517,
Monticello, Ky. 42633.

REI First Class Radio Telephone License in (5)
weeks Guaranteed. Tuition $295.00. Job place-
ment free. (KANSAS CITY) R.E.I., 3123 Gillham
Road, Kansas City, Missouri, Telephone WE
1-5444. (SARASOTA) R.E.I., 1336 Main Street,
Sarasota, Florida, Telephone 955-6922.

HIGHLY effective home study course in Elec-
tronics Engineering Mathematics with circuit
applications. Earn your Associate in Science
Degree. Free literature. Cook's Institute of
Electronics Engineering, P.O. Box 517, Monti-
cello, Ky. 42633. (Established 1945).

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

SCIENCE Bargains -Request Free Giant Catalog
"CJ" -148 pages -Astronomical Telescopes, Mi-
croscopes, Licenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts, War
surplus bargains. Edmund Scientific Co., Bar-
rington, New Jersey 08007.

MEDICAL FILM -Adults only -"Childbirth" one
reel, 8mm $7.50, 16mm $14.95. International H,
Greenvale, Long Island, New York 11548.

WALL MURALS from your 35mm Black and
White negatives 40X60" $20.00, 60X90" $40.00.
ENDACOM, Box 342, East Hartford, Conn.
06108.

HYPNOTISM

FREE Hypnotism, Self -Hypnosis. Sleep Learning
Catalog! Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico
88345.

FEMALE HYPNOTISM!! Easily! Instantly! Secret
Nerve Centers! $2.20. Brugenheimer Publishers,
Box 158-E30, Lexington, Mass.

HYPNOTIZE FEMALES! - Unnoticed! Instantly!
Nerves! Exciting! Send $2.25, Research Enter-
prises, 29-SN2I Samoset, Woburn, Mass. 01801.

MUSIC put to your poems or lyrics. Also pro-
fessional recording of your songs by a profes-
sional pianist and singer. Reasonable rates.
Write Dan Ascenzo, 25859 Mulroy Drive, South-
field, Mich.

MOVIE FILMS

16mm SOUND -Projectors, Films, New, Used for
Sale, Free Catalog. National Cinema, 333 W. 57
St., N.Y.. N.Y. 10019.

EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your re-
corder, phonograph. Astonishing details, sensa-
tional catalog free! Sleep -Learning Association.
Box 24-ZD, Olympia, Washington 98501.

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Miraculously build Mind
Power, achieve Self Confidence, improve Health.
gain Success. Method 92% effective. Details
free. ASR Foundation. Box 7021 Henry Clay Sta.,
Lexington, Kentucky 40502.

STAMPS

FREE Wonderful New United States Catalog!
Postage and Airmails Complete. 786 Illustra-
tions. Special offers, Bargains Galore -Every-
thing! Send Today. H.E. Harris, Dept. FC-1,
Boston, Mass. 02117.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

JEEPS Typically From $53.90 . . . Trucks From
$78.40 . Boats, Typewriters, Airplanes, Elec-
tronics Equipment, Photographic Equipment,
used. 100.000 Bargains Direct From Govern-
ment. Complete Sales Directory and Surplus
Catalog $1.00 (Deductible First $10.00 Order).
Surplus Service, Box 820-L, Holland. Michigan
49423.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

FOREIGN and USA job opportunities available
now. Construction, all trades. Earnings to
$2,000.00 monthly. Paid overtime, travel,
bonuses. Write: Universal Employment, Wood-
bridge, Connecticut 06525.

FOREIGN EMPLOYMENT. Construction, other
work projects. Good paying overseas jobs with
extras, travel expenses. Write only: Foreign Ser-
vice Bureau, Dept. D, Bradenton Beach, Florida
33510.

MISCELLANEOUS

WINEMAKERS: Free Illustrated catalog of
yeasts, equipment. Semplex, Box 7208, Minne-
apolis, Minn. 55412.

LEMURIAN VIEWPOINT -Thought -provoking dis-
cussions of Universal Truth, man's purpose on
earth, reincarnation, and subjects from Lemur-
ian Philosophy. Send for FREE copy. Lemurian
Fellowship, Dept. 646, Ramona, California
92065.

MONEY WE PAY $10 hr. for NOTHING but your
opinions, written from home about our clients'
products and publications, sent you free. Noth-
ing to buy, sell, canvass, or learn. No SKILL,
NO GIMMICKS. Just honesty. Details from RE-
SEARCH, ZD-5, Box 669, Mineola, N.Y. 11501.

ZIP CODE DIRECTORY, over 35,000 listings, 50
states. $2.00 "STANDARD" Dept. 78, Box 16213,
Phoenix, Ariz. 85011.

STOP BURGLARS THE EASY WAY! Affix au-
thentic "Protected by Electronic Sentry Alarm"
Decals to auto windows, doors and windows of
home, retail stores. vending machines, etc.
Whether you have an alarm or not -thieves stay
away! Only $1.00 for each set of two. J. Ross,
80-34 Kent St., Jamaica, N.Y. 11432. Dept. HF.

BEERS, PEACH BRANDY, WINES - Strongest
Formulas, $2.25. (complete brew supplies hy-
drometers catalog 104) -Research Enterprises,
29-D-Samoset, Woburn, Mass.
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For
cleaner
grooves.

For
cleaner
tracing.

New Pickering V-15/3 cartridge with Dynamic Coupling for mini-
mum tracing distortion and maximum tracking ability, plus DustamaticTM
feature for dust -free grooves.

As stereo cartridges approach perfection, dust in the grooves becomes intolerable.
The Pickering V-15/3 Micro -Magnetic'" cartridge has a new moving system that

reduces tracing distortion close to the theoretical minimum, thanks to Dynamic Coupling
of the stylus to the groove. But what good is perfect contact between the stylus tip and
those high -velocity turns if dust particles get in the way?

That is why the Dustamatic brush assembly is an essential part of Pickering's
total performance cartridge. It cleans the groove automatically before the stylus gets there.

The new moving system also provides a further refinement of Pickering's famous

natural sound by extending peak -free response well beyond the audible range, and the
patented V -Guard Floating Stylus continues to assure the ultimate in record protection.

There are four "application engineered" Pickering V-15/3 Dustamatic models
with Dynamic Coupling, to match every possible installation from conventional record
changers to ultrasophisticated low -mass transcription arms. Prices from $29.95 to $44.95.

For free literature complete with all details, write to Pickering & Co., Plainview,
L. I., New York.

For those who can the difference. PICkeriDOhear
CIRCLE NO. 41 ON READER SERVICE CARD



0simmuum

(-Why turn off your love of good music when you
- shut your living room door? Summer or winter,

indoors or out, from beach to mountaintop, from patio
to summer home - the Electro-Voice Sonocaster I
puts good music where it belongs ... with you.

It's built to take any weather. The one-piece housing
can't rust, crack, or peel - the color is molded right
into the plastic. And tough? Just ask the schools,
radio stations, and businesses that find a Sonocaster
ideal for portable high fidelity sound.

Now how about the music? Well, short of 32' organ

pipes (which the Sonocaster frankly ignores) you'll
be hard pressed to hear any trace of "portable" sound.
Whether you add Sonocasters to your main hi-fi
system, or start with a portable radio, you'll find these
small speakers uncommonly responsive.

Hookup is easy. Plug the Sonocaster directly into the
auxiliary jack on most portables. Or add a pair to your
main stereo system in moments with just a screwdriver.

Pick up the Sonocaster I today. It costs no more
than $25.00 at leading audio showrooms everywhere.
And now, a little traveling music, if you please!

Who says
Hi-Fi is a

winter sport?

SPECIFICATIONS: 70-13.000 I-Ir Freourocy ResnonsP: 8 Ohms linnedahce: 30 Watts Peak Power Handling: 120* Dispersion: 16-3/4"H x 17"W x 5.7/1r1); 6-3M Las. - Weight; Steel Gray color.

high fidelity systems and speakers  tuners, amplifiers, receivers  public address loudspeakers
microphones  phonograph needles and cartridges  organs  space and defense electronics .7.1ecrin'ez

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 574F, 616 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107.


